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DECLASSIFIED
January 1st.
For the fir--st ~ime .ln d~y~ a group of enemy combatant
ships was s"ighted and attacked in the NEW GEORGIA ·area. During
the afternoon a group of 10 DDs was sighted west of MUNDA on a
southeasterly course. 6 B..:17~s bombed from 20000 feet. This
was a waste of effort. ~· Pro ba bili ty of hits .on DDs. at such altitude is about· zero. About six p.m. (local) SBD'-s from GUADALCANAL attacked and report one hit on two DDs and a near miss on
a third. Toward midnight DDs were reported off CAPE ESPERANCE
but no further clarifying report was received. The Japs planned
to bomb GUADALCANAL during the night but no report of this has
been received from our forces. TF 11 and 16 were placed on 4
hours notice.
Comsopac 020702 gives moves of TF 64 and 67 during the
AP unloading at GUADALCANAL next week.
Comairsopac 020410 pink gives ' his latest nlan to cover
the moves of the CL - DD group which will bombard 1IDNDA on the
4th. Also, his 020720 and 020730 pink is the plan to cover APs
enroute GUADALCANAL on the 3rd.
Cincpac 012335 pink forms TF 19, which is mainly composed
of APs, and directs the move to the SW Pac from PANAMA.
Comsopac 010918 is an operation summary for ~is .. ~rea.
Most of the information contained therein was obtairtea':rr~m intercepted traffic.
·
After conversations between General MacArthur and General
Vandegrift, permission was' grante'd to move the First Marine Di vision to MELBOURNE for rehabilitation. The 7th Marines will be
sent to MELBOURNE when withdrawn from GUADALCANAL in the next
few days.
General Marshall states that current nonavailability
precludes the possibility of assigning an additional heavy bombardment group to the Hawaiian area, but that he heartily concurs in
the desirability of continuing long· range bombing missions with
present means. It is noted that General DeWitt is not satisfied
with the refusal to send more P-38's to ALASKA and -offers to send
some from his West Coast squadrons. He thinks his W~st Coast air
strength is already too r ow. Just why this should be so is not
clear here. Their combat . employment within range of West Coast
airfields seems the remotest kind of possibility at this time.
CTF 8 012038 reports another strike on KISKA.

{Continued)
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January 1st.

(Continued)

Cominch 311405 pink is concerned over the progress of
the war in the SOLOMONS. Cincpac 020217 pink again makes a
plea for tools to work with. The bottleneck is troops adequately
trained for our Pacific war.
There is a possibility that CVs are now enroute from the
Empire to the BISMARK area. If that is true we can expect another
Southward push in the next week or so.

----

January 2nd.

Comsopac 021044, 030536, and 030703 are operation summaries
for his area for the past two days.
Commencing at 2340 (local) off northwest GUADALCANAL, eleven
TULAGI PT's engaged eight enemy DDs. These DDs are presumed to
be the "Tokyo Express" which had been attacked by our planes at
1800 (local) near MUNDA the previous afternoon. 6 PT's attained
firing position, and of 18 torpedoes fired one hit was claimed on
one DD and three probable hits reported on two others. The DDs
dropped overboard a quantity of supplies in watertight containers
in the hope that at least some would drift to the beach. No
troops were seen landing. At daylight PTs and PCs destroyed all
of these supplies sighted.
Nine SBDs with fighter cover took off from GUADALCN~AL at
0500 (local) to search for and attack the DDs thought retiring
from GUADALC1\NAL after the PT action. They were unable to locate
the DDs but delivered an attack on the MUNDA airport at 0725
(local). Heavy AA fire was encountered but all planes returned
safely.
~
/ .

The morning search from GUADALCANAL found 8 DDs at 0700
(local) between CHOISEUL and NEW GEORGIA retiring towards BUIN at
high speed. Thus the combined air and PT attacks are presumed to
have sunk two enemy DDs.
Last night two Catalinas were over MUNDA from 2300 to 0300
(local). During that time four 500 pounders were dropped to harass the enemy. The same night the enemy had 3 planes singly over
GUADALCANAL from 2200 to 0120 (local) and dropped a few bombs on
our positions. Damage was not reported.
At 1220 (local) 6 B26s ·f rom GUADALCA_NAL escorted by eight
P39s dropped 15 500-pounders on ~~JNDA from 17000 feet. Heavy AA
was encountered and one B26 was shot down. ·
At 1340 (local) 5 Bl?s from GUADALCANAL made a strike on
ships in the BUIN - TONOLEI area. Of 23 ships reported at least
(Continued)
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(Continued)

eleven are thought cruisers or destroyers. All bombs were
dropped on the largest combatant type, scoring near misses.
Heavy AA was encountered from the ships but all planes returned
to GUADALCANAL.
Reports continue to be received of minor enemy activity
in the NEW GEORGIA group. The landing strip at BALLALE (SHORTLAND area) is now considered in commission.
Comsopac has started a projec~ to lay a cable between
GUADALCANAL and TULAGI, with an extension to PORT PURVIS.
The PORPOISE on patrol northeast of HONSHU reports
sinking at least one AK in a convoy which was attacked on
January first.
CTF 8 now estimates that the D Day for the CROWBAR
operation cannot be earlier than January 11th.
The RUSSIANS desire bunkering arrangements for both
coal and oil at DUTCH HARBOR. The feasibility of this is being investigated.
We are still very much in the dark concerning enemy
intentions and developments. However, many signs point to an
early major push toward GUADALCANAL. No major threat in the 1 ~
'~
Central or North Pacific seems probable.

~

January 3rd.

\l

•

Q

Catalinas continued their nightly harassing over MUNDA
from 2400 to 0200. The daily Bl7 sent to harass the BUIN area
during the night was turned back by the weather but dropped 8
500-pounders on MU!IDA area at 0500. At 1714 (local) 12 SBD's
escorted by 16 .fighters dropped 12 500-pounders and 24 100-pounders on AA posit ions, taxiways, and runways at MUNDA. -AA fire
was noticeably lighter than yesterday. All planes returned
safely. A search plane saw 4 or 5 of the B26 crew shot down
yesterday on the beach 10 miles south of RENDOVA Harbor.
On GUADALCANAL minor actions continued. Our forces
captured a field niece in the AUSTEN area and gained high ground
in the enemy rear. 6 Jap counterattacks were repulsed during
which 150 of the enemy were killed.
The final increment of the 25th Division has been landed
at GUADALCANAL.
(Continued)
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(Continued)

Comsopac 040442 and 040322 are operation orders for
Task Forces 16 and 65. · Task Force 11 was placed on 2 hours
notice at NOlnJEA. The fast battleships are operating to the
south of GUADALCANAL to cover the retirement of the cruiser destroyer bombardment of MUNDA. This bombardment is scheduled ·
for midnight tonight (local).
Coast watchers report 340 Japs in the vicinity of WICKIt has been evident :Cor some time that small
groups of the enemy have landed throughout the NEW GEORGIA group.

HAM: anchorage.

A Jap plane reported a Blue force south of CRISTOBAL
While this force can not be identified definitely, it
is believed to be transports retiring from GUADALCANAL to ESPIRITU SANTO.

ISLAND.

The THO~~S EDISON and. the GREBE were completely destroyed by a hurricane at TURTLE ISLAND on January 2nd.
General Harmon suggests that instead of laying a cable
between GUADALCANAL and TULAGI, needs can be fulfilled by use
of ' FM teletype links between GUADALCANAL, TULGAI, and PORT PURVIS. The War Department has been requested by General Harmon
to ship 2 complete equipments to GUADALCANAL by air with necessary engineers and technicians to install and operate them.
Comsopac's reply to Cominch's proposal for a Deputy Commander South Pacific Area is contained in his 030439 pink.
The WAKE photo plane is now considered lost.
search daily since December 28th has been negative.

Intensive

As the gasoline situation at GUADALCANAL is now satisfactory for the operation of Bl?'s, Admiral Halsey has requested
the retur.n from AUSTRALIA of the 5th and 11th groups ( Gomsopac
032329). General MacArthur stated that he would return them to
CACTUS on the 5th or 6th (local), weather permitting.
There are no significant changes in the BUNA area. Ap·parently our forces trapped the Japs there three days ago and
will eliminate them in due course.
General DeWitt has ordered a squadron of P38's from his
command to ALASKA to reinforce the pursuits in the ALEUTIANS.
~

u•' ') v,I..A

On entering CRISTOBAL the CHARLES CARROLL, which is
flagship of a transport group~ enroute to the Sopac, struck an
Army mine. Her thrust blocks and steering gear were damaged to
the extent that the ship can not proceed with the transport
group.
(Continued)
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(Continued)

In a despatch to Cominch General MacArthur states his
desire to supply medicine and ammunition to guerillas in the
Philippines and NEI, and requests that 3 submarines be detailed
for this duty. While this is a worth while employment for submarines and second only to sinking enemy ships, it does not seem
desirable to divert our modern submarines now being employed on
patrol in enemy waters. Cincpac will propose that the (Ex) Vl,
2 and 3 be made available for this duty.
Indications continue that the enemy is now preparing
for a major push toward GUADALCANAL. It seems probable that
one or more carriers are now in the vicinity of TRUK enroute
further south.
January 4th.
CTF 67 050405 describes his bombardment of l~NDA. Our
harassing Catalinas over MilliDA observed the bombardment and reported it to be very effective. At 0940 (local) tho ~~~.Task Fo~e'?
gpeup was attacked, south of GUADALCANAL, by 10 dive bombers and
15 zeros. The report of 10 dive bombers was received from GUADALCANAL but the report of CTF 67 only records about five. The attack
resulted in one hit on No. 3 turret of the ACHILLES. GUADALCANAL
planes intercepted the attacking enemy planes and report shooting
down 4 bombers with 2 probable, - thus accounting for the difference
noted above.
·
CTF 64 reported being trailed by 4 Jap planes while
operating SW of GUADALCANAL during the early afternoon.
Comsopac 050845 is an operations summary for the day.
At 1040 local nine B-26's from GUADALCANAL made a strike
on MUNDA. 7-500#, 7-120#, and 48-100# bombs were dropped from
10,000 feet. No AA fire was received from MUNDA and damage was
not observed. The crew of the B-26 shot down off MUNDA two days
ago was rescued by the GRAYBACK.
At 1600 local , 5 B-17's escorted by 6 P-38's dropped 20 one
thousand pounders on one CA at BUIN. The bombing altitude was
18,000 feet and no hits were scored. The P-38's were attacked
by about 25 float biplanes and zeros. The score was 3 sure and
2 possible enemy VFs shot down against our loss of two P-38's.
The 7th Marines have been withdrawn from GUADALCANAL
and are now enroute MELBOURNE.
Comsopac 040702 is the operation order for TG 66.7.

(Continued)
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.January 4th. (Continued )
Comamphfo rsopac 041242 notes the vastly improved unloading
of ships at GUADALCANAL.
Cincpac 050009 suggests that Admiral Halsey's plan to release the NEW MEXICO and MISSISSIP PI in the next few days be reconsidered as this may take them away before the impending enemy
effort.
Cincpac and Comsopac both believe the set-up for a Deputy
Comsopac most desirable . Cincpac recommend ed early adoption to
Cominch and requested Admiral Halsey to made his nominatio n.
The comment requested by Cominch on the proposal to aid
guerillas in the Philippine s and NEI is contained in Cincpac

050057.

We continue to be in. doubt regarding major enemy deployments and intention s. We believe that some CVs may be south of
TRUK and that the bulk of Jap combatant strength is in the TRUK EMPIRE area. But as the Japs have changed nearly all ciphers
our educated guesses are not as reliable as they have been.
Admiral Halsey is experienc ing trouble in obtaining suitbuildings for his headquart ers from the French Governor at
NOUMEA. The situation is explained in Cincpac 050757 to Cominch.
~ble

~

January 5th.

There were two major sightings during the day. The first
at 1100 (local), just south of NEW BRITAIN consisted of 4 APs
escorted by 2 cruisers and 4 destroyer s, on -course 2400 speed 12.
The second was report by the SARGO at 1500 (local) of a fleet
carrier with 1 DD escort just east of the ADMIRALTY ISLANDS, on
course south speed 17.5 knots. It is significan t that only one
destroyer was seen escorting this carrier.
8 Bl7s with fighter escort attacked ships and shore instal- .
lations in the ffiTIN area at 1230 (local). 12 float biplanes
followed the fortresses but did not -intercept . 8 type 2-zeros
were sighted over N@.N GEORGIA but did not attack.
A routine strike on MUNDA from CACTUS was turned back on
account of bad weather. At 1020 (local) 7 F4Fs over MUNDA at
18,000 feet received no AA and saw no planes in the air. The
field was not observed.
Most gratifying reports from submarines were received
during the day. The PLUNGJl-:R reported that during landing operations at MUNDA bar on the night of December 16th she sank 1 DD,
and on the night of the 17th 1 more DD. The GRAYlli\CK sank 4
(Continued )

January 5th.

(Continued)

barges on Christmas Day with 50 caliber off SHOR'rLANDS and
later sank 1 submarine south of REI~VA. The HALIBUT, on patrol
off the north tip of HONSHU reports having sunk 1 AP and 3 AKs.
Comsopac 060252 gives the dispositions of Task Forces
which were covering AP operations in the GUADALCANAL area.from
the .4th to 6th of January. Comsopac 060712 gives the compositions of Task Forces 65 and 66.7. This modifies his 040322, noted
day before yesterday, and results in the retent~ of the NEW
MEXICO and MISSISSIPPI in the Sopac. Admiral R~iY raised the
question as to the length of time Batdiy 3 will remain in
southern waters as he has stripped Batdiv 3 of considerable
equipment in order to build up Batdiv 4.
Comsopac 060732 provides for coverage by Task Force 65
of damaged cruisers enroute to PEARL.
Comtaskfor 19 has shifted his flag to the ~lOMAS JEFFERSON because of previously reported damage by an Army mine
to the CHARLES CARROLL, and will depart from BALBOA for the
South and Southwest Pacific tomorrow.
KODIAK 060450 reports an attack on an enemy AK approaching KISKA.
The War Department has disapproved General DeWitt's
proposal to send an additional P38 squadron from the 4th Air
Force to ALASKA because of urgent demands from other theaters
of higher priority.
Comsowespac 050525 is the comment on the proposal to
supply guerillas in the Phillipines and NEI by submarine.
While the enemy appears to be strengthening positions
in northeast NEW GUINEA there is no indication of any lack of
interest in the southern SOLOMONS. Signs continue to point to
an impending attack in the GUADALCANAL area. Based on this
estimate, no major threat is seen in the Hawaiian area or in
the North Pacific.
I
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January 6th.

Routine a~r strikes were made on the 1IDNDA, ~BUIN, and
RABAUL areas. SW Pac planes report direct hits on ~shius
at RABAUL. The grouv of 2 cruisers, 4 DDs and 2 APs tracked
from mn~.r BRITAI~ toward LAE was attacked by S1N Pac planes and
one AP was reported on fire.
TF 65, escorting the damaged PENSACOLA and MINNEAPOLIS, departed from ESPIRITU SANTO in accordance with orders
noted yesterday. TF 16 and 67 arrive tomorrow at ESPIRITU
SANTO. TF 64 is enroute to NOUMEA. T:w 11 will ··ex~rcise
at sea for three days in accordance with Comsopac 070402.
The Central and North Pacific areas were quiet.
Cominch 052215 revises the procedure in making
damage reports to assist in earliest possible restoration
of ships to service.
Comsonac 060347 is a proposal to relieve the 4th
Defense battalion now at ROSES with Army troops from BORA
BORJl. Cincpac 070731 reouests further information on the proposal.
General DeWitt 052359 gives a plan to corunence training of two regimental combat teams in amphibious warfare at
FORT ORD on January 15th.
There are no new enemy develooments.
cTanuary 7th.
Activity in the South Pacific was limited to routine
air strikes in the central SOLOMONS and minor patrol action on .
GUADALCANAL. A routine strike was made on KISKA. The central
Pacific area was quiet.
The MitU~OLIS lost nower because of leaky tubes in
her two serviceaJle boilers and is being towed to ES~IRITU
SANTO by the VIREO.
Comsopac 072213 gives procedure for carriers operating together when an air attack is imminent.
Cominch 071245 proposes a commander for PT squadrons
in the SoPac to supervise and coordinate training, tactical
developments, and operational plans. Cincpac has requested
Admiral Halsey's comments on this proposal.
General DeWitt reports troops to be trained and a proposal for a joint directive for the reduction and occupation of
KISKA in his 080220. The references in this despatch are included in this summary.
(Continued)
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January 7th.

(Continued)

The group of cruisers, destroyers, and transports noted
yesterday approaching the h~ area apparently reached its destination.
Cominch 071515 gives War Department readiness and
material for Ferry Route Bases.
Admiral Halsey has nominated Rear Admiral Wilkinson
as Deputy Comsopac.
It is beginning to seem possible that the enemy has
changed from the offensive to the strategic defensive in the
NEW GUINEA - NEW BHITAIN - SOLOMONS area. The completion of
airfields, fortifications, and troop and plane deployments in
that area would release carrier striking forces for operations
in other areas. On this basis, the threat of raids on our exposed positions may become more real in the next month or so. ~
.January 8th.

_,-·

~·..,

~

The most important development of the day is the request
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff made to General MacArthur for his
plans for carrying out Tasks 2 and 3 in the NEW GUINEA - NffiV
BRITAIN- SOLOMONS area. (See Gen'l. Marshall 090053 pink).
Major Pacific Fleet reinforcements are seen in Cominch
This totals one carrier, one battleship, one
cruiser, seven destroyers.

081600 pink.

Comsopac 082234 pink is a proposal to build up two task
forces, each around three ACVs. Also, he strongly concurs with
Cominch proposal to set-up a Commander, PT Squadrons, and can
supply all officers from his area. Three tenders for the PTs
are !l"ecomrnended. tNo· I v- w~~ ·~,
. ~ ~~ ' c. ~. " · ·:•
ff. --:·
~ ~ 1
The Bureau of Aeronautics has requested the cooperation
a DD, ACV, and if possible a cruiser or battleship in Southern
CALIFORNIA waters in producing a training film on abandoning ship.
Cominch approves the project in principle.

or

Activity during the day in the SOLOMONS was limited to
routine searches and strikes on enemy positions. Coms6pac
080829 and 090638 are his operations summaries.
From conflicting reports it is now estimated by Vice
Admiral Carpender that the convoy sighted and attacked approaching LAE vi a the s outh coast of NR'\N' BRITAIN day before yesterday
consisted of 1 CL, 4 DD and 5 merchant type. · In the repeated air
attacks on this group in the past three days the following results
are reported: one AP sunk enroute LAE; two AP sunk or severely
( Conti nue d ne x t page)
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(Continued)

damaged at LAE; one direct hit on one AP while retiring; 69 VF
definitely destroyed; 28 VF probably destroyed, 40 VF damaged;
own losses 6 planes lost, 31 damaged. If correct this is a
remarkable performance and any troops and supplies landed cost
the enemy a high price.
Comsopac proposes to lay a mine field just outside the
100 fathom curve approximately parallel to the coast line between TASSAFORANGA and CAPE ESPERANCE.
Cominch 081930 is a plan for MaFine reinforcements for
the South Pacific Area during February.
Because of need of yard overhaul for the SWORDFISH and
SNAPPER immediately Comsubsopac request~one sub as replacement
fro~ Comsubpac.
This was not approved by Cincpac as it is inadvisable further to reduce patrols in Jap Empire waters.
i..-o.~~;r\~ -t~-r

Cincpac 090342 is a joint plan for the assault and
occupation of KISKA.
A
DOG day for the occupation of AMCHITKA is January 11th.
Aside from continued indications that the enemy is active
in strengthening and developing posltions· in the SOLOMONS and
Northern NIDN GUINEA there are no significant enemy devel~nts~~
January 9th.

V

.,----

Routine air activities in the central SOLOMONS were
hampered by bad weather. Comsopac 100614 is an operations
summary for his area. The Tokyo Express of eight DDs was
reported to be expected in the GUADALCANAL area about 2300
local, but no report of its arrival was made. Ground activity
on GUADALCANAL was limited to patrolling reconnaissance and
disposition for an offensive. Minor bombing of enemy troop
positions there was carried out.
Comsopac 090432 and 100352 ~a reorganization of task
forces in the South Pacific. His 100042 establishes a DD
striking group based in the GUADALCANAL area.
wl\~w~~

Cominch 092009 gives developmen t t approved for BOBCAT
on October 28th.
A
The Central and North Pacific areas were quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.

~
(Zc~---- {27 2

January lOth.
The Tokyo Express, mentioned yesterday, arrived off
GUADALCANAL about midni ght. Meagre reports show that our PTs
intercepted in the vicinity of SAVO. Damage inflicted is not
reported, ·but we lost two PTs. It seems probable that the
enemy was partially successful in this operation. The 25th
Division has commenced a reconnaissance in force in the MOUNT
AUSTEN region on GUADALCANAL. The enemy dropped five bombs on
our 1mrines during the night. Weather prevented a strike on
the Express the following daylight. Other areas were ~uiet.
The ACHILLES damage, received January 4th, is limited to
turret 3. She will be retained with TF 67 for the present.
Comsopac . has recommended that a Flag Officer be ordered
to command land'li'Ciraft flotillas in his area. Cincpac approve s·.
CTF 8 092354 is

recommendation ~

to reinforce ALASKAN Air.

H.M.S. VICTORIOUS will sail from NORFOLK for PEARL about
February 2nd. One month operational training at PEARL is planned.
DOG Day for the AMCHITKA operation has been postponed until
January 12th because of bad weather.
Submarine operations in the JAPAN SEA are under consideration. The difficulty there will be keeping our subs from
damaging the RUSSIANS and being damaged by them.
After a conference with members of his staff today Admiral
Nimitz decided to offer to confer with General MacArthur and
Adm.iral Halsey concerning plans for Tasks TWO and THREE. NOUMEA
is the first offer by Admiral Nimitz for the meeting point, and
he can arrive there by the 17th local. This date is suggested
because of his desire to meet the Secnav, who arrives at PEARL
the 12th. If General MacArthur refuses to go to NOUMEA, Admirals
Nimitz and Halsey are willing to go to BRISBANE. General MacArthur
replied to this offer stating that he is awaiting further advice
from WASHINGTON with reference to the basic subject matter involved which, he says, should precede any conference with regard to
operational action.
There are no new enemy developments.
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January 11th.
Ground activity on GUADALCANAL is progressing satisfactorily with air considerably assisting the reconnaissance
in force now underway. The planned offensive is scheduled to
commence January 17 (local). Bad weather curtailed routine
air operations in the Central SOLOMONS. It is possible that
one DD of the Tokyo Express, which visited GUADALCANAL two
days ago, was sunk.
The SHAW grounded 1.5 miles S.E. of BULARI PASSAGE,
NOU:MEA yesterday and wa.s severely damaged. Salvage is underway.
The GRAMPUS has reported sinking 2-3 APs, one AK and

1 DD while on patrol in the SOLOMONS area.

Reports continue to be received of Jap efforts to
strengthen their positions in the SOLOMONS and NEv.l , GEORGIA
Islands. There are no new enemy developments •
. January 12th.
The Secretary of the Navy arrived
will commence an inspection of the Pacific
by CinC Pac, he plans to leave the 14th by
positions and expects to make BRISBANE the
his inspection.

at PEARL where he
Ocean Areas. Accompanied
air for outlying
wea·tern limit of

Again today routine searches and strikes in the central
SOLOMONS were hampered by bad weather. There were . no major sightings
except large concentrations of enemy ships at RABAUL and in the
SHORTLANDS area. Ground activity on GUADALCANAL is proceeding
satisfactorily, preparing for the offensive scheduled for
January 17th (Local).
Taskforces 65 and 69 arrived at NANDI. TF 18 is
scheduled to arrive at HAVANNAH HARBOR, EFATE the 16th, local.
Cominch has deferred the program to replace PBY's in
the Pacific with PBM-3c airplanes. The War Department advises
no air reenforcements for the ALEUTIANS are in prospect except
for the 12 P-38's being winterized and the 8 B-25's enroute.
(Cominch 122050).
CTF 8 reports that the occupation of AMCHITKA is proceeding on schedule. A plane reported that the WORDEN foundered
at AMCHI 'rKA,
There were no new enemy developments.

{§;
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January 13th.
The schedule for inspection of outlying positions by
Secnav and Cincpac is in Cincpac 130445, except that the 3RISR~lli
visit probably is cancelled.
The TOKYO express of 8 DDs was reported enroute GUADALbut no word of its arrival has been received. It would
be opposed by the PT patrol near SAVO and 5 DDs based in the
TtJLAGI area. Enemy planes were reported over GUADALCANAL last
night.
CP~~AL

The BA~LALE airstrip is now reported surfaced but no
planes were seen on it. There are some indications of airfield
construction underway near CAPE MABIRI, BOUGAINVILLE. The
KAVIENG field is being improved.
The ARTHUR MIDDLETON went aground at Al';IC-IITKA. Troops
of the CROW3AR operation had been landed. Efforts to float the
vessel are underway.
No new enemy developments are seen.
Comsowespac

13113~General

MacArthur's amplification

of his conception of his July d~spatch regarding Tasks ~~0 and
THREE. If a conference with Admirals Nimitz and Halsey is held which General l.-1acArthur discourages - 3RISBANli: is suggested as
the meeting place.
day

~till e~tima'-.e of th~SOLOM~'S offe~ive was ~I!l:ple~to

~d will ~ gi~n to A iral ~lsev for~hatever'lt ma

worth~

'

~

be

~o-~

January 14th.
The TOKYO Express of nine DDs ran last night as expected.
While early reports give partial account of own attacks, it is
not known whether or not the enemy was successful in making a
landing at GUADALCANAL. During the night TULAGI Catalinas
tracked and attacked the DDs. Beginning after daylight and continuing during the day strikes were·made from GUADA:SC.ANAL. Hits
were claimed by S"9Ds and P'-3Ys, and near misses by Bl7s. The net
result seems to be two enemy DDs damaged.
Ground action on GUADA..LCANAL is progressing favorably.
Our submarine near PALAO·attacked a convoy enroute from
there to DAVAO and succeeded in sinking two marus.
(Continued)
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January 14th.

(Continued)

No further word was received regarding the CROVJBAR
operation.
It continues to be indicated that the enemy is forming
up for major operations in the South. No major moves . in any
other direction are seen.
The Secnav and Admiral Nimitz departed for MIDWAY, the first stop of their inspection trip.
Januarv 15th.
Routine air strikes, searches, and photo missions were
completed in the Central SOL01..10NS. Our planes over :MUNDA received heavy AA, 'and report the landing strip in use. Again
it is demonstrated that bombardment and bombing of enemy airfields can be expected to put the fields out of commission for
a few hours.
Enemy harassing planes were over our GUADALCANAL positions during the night. Land operations there are progressing.
An offense is scheduled for the 18th local and will be preceded by bombardment from four DDs.
Admiral Halsey is not satisfied with the reception accorded to the last Tokyo Express. No interception was reported
by the PTs and DDs and air failed to attack effectively during
the approach.
'
There is a shortage of torpedoes for the SoPac PTs.
A coTinand embracing PT squadrons and their tenders in
SoPac has been ap~roved by Cominch.
The lOth Defense Battalion will be sent from PEARL to
ESPIRITU SAJJTO, available for transfer to forward positions.
The SIIAW has been refloated and placed in the floating
dry dock at NOUMEA. Damage was extensive and the ship will
require navy yard repairs.
The MIDDLETON which grounded at .Ali.'ICHITKA is in a bad
way. Enginerooms and firerooms are flooded, and the gale which
caused her grounding has not abated. No further word has been
received re garding the reported loss of the lNORDEN. Aside from
this the CROVTBAR operation is· proceeding satisfactorily.
There are no new enemy developments.
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HEADQ.UA.t'1l'f'ERS OF
OOMMI~IDER' IN' CHIEF~ U. Se PACIFIC FlEET

January 15. 194).

I.

.'

PROBI.m.l.

A.

Appropriate Eftaot P§sired.

~uitabilitY

gs

~o - the

(l) §ummarx

ot

the Situation.

1nflioted, particularly dur1942, carrier losses previously inflicted, and continual viotori s over the
enemy•s airor ft, we hav aeou d efteot1ve command or
the air and probable command ot the sea 1n the GU.tuJAL·
CAliAL ar •
By heavy surface losses

ing the last. thr""ee months

or

The situation at the GUADALCM1AL - TULAGI base is
favorable, but·b tore it can be cona1d red satistaotory
the tollowtn remains to b done:
(a) Relief of the 2nd ar1n Division, and provision
tor orderly replaoe enta of tired and siok Army ·
troops.
(b)

L!~utdation

ot remaining J.aps (about 15,000).

(c) Completion of storage ashore, partioul rly for
aviation gasoline .
(d) Completion of landing strips and facilities now
underway and projected.

(e) Provide aircraft to capacity or airfields and
complete the program to ma1nta n these tielda
a~urat d \rlth airor ft .

(t) Provi e adequate unloading raoilitiea at beaoh s.
with roads, vehioles, eto., to expedite distribution.
(g) Develop PORT PURVIS as a large anchorage .

-l-
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Ou

other adjacent bases:

(a) ESP! tiTU -....rulTO 1s an excellent upport1ng point.
bEivelop ent there to ajor proportions is und rway.
It must b def.e nded strongly.
(b)

,m

'J

is under development as a major base.

With

t a developr..lent of E.;. IRITtJ L.t!.~TO and the completion of proJaota in the GU.ADALCANA.L rea,. NOUMEA
1ll d cr ase in importance .

a minor b se overshadored by ESPI11rU
.A but orr rs dispersa ta.cilitias
an ftO
tor eiro ft and surf oe ships.

(c) E

~is

SA!: TO

(d) FIJI is of 1mporta.noe mainly as a staging point .

nmy

s

:

s base t R BAUL 1th thre airtielda
d1 te v1o1n1ty!. plu o e at GA (A'fA •
south central ooast NEll BHITAIN.

(a) A fir t
1n ·the

1

(b) Y~VIEUG to the north: ard 1a known to be under

co·n tlnuous development .

(o) BUKA h a

tiier.

air strip and is being developed fur-

can be used with relatively

(d)

~AISI - S ORT~D area 1 a staging
point or major_P. oportions. .Ml ect1 e airfield
is located at BU!N and on has been completed at

(e) The BUil BAILAI.E .

(f) Developrn nt
!{{JJ A Nmi.A.

or

•

I

unknown proportions 1a und.e rway at

(g) In the l ~\' GEORGIA group, ronD 1a an · aotiv airfield and the area is being. developed. Other projects are reported at VIRU, WivKfW!

GIZO,

nd other minor points .•

(h) REKATJ· BAY is an e.ot1ve a O:plane he.s

ing strengthened .

~JHOHAGE,

and is be-

-2-
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{1) Seve·r al b aes are un er developm nt on the north

of' NEW OUI1 A, suoh as FIN..:£HHAV!£N, M..ADANG·,
and ". ~ ,,. · e Th enemy oont nue s to operate :from
th LAE - SAT l\M· UA ar a·. In the HUll/\ region it

~ oosst

1"

ppears that our forces have effective oontrol.

st ·months the nemy has b n dev loping
...J01£...OUP. area and the northeast eoa.st or liE
GUINEA. Our to:t~oes have been developin the GUADALC.. AL
area and support ng posi tiona... When adequate forces are
vail ·~,le w p opos to oont1nu our orransi ve with · v-iew
to he tinal d t t of th er emy.

Du 1ng

the o

nt~~

t~e

(2) R aog;p.it1on of th,e Inoeroiva.

1n

Th

or the Paoif1o Ooean Areas are set torth ·

broad t·s

WPL-l.~PO.

tio s 1n th noLOMO~S Ar a
, Op
tion ot th Joint Chi ts of Stet:t''•
dated July 2, 1942 1 provide tor ~h
GU. fF.Jt - BISMARK .. ·t LO~~OliS AlmA in
.TASK 0!· IJ liDS·, . TtfLAGI

are under the broad direcTh ir la t d1reot1v ,
r oa ture or th ~
hre task' :

izure and oocu ation of

d aajaoent

poa~tions.

r

NTA

0.~-~uz

IS-

eizure and oocup t1on or the remainder
nd n rth aat o ast
~ALAMAUA

Ic Lt\Nl)f;, L,. "JTI·,

TASK Tf :~ - seizure and oooupation or RABAUL and dposi tlons in the NEW GUINEA - J~ll IRELll!lD ~rea-.

J~oent .

(3) A;gp~c1atio

ot t e Assign ..d. .QbJeot1ve.

Task ONE, not yet oomplet d·1 1a under the direction of the
a obt in d
Command r in Chief, u. ~-· P ·oifl.o Fle t • .Authority
by the Commander n Chief • U. f . 13a.oifi o Fleet • to delay th
occupation of the s. "frA c.n:rz ISLA.:t-ID.J at discretion of Commander

South Pe.o1f1e Foroe . This project may be considered abandoned,
at least for th0 time being.

The Suprema Conunander, vOUtb.w st ... cifio Area, has be n
Ti-.YO and r.!'ImEE to th Joint
lan . for as
directed to submit
Chi a a of Staff .

The

conq~pt1on

of

RABAUL is based on WP

Paaitic

oru~paign

tow rd vital enemy territory via
46-PC nnd this plan v sue.lizes that the

~vork1ng

vrould be in four stag s:

... J-
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- Consolidation or
ot ensive operations.

~

o~

hasea, and preparation for

l!.Q. - R oapture of th
tr1t1on attacks in the ..........,............

iiiiiiOiiioil;i.......,.

THREE - ~)e1zure

ot th

OAHOLINES and J.1ARSHALLS.

FOUR - Advance into the NETHERLANDS EAST -INDIES or PHILIP•

PIUks.
......2•

'-

~tage

-

.Q!ilis now mercing with the initiation

ot stag

Ottensive operatio-n s ot stage TWO commenced August
1942, but have not been projeotedTa rther than ·the

7,
GUADALCANAL area and along the northeast coast or NEW

GtfiffEA.

(4) Fomtt/t1on
~

ot

-

ttte M1ss1oJl.

It is xpeoted that the d1reot1ve for ~a.ks ~o and
THREE if r issued by the Joint Chiefs or Start, r~ill
oonta!n th speoit!c tasks and purpose or the second
stage ot th Pao1f1o Campaign. No material change is
expected •
.( 5-) Sgope of this Eat1ma1(e.

The oours of the Pacific ar to date has made the
area the point of aontaot ith the enemy in
the eastern SOLOY~ - ON SEA area an4 the natur l j pins

GUADALCIL~AL

ott plao for the advance up the SOLO!J10N ISLANDS* This

est ate is 11 ited to e study or the next step 1n that
advance.
B.

eas1biJ,1tx and Aoceptabilit:v as.. to Relativ

(l) Surv!;t or ·eap.e Available and Op-posed.
(1) Pol1t&ca4 Faot0£0•
Japan is a united nation deter.min d to win this ar.
There is no indication or lack ot public support of war

aims.

Being. a dictatorship , Japan. can mobilize

ly all resources under h r control.

tf1o1ent-

Relations with other Axis Powers have had little e:tteot on the Pao1f1c War.

-4-
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(11)

~conomto

Factors.

·
Japan has an atfioient organization to prepare and
supply t...'le enned forces \dth tho sinew.> or war. Her
people are willi!lg to aocept great sacrifices. Her economic capacity, at this stage or t-he war, hmvever, is

greatly under that

or

Amer1oo

Only a small part of Am.er1aan war ,production is being

allotted

to

the Pa.olt1o.

(111) PsYoholos1gal Faotors.
The morale or the Japanese people can be -oons1dered
high. Th. re 1$ some indication of . a lowering of the morale
ot troop~ ·1n oonte.ot with the Allies in the SOLOMONS -r:Jli;A
area but this can not be taken as indicating the morale or
the bulk o:r her troops.

In training end experience the Japanese armed forces
. have demonstrated themselves to be a tor.roideble foe. N val
op rations, in particular, are extremely skilful in both
planning and execution.
.
It would be a great m1sta.ke to underestiinate the

dapanese.

·

·

The Amer1oan people no·w support our~ ar effort to a
degree. Inoreasad taxation and restriot1ons
v1ill tend to lov;er civilian morale. There ia sreat danger
in letting the ar drag out. Peo;>le will olmaor ror re- ,
sults that they can un ,erstand.
sratit'yi~~

(1v) Infoma.t ion and

Coq,'tlter-InfoiH~tion. Mft§aurea,.

Because o:r a eeneral tightening up of Japanese oommu-

nioationa we are not able now to obtain 1ntoroet1on ot

enemy plans and deployment rroxn. d oription analysis and

must rely heavily on tra fie analysis. Captured documents
continue to be an exoellent souroe.or information of past
events but rarely foretell the future.

Lack of identi-

fication of. aandlng units has reduced the value of d1rec- ·
t1on ~inding. Prisoners nave been of little value in
,( .

estimating the future. The natural tendency or the Japanese
to keep important ntormatlon to themselves is or great

benefit to them.

On the other hnnd, our press kee

on the progress ot our war effort.

-5-
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.....

(b) F~otgz:@ More D1~eqtJ:x Appl1o"'ble t ·o the Armed Forces.
I

-

0~.~.

( i) 3l!J!f80!•
~

n. 1§

At2r 1

a

B

2

c

(

l

Julz 1

(4)

6 ( ?)

(6)?

(8)

9

( .)

3

(2)

7·

(5)

e

(7)

e

(6)

5

OBB

cv

l~

erJ

7

a

(7)

a

(e)

CI-

2

2

(2)

2

(l)

DD

63

(76}

ss

BO

119

(110)

1

36

(37)

53

(51)

APD

3

,0

(9)

15

4

{3)

{13)
( )

cv

4

?

ll

?

p

14

2,.,

(20)

25

(20)

Alt

6

7

(5)

10

{9)

AO

19

(2 }

20

(2 )

LCT(t::)

29

?

?

LOP

2 77

?

*?

LOT

201

291

291

LST

9

30

4?

LSI

?

?

·?

I,~OVP

?

?

?

( )

2

-

90

sign d

Pac1t1c

igned
P o1f1c
72
1gned
P oif1a
60

tQk 3 ccoun't ·of e p oted
ttr1tion b s d on l st 12 month •

Figure in par nt1:eo1

-6-
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-

( 11) A1r.

-

(!n 8outh Pacific) Levelo only}

Jan.

~AVY

15

l35 (13 7) '

VP
VB

1

VTE
p

v·

.

VPB

vos

e

1

flO?)

41)
49 (.r.:l

2

--

:T.!.Yx 15

Anril 15

1
14
36

' -13~

lOS

36
36
2
12

6 (2)

36

56
l
96
36

gs

72 ( 'l-)

24

4~~ p~~~r

re
e

2.

tl"'

r•

n~

h

incl d ·

one

MO

q\l&dr~n

op rating t1g11.tera .

re 1.m1 t qu p nt not noludin" p res.
:~th
trength enter jd in .. arenthe 1s for J n. 15 ia
t ·"' ..,., r ne A.1r
port .lu tho e enrout
on la t
; LV ""•

97/5,

is of tr rrth
h1s pap r
P o1tio.
bl ~

rt nt-... (will}-·in

Ootober 27, 1942 is the
e the tlo

and ther t is no di re.ctiv
for l Janu ry 1943.

J.c.s. 97/5
l:_Lan,_ -I
175

VF

tD
HB

TRANS.

PROTO ( P-38)

52
70

lS
-~-"""'-~-
sro·~

.

nly v 11·

t1rr.at1on of Ar y Air 4 n South
lv direct that n-·- the ~'ar De·

tor 1no

of r pl o mcnts--(etc. )" ,
se b yond the f1

Actual
l Janu tt
1 a·
25

40#.
l$

12

248

v Two full groups (?'0 planes) now aa. 1 ed, ot
an unknown nwnb .- r t n,nor ril y in Jo I

-7-
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( 111) TroQJ21.
C1~rAL

Av ilabl for off n tv operations beyond GUADAL·
ith tho table below .

n

cco1~ance

J n 15

~prll

note

· mphibiou 1
~. y (Re t)
mp J.ibiO\.\s., _~ ;1ne {R gt}
Det ns . · t L. . r1n
R d r · t •. 14 1n
-nr
P gt • ,
y

?

non'

lq

:!,uly 15
?

3
l
4

·no
.non
none

6

4

e

•

No A:rttr:r troops ln tl o s ut P cif:tc Area · re no
trt\ t.ed for ampbibiou~ op .rationa nd none t re arc un~ertJo1ng
suo t aining. For tho :prer!le t ble
ture, t 1er•e.tor , no 11 rmy
troop
Ul be v l bl fo-. orre i••e cti.on in ol ·ng and1ng
gain t· opposition. It is qu te prob ble tl
in rutur op r on .. r ., troop oun
u e to 1n!' ltr t ov r a.~ und r nded
c

.A

ot

n

th. n prooe c1 ove 1 nd

All !•:arin

re committed

t

arophib!oua troop

o.
f'oll

f ,nd d ar a.

in the South Pao fie

ccording to ros ect1vo d tea
'iod .· uir d ror rebai 111 t on, t
ts no in the rea
11
coer dy
a·io
a fo l.o : 2nd and 6th R· nt .. June 15.

CAC~~·s.

th ra al nd tho p
1s
t1 ated that
g1rn.
.o r rth r off·n!Clive o
1ment - r y 1·8th R g1

,

t a

. 1

T
regiments of tt a 3rd t~sr1no Division, none of
y t left the · 1t < · tate , should b l"ead
or o otion 1n th ;3outh 1' eifio Ar a
follo : Otb Re-t.
21st • t. - Uar 15; 23rd Reg • - A r. 15. Tte
s to .: riner 1p. 1 tous troops may ) im roved 1t th
ov . the
~ ns
of C.t; ~ .. •

;Y:lrlne Defense P.atta,l1olu!:
!1

rine d f nne

att..'llions no · 1n the
n , "7

5th~

re a

* 8th-.

4tll.
Zird, ct11, ll th, l th~
lOth# due le.a ve fol~ Sopae about

Feb. 10"
n

-a-

12th arriv ., February

should b

re dy April 15.
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~

("I

~

r:

!be 3rd an4 4th Defense Battalions are to be re•
lieved for rebab1l1 ta tiOl"lw :rt·o 4th will not be again ready

tor

emp~oyment until ~:bout Jit.p.r1l l5t,l1 ~.Ji· tl:te . ~r~ abo\:tt May 1&.
Other be.ttaliotl& .a.r$ oommitt~ed with .n o re:l iefs in sigbt. 1'b.e ·
lOth will be the only urtoomm1tted battalion but only if . it is
not used to .r elieve the 4th, iifhe 1.2th_ if organization and
equipping is exped1 ted mi.ght bo reacty by l.:a·yl,.. Other ba tta.l• ·
ions will bGoome available it the A:rmy tak~es over tl.1e Samoan

def•ftit'UJGS •

Q.arr+agn Trg,c21:

D0

Thfl Army has 13 ~.nf.antry reg1menta pltUl 1 1ntantry
batt-alion ·a nd 6 M regiments lass l battalion tn the f;.outh
Pacifla At--sa $.ncl there are 2 Ma~ine garr!.iJ.o n l ..$·g 1ments in
8J\}!<lt~. All tlwse tl--oop; ar·e comm.! tted to tletene•· po.a1 tiona.
If th~J Amy tal~es ove:r~ SAJ~OA, the 2 t.f$rin:e regiments there wUl
be trainetf tor amphibious ope:ration.s and will not be ut'fed fol"
garr1~on purpoaot.~· .
The (lUADJt. I.CAi,JJ\L area v1ill requlre from 6
to 9 tn.fant~J :raf1'1W4ntf.S. Hot:.raver·, if
northward mo,,e iS mde
·d efenao requir-ements vtill be lessoned 1n. rear a,lk$&8 and the
sar.rtsons at HOU!lFA, l~PATI~, ana FIJI can be red.t:tC$d. There 11
al o t!1~ posa1)·)il1ty that ~4dittonal N'E\~, :~~EA.!JND troops may be
•r:1c a~\ilable. Thf> eat1..r~atos i.n ths table are ba:Sed on a.ll.
the for going continganc1 s and may readily ·be Sl.ibJeet to
eha.nge.
(iv) J;9K;tsttgJ..

There aa-e no tntnlp•r'able log1.st1c d.1.fficult1es .

of all ktntLs is. a.v a1la.ble :!.n the ·area,. ':the
usual diffloultieu which ax~e t:lAlt '~hen landt.t:tS on beache.s with
. no f ci.lit1es will ba:ve to bEJ ov·~r,oome.
·
Adeql.tate-

~upport
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DECLASS\FIED
( ) Surface.
Note: Figures re the best va1lable and are
subject to consider ble rror. Tbis 1s
particularly true of o uisers .and destroyer , These t1, res aro deliberat ly con-

aervat1ve.

In Jag lavl

BB

10
6-7

9
6-7
. 7-8

c

OA

OL
DD

40 plua

XCV

3
6

(·v i)

6

l plus

?5
20

10

XAV

3

Several
19 plus
one

lll

3
30

AO
AV

2

5-6
4

14
21

10

ss

. Number believed
I4Qk .1n pagt 1 ar

14
?

12-16

!!:£.. -. Naval

?

Alr.

hi does not 1nclud .hip baaed planes. Also,
there 1s insut-.r1o1 n.t information to estimate rmy
1r strength. It seems probable that Army e.1r is

outh Fac1t1o.

movins 1nto th
E!~PIRE

VF
VB

·-· 135
--- 36

. VHB --· Sl
VP --· 24

eapla.ne '72

MARIA!~AS

Total

348

and CAROLIPffiS

VF --· . 45
VHB --- 27
VP --·
6

Seapl nes60

RI\5AUL Area

VF

ra
vu

VP

-------

Sf.'aplan

90
18
72
18
24

·10-

Total 138

Total 202
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DECLASSIFIED

n4 OILf5E!IlTS

MARSBAJJ1S

50

---

VF

M

---

VHB

12

·-.-..
VP
.seap n s

24

To

l 140

Orand total which it is b lie~ed physic~
lly possible to put 1n the South Paa1t1o:

VF
VB

VItB

Note:

t 1le or

-------

320

54
2w4

·Tot 1 aoe

in IOPOA est1mat . a:tLEJ hud..

bov

(v11) TrooRs• - uouth Pno1t1c
GUAD LCA~ L - ... - • ""' • - - • - - - - 15,0
XT1 ons - BI~Jf AR,. • SOLO· 0 s- - ·- - 10,000
nt - - - 35,000
1
Troopa av 11 ble tor
T!i'W GUD1EA

... ... .. - - - - - - -

.Total troops South and

South eat Pacific

Note:

.tails of

It 1

bov

-

... - - 80,000

are in IOPO

b 1 e ed that th

7, 600

bov

ar

t

·ttaohed.

ximum fig-

c oont1nu lly ov1ng to the
Troops
aervoir
nd well tr 1ned
nd a lar
Of troopS 18 thought to be QV ilable to the
enemy from outside the area. Ot the nunibers
1n 1o ted not all re efteotives; that 1 ·,
;r b oons1d~red engineers, labome 50
r onnel f'or airplane , etc.
orer , ground

ure •

ll-
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(2) Sp.rvay of' the Charaeter1st1cs gf the
;tions.

Tneat~r

of Ogora-

Information av ilable to the Commander 1n Chief. u. s.
cifio Fl t, is ~triotly limited. ~ouro s re sailing directions, charts, monogrnphs or areas and other dat received from
NEW ZEALA1
and AUST ~LIA, photot,raph1o r oonnaiaaanoe, submarine
reoonnaiasanae, and meagre information from persona Wilo nave visited the r_e.. Tne Oo~.,ander. south llac1f1o Ar a, m.ay have b tter detailed information trotn va.r1ous persons ith local knowled •

For this·esti ate the study ot the theatr 1 limited to
the BOL(!._O , , ith str ,sa on posst l mid po~1 tiona between
GUADALC.AN'AL and . the
I - ~1HORTLAN'l."J rea.
equirament a tor
irtiel ()onstruot1on re taken to be: .reason bly sate appro oh;
adequat landing bee.oh; ad.1aoent t rra1n .capable ot developm n'b
· th personn 1 and a.t erial probably available and ~Within
r asonable tim •
any other places are mentioned beoauae ot
other poseibl
ilitary value. ~till other places re mentioned
only beoaus of th n )ative character of the 1ntox t1on.
NEW GEORGIA GROUP
VIRtT fiAHEOR 1s considered an 81rt1eld· poasi b1l1 tr only
o't th.e adjacent level ground. fleoaus or limited turnspao in tb harbor 1t is not suitable tor even moderate

beoaus

in
sized vess 1s. A vess 1 of 3300 ton is the largest reported
there in the past s eral ears. Photos show xtremely dens
oods hioh extend to the
ter'a edge, and o n rby size bl
coconut plantations ar noted,
he lev l round is aoout 150 tt.

>Ove ater level and the approach ia steep axo pt at ·small
landings on both sides just inside the h rbor ent.r anc • Because. of th dens ~ods and undergrowth th~ ole ring of an
airfield
uld b
if icult and long undert in,. The Japs
are
port d to heve uoed this as a s pl ne b se and at gi
oint tor flllall craft. ro off shore anchorage 1 . oha.rted.

roNDA !a not list d in th sailing directions as
good harbor. However, in the past t· o months the enemy has been
able to oonstruot a·good landing strip in the oooonut plantation
t MOl.IDA Ponrr. Three entrances ar possible bUt the one thru
ID om ;:,
is the only one whioh oan be u ed by v sela
dro:v11ng over about ei . h or n1 e
t. In flat oalm gre ter
draft could be oarri d ov r ~ IDA B;~\, but this condition will
not be m t \dth otten. Breakers ov r this Bar are
en oocaaionally. The entrance via ROVIANA LAGOON is studded ith ooral
heads and is suitable tor sm.all oraft only. I hotos show that
· there is enougll spao in the MUliDA cooonut plantation tor e.
omber field, and thl projeot 1s now underway by the enemy.
· Th t rrain to the northward of th airlield 1a fairly flat but
-12-
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heavily v: oo

d. It seers possible to approach the land.ing field
rom the north, landing on the ooast between :lfJOD-t10?D I lJUID
and LEVP!R ~
Olt• :.. veral sultabl landing nlaoes re see •

LEViR 1Itl.RT30 1a reported to b the best harbor n th
north coast of nJJ G
~'~T. I~LA!'D.
djaoent oooo ut plantations

on lev 1

round Are sit s ee.panle

or

development.

.GEORGI IBLPJID is a. possibility
1-cnovm about it to det :nnin its military ,

-~..,....-~~--on I~W

HtTHORU &1U :-n appears to ·be a good anchorage uhioh
d by division or transports. The beaches are
only ra1r end will pr se t landing difficulties. AHUl'IDEL I~..~-

mippt be u

Al·ID to Jhe

stward

o·r

the sound is reported capo.ole of air-

field d v lo ment in coconut plantations.
an . ppro oh to f..JJND •

This sound provides

LINGlJTO' (:t t. ••O""'tGIA) is by hearsay a d velo
nt possibility. Xt has be n u d rather ext nsiv ly by trading
chooner , and there 1 adj .cant l vel t rr in.

io su1tabl

end VIRU HA" BOR.

anchorages are knO\m b et1 e n \fJAI PASSAGE

VANGUltu ISLAND is interesting b cause of . I "KHAM ANi'.he e t rn ntranoe 1 r porte d p nough tor 11

CHORAGE.

or

v ssel
d wat

1

1942.

Local knowled e 1ght make tb

but n turn to th

right

about 160 ' 1 ver

restr1ct-

ould . barr ss me ium and 1 rge ve s ls. 'l'he neDt7
had a oruis r or l r~ destroyer in this anchorage in
oember

chart sho a.

vicinity.

entrance easier than the
Photos and desoriptions sh t d nse trood 1n th

o - asone.bly clear l vel ite n r the anchorage
for an 1rf1el 1s knovm. W:Q. ACGON hioh adjoins to
the a. t rd is po r y surveyed and naVigable only by mall or t.
No airfield sites seem probable on its bordering l
• The
ROVO !.t..GOO
r a to the north ot V NGTJNtJ I~L ND seems a possible nnohorage. Th many shoals tould make naviga.tion d1ttioult. Th 'MBJ RIKI PENINSULA to the south of the lagoon is
mountainous e."ld !lens ly ood d. An inspection of the obe.rt tails
suitabl

to rey nl an airf

ld site.

western and south rn sides

not be n surveyed.
reeion is pr sumed

or

Very little is knovm or the sou h·
V . GU_

IC Lfu~ .

App

a.che

Li e the astern side f t is islctnd, thi·
o be densely V\lOOd d and ru ~gad.

M.rLH.OVO l SLltND is rep_
o rted to have ooeonut. plantations

on the north shore41

Approaollos have not been surveyed .

-lJ-
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MONT .-ovrERY .d LMm 1s rugged and densely wooded to the
water's edge. 1'he southe.rn coast is almost precipitous and 1s
fringed ~1 th a. r ef. On the northern ooa at ~"A JGH AY. atford
a small anchorage an 11ElGALL BAY also is an anchorage. Nei the:r
·
s ems suitable tor any other purpose.

· HENDOVA !::;LAiD is entirely mountainous and densely

Ro a1rfi ld alte is aeon. HENAHD (,OV'E and R'WIDOVA HAltOR are temporary ·_ ano 1oragos,. but th latter ha.~ a very tricky

ooded.

ntranoe called R..!ll

~D

ENT t\.NCE .

VElLA LAVELLA Is-

ID is dens ly :~ood d and rugg d.

The

sohooners ere able
hore line is Impert otly charted. Trad1
to find in iff rent a chor ge in numerous am ll b ys~ Too little 1

look

known ot this !slund to do ·m ore than say it does not

pr~iaing

tor any military purpose.

The chart 1nd1oa.tea that KOLO! BAlfGARA ISLAND may have
ome possibilities. Tha aailin.g directions sho several plao
that may b used by ve s ls having looal know led·) • The ville

on the southwest coast is near a coconut ,,lantation and an approaoh thru a coral r t is shown at two places. '. angroves are

report d to the waters

dge and the whole island densely wooded.

Further reoonnaissanc is necessary in order to state more or th
il1t&l7 value or thi ·island. The Japs are known to be developing

VILA on the south coast.

t1

t ·1

<

.J30 ISL' ID is

oonoerned.

or

no value as far as the present es-

G lNONGGA I .L.! D is too littl

known h re to make any

tate.ments or value beyond saying that it does not look promis.
ing.
CHOISEUL ISLAND is corn.par ti vely unknown. The tiA.l"lND' G
STRl\IT ar. a may . be capable of development for air but not enough
is known to state. SAL! U'J'A· and WAOINA ISLANDS, for example,

h ve oooonut plantations and small landings. . cause local knowl dge rfOUld be ne oessaryJ. large vessels could not rely on charta
or sailing directions. v valopment in this e.r a a a small craft
staging point seems fe s1 ble.

CH ISEUL BAY in th

is a fairly good harbor for amall ves·elo.
coconut plant tions.

northw st part

Tbere are adjacent

REKAT1 BJY is the most intel~sting plaoa ~n this island.
The enemy has developed it aa a seaplane base and may be buildveral coconut
ing airfields on n arby level ground which h s
-14-
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The bay is seven miles long erHi rrorn 2 ... ) ll111les
plantati~ns
wide, easily entered thru the charted entranoes. Several good
anchorages are available and pictures show adequate landing

beaohaa :for Gl.l pur:~ose~. The.tte are num.erous places whioh oan
be used as small eratt e'tegillf: po·i nt-s, M.liRINGE LAGOO~t 1s a ~od

anchorage for vessels up to tbe size o:r cruisers.
north of GUJ\DALClt1fJ\J_,a

It is 8.5 miles

. The 8 ORTLi'U S AI1EA, whioh includes BUL'l, FAlSI and
.
TOlroLEI 1a e.deq,uate for arge toroes and capable ot oonalderable df.fvelop!tt$nt. At least two la.z1din.g fields have been cons·truotetl in the area - at sum e.n·d at BALLALE ISIJJ.fD. TO!fOLII
harbor is sheltered and suitable for a tender anchorage. No attempt is made here to set forth information contained 1n the
aail1ng dire·c tione. Photo reoonnaisaanae 1s not ad.e quate to plan

details or development or to oom.plete plans tor the reduction
the area..
BOUG,Air~VlJ...LE

or

. ISLAND and BUKA ISLA!ID have been used

by the enfmty and are under further development.-

KIE~l\.

1a now

inactive but, has s landing strip and. seaplane anohoraae!D The
harbor is not the best but oan t6ke one or two l ·a rse vessels.
'fhe entrance sboula· be used \I'd th caution.- At BUKA PASSAGE there
has been en airfield for months and development is .continuing.
At NUMJ\ NL'KA airfield construction is reported. (;&UE:tm CAHOLA:
,
HJ\..'qOOR and EMPEROH AUGUSTA l!ARJ30R are st.a ging ·anohorages.

The whole of the SOLOUONS.are most unhealthy tor troops,

malaria. 1B :t•ampe.nt in -r-tll parts. Xxces.s 1ve rain end humid atmosphere is no·t conducive to comtort.
'

'

The southeast trad~ea begin in Mar and o·ontinue to October. During this period tn.ore, than 85 percent of t ,h e vt1nds. are
easterly, and 60 paroant ·are rrom the east · to southeast. _From
Novembei~ to Aprll the tvinds blow predominantly between nortbe.aet
and northwest. Winds 'Ot .s torm roroe are praotioa.l ly unlmovm a.t
any t~ in1e of' the year- 1 8ll:d tropioa.l ~oyolones seldom af'fect the
area.. From December -to March tl'te rainfall 1 s exceedingly hea17,
altllough ample rain falls throughout the year.
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~1 gnif'1cant

distances are:

GUft..DALC \N L to:

RK<ATA

565
180
140

KIETA

32$

J'S >IHITU
~UNDA

BUIN

I1.lfl~

UL to:

BAY

to:

BUKA

400

LAE

350
350

MUriDA
.HEKA'l'A

to Re

.3 0
170
430
525
385

410

~IETA

BUKA

ns

565

BUNA ·
M llih BAY
GArnJATA

BU

(3) qonolusions

TO

300

RABAUL

R

~;AI

390

l'ie;htinR -J~rena1fh.

(1) The enemy h s greater troop strength in the area

at pres nt. ..a time goes on
it tion pro~r m t k s effect
made vailable tor trainin ,
At present the laok of ready

and ·our training and rehabiland it more Ar~ troops re
te will gain the dvantage.
&,phi b1ous troops is the

bottleneck ot our preparations for further ottena1 e

action.

(11) Enemy ourfaoe sup rior!ty will continue tor at
least thre more month •
·
(111) Enemy shore based ai

fOLQ11uHC and our

ing th

(iv) The

is no longer superior in th

dvant ge should increase markedly dur-

next few months .

nemy has the advantage ot positions in the

<JOLOMor s , and the island

to the north 'I stward thereof.

-16-
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D~~!fiED
II. DETE !!NATION OF 4::3Uiri' ABk~, P1;.; ·~.SIBLE. t\N

-

61 ACTION.

As this study conoerna an advano

by

ACCEPTABLE OuUitSES

us,

considered first. Though the enemy mar. e p BS ng to the
trategic defensiv , s indioat d by his str ngthaning or the
orthea t l' :~W GU!l A, it 1a quite possible, erhap probable,
that h w1 ~l . ake urt er .major ti'orts against OUADALCANAL. W
o that he 1s sti-ll rou ding up airoraft and , y ~roops f:t-om
arious other areas and bringing them to the SOL NON ·area. Hod on the a sumption that auah efforts will
v r, this tu y is b
ll le ve us t e st s strong in
d in th 1r t ilure
f 11
oomp r1oon to the ne y as e nmv l,.e.
b

B. §ua

>: ot Oours s 2t Aotion.

will b ae our study of ovn courses o on more ssump1 ounmA operations oan be con.tlon, viz: that th northeast
ducted without considerable diversion of strength from the South
and P oif.ie Fleet.
Pao1t1o
Th choice or courses resolves itself into a choice of the
next obj otive to be o tured. The possible obJectives are ta. en
·
,
·
to be:
(1) RA AUL

(2)

(3)

BUK

l lETA

(4) BUIN-FAISI

. ( 5) Intermediate position between BUn,l and GUADALOANAL-

TtLA I.

(A study or the

~ast-is

1'h1s 11st omits a..Tly unoccupied sit

stward.

stressed in Seotion I).

from . ,.rr,l to t

.

north-

T.h re re atron ro sons :lly enemr ·bases with airtiel s
are our primary objeotives, viz:

n
(a) The iftioulty or establ1ahing ourselves and bU1ldi
airti ld clos to an enemy airfield w ioh is already 1n
oparatione

(b) It is th

quickest way to get nn air ield for ou selv s. ·

-17-
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DECLASSIFIED
B fore

edine v.rith a consideration

pl"'OO

j otives, the followinG· ''values'' are set down:

in

or

these ob-

(a) Div bomhlng is th~ most aoourat form of bOinh- radius o1"' action of .rresent dive bomb rs, about 300

mil s.

(b) Efta.o tiv radius ot other bombers: U.s. J:eavy
(00 miles, U.s. and J'a11 intermediate 600 miles.
.

(o} Wh no rating .,ainst a base defended by ti~~t rs,
bo b r re(!Uir fi t r acort. Aver g efteotivo ra ius
of ti ht r : J pans 500; pr sent t .s. 250 ( -38'o 350);
tutur

u. c;.·

{

;oo.

4U)

(d) Fight r ar by far the best defense against
To b most effective., they need (a) fartlung a1r

bptt.t.bing.

warrting ·net,
ar

(b)

radar.

( ) Initi

·

air op rations on newly s !zed air t1 lds

. reatly ham:oer d due to laok of bulk stora.

11ne and unloading

nlies .

for ga o-

aoilities for gasoline and other su -

ft) It is hi hly de~1r ble tor an air base, perhaps
critically so, t at there be
aeaure anohora~ tor surtooe
ships from which the 1rfield is easily co s ible.
(g) In th inlti l
most important as~iatano

tag s after a 1ziug n airfield ,
o n be fUrnish d by atr transport .

(h) Th· thre t to oommun1e .tions constituted by enemy
a.lr fore s 'vithi . range has been con· inned by this 1J ar
particularly when suoh forces flank the line of oornm.un!oation •
all of

th

(1) The

lo~1stio

and military sup ort or pr atio .lly
~OLOMONS SEA P.
.. oomes tro

he allied effort in th

United St

( j) The 1 d ·in th~ ~30LO..!ON SEA PJU!!A is practically
devoid ot comntunic ·tions. This condition is ~ oo ntu ted in
?lEVI GU!NE by the Owen Stanl y
nge.

-18-
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DECLASSIFIED
c .. APn11oat1on

qf

.'l!~gt.§.

From a -considerntion or the foregoing the following pr liminary conclusion .r ~ d:r · :

{a) It is apparent. that th Japanese position in the
NEW RITAIN i. REA is · mo t difficult on to outt'lank:. The
byp ssing or one or mor of the enemy posltions, even to the
poi t of makin,. V\ 3AUL the f'irat objeotivo, o f rs strong
t rnptation. Rowov r, the tollov~,.ng factors point to·vtar conservatism in hi
(1}

r spect:

or bases that the J ~po.ne e hold outside ·
h.e ~rst
UEI/1 OUI J.;~A - · 1 •• r::...VI~NG, H..!\B: Ut, srn· , KIETA,
·BU!U, and .l'lf:~ AT1 , -are .r nutuslly supporting end none, ·
even· RABJ.\UL, may be o onsidered a keystone, which if .

ot

captured would oause the rest. of the system to collapse.

( 2) , v n if all of northeast NEW CUI'*

were in Allied

hands, it 1ould not .con titute the b se

or

operations

vhich its stra.tegio position would ind.ioate. This 1
due to its lack ot land oornmun1oations. Its rea•
oo~~unioat!ons

· C~)

are flanked by enemy bases.

The real co unica.tion line or any base we seized
vould unavoidably e flanked bY' the enemy bases e
bypassed. Th s it may be said th t our ad anoe cannot esoap be"ng of a frontal nature.

(l*') In ord,er to establish e. base auooeastully with one

or more .. nemy bases in our rear, or to sei-ze two or
more positions simultaneously, we would requir$ a
prepondera:noo or strength which is oerta1nly not in
sight for the ear t•uture.

(b) It is beli ved that the need tor oontinuing our ortensiv and keepin~ the pressur on the namy will prevent us
~rom w 1t1nt~ until w h ve suoh a lar~Se superiority that we
at p forward which would bypass any strong
aan e.tf'ord to take
base or th en y. It is also apparent that 300 miles is the
present outside limit t Yhioh reflly etfeotiv ai sup, ort
(dive ba bers with -JS tiwtters) can be furnished from one
of our air bases (in this c.ase CiCTUS). Ins1d or that rang,
the effectiveness of the air support dll incr. e prooort onally as tho rang- decreases •

.-19-
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D. Rer'ta1ned Cpurse of Aation.

It is therefore decided herewith that our next objective

in the SOJ..O.MONS will be

SUm

or a poa1tion short of BUnt.

will be further disau.ssod in Section IV.
III.

This

EXAMINAV:OlJ Dfl'O THE Q~\.PABlLIT.IEB . OF THE ENEMY.

A. -SUrvev otthe Ensx's .Sityat19D·
. In general it is believed that the enemy is capable of
further offensive moves against our South Paoifio positions, particularly GUADALCfl~fAL, but it is quite possible, that. due ~o
·
the losses he has suttered in previous attempts.,he may have passed
to the strategic d·e tensive in this area.
In th ·c entral Pao1t1o . e.ree. there is every indication
that the enemy is on the defensive. This may not be by choice,
but because the South Paeit1o venture does not leave suff'ioient
strength to do anything else. The oooupat1on of the GILBERTS is
a minor arta1r end further extension southward tram there would
be opposed from FtJNAFUTI. \!fnen and it the enemy establishes a

trong defensive position in the South Pe.o1f'1e which will permit
employment or oe.rrier strlk1n« roroes elsewhere, the probab1l1t7

of raids on_ our outlying Central Paa!fio positions will be increased.

In the north Paoir.1o the Jape are intrenched e.t K.ISKA
and oan oe expected to atay there until e oooupy that place.

There· is no evidence or
the i\.LEUTil!.NS .

dir.e~

oe.pacity to move eastl'tard along

The enemy is in good control at the PIIILIP.Pnms and NEI.
Complacent natives in oooupied regions, except for parts of CUINA

and the PHILIP. It-ms, plus propaganda will permit and even faoil-

itate early exploitation unless the Allies oan prevent.

The defensive nosition of JAPJ\N is nowhere seriously
threatened at the moment . Althottgh their offensi ve.s have been
stopped on all fronts •. oapao1ty for defense 1a not· distu:vbed to.
any a1gn1t1oant extent.
B. Probable lnem,y

Oourse~s

of Action .

As indicated above, it now appea1•s ·that the enemy no
longer has oapaoity for further large expansion. The broad · oourse
of aotion, therefore, seems to be to maintain a strong det~nsive .

-20-
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position on all present fronts until exploitation or gains have
made her Asiatio position too strong tor the Allies to do more
than aooept a stal~ate, a d thus give Japan her ulttmate w r
a~ or oo plete h·gemony in the far east .
·
tensiv~

Such a broad oourse or action does not rule out otmoves in selected ectors to enhano overall defense .

These must be axpeotad, and may inolude:

(a) Furth r attempts to o pture or at least neutralize
UAD L~~AL .
.
.
(b) Establishment and strengthening of outlying _positions

in the so-r..~oMONB and ltE ¥ GUir ·A to provide d fens in .
d pth :ror the BISMP...RK ARCHIPELAGO, and to provide

bases J.or attrition attaeke on Allied shipping and
positions .

(c) Att cks on our lines or communications employing sub-

marines, air and surface forces .

·

(d) Raids on our advanced poa1t1ons from MIDVIAY t o GUADALCANAL.

(e) Troop movements tov1ard

(t) Political an
(g)

id

to:~a.rd

(h) Raids 1n th

nn:>IA.

5th Column activities in INDIA.
north and

eat AUSTRA.LIA.

Al,RUTIA iS ~

It is considered oertein that any offensive moves by us
will cause a strong re otion on th part of the en y end that
h
ill resist our adve.noe bitterly.
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BEST JOURSE

b

en narro

The oho ae f'or our next oojeotive in the t:t)()LOMOIJS hae
d

to:

(a) The BUI - --~!OHTLJ'l !ID-TONOU~I base .

(b) In

WE N

(o} In

Cit I J.u.U~

GEORGIA Group.

Island•

(d)

With consideration s or airfield , airfield site , and
suit ble hydro ,.r nl in 1 ind it rdll o s ~ from the information
iat d in Section I (admittedly 1ncompl te) that the outstanding oss!bil1t1es ror our n rt o jeotive are BUI , 1TJNDA and BEAT • These will b consider d in detail .

s

ene y is developing a m jor staging
. point and forward d tense position for RAB.t\: L. Th re re two
ot1ve eJ.rtlelda, i.e., BUIN and J-3ALLA . , and some ndicat!ons
or anoth r under oon truotion near mr- • nplane .operations
ar -tea 1ble. The exact defenses and ·number or troops are not
known , but enough is known to tate th t the area is held 1n
toroe .

In t 1

81'

th

rom. IIENDER~ON !"'IELD "HOI LM D I LaND is )00 mile
RAB1\UL - ell 1th1n
trom
the limit tor SBD • It is 265 mile
bombing rang

trom there .

It is al-o

ithin easy bombing range

'"' i1.TA, end roNDA. In other
A N . , KIETA, GA(j ATA,
ot BUK.A,
word.s the enemy oan bomb with fight r cover , from nine at1ve
.ainst our one at GUADALCl~ ~.AL .
po 1t1ons as
airplan oper ti

de more f'avorabl for the eneey 1t the total
This situation is
oss1 ble comb tarit o rr1er deoks on each side r · olaaed r1ithin
rang • On this ba is it 1 reason ble to assume th t we cannot
hope tor 1r super1or1rt y during seizure and development unless
the enemy has b en reduced to the oint t~at he hasn't the irith his ability to mov · in iroraft
oraft to put on the r1 lds .
trom other areas this situation 'dll probably not be brought
bout prior to our advance .
Our line or communioat1o n to BUIN' will of oourse be
tlanked by l\.. WA or any other 1nte edi te air base th J"ap may
develop . Also, as h s been pointed out, it is barely in rang
or our air support.
~
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he h rbor a ea.· ia adequute for any use 0 may contemil the chnrt 1no1o tes three good ntr noes, there ia

vidence that two o. thes

are min

·•

Covering· oroes to

upport

ve no nav1g tion l diffioulti s except when
land1 g shotld
subJected to
hin 4tJ miles of 0 T I. They dll, owever,
.
11 ror.m .o enemy action hen north est of GUft~~LC AL.

It P.:PAs re e ploy d they . ·(assuming a daylight landing)
robably ~ul b discovered by about 0900 of the de.y bef'ore the
r attack from then until
landing and iould be under continuous

dar • It en my trailing is etfio1ant, and 1t h takes prompt
ot1o , it 1ot1ld be os ibl r~r the nemy to leunoh a night DD
ot the landlittle before ·d
ttaak on the ppro o 1 APe
d ·y.
1

o·overy would alert the detenses so that
;uat would be possible.
e teoted on 7

o suoh

n or IST' would put ess gg in aoh
OUr plo
b sk t but would not have uch mo e chance of surp:t·is than 'A •

is a po s1b1li y or tran porti g troops to tb
a trom GUADALOJ\N~L in land1ns oratt. Thi off r some chanoe.
o und teot d approaoh, but very 11ttl , tor th niBht movement
ot the la e ough n her of the e craft reou1r d, and the hidlands.
en y-h ld
ing by d y, must be emo
Th

MUNDA
· Durin

Deoemb r the enemy has develop d at MUNDA a de•

fended landing strip capable at oper tins bombers. Various 1r
trikes end one bomb rdment by our foro s h ve slowed down d veloPent but have not sto ,ed th use of this tri •
SHO l L

This
He
h v
t

·ms

,. . . ·A can be considered within enero.i bombi
A

(two at

ps) • Btr.teA 1

s

range fro
F.Kf..TA.

JM.A NUMA r I . ' , • and

give (1r we ino ud REKP.T.) six 1 pos1tion to our on •
gain, and on th same basis s above, th enemy should
shor

be. ed air .. uperiority aa reg rds numbers.

The employ-

ot CV b sed planes is sor:1 hat more to our ad antage than

1 would b at UD-1" as enera.y CV ulanes over MUNDA fro e stwerd
group oould be ..·peated to at ik: o ly. . sed o
o th SOLO 0
past per orm ee ..r • uld hardly exp ot the nemy to oper te OVa
in the Eastern s ~Ot~o rs ..;EA. Also, to get cloa enough to 1UNDA
ith!n range of our
to be e~r otive, enemy CVs woulu have to oo
a,ore based air.
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Th approach to LUNDA presents many difficulties. Any
toroe ente:ri g :. ~ t\!'1 rxorrn ~OUND thru Kr LA BAY must })ass into restricted ater • Yet this eems the most favo:r ble a·o roach for A.Ps.
:frontal 1 nding ro the south tould req1-tr lB.nding or rt to

~roaoh thru openin
n the ooral reet hioh o
b aover d
asily from hore, an ·thioh re n rro\ o as to pr ent a broad
p roaoh.
ro good a1ohorag is see to the south or MUNDA for
tr nsport or, later 1 .or supply vessels.

. .

The posi tio . of ~UND.Jt, if a souther 1 a.pproa ob is used •

is ravorabl for o ernt1ona

o~

our oo er1ng to ce,

a the

LO-

S . chain g1 v s cov r r o the nor h at. We hav the advantage
o a ol r · . pro ch and retiretn.en to h south-we t t.ard w ere s
the enemy 1n eo ·ing g
at our lauding muat enter and leave the
SOIJJiO S SE thru de ile •
~ 01

v. ntag

If our lsndi g were rnade in th
di.a pp era.

l'""OL..4. BAY area, this

ad..

At present REKA~A is only a s apl n base, but the l rg
number of J"a s t.h re r o ntly end a recent report from air r conn 1ssanoe s4gg sts h t they oontempl te a 1 nding strip in the
· djaoont coconut plantations. It th y do g t w 11 along with
uoh an nde .vor, a d it we oan take 1t s we 1o. at GUADALC·u. AL,

o uch th b tter. In any e ent, t e djaoent te1•r in
l nd it elf to rapid air ~eld oonstruct1Qn.

em

to

By air REKAT is 120 miles rom GU.ADALCArlAL - within
easy air supporting distance. It ia 190 miles from UIN and 280.
miles from UKA. But, like IDNDI\, it 1a proba ly .beyond range

of soort1ng tighter rro a~~A L. There is little to ohoose b t 'I en MtlliDA and HEKA r a rding vulnerability to enemy shore
b
d air. Ene y c rri r base air can be employ d more readily
inat RE.'"A. th ·

Neither 1~
s the dvantage in the off shore approacbe •
l jor tore s oan opera
th n vigational freedom to tbe ea tward.
~l1. th some navigational haz rcl - but possibly an acceptable one our JVs could operate to th north of rruss~LL I CL\)10 in support
ot a seizur ot REKATA and with le s probability r interfer no
from ne y CVs.
The appro·ach o RF!KATA o f rs
fairly wide ohoioe :ror
landing craft. ~o r ontal ttaok is neoess ry. From a gre inforJJ'Ultion ot the terxe.in, and from recent photos, it would seem
entirely posslule to land on aooeptable beaohes botb to t e north ·
and south ot the hn~bor area in order to nvelop t a efender •
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Ono in control or the har:X>r, .a fine anahorage is available
which ahoul be safe rrom submarine attack, and which would
m J~1z night attack y DDa and am ller crart. Th APAs and
As so "lOhor d would, h ev r, ha
little r
dom of movement
during en a1r attack.
It should be not d that the southeast tip or IB.AJ.lEL
I SI.J\N otters an exoell nt stagin~ point .for landing craft . The
run there 1s only 60 mile from GuAl.)ALCA..~AL, and th remaining
run to
,.. TA of about 75 miles could b covered during darkness .
OT!iE

PO 3ITIU11S

These are g n ral~y described in the atudy or the
ohe.raoteristios of the th atre and are o·f interest mainly as
st g1ng points for landing oratt, ' observation points, etc.- Du
to our laok or complete knowlede; of the theatre under study t
this time,. e may find that the Japs have start d development at
points no not suspected . But we ar forced to leave this possibility to the future, · and ssume that e h ve now ·covered all
suitabl military positions b tween GUADALCA_fAL ·a nd BUIN.
V.

COHCLUSIO~T . ·

(1) An attack for seizure or sum, 1thout converting ··
1ntermed1 t airfields to our own use, would probably

result in· unaooept ble losses.

(2) 'l'he ohoioe between MUNDA and HF.LATA, for our next

objeotive 1n the SOlDMONS ia a close one , but
hydrography makes the latter pref rable - even though
e have to build a field there ourselves.
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BRigF ESTIMATE ON TASK 2
Seizure of the remainder

or

the Solomon

r.Jae, Sala.tnau , and the northeast coa s.t

or

Island~

Nev1 GuJ.no •

APPRECIATION OF TASK:
Our situation in the Solomons and an estimate ot our
eapabllitios in tho South Pacl.fic area for roduoing these
1sland.s 1s included in a separate estimate to which reference

should

b~

made.

The task as stated mentions the Solomons first.

This may be interpreted: (a) that operations there shall have

priority ov r those in lew Ouinea; (b) that operations in the
Solomons and New ·uinea should be simultaneous; (c) that
operations in th

Nev1 Guinea.

Solomons will be subordinated to those in

r rom the point of view of strategy, 1 t is believed
1

that the operations should be simultaneous for the :following

r a. sons:
(l)

Would occupy enemy forces on two f:ronts and prob-

ably cause division of his forces and effort.
(2)

Enemy concentration against one tront would f cilitate

our operations on the other front.
( 3)

Vould

povm~

t maximum er:ort be1nH; produced by both

SP'pac and Sowespac forooe at the same time.

~.rhls

is ex-

tremely important because inaction in either area by mere
holding force.s will debilitate them as much physically a
if en[!aged in activo operations.
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(4)

Our forces 1n the two

suppo rting and, excep t

~ga1nst

reas will be mutua lly
surfac e forces approa ch-

ing from the north and west of New Brita in, our major surfac e
forces from prese nt bases oan cover not C?nly opez•a. tiona in the
Solomon Sea but also be in positi on to furnis h a measu re of
suppo rt to the !dway- Oahu line, the holdi.n g of which is the
Commander in C ;ief• Pacif ic Fleet 's prima ry task.
(5)

Will furn1 h a broad base for opera tions instea d
of requir ing proje ction from one point hich will produc e a
s 11 nt

itb vulne rable flank s.

In view of the forego ing, the appre ciatio n of the task
1nd1o ates that opera tion in the Solomon and New Guinea
should be

s1multaneo~s.

COURSES OF ACTION:

The remai nder of this study will confin e itself to considera tion of the New Guinea area; that is, to the captur e ot

Lae, Salam8rU4 1 and the north est ooa.st

or

New Guine a.

The allied positi on on the north east coast of Ne Guinea
is that they hold the entire are east of Gona with the excep t-

ion of one Japane se pocke t 1n the vicin ity of Sanana nd • The
reduc tion of this pocke t is only a questi on of time,- but it
may requir e such effor t that furthe r debil itatio n of own forces

1n the area will result ,.

As of this date, .t here are availa ble
for effens !ve comba t 6 infan try divisi ons; 5 of these are not
-2-
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immedia tely availabl e for combat and will not be tor several
months; 1 division 1s just now proceed ing to the Buna area
to relieve division s that have been in oombat there.

Australi an

m111 tia is consider ed unsui.t able for any employm ent other than

gar rison duty.

However, the militia should be employed to hold

Milne Bay and the Buna area when it has been consolid ated.

There

is no doubt that the troop situatio n is bad but th1s is not taken ·

as conclusi ve that no offensiv e operatio ns are possible tor many
months. rrhis statemen t will be ~este~ 1.n the followin g.
The Japanese are now in occupati on of the Mambare River mouth,
Salamau a, Lae, ·Finscha fe·n,
dang, and Wewak on the north coast or
New Guinea; and, definite ly, at Cape Glouces ter and Gasmata in
New Britain . The strength at each or these places is not known
but is probably not over one or two thousand ; if the Japanese are
followin g their usual method of holding with minimum forces until
place is actually threaten ed.
Mambar

Eaeh of these places, except the

River mouth, has an airfield and this is their only

importan ce.

Air distance s 1n nautica l miles of these places

from Buna are approxim ately aa follows:
amb re

• • • • • • •

5~

Salamaua • • • • • • • 147
tae • • • • • • • • • • 167

P.inscbaf en .

e

4l

~

a

• •

170

Iii

~

•

&

Q

•

270

" " • • •
.,
.Cape Glouceste r
e
Oasma t a •
w,
•
•
•
•

435

Made.ng.
Wew'-k

~

"

..

•
~

0

~

.

·3-

0

&

210

200
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We must face the fact
within easy range of Buna.

tha~

fro.m 6 bases the Japane se are

Any m jor effort involv ing com-

b tant surface forces in th1s area could be underta ken only
if all these airfiel ds were neutra lized. Our availab le forces
are inc pable of accomp lishing this,
idea of a major effort in this area
we

at

so ve must reject the
t

this time.

Howeve r, if

dopt a passiv e
~his

ttitude on the nortne ast ooast of New Guinea
time, we will play into the hands of the enemy. We will

give him opport unity to develop

his airfiel ds; bring in large

amount s of suppli es, ammun ition, and aviatio n g sol1ne ; improve
the defens es or each base; and consol idate his holdin g on the
entire area.

The only way to preven t th1a is to mainta in a

contin ual pressu re on the enemy.
What appe r

to be a suitab le course of action , und r the

conditi ons stat,a d, is to r duce enemy contro l and posit, ons by

infiltr ation; that is, to seize one positio n at a tlme w1en
1
and as we have the forces vailab le. 'l'his course should have

great effect in upsetti ng enemy plans becau e he would not know
wher, we would

trike next; and it would retain an attitud e

offens ive for us.

or

'rhis last ia an import ant morale factor , not

only !'or troops but for the Austra lian and

merican people .

The plan of operat ions under this course of action may
be boldly outline d as follow s·
1.

I.mprove own airfiel ds so as to a.ccommo9.a te any type

plane in any weather Q

Provide adequa te logisti c suppor t.

partic ularly aviatio n gasolin e supply , bombs, and repair

1305

This will involve movement of iarge volume

facilities~

cargo by water.

or

We have meager information on how forces

in northea'lt New Guinea were movod and supplied but we
do know the. t shi pp1ng wa a used to move tanks and other

heavy equipment to the combat area.

'lbe vessels use'd were

undoubtedly small because the waters do not permit the use

of 1 rge vessels and there is no knowledge of losses of large
ships.

The chief requirements tor this phase

tions is for a large

n~ber

or

the opera-

of ·small vessels which can move

by night and hide during the day when under enemy air

ran~~e.

If the vessels required for this movement are not now avail/

able in the SowespQO area, they should be provided from
LST, ·tcT, and LCI{L).and be augmented by vessels from

Australia.

The Sopac area 1s at the moment unable to furnish

such vessels and.its eventual ability to do so will depend
upon the rate of flow to that area and the requirements in
the Solomons.

It is contemplated that the movement of these

vessels to forward areas would be without surface support
but that they would be given air cover when required.

The

initiation of these operations should begin immediately
w1 thin the means available and within 2 to 3 months should

build our air bases to the point V'hore they can support
sustained operat1onse
2~

their

During tho tirue' •then own bases are being bu11 t up i
seou~ity

against Japanese attack must be ensured.

Appa·r ently, the present intention 1s to retain 1nf9:ntry

-5-
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of only 1 division in northea st :rre

militia ia consider ed suitabl

Guinea. ·The Australi an

tor garrison troops only,

but this should permit the1r use at Milne Bay, Tuf1, and
the Buna area.

Vi1th our air establis hed in the area, the

Japanese will send no major amphibio us expediti on -to attack
-Buna or ~ilne Bay. Protecti on against infiltra tion ould
be the chief requirem ent.
3.

During the period in which our own position s are

being consolid ated, offensiv e troops will be resting and
reorgan izing.

Amphibi ous training should be conducte d

during this period.

This amphibio us training should be

directed to preparin g . troops for the kind of operatio ns
which are discusse d in the followin g paragrap h.

~hen

our

position s are consolid ated, several division s of troops
should be ready for further offensiv e combat.
~.

When the foregoin g ,3 phases have been complete d,

troops and vessels
Salamaua or Lae.

111 be availab le for a move
It is contemp lated that

gainst

move against

either or both these places will be made in LST, LC!J.', LCI(L),

APe, or similar vesselso

Any great concent ration ·of th se

vessels at one place would be seen by enemy air observa tion
so dispersi on and individu al movement are indicate d.

The

Japanese have bad much success with such operatio ns and h ve .
usually obtained their initial objeot1v e before they were
discovered~

Vessels are hidden by day or camoufla ged to

·appear as islands.

The last part of the advance to the
-6-
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objectiv e and the landing would be made at _night.

It is

contemp lated that the place ,selecte d for landing should
be undefend ed and that there would be no necessi ty for naval
gunfire to cover the landing.

The actual attack against the

objeetiv e would be orthodox land warfare.

The plan of op-

erations herein v1eual1z ed would also make use of commando

troops which are known to be under training in Austral ia,
and parachu te troops if such are availab le. Once it has
been determin ed to attack a place, the troops assigned to

the task should be in suoh superior strength that they can
become
aeoompl 1sh the task quickly and not/bogg ed down aa bas been
.the case in Guadalca n 1 and in New Guinea.
The £orego1n g operatio ns .appear to

be

suitable and feasible

and sufficie nt forces should be availabl e at the time they·can

begin.

It is not presumed t

t

the foregoin g 1e an exact re-

flection of the intentio ns 1n Sowespe.a but it outline

what

would be suitable under ex1st1ng circums tances.
ASSISTANCE BY CINCPAC:
The present commitments of Cincpao will not be detail d here.
What the requ1rat11ents in the Solomons may become are problem atical
but it is quite certain that the only

saiatano e which the Sowesp c

area will give to operatio ns along that island chain 1s sporadic
air support.

..

Despite present commitm ents and f'utur

requirem ents

ln t he / Solomon s, Cincpao should be able to assist an offensiv e
in the New Guinea area as follors:
-7-
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1

By air operations from Guadalcanal.

It

2.

By providing cover to the eastward with surface

forces and acting as a magnet to draw Japanese Surface
forces toward the areas 1n whieh our surface toreea
'
'

operate.

Appropriate

and ne1 ther side

r~ill

tar~ets

for ships are other ship.

subject 1 ts combatant ships to

shore-based air attack unless there is pro~]lity o£ inflicting serious losses on enemy combatant ships.

3.

By making available to Sowespao such LST, LOT,

tCI(L),

APe~

and other landing craft not required for

operations in the Solomons.

4.

By making available navy dive bombers until such time

as the army becomes proficient 1n the employment of this
type.

5.

By making available APDs not required for operations

in the Solomons.

These vessels can readily be s!·ufted

from one area to the other for special tasks. -

6.
when

By employing the Argonaut on special assignments
ther~

is need for her in addition to the 3 cargo

carrying submarines which are to be assigned to . Sowespac. ·
7.

By making large AP and At available to move troops

and supplies in areaa outside enemy air range.

- 8-
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I - General

The Campaign is set forth in such general terms that

1.

several assumptions will have to be made in this examination.

To be of value these assumptions must be realistic.
This examination will test the plan for suitability,

2.

feasibility, and consequences as to cost.
II - Suitability

A plan which makes it possible to destroy the air and

1.

seapower of Japan is suitable.

We should then tirst determine

whether the taking of CHICHI Jima. will plaoe our forces in
contact with enemy forces in suoh ratios that we oan destroy
them.

This plan assumes that CHICHI Jima is so vital to Japan

that his entire Navy will be employed to defend or recapture it.

There is no way of telling whether or not this assumption is
correct.

It may be that he will depend on shore based air and

troops for its defense.

While our plan requires our entire

fleet to cover the seizure of the 130NINS , there is no positive
assurance that the eneruy would interpose with his whole fleet.
Likewise, there is no assurance that he would expose his whole
air power.

A good portion, under suoh circumstance s, might be

retained for the defense of HONSHU.

It seems probable, however,

that a thrust so close to the Empire would call forth all or
nearly all of .his e.va.ila.ble surface and air strength.
-1-
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2.
Jima..

The next question is what use oan we make of CHICHI
Assuming that CHICHI Jlma and necessary near islands are

securely occupied by our forces. and that our lines or communications are open to PEARL, and that we still have surface and air
superiority up to that point, we are then ln a position to:
(a) Bomb Tokyo 523 miles away.
Such a course alone will not destroy enemy surrace and air strength or defeat Japan.

London is about

the same distance from Berlin, and much fewer planes
can bomb Tokyo from the BONINS than oan bomb Berlin
from the London area.

Tokyo is more susceptible to

damage from bombs than Berlin.

It seems more probable

that the Japs would destroy our air in detail.
The foregoing is predicated on the oonsol1dat1on
of CHICHI Jima as an adequate base in our hands.
Monograph

~£6o

ONI

gives the best available information of

enemy installations there, and of the topography.

It

would appear that the rugged nature of this and adjacent
islands precludes the construction of extensive airfields within a reasonable time.

There is believed to

be a naval airfield on the south side of FUTAMI-KO
which could be made serviceable at once.

The size of

this is not known but the chart indicates that it can-

not be over 5 - 7 thousa.nd feet in length and J - 4
hundred feet wide .

No other sites are seen whioh seem
-2-
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to per.mit rapid construction.

In view of this it appears probaole that the
bottleneck for a land based air offensive against
Japan proper is at CHICHI Jima itself.

It is hard

to visualize more than two or three squadrons at a
time taking off from there on offensive missions.
size of HAKE and

Mfl~CUS

The

Islands will not permit large

numbers of planes to be banked up waiting ferrying

westward.

Thus, regardless of the number ot planes

banked up at !.IDWAY , it will be difficult to move

substantial numbers forward.
Our bombing operations. therefore. probably
would be limited to minor raids.

The bombers oould

have VF coveraee the whole diotance, but even at night

the chances of bombers reaching the target area in
substantial numbers seem doubtful.
With enemy knov;ledge of' our probable use of the

airfield we could expect constant air attacks.

These

would further reduce our offensive effort.
(b) Intensify our submarine patrols against enemy trade.
An adequate base in the BONINS would be of value

in that it would result in more submarines per day on
station.

The existanoe of a Jap sub base in the BONINS

oapable of quick conversion to our use fs doubted.

-3-
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While there are at least three places in the group
which could be developed as an advance base , oonstru'o tion of facilities ashore would be a matter of

months~

In the meantime , however , we could support patrols with
submarine tenders .

The tenders anchored in FUTM:tli-KO

could be given some protection against enemy submarine
and surface attack in a reasonable time .

Acceptable

AA protection would not be available for at least three
months arter occupation .
( o)

ake raids in force along Japanese trade routes .
A blockade of Japan by a naval force basing a t
CHICHI Jima does not seem possible .

Raids would inter-

fere seriously with Jap trade but not stop it .
There is no assurance that such raids would cause
~apan

to exPose his flee t.

The chances are that he

would if he could bring it to bear on a part

or

ours .

The only good harbor in the BONINS is at FUTA11IKO .

It is large enough to provide anchorage for approx-

imately:

1 Div Bas, 2 CVs, and screen .

There would be

very little security for such a foroe and continued

basing there would be most hazardous.
support would have to be brought in.

All

logisti~

Until the main

naval strength of Japan is destroyed or contained in
other areas it does not seem feasible to employ this as
a base for raids.

-4-
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(d) Use it as a stepping stone to an invasion of Japan .
No adequate force will be available in the foreseeable future for such a project.
CO rCLUSION

The plan is not su'itable.
~II

1.

- Feasibility

Present estimate of surface forces available on August

(Attrition neglected)

l, 1943, in the Pacific are:
BB

Own

0

. Enemz

4

OBB

9

9

cv

7

7

CA

7

14

CL

8

21

CLAA

2

DD

118

111

ss

51

75

:\PD

15

AVD

4

.ACV

ll

APA

25

!U\A

10

AO

28

AV

12

.;.

20

6

-5-
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The following differenees appear as between our es-

timate of ships avllilable and those stated in the plan:

!?.!!!!

ACV

3.

11

-Plan
18

BBs

9

8 - 10

CV

7

8 - 10

CAs

7

2

.J.

A oonservative estimate of enemy garrison troops a re :
WAKE

3000

-

MARCUS

2500
6000

CHICTII ·Time -

11 , 500

Our assault force estimated necessary to seize above
mentioned bases would then be around 50 1 000 .
for about 40 APAs against 25 available .

This would oall

Ten AKAs available

might do .

4.

The plan requires the ferrying of large numbers of

planes westward from ..~i!KE.

Based on performance in December

1941 , the enemy can launch heavy air attacks on ViAKE frvm the

MARSHALLS .

As there is nothing in the plan to neutralize this ,

it is ass·umed that thi s bombing will be accepted.

Thus, severe

damage to planes in transit must be expected .

5. Due to time difference, the attack on

~AKE

at daybreak

will be known at MAHCUS before the daybreak attack there .
wise, the attacks on

•';A"~

and

w.~.i\.nCU[)

-6-
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,_,i ll be known before the
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daybrea.k: attack on CHICHI Jima.

be considered

lacl~ing

The element of surprise can

flreot of vrl\.KE unless there is a readjust-

Indeed, tactical surprise cannot be counted on except

ment.

possibly at CHICHI Jima.

An undetected approach of the slow

OBBs and ACVs seems too rouoh to expeot.

6.

The plan requires that five task forces or groups

attack simultaneously or nearly so, from position not mutually
supporting, thus exposing each to superior enemy strength.

?. The logistic considerations are appended.
8.

A study of the emnloyment of land. forces is appended.

9.

The plan involves the

emplo)~ent

or

almost every com-

batant type in the Pacific - all in a high state or training.
This would mean the complete withdrawal of Sopac forces tor
at least two months.

It does not seem probable that wa oan

afford to depend on shore based air and garrison troops in the
Sopao until that area. is much stronger.

Specifically, it would

be reasonably safe only when we have completed Tasks TWO and
THREE of the current campaign in the Sopao..

August 1, 1943, is

an early estimate for this completion.
10.

While the employment of ACVs is not stated. in the plant

it is assumed that they will be reo.uired to provide air cover-

age for the accompanying surfaoe vessels and assist in the reduction of shore defenses prior to the landing.

been in the Pacific Fleet only e. short time.
in actual com.ba.t to date.

This type has

None has been used

Their tactical employment in a task

-7-
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force is now under test.

Cincpac cannot state definitely at

this time that they cannot be employed as assumed above, but
does feel that the prospects of development for such employment and in such numbers by August 1, 1943, is questionable.
CONCLUSION

The

pl~1

is not feasible with strength now in sight

available to Cinopac.

IV - Conseauenoes as to Cost.
1.

In substance, the plan proposes to fight a full fledged

naval battle in the vicinity of the 30NIHS; a hazarding of
most if not all of our naval strength in a disposition of :forces
that allows pieoe meal defeat.
2.

If the enemy d.oes not expose his fleet, e.nd after we

have taken the positions named, we are faced with a different
logistic problem which offers Japan extremely favorable condi-

tions for suooessful attrition tactics.
CONCLUSION
The plan is attractively bold and does not offer sufficient returns for the risk involved.
V -

Recommendations.

(a) That.the plan be ke t alive until circumstances are
more favorable.
(b) That oontinued study be made of plans to short oirouit
the campaign WPL-46-PC , whioh now appears to offer Japan opportunity to remain on the defensive long enough to exploit the Far

East, gain hegemony there, and force us into a stalemate.
-8-
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ESTD.1ATE 01r LAl~D FORCES 1\E(~.UIRED FOR SUUSET Ol?ERltTIONS

1.

The aspect of the

SUl'~SET

Operation herein discussed

is that affeoted by the number of land forces required for the
entire operation.

The most important factor :rrom this viewpoint

is that overall success of the operation depends upon assured
capture of three widely separated places.

Delay in obtaining

complete possession of the airfields at WAKE, MARCUS , and CHICHI

Jima may jeopardize the entire operation; and :failure to capture
any one of those three islands vnll. result 1n failure of the

entire operation.

Manifestly , the ground foroes :for the attack

of eaoh of the three islands must be in sufficient supe·riority

quickly to capture and eliminate Japanese ground :roroes.

A small

' margin of superiority of force, Which, given time, oould completely
oapturs the islandst will not be aooeptable.
2.

Heavy personnel losae·a must be expected where initial

assault waves are compelled to land over beaches which are detended by obstacles and fire.

At \· AKE the whole seaward shore-

line is known to be heavily defended and it is presumed that a
similar condition obtains at MARCUS.

At CHICHI Jima there are

tew feasible landing beaches along the otherwise rook and oliff
bound coast.

These few beaches are assumed to be defended and

opposition at the beach should be expected.

Our only experience

in landing against J'ap opnosition has been at TULAGI , GAVUTU, and
tUUCM~BO .

The initial

est~te

of forces for this attaok was

too small, but fortunately a reserve was available to turn the
-1-
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tide .

e employed about 6000 troopa against about 1000 and

fighting continued for several days.

The foregoing is stated

not for the purpose of deriving the ratio

or

attacking to de-

tending troops required for suooess, but for the purpose of emphasizing that the SUNSE'r Operation must have sufficient land forees

assigned to aooomplish the capture of each island quickly and
completely.

This factor is given its appropriate weight in the

following estimate .

3.

Another v1 tal faotor conun.on to oapture of all bases is

the amount of naval gunfire and air support to be given the
The rour ACV allotted for WAKE and

landing foroes .

~us

will

not have sufficient bombers to provide adequate support tor a
large scale daylight landing and for further troop operations

ashore .

One old BB can cover only 17,600 square yards with re-

quired density

o~

gunfire .

Two old BB will be incapable of pro-

viding the required gunfire support at either ·a;\KE or MARCUS ,
measured in termsof volume , distribution, and efteotivenesa .

foregoing statement on adequacy
is made to sho

that the

or

airora~t

The

air and naval gunfire support
and fire support vessels as-

signed in the sm:rSET plan are insufficient .

However , it is as-

sluned that our troops will not be employed in a landing operation without giving them adequate fire support and· no increase
1n landing forces is included in the belov: estimates beoause of

these two factors .

A revision in estimate of ACV and tire sup-

port shi a for the different operations seem indicated .
-2-
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4.

As soon a.s the islands are seized. they will require

base personnel for repairs, construction, maintenance, aircraft
servicing, and defense.
considered herein.

Only base defense personnel will be

Such base persozmel will have to provide

nnd man defensive coastal and AA weapons with whioh offensive
troops are not etlUipped.
at each base if the

Strong 1\A protection must be provided

eneral purpose is to be aohieved.

These

requirements are additional to those for the initial seizure.

5.

At WAKE and

).\~ARCU S

there are no harbors or even

sheltered areas where debarking and landing of troops can be

aooomplished without

interferen~e

frot the weather.

0ubsequent

unloading ot supplies will have to be done by boat and barges
and will require rnuch manpower end time.

attacks oan interfere
practicable extent.

Enemy air and submarine

ith such operations to the greatest
Heavy losses in men and material must be

anticipated and provided for in the initial plans.

The Marine Forces, 14th naval District, for several
months, have been studying the reo.a pture of

~~ A..1tE.

Although

their estimates have not been formally submitted and accepted,
they v;ill be used as a basis tor the .!AKE estimate herein.

he

troops required for the initial move to f1AK.E are estimated as
follows:

(a) Assault troops
(b) 2 Defense Battalions

TOTAL
-.3-

12,500
2.500

15,000
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1\lARCUS

ISLJU~D

The estimated enemy strength at MPJtCUS is about
2,500 men .

This island is considerably smaller than WAKE and

has much less shoreline.

The Japs have not had the incentive

to defend this island as strongly as

NAY~

it less vulneraols 'to attack than WAKE .

and its position

m~kes

Landing troops and

supplies on this island will be a hazardous and laborious operation.

It is estimated that~ based on the foregoing assumption,

the tollowing troops should be in the initial movement to
MARCUS:

(a) Assault troops

(b) Defense Bn (Reinf with

small and medium caltt AA

TOTAL

8,000
2.000

10,000

CHICHI Jima is the southern of three islands that lie
along a North-South line about 10 miles long.

All three islands

are fortified and mutually supporting by gunfire.

To seoure

CHICHI Jima tor our use, therefore, requires simultaneous.operations against three lslande.

Little is known of the strength ·

o:f forces on these islands but what has been oalled a oonserve.tive estimate plaaes the garri·on at about 6,500.

The terral.n

on all three islands is rugged and difficult of transit except
on established highways of :which CHICHI Jima has a good network.

The coasts are generally rooky vvith clitfs that prevent

-4-
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landing from the sea.

The estimate

or

forces required for the

capture and subsequen_t defense of the CHICHI Jiroa area is:
(a) Assault Troops
(b) DefenBe

22,000

;.ooo

Bn.

TOTAL

25 , 000

RECAPITULATlOli
W.~'\1\E

15 , 000

MAHCUS

10 , 000

CHICHI J*ima

25 . 000

TOTAL

;o,ooo

-5-
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1.

The aspect of the SUNSET Operation herein discussed

is that affected by the number of land forces required for. the
entire operation.

The most important factor from this viewpoint

is that overall success of the operation depends upon assured
capture of three widely separated places.

Delay in obtaining

complete possession of the airfields at 1AKE , WlARCUS , and CHICHI
1

Jima may jeopardize· the entire operation; and failure to capture

any one of those three islands will result 1n failure of the
entire operation.

Manifestly , the ground forces for the attack

of each of the three islands must be in sufficient superiority
quickly to capture and eliminate Japanese ground forces.

A small

margin of' superiority of force, which, given time, could oompletely
capture the islands, will not be acceptable.
2.

Heavy personnel losses must be expected where initial

assault waves are compelled to land over beaches which are detended by obstacles and fire.

At WAKE the whole seaward shore-

line is known to be heavily defended and it is presumed that a
similar condition obtains at

W~RCUS .

At CHICHI Jima there are

few feasible landing beaches along the otherwise rook and oliff
bound coast.

These few beaches are assumed to be defended and

opposition at the beach should be expected.
in landing against Jap opposition has been at
rt~~~BO .

Our only experience
TUl~AGI,

GAVUTU , and

The initial estimate of forces for this attack was

too small, but fortunately a reserve was available to turn the
-1-
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tide.

We employed about 6000 troops against a.bout 1000 and

fighting continued ror several days.

The foregoing is stated

not for the purpose of deriving the ratio of attacking to defending troops required for aucoess, but for the purpose of emphasizing that the SU fSET Operation must have sufficient land forces

assigned to accomplish the capture of eaoh island quickly and
oompletely.

This faotor is given its appropriate weight in the

following estimate.

3.

Another vital factor common to capture of all bases is

the amount of naval gunfire and air support to be given the
landing forces.

The four ACV allotted for WAKE and MARCUS will

not have sufficient bombers to provide adequate support for a
large scale daylight landing and for further troop operations
ashore.

One old BB can cover only 17,600 square yards with re-

quired density of gunfire.

Two old BB will be incapable of pro-

viding the required gunfire support at either WAKE or MARCUS,
measured in tertn3 of volunte, distribution, and ef:t'ecti veness.

The

foregoing statement on adequacy of air and naval gunfire support
is ·made to show that the airora:rt and :fire support vessels as-

signed in the SUNSET plan are · insufficient.

However, it 1s as-

sumed that our troops will not be employed in a landing operation without giving them adequate fire support and no increase
in landing forces is included in the below estimates because of'
these two factors.

A revision in estimate of ACV and fire sup-

port ships for the different operations seam
-2-
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4.

As soon as the islands are

sei~ed,

they will require

base personnel for repairs, construction, maintenance, aircraft
servicing, and defense .
considered herein.

Only base defense personnel will be

Such base Dersonnel will have to provide

and man d.efensi ve coastal and AA weapons with whioh offensive

troops are not equipped.

Strong AA protection must be provided

at each base if the general purpose is to be aohieved .

These

requirements are additional to those for the initial seizure .

5.

At WAKE and

l~RCUS

there are no harbors or even

· sheltered areas wller.e debarking and landing of troops can be
accomplished without interference from the weather .

Subsequent

unloading of supplies will have to be dona by boat and barges
and will require much manpower and time .

Enemy air and submarine

attacks can interfere with suoh operations to the greatest
practicable extent.

Heavy losses in men and material must be

anticipated and provided for in the initial plans .
WAKE ISLAND

The Marine Forces, 14th Naval District, for several
months, have been studying the reoa.pture of VlAKE.

Although

their estimates have not been formally submitted and accepted,
they will be used as a basis for the

~aAJ:CE

troops required for the initial move to

follows:

estimate herein.

W~~

(a) Assault troops
(b) 2 Defense Battalions
TOTAL

The

are estimated aa
12,500
2.500

15,000
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MARCUS ISLA!iD

The estimated enemy strength at MARCUS is about
2,500 men.

This island is considerably smaller than WAKE and

has much less shoreline.

The Japs have not had the incentive

to defend this island. as strongly as WA.t{E and its position makes
it less

vulnerabl~

to attack than WAKE .

Landing troops and

supplies on this island will be a hazardous and laborious operation.

It is estimated that, based on the foregoing assun1ption,

the following troops should be in the initial movement to
ARCUS:

(a) Assault troops

8,000

(b) Defense Bn (Reinf with
small and medium cal. AA

2,000

TOTAL

10,000

JIM.h ISLAND

C~II CHI

CHICHI tTima is the southern of three islands that lie
along a North-South line about 10 miles long.
are fortified and mutually

suppo~ting

by

All three islands

gunfire.

To secure

CHICHI Jima for our use, therefore, requires simultaneous operations against three islands.

Little is known of the strength

of forces on these island.s but what has been called a oonservative estimate plaoes the garrison at about 6,500.

The terrain

on all three islands is rugged acd difficult of transit except
on established highways of which CHICHI Jima has a good network.

The coasts are generally rocky with cliff• a that prevent

-4-
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landing from the sea.

The estimate of toroes required for the

capture and subsequent defense of the CHICHI Jiro.a area is:
(a) Assault Troops
(b)

22,000

Defense Bn.

3.000

TOTAL

25,000

RECAPITULATION
WAKE

15,000

MARCUS

10,000

CHICHI Jima

25.000

TOTAL

50,000

-5-
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lAgistic Considerations
To enable a otudy under this heading certain assumption
must be made 1n

ddi tion to thos

mentioned in the comments of

the preceding text .
The main assumptions are:
1.

That all surface units (exclusive of submarines, trans-

ports and cargo shi s) and carrier aircraft must be supported. for

thirty days exclusive of time required to reaoh initial attack

positions .
2.

That sur:r ce units will proceed rrom

E HL to initial

positions and return to PEARL at avera a speeds of 15

attae
knots .

J.

That distances travelled by task forces from PEAHL to

initial attack positions will be

4.

That after reaching initial

a period

or

thirty

average not less
capable
veaaels .

20~

or

in ·exoess of shortest routes.

ttaok positions and for

ays ther.e after surf oe units involved will

th~l

one day in five at 25

nota, for vessels

that speed, and at maximum sustained speed ror other
Th

r turn trip to PEA L ia assumed to be included

within this period .

s.

Th t the three occupation toroes

ill be land d with

initial stocks ot supplies of food and ammunition for 60 days .

6.

That aviation gasoline in the amount of 500,000 gallons

must be landed with or shortly after eaoh of the three occupation forces, and that · minimu.rn of 1,000,000 g llons monthly
- 1-
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su.1ply must be

ful~n.ii3hed

to eaoh of the seized bases .

be noted that this sunply must be in drums

:t~or

It is to

the initial oc-

cupation and for a period of at least three J,tonths thereafter .

7.

That all cargo ships and trans >orts '"''ill retire to

PEARL immediately folloHing the ocoupa.tion and discharge. of

As noted in paragra·Dh 1, th.i s eliminates necessity of

cargo .

providing logistic supnort for trans orts and cargo ships dur-

ing entire operation rvhile aJay from PEARL.
S.

That tankers supporting the plan which p:roaeed to

PEARL tor relon.ding will return to a median point at Lat • .300 N' ,
Long . 1500 E (arbitrarily selected for computation of aistnnce
only}.

Premised on the toregoing:, the following eetirrmtes of
fuel are S\lb.mtte_d.

i''or convenience this ·anal:? .sis is made in

detail for eaoh of the task forces involved

nd then Butnma.rized.

It should be noted that in the absence of certain organizntional
details of the Plan rega .cdlng destroyer and oruioer escorts , an

a propriate available nwn er of thesB vessels has been added to

each of the task forces indicated.

Combatant vessels remaining

at sea. for the thirt., day neriod aftar initial attacks are assumed to return with bur1ker capacities filled to 50% • .
TIP

7.

10 ACV
5 0.B
l"2 DD
20 APA

6 AKA

Distance PEA 1 ~L to Initial Point (.;. 20%)

4000 n.iles .
11.1 days at 15 ·nots.

.... 2 -
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FUEL RE0.UIR"8;MENTS ( :flbls)

Explan tion of column h adinga :
(l) Type in ask Force .
( 2! ~ rage bunker c p ai ty for type •
() Puel required from PEAr~ to attack position.
(4) Fuel required for 24 days at 15 knots .
(5) Fuel required for 6 davs at high speed .
(6) Sum of columns {J), (4) and ( 5) minus l/2 column (2) x
number type in task force .

ill

.3)000

22100
.3400

TF

7 . 1 4 A.CV
2 OBB
22 DD
l l APA

4 AKA

OBB
cv
DD
TF

Z1 2

33000

22100
.3400

4 J.OV

2 OBB

17

DD

9 APA

) AK.A
Ol\B
ACV

DD

TF ?.J

33000

22100
3400

4 CV (Ex CL)

2 CA
12 DD

OV (Ex CL) l4700

OA

DD

TF7 . 4

20000
3400

l~h
4440

2~0

9600
6480

2997

1Wso
3600
6000

ill

209325

65400

57863&

853359

Distance PE'HL to Initial Point {{- 20%)
2400 m11es.
6 . 7 d·a.ys at 15 knots .

7705

2680
1809

276oO

9600
6480

1800
)600
6000

73610

19)20

~1~§ii

i

Distance PEAE14 to Initial Point ({- 20%)
:3100 miles .
8.6 days t 15 knots

9890
3440

2322

27600

9600

64,80

lSOO
3600
6000

77980
26360

222734

)27074

Distance PEARL to Initial .Po.int (.j. 20 )

3700 miles
10 . 3 days at 15 knots.

7519
8034.
2761

17520
18720
6480

15000
16800
6000

This submarine TM., will require no logistic support while

in area .

-3-
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5 CV (Essex type)

TP 7.5

6 BB (fast)

Distance PEAHL to Initial Point
(! 25) 3700 miles
10.3 days at 15 knots.

; CA

8 CL

2 vL (AA)
27 DD

OL
CL
DD

lffi9
9785

JA~bo

!fhtssex)

BB
. OA

(fast)

40000

20000
14700
8900
3400

(AA)

2-wm

2~i!o

22800
18720
16080

8034

6901
.3708

21000
16800
14100
6000
6000

8640

2781

6.480

2~5
201510

167770

2)8248
27696
366~
12081

SUmmary ot F'y el Requirements

Tl7
~'I

T

TF

TF
TF

7.1
?.2
7.).
7.4
7.5

Total

853359
369888
327074

20730
10000

360786

!lone
1208166
)119273 Bbls

Avg/D y

8470
8950

----

"

"
"

30000
tt
78150 . Bbl/day

Tankers required to furni h the above ·quantity of fuel can be considered from either of two standpoints; viz., a

surr~oient

number

assigned to carry the total requirement in one outbound voyage
from PEARL, or by a oombine.t1on

can make two deliverie
volved.

or

single trippers and those which

to the Task Forces during the period in-

The second of these schemes is the more economical but

is definitely limited as to the number of tankers whioh oan make

two deliv ries.
lthough the

This follows trom consideration of the fact that

verage consumption of all task rorees is approx-

imately equal to a tanker load per day that no fueling at sea
except of d strayers would take place during the first ten days,

-4-
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Sinoe the turn around time of a 15 knot tanker from the assumed rendezvous point of L )0° N and 1500 E and PEARL is lS

days by the shortest route, 1t is apparent that tankers making
two deliveries during the whole operation would have to be released to pick up their seoond loads at a time not over eleven

Again as-

or twelve days from 1n1t1al dep rture from PEARL.

suming that the average rate ot consumption is a tanker load per
day tor all forces, it follows that the maximum number
est~ated

tank-

Actually this

ers which oould make two deliveries is about ten.
number should be

or

at not more than eight .

On the basis

of 80,000 bbl load tor the average fleet tanker there will be
required, therefore, the following numbe1• of these vessels:

8 at .160,000 bbla (2 deliveries)

~

"

80,000

tr

{l delivery)

1,280,000 bbls

l.8J9.273

),119,27)

Totals 31

tt

ft

The present number ot fast fleet tankers assigned to the Paeif1o
Fleet is 15.

This number (neglecting attrition}

creased to 23 by

Au~ust

l94J.

ill be

in-

or

To meet the fuel requirements

the Plan, thererore, 8 additional fleet tyne tankers would be
needed.

In this conn otion it should be noted th t oomme ei l

type , allocated tankers are unsuitable because of 1 ok of facilities for tueling at sea, end further tllat all of these no
signed would llav to be employed in replenishing

and in other

as-

tooks at

reas.

In addi tlon to the probletu

or

supporting ships of the

Plan with fuel during the active period consideration must be

-5-
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given to topoing. off

or

after return to PEARI.A.

bunkers prior to dena.rture. from and
Assuminc· an average

or sooo

bbls. for

each of the 232 ships involved for the a :)ove purpose there

ould be required, in addit1.on to the 3,119,273 bbls for the

main operation, about 2,000,000 bbls., or a total of ; , ll9,273
bbls.

Prudence would demand that most of this amount be ao-

cumul ted at PEA\L in advance of the operation.
day oyole an.d an average capacity of

eo.ooo

Using a thirty

bbls, it would take

10 tankers five months to provide e.t PrAHL 4,000 , 000 bbls of
the abov

amount.

It the Plan is to be undertaken the forego-

ing 10 tank rs should b

assigned immediately in addition to

those now available to the Pacific Fleet .

Gasoline and Diesel Require ents
Ho difficulty should be experienced in me ting these
requirements except as indicated under the heading of general
comments which follows .

Provisions !Qd Miscellaneous
~ame

remarkf . s under the preoeding par graph .
General Comments

At W.tuE and " t./\RGUS, and to an undetermined extent at

CHICJU Jima, the problem of landing equipment and supplies ot

all kinds in large

ua.ntitles will be extremely difficult.

It

·1ould Je unwise to estit.J.ate discharge rates at more than 400
tons per ship per day.

On this basis the unloadin.g times for

l1PA • B will average 10 days and for AKA • s

-6-
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msj·ine alld aircraft a.ttaoka may, and proba. bly willa ext and these
Attention should also be directed to the iraprobability

periods.

of disoharginn cargo at
four ships

~~· ·UCE

and M.r hCUS from more than about

The formida.bl.e pro..>le:m

simultaneous~y.

or

getting

equipment and supplies ashore quickly should, therefore. be

thorou hly appreciated.

Pailure to do so might well spell

disaster tor the whole exped tion.

It should be stressed particularly that it is vital
to the transter and effectiveness of airoratt banked at HDJWA.Y

to provide at all three seized points immediately on landing a
sutticient quantity or aviation gasoline .

not be less than

;oo,ooo

gels. (20,000

This amount should

d~s).

The man power

necessary to hendle this quantity is alone of such magnitude

as to clearly jndioate the tremendous difficulty

or

establishing

logistic supplies during the occupation period.

Conclus!ons
Lo istioally the Plan oan be met aubjeot to the fol-

lowing conditions:
(a) That aporoximately 5,000,000 bbls of fuel oil be aooum.ulatad in advance at PE.AHI...

This will require f1 ve

months and 10 more tankers .than are now avail ble to
the Pacific Fleet .
(b) That 8 more fast ltleot tankers be made

vailahle in·

a.d d1 tion to those non in ai,ght {neglecting attrition)

by August 1943.

A total of 31 are re<uired .

-7-
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In view 01, the aoute tanker situation in other than Pacific
areas it is extr n ly unlikely that either conditions (a) or

(b) oan be satisfiea .
viously mentioned di.f

This conolusion, coupled
~ioulty

ith the pre-

of physiattlly ler...nding and. handling

the tremendous quantities of' supplies during the oooupation
period , render the Plan· impraotionble trom a logistic viewpoint .

-8-
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February 15, 1943.

ALDI,ND.a

DATED

1. llo change 1s made 1n the Estirna. te of January 15th.
'l'be prc.blem remain;;1 the same. Changes which reeul t from
pro~~ress made in the past 30 'lo.ys are covered herein.
2.

All organized enemy resistance on

on Feb. 9th.
tlel~eon.

3.

GTIADALCJ..~NAL ceased
Th1s na.kes possible the reduc.tto:n of troops

RUSSELL Islands are to be occupied about Feb. 21st.

The only im.mcdla to a.ff'ec t l¥111 'he t~o deny 1 t to the enemy.
· ·ork ~,;ill be started at once to build an airfield on that

Island.

4. 'fhe eneny a· .?ears tc be completing the construction
o:r an airfield at VILA.
DD.

5. Du.r·1np: the past 30 days we have lost one CA and one
rrbe enemy has lo.st several .,...-Ds.
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January 16th.
PBYs were over K_~IILI from 2300 to 0100 (local) to
harass the enemy. Earlier in the evening (2000 local) 5
Bl7s dropped bombs on the airfield. Yesterday there were two
raids on MlJI\1DA, at noon and at 5: 30 p.m. (local) • Except for
these raids and the preparations for the offensive on GUADALc_~WAL scheduled for the 18th (local), the Pacific Ocean Areas
were quiet.
Except for T.G. 67.5 (4 DDs) enroute to GUADALCANAL for
a bomoardment mission, and the normal logistic moves, all
major forc·es are in port.
tion.

CTF 8 170935 gives the

~regress

of the CHOW'=3AR opera-

No new enemy developments were noted.
January 17th.
No major si~htinP-:s were reported in any Pacific area.
Usual air activity in the central SOLOHOHS continued. Ground
action on GUADALC~~JAL was progressing satisfactorily.
Reports from our submarines on patrol are most encouraging. Sinkings are increasing as more submarines become available along productive routes. During the recent Subpac concentration in the RA~AUL area there was a considerable drop in
our sinkings along trade routes. It is interesting also to
note that our mine plants off HONSHU are successful and well
worth the effort.
Bad weather in the ALEUTIANS stopned air operations
scheduled for today.
Nothing has been learned today of the deployment of
major enemy units or of enemy plans. Large scale enemy operations are expected in the SOL01'10NS Sea area between now and the
end of the month.
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January 18th.
Comsopac 191022 (four part) is his operations plan
2-43 for the bombing and bombardment of the VILA area commencing January 23rd local.
Routine air operations in the SOLOMONS were hampered
On GUADALCANAL the reconnaissance in force has
developed into a full scale offensive toward the westward.
by bad weather.

The S.S. LIPSCOMB LYKES grounded on DURAND REEF, to
the eastward of NOtThillA, ana may be a total loss. A salvage
attempt will be made.
Air Commodore Goddard, RNZAF, conferred at length with
01 today regardin~ the comn~nd set up for NEW ZEAI~D air operating in the Pacific Theater outside of their homeland. The matter will be considered further in a few days upon the arrival
at PEA.HL of Rear Admiral Wilkinson (Deputy SoPac) •
CTF 8 states that lack of aerial photo planes in the
ALEUTIANS is seriously affecting his plans ·for future operations. Unloading is progressing slowly at AMCHITKA but is improving.
There was an air raid alarm on OAHU during the night.
All clear was sounded at 1:00 a.m. The alarm was caused by a
false radar contact.
No new enemy developments were observed.
January 19th.
There were no major sightings in the area. A fairly
large concentration is noted in the SHORTLAND area with considerable moves Jetween the :NEVl GEORGIA group and BOUGAINVILLE.
Several air strikes were made but only one hit was claimed - a
500 lb. skip bomb from 250 feet on a DD. Bad weather continues
to hamper air operations.
Very fine reports were received from our submarines.
Off TRUK the SILVER~IDES sank one AO, one submarine, and got five
hits in three AKs. The surface vessels were in a convoy. It
is interesting to note that the convoy was intercepted as a result of decrintion analysis. The GREENLING sank one AK off NEVv
HANOVER. The SWORDFISH reports one hit on an .l'J<.. off BOUGAINVILLE
Strait. In the same vicinity the NAUTILUS got one hit on. a
. MOGAHI Class cruiser.
It seems probable that the TOKYO Express of one cruiser
and. seven DDs ran yesterday, but was not intercepted. In this
(Continued)
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January 19th.

(Continued)

connection, the five 2100 ton DDs sent to TULAGI (TG 67.5) to
operate from there as a striking force, are returning to ESPIRITU SANTO •. The reason for this is not reported.
No report has been received regarding ground action today on GUADALCANAL.
Unloading at .AMCHITKA continues under difficulties.
The MIDDLETON is -being unloaded by man power. It is confirmed
that the WORDEN sank on January 12 with loss of 14 enlisted
men. Bad weather has prevented effective attack on enemy shipping at KISKA. Of five B-24s sent to attack there none reached
the obje?tive and four were destroyed in crashes on return.
· The location of major enemy vessels continues obscure.
It is probable that 2 CVs are in the TRUK area, and that 3 CVs
have just about completed intensive training in Empire waters.
Signs continue to point to major operations in the SOLOMONS Sea
area in the near future. No major threat is seen in any other
direction but raids in the ILL\.WAII.llli area are sti 11 a possibility.
January 20th.

(J I .fvv-.._
( Jt) -)
Agairt today our air operations in the Cen~l SOLOMONS
were greatly hampered by bad weather. Minor sightings in the
BUIN area were reported. The large concentration ·of enemy ships
at RABAUL continues.

Task Forces 63 and ·' 67 are operating in preparation for
the . bombing and bombardment of VILA (~mw GEORGIA) scheduled to
commence the 23rd (local). Other task forces are in port.
today.

The enemy dropped eight small bombs on ESPIRITU SANTO
There were no casualties or damage.

Enemy planes were reported over GUADALCANAL last night.
Thus, Secnav and Cincpac might have seen a show as they were
there on inspection.
It seems probable that the AHGONAUT was lost in action
off GAS11ATA January lOth (local).
Enemy subs torpedoed two tankers off SYDNEY the 18th
(local). One of these, the MOBILUBE, reached SYDNEY and the
other sank • .
Comamphibforpac will prepare plans jointly with the Army
for the reduction and occupation of KI SKA on the assumption that
he wi 11, under the CoL'1.Irlander Northern Force, command the operation when and if it is ordered.
There were no new enemy developments.

DE--lED
January 21st.
Routine air activities in the central SOLOMONS continue to be hampered by bad weather. However, the weather is
improving. No important or significant sightings were reported.
The GRAMPUS returning from patrol in the RABAUL area
reports sinki.ng one 7000 ton AK; one 8000 ton AP, one 10000
ton AP. Also, she probably sank the DD ASASHIO.
Enemy planes were over GUADALCANAL again last night
on harrassing missions.
The clipper which left PEARL for SAN FRANCISCO ye~
terday is presumed lost. Embarked was Comsubpac and nine other
key Pacific Fleet officers.
In spite of unfavorable · weather the unloading at
AMCHITKA is proceeding. Work has been started on a fighter
strip.
Recent increased activities in the MARSHALLS suggest
the possibility of a raid on our Central Pacific positions in
the near future. This sort of operation is, of course, well
within enemy capabilities. We are very much in the dark concerning major enemy deployments but believe their main interests
continue to be centered in the south. An airfield is being
constructed at VILA KOLOMBANGARA.
January 22nd.
~' ....

('

In accordance with Comsopac Op-Plan 2-43, previ~bs~
mentioned, three strikes were made on MUNDA today. rrhe first,
at noon, was made by 6 B-26s followed ~ediately by 8 SBD. The
second, at 1400, was made by 8 B-l7s. The third, at 1730, was
made by B-26s and SBDs. These strikes immobilized the air strip
for the time being at least. The TONOLEI field was also bombed
by B-17s.
Also, in accordance with the plan, the SARATOGA planes
landed at GUADALCANAL for operations against VILA and to cover TF
67 tomorrow.
ESPIRITU SANTO was bombed again on the. 22nd (local). No
damage was done.
Enemy planes were over GUADALCANAL again last night.
Damage and casualties were very light. Ground activity there
was limited to patrol.
The Central and North Pacific areas were quiet.
The enemy sub operating off SYDNEY has now torpedoed a
total of two tankers (mentioned before ·) and one AK in ballast.
(Continued)
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January 22nd.

(Continued)

In the SW Pac our pressure on the enemy continues in
the BUN"A area.
The Army photo mission to VvAKE was turned bacl< because
of bad weather.
Comlnch 222037 pink gives prospective assignment of new
CVs to Pacific Fleet during the next six months.
From 3 to 4 enemy carriers, several BBs, ·c ruisers and
destroyers are indicated at TRUIC. At least one CA and DD screen
are in the MAHSIIAJJLS. The ·latter would be a good set-up for a
hit and run bombardment of CANTON.
January 23rd.
Two CL and three DD of TF 67 carried out the planned
bombardment of VI~A. This was followed by the planned strike by
the PARATOGA air group. Results are reported to be very satisfactory.
Routine searches in the SOIJOMONP· did not sight anything

unusual.

Comsowespac reports a very successful air strike on RABAUL
ship,ing. Of eight bombers, three used skip bombing. Results
reported: 2 AK sunk, 2 marus exploded, 1 maru left on fire.
ESPIRITU

TF 11 is proceeding to NOUMEA. TF 67 is proceeding to
S.~qTo.
Other SoPac combatant task forces are in port.

A full scale offensive is underway toward Jap positions
on GUADALCANAL.
Heavy gunfire was reported north of CANTCN. Air search
to investigate is not yet completely reported. Subs have been
reported in the vicinity of C.A.NTON recently.
Enemy subs have been reported south of
week, but no definite contacts are reported.

O~Tffi

the past

There were no new enemy developments.
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Notes on the Conference held at Noumea
1520 to 1700, January 23, 1943.

Cincpac and two members or his staff;
Comsopao, his C of S~ ar Plans, Operations, Intelligence Officers, and Chief'

P~esent:

of BuAer.

Admiral Nimitz - The object of this conference is to review
the situation in the South Pacific and to exchange views. No decision will be reached.
Indeed, we may not agree on all points.
Fir$t, as to GUADALCANAL. What is Comsopao's
~1ew as to progress, approximate date Japs will
be eliminated. Shall we need more troops?
What number should be left as a garrison on
completion or the operation?
Oen. Peck (War Plans Officer} - Baaed on no greater rate of
Jap reenrorcoment we believe that Japs w111 be
eliminated April lat. We think that our force
remaining after the withdrawal of the 2nd Marines will be ample. After enemy elimi.natfon
we should maintain two divisions plus service
troops until wo go further. We estimate a total of 8,000 Japs 1tb 4,000 effect1ve. We do
not believe Japs will strike further at GUADALCANAL but will hold the defensive in order to
contain our force there in greater number to
them.
Admiral Halsey - Peck has not been there for two
A~~iral

..

eeks.

Nimitz - here sketched the operation at OUADALCANAL
commencing on January 22nd. If we are successful, we will complete prior to April 1st.

Gen. Peok

- My estimate was conservative. The Japs may
use delaying tactics h1eh will prolong the
business.

Captain Browning - Gen. Patch hoped to hasten the operation
by the 11se of an envelopment by sea, but he
held this course of action in abeyanee because
of the shortage of boats, and the mao power
required both .for land offensive measures, and
fo~ unloading ships.

Ad.m.Lral

lsey - Gen. Patch expects his enveloping movement
(land) starting January 22nd to be successful •
I

- It -
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Admiral Nim1 tz - trha t 'a a good argument for placing stores at
GUADALCANAL -- 'trb.a t use could be made of' a pon-

toon (cellular barge) dock at Cactus?

Admiral Halsey - We are not

Gen. Peck

ure. of its value there.

-The L.C.T.'s and L.C.I.'s may solve this
question. Capt .• Carter (Comnavbases Sopao)
1s working on the problem.

Admiral ,.Iimitz -What is Co:htsopac's ideas on future operations
from Oactus-R1ngbol t at the end of February with
what you have, or on April lst when planes will
increase in number?

Adtl11ral MoCain - Promised increase in supply or planes.
Admiral lH.mi tz - Is the incr ase of planes proceeding?

Captain Drowning - Yea as regards Navy planes, not as regards
Army planes.
Admiral

1~<1mitz

-- Gen. Peok

- Will Comsopa.c originate a dispatch to Comineh

1nfo Cincpac requesting Army to
replacement and upkeep program?

ca~ry

out Army

Admiral McCain stated he would get behind
this project on reoeipt or dispateh from Cominoh
i.e. Comlnob usually passes a d1spatch like the
projected one from Comsopao to his desk for
action -- A rather protracted dis.oussion here
took place on Army aircrart, the only result or
which was to call for the presence of Gen.
r ·mon who at. e. later stage joined the conference.
- In the absence of Admiral Halsey, the starr
has been exploring the uae of RUSSELL ISLAND
(lw here got the nod from Admiral Halsey to go
ahead on his expos1 tion). Our idea is to take
it with one raider battalion and part of a defense battalion and to use it as a staging point
for our landing craft, for a P.T. boat base, and
to deny it to the enemy. It will be in the nature of a minor movement preparatory to an advance
on tnm~A, and its possession vill add to the
seour1.ty of Cactus. RUSSELL is 80 miles from
Caatus. It me.y possibly be used as a fighter
field ..

Admir 1 Halsey - It sounds reasonable to me.
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At.this junction Capt. Small and Col. Ferrin
explained Gen. Patch's soheme·o£ ·man uver.
Admiral Nimitz - There seems to be no dissenting opinion regarding the operations. It 1 only a question
of time when the Japa will be eliminated.
'l'Jhen w111 KOLl strip be completed?

Captain Browning - Thirty (30) days after the arrival
material.
Admiral Halsey ... About

Janua~y

or

25th.

Admiral Nimitz - \lfhat is the best date based on this discus-

sion?

Admiral Halsey - It should be ready for heavy bombers at the .
end of February but in emergency could be used
the middle of February.

Admiral N1m1tz - How will Oa.otus be used next?
Gen. Peck

- It ill be used as a supporting base for
further advancing movements 1n the SOLOMONS.

Admiral Nimitz - It is my 1det that no permanent installations
should be erected there. The only construction
should be that necessary, and there should be a
reduction in the rear areas. Everything should
be based (predicated) on a forward movement.
What are the essential features of the POR'l'
PURVIS development?
Gen. Peck

- floorings, submarine nets, and one de.fense
battalion.
e expect to pile stores up 1n
floating equipment.

Admiral tlittd tz - But there 1 s 11. ttle space on the shoreline
for storage.

Gen. Peck

- We e.xpeot to use KOLI POilfT for stores, and
PORT PURVIS as a safe anohorage for ships. As
to defense we plan to place the 11th Defense
Battalion at PORT PURVIS, the 5th to be scattered through TU!.JJ\GI and GAVUTU, and one regiment on F!JOR IDA.

Admiral Nimitz - fus.t 1.vonld the Ja.ps want to go to FLORIDA

tor?

Gen. Peck

- Only to raid for its nuisance value.

"

- tt-
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Admiral Nimitz - Vl1ll it help you to go into MUNDA?

Gen. Peck

By the time we expect to go into MUNDA

- Yea.

it will require a division of troops, because

the Japs will have land based aircraft by that
time.

Admiral Nimitz - You will need naval surface craft to get 1nto ·
RUSSELL?

Gen. Peak

- Yes, and after the landir~ we sr~ll require
ships for a few days to get supplies in.
At this sta~e Gen. Harmon entered after which
Admiral Uimitz explained the purpose of the
eon£erence in substantially the same words as
g1 ven in the opening paragraph of this recor_d .

Admiral Nimitz - It is our understanding that the Army 1s behind in tulrilling its plane requirements.
Gen. Harmon

- Yes. I have merely pointed out to the War
Department that e are behind in our January
deliveries.

Admiral Nimitz - We des1ro a copy of the statement of the
Arm.y plane situation.
This was promised.
Admiral I{1mi tz - Go ahead with the expos1 t1on of plana beyond
the middle ot February.

Gen. Peck

- The lOth Defense Battalion will be necessaryfor the operation.

(Note ! Find out when lOth will arrive and notify Comsopa.o)
I estimate the onemy strength 1n RUSSELL to

be between 200 and a battalion~ We plan to use
the 3rd Haider Battalion a.ga.1nst them. The lst

Raider &tt€:lion will be ready on !!.arch 1st.

The 2nd Raider Bo.ttalion could be used now although

I 1 eported

fecti-ve.

by the Corps to bo only 25% ef-

However, I do not believe this.
Cf

- i5 -
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Admiral Nimitz - When do you think that you can move against
MUNDA?

Gen. Peck

- Apr11 let.

Admiral Halsey - Row many men?
Gen. Peck

... One division - either the 2nd Martne D1v1s1on or a OOtlPOsite division composed of Army
and l~rines, using part of the 43rd division.
Some of the latter are to be trained here 1n
No1unea 1n February for amphibious operations.
The 2nd Marines w111 be out in plenty of time
for this.

Gen. Harmon

- We will also train elements of the Xiw1 Division for amphibious operations. The reequ1pment of the troops who were in the COOLIDGE
(l72nd Infantry plus reenforoing art1lleryl has
been completed, and they may be considered etteotive now.

Admiral Nimitz - When the Japs are eliminated from GUADALCANAL
between the middle of Februar:r and Apr11 1st,
we ean eons1der Task I completed. -- We have

here a copy ot a letter which I wrote Com1noh
requesting a revision of Tasks II and III.
This is dated December 8,. 1942.

Note: Take copy or this letter to next conference with
Cominch.
At this time, Gen. Peck read the letter out
loud omitting a few details.

'
Admiral

~l1mitz

- Are there any objections to the letter•t

(There was none).

You have seen by the dispatches in the middle of January that there is no disposition to
get a rev1s1on or eommand ror Tasks II and III
as originally laid down, however, I think that
we may be able to get some concession as regards
part of Task II at least. Then we are all sat1s-,
tied that Comsopac should retain oommand of operations 1n the SOLOMOllS as outlined in my l ·e tte.r of December 8th, as read by Peak.
Hera Admiral :r::imitz outlined the present situation regarding surface forces and stated that
we should take· every opportunity to strike e.t
concentrations of Japanese ships by air and
surfac.e craft.

I know that you will be on the

alert. He referred to Murray's operation in
October 5th as one well planned and executed
and only cheated by weather.
-

~ 6:
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Adm1l'tal lj1m1 tz t h en sketched the ALEUTIAN

situation and developments including AMCHITKA
and KISKA. He stressed the Jap concern with
fishing as a r ood source.
The next question brought up was the matter

of the employment o.f the RNZAF.

The letter re-

garding unity or command 1n the Pacific areas
and the changes thereto regarding New Zealand
were read. This made Corns-opao responsible for
the defense ot New Zealand through the New Zealand Chief of Staff. New Zealand has never
notiried Comsopae what forces have been assigned
for its defense. Mention was made of Co~aopac's
letter to the New Zealand Chief of Start dated
December, 20, 1942 to which no reply has been received. (Copy of th1s letter was obtained).

•

Admiral Nimitz - Send to me copies of all correspondence with
the New Zealand government. When you receive
an answer to the above mentioned letter ~ke
a specifio request for forces you want, and
tell them how you are going to employ· each unit.
Then you can devise the command set-up •

The next matt r covered was Cinepao's serial

96 of January 11 1943. This touched a phase
or censorship. Admiral Nimitz stated that Com-

sopao was to handle censorship in his area and
that when he returned to Pru~RL be would take up
with Drake, the project of writing a letter to
Comsopac withdrawing the letter in question.
This would be, done in writing to keep the correspondence f i les straight.
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~CRE'l!January 24th.
There were no major sightings in the Pacific Ocean
areas today. Bad weather hamuered routine air activities in
-"
the SOLOMONS Sea area.
The offensive on GUADALCMfAL has now progressed to KOwhich was captured today. The progress being made
may effect nlans to lay a mine field in the vicinity of KOMA
reef.
Kill~BONA,

The WA.li:OO reports sinking a DD off V'rEV!AK while enroute
to patrol in the PA~AO area.
It is now certain that our occunation of A.MCHITKA has
been discovered by the enemy. Today bombs were dropped by two
float type zeros near the MIDDLETON which is aground in CONSTANTINE Harbor.
So far as is known, there continues to be a major concentration of combatant ships at TRUK. The force is thought
to include three to four CVs, at least two BDs (YAMATO, MUS.ASHI ),
several cruisers and destroyers. The presence of a TONE Class
cruiser in the MATif:HALLS was commented on day before yesterday.

.

January' 25th.

,~s

I}

J

The Tokyo Express of one cruiser and seven destroyers
was sighted by a search plane south off NEW GEORGIA in the early
evening headed for GUADALCill~AL. No arrival report was received.
As a result of this report TF 67 was placed on two hours notice.
5 DDs of this force are at TULAGI and the remainder of the force
is at ESPIRITU SANTO. TF 11· and 64 were put on four hours notice.
Senav GtJADALCANAL 250639 describes air action near SAVO.
It does not seem probable that our small number of planes were
able to turn back the Jap planes. It seems more probable that
the Japs were unable to locate their objective. Comsopac 250506
is an operations summary. Bad weather prevented a planned strike
against shipping seen in the KOLOHB.ANGARA area.
Enemy planes were reported. over ES:?IRITU SANTO during
the night.
Four Army B-24's made a photo reconnaissance over WAKE
today and all planes returned to MID1.VAY. Clouds obscured part
of vr~ making the photos of doubtful value. ·
Our forcf3 S at COHSTA. JTIHE Harbor, PJ\1C ~IITKA, reported
0
two float type zeros dropped four bombs
that at 1020 (ltcal)
( Continued)
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which did no damage. Unloading there is proceeding, but slowly.
CTF 8 reports that heavy seas are taking toll on his old DDs
and on the Il'-IDIANAPO LIS.
Nothing was learned of the plans of the combatant force
believed to be at TRUK. The most probable employment of this
force is considered to be some sort of an operation in the
SOLOMONS Sea area. As time goes on there seems to be less probability of an enemy major attempt to recapture GUADALCANAL.
However, there is no indication of any lessening of interest in
that direction. It may be that the force at TRUK is there to
be employed in countering any advance they may think we are
about to launch up the SOLOMONS.
The presence of subs off our outlying positions in the
Central Pacific now seems a prelud~ to a raid.-.~
January 26-th.
There were numerous minor sightings in the Central
SOLOMONS during the day. Routine air activities in that area
resulted in further bombing of MUNDA and a SWPac B-17 strike
on RABAUL shipping which resulted in the sinking of one Maru. '
The black cat search from TULAGI picked up the Tokyo Express
(noted yesterday) at midnight. After dropping four bombs which
missed, the pilot lost contact but believes the Express was
turned back.
TF's 11, 63, 67 are preparing to cover the transport
moves to GUADALCANAL scheduled to arrive there the 30th and 3rd
local (SoPac Op Plan 3-43).
The advance to the westward on GUADALCANAL continues
slowly in spite of heavy resistance and terrible terrain.
On the 25th local, between NEW GUINEA and TRUK, the
WAHOO sank an entire convoy consisting of 2 AK, 1 AP, 1 AP in
a running gun and torpedo battle lasting fourteen hours.
area.

The JAMES WILSON is aground in the ESPIRITU SANTO
Salvage is underway.
An enemy sub was reported off MOLOKAI.

CTF 3 242101 pink gives plan for training and requests
data on APs and AKs. Cincpac 260613 pink gives prospects on
availability of these ships. This is further commented on by
CTF 3 in his 262328 pink.
/

H.M.S. VICTORIOUS with part of Desron 22(as escort
should depart BALBOA for PEARL about February 8th +S)
( Cont inued )
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Bad weather in the ALffiJTIANS caused a cancellation of
all air activity.
Because of the possibility of a bombardment of CANTON by
the TONE in the next few days that island was alerted. The alert
was passed to other outlying positions in the Central Pacific as
it is not definite that the target would be CANTON.
Comgen GUADALCAIJAJ_J 260855 is an interesting translation
of a captured document.
January 27th.
Comsopac 271145 is his Operation Plan 4-43 which moves
all task forces except 65 to the COI~L Sea area. The reason
given is that Admiral Halsey has indications of a Jap movement
in strength toward the Southern SOLOHONS. While we believe here
that there is a strong combatant force in the TRtlli area, we have
no indication that this force , or a large nart of it, is moving
South. Rased on our information, SoPac task ·forces are unlikely
to find suitable targets at this time, and may encount er enemy
submarines .
There were no major sightings by search planes in the
Sea area. Six DDs were reported off VELLA h4.VELLA.
Several A..Xs were seen in the central SOLOMONS area presumabl y
employed in carrying supplies to new Jap positions.

SOL0~.10NS

The offensive on GUADALCANAL continues but has been slowed
down by very difficult terrain. There were eleven PTs on night
patrol in the GUADALCANAL.- SAVO area. This is the highest number .
of thes~ 1 ~o far reported on this patrol. As was the case on the
25th (l'Dcal), a large group of enemy bombers approached GUADALC.l\J'T~ ·)ut retired wi t~out j.rQ~t4,..1,zrys any bombs.
Bl 7s made a rout in~
1
strlke on tiDNDA at 1600 ( lolcl$. I J. Nine SBDs and fl ve 'I(~f,, _.at-"2- 8
tacked one AK and one DD near VELLA LAVELLA at 1740 (l~ca J ~
SBDs ¥.Ot 2 hits on the AK and 3 near misses on the DD. Five torpedoes aimed at the ~4K missed.
The W~'\KE photo reconnaissance e;roup has returned safely
to OAHU. No report has been made of the Army photo reconnaissance
planned from FUNAFUTI to OCE.l\.N and. NAURU.
Boiler tubes for i;hEi")l.1INNEAPOLIS are in the J.AMES WILSON
which grounded the 26th ( .fu'cal) at .AM3RYN ISLAND (J:illW HEBRIDES).
This may delAy MINNEAPOLIS repair. The PENSACOL.A. arrived at PEARL
for battle damage repair.
Cincpac has recomraended against a Department plan to provide 200 gliders for Sopac~ No specific need for gliders in the
South Pacific is seen at this time.
(Continued)
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Admiral Halsey is concerned a bout the shortage of Army
planes in his area. (Comsopac 271210).
The tTaps made their third two- p lane raid on our .AJ\1CHITKA
position today. Again no damage vv-as done.
No further indication was received concerning a possible
on CANTON but the alert continues. Lack of information
concerning the location of enemy carriers continues. While they
are believed in the area between TRUK and the Empire and probably
destined for employment in the South, it is within enemy capability to raid our Central Pacific positions before we can place
adequate surface forces in an intercepting position.
r~id

J"anuary 28th. co~ h \) cla..\-t.)
The Secretary of the Navy , Admiral Nimitz, Rear Admiral
McCain and party returned to PEili~L from an inspection of Pacific
positions. The Secretary will leave for San Diego tomorrow.
While operating 35 miles South of GUADALCANAL in accordance with Gomsopac Op. Plan 4-43, the cruiser- destroyer
group under Rear Admiral Giffen LCTF 18) w~s sighted and tracked
by enemy planes during the afterh~~~ .~q FrJ ~entary reports show
1\
that a large group of enemy planes commenced
an attack on TF 18
shortly after sunset. The c·HICAGO received damage to her motive "
power and was taken in tow by the L ~UI SVILLE. The task force
was subjected to h~~ ~, ~2~~ng for one hour and the attack was
still going on at 2JTI5(j ~ . No air coverage from GUlillALCANAL
or from the ACV' s in compa'n y was possible during darkness. TF 16
was ordered to proceed to cover TF 18. TF 18 was ordered to
proceed to EFATE.
Routine air activities continued in the SO L01·1~~ea
area. Seven B-l?'s hombed the BUIN a irdrome at 1920
(-\0
Senavguadal 280838 describes a strike made by SBD' s and T '1 F' s
on 6 DD's, 1 AY, and 1 ~q. ~ 5 B-26's with fi ~hter coverage bombed
the 'TILA area at 1350 ~ .1 (-\\)
An air reconnaissance of TIOYVTAJ'ID and "SAYJ~R will be made
daily until further orders. No activit y was noted on those
island s today.

The photo r ec onnais s ance of OCEAN and NAURU was successfull y comp leted today.

On the 25th ~ a B-24 photo p l a ne bound for TRUK from
GUADALCANAL wa s una ble to fi nd THUK but photogra phe d PUL1JVvAT atoll
a n d · TJLAP ato l l . Another try at THTTK will be made .
( Contj nu ed)
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STF 3 27?247 pink requests information from Cominch relanding craft for th~ KIPKA operation.
·

Admiral Halsey's request to occupy RUSSELL Islands will
be approved by Cincpac.
The HASSACHUSETTES and three DDs are oroered to proceed
to Pacific Fleet for duty. They wi ll leave the East Coast on
February 6th ( + 8)
No significant developments were reported in the Central
and North Pacific areas.
There were no new enemy developments.
January 29th •. (Od hu d.c1.\-e)
{

At noon today Admiral Giffen was ordered to proceed to
EFATE with his cruisers leaving the CHICAGO in tow of the NAVAJO
)
with maximum DD escort with the ACVs and CHICAGO. At 1630 {~1~{-1\
while the CHICAGO group was proceeding' toward ESPIRITU SANTO, the
group was attacked by nine enemy torpedo planes. As a result of '
this attack the CHICAGO was reported sinking and the LaVALLETTE
hit.
(Ch~C4qo q'rc>up)

TF 16 is providing air coverage for the remainder~or TF 18.
Other forces in the Coral Sea area were fueling. The air groups
of the ACVs of TF 65 were ordered to prepare to move to GUADALCANAL.
During last nigb.t. the New Zealand corvettes KIWI and MOA
destroyed a Jap sub car~ng troops near KAMIMBO.
No report was received regarding the land offensive on
GUADALCANAL. General Patch plans to land troops from one APD and
six LCTs at ~~ROVOVO.
Routine strikes on MUNDA and VILA received heavy AA fire.
It is evident that the very heavy bombings on these positions, and
shelling, are only able to inflict comparatively minor dama ge and
do not immobilize t h ese airfields for more than a few hours at a
time. ~Ne cannot expect to ca-use the enemy to abandon positions
by these means.
RUSSELL ISLAND probably is occupied by a small number of
Japs. The number of the enemy there should not prevent our occupation.
(:..12)
Photos taken a month after our December 24th raid on WAKE
show disappointing amount of damage inflicted.
"
Cincpac desires a Seabee detachment at CANTON for the rebabili ta ti on of the 1·JArrs base.
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The action of enemy air in the SOLOMONS Sea Area shows
that our combatant vessels are prime targets. Although four .APs
were good targets at GUAJ:!ALCANAJ.J yesterday they were passed up in
favor of TF 18. It would appear that the present enemy intention
is to rely on shore based air and troops for the defense of the
SOLOMONS Sea Area. This frees surface forces for action elsewhere.
1Hhile we continue to believe that the enemy will make
at least one
more major effort in the ~~OLOiviON~· Area, his ability to strike in
the Hawaiian Area and along our supply lines constitutes a threat
which must be kept clearly in mind.
The Secretary of the Navy was prevented from leaving PEARL
today by weather. He expects to leave tomorrow.
January 30th.
Coast.

(Oahu date)

The Secretary of the Navy and party left for the West

Later reports show that the CHICAGO ~as sunk by torpedo
planes at 1644 ( -11) January 30 by enemy torpedo planes. 96;~ of
the personnel was rescued by the escorting DDs. At the time of
the attack TF 16 was in a covering position 50 miles away. Of the
thirteen enemy torpedo planes seen attacking, twelve were shot
down by ENTERPRISE planes - but not until some had released their
torpedoes.
TF's 11, 16,' 64, 67 will fuel as soon as possible then
operate in the eastern CORAL SEA .
The ground offensive at GUADALC!lNAL is proceeding satisfactorily. Three of the four APs involved in Op Plan 4-43 have
left GU..L\.DALCA..T\fAL . The remainint_s one should leave tomorrow.
Routine air activities in the SOLO:MONS SEA area were
hampered by weather. At 1745 ( -11) January 31st 12 SED and 7
T~Fs with VF coverage attacked 1 DD, 1 AK, l,corvette south of
the SHORTLP.JiDS. 2 direct hits with 1000§ bombs and one torpedo hit
was reported on the M. 2 500# direct hits on the DD was reported.
Ten ¢'s intercepted of which five were shot down. We lost two
P-38's. Searches sighted numerous DD and Marus in the area, but
no major units were seen. The VILA field was reported not yet
ready for use.
Cincpac is planning to reinforce air stren~th at FlTNAFUTI
to counter nossible surface raids exnected in the near future.
Heinforceme~t s for C.ANTON for the same purpose. are underway.
CANTON was shelled by two Jan subs (probably I class)
al)out 0 500 ( /11) January 30th. Dama~e was negligible.
(Continu~d)
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The NAUTILUS returned from patrol off BOUGAINVILLE STRAIT
and reports that she sank one DD, probably sank two AP, damaged
one CA and one AO. (TheCA was the MOGAMI class previously noted).
Salvage of the MIDDLETON at AMCHITKA is progressing satisfactorily and it is expected to refloat th~ vessel on the 3lst (~•o)
Cincpac has disapproved the request of General DeWitt to send LSTs
to ALASKAN waters because of green crews and pressing needs elsewhere.
CinC 2nd departed from TRUK on the 30th (-9). This important news may mean an all out o·f fensive directed at GUADALCANAL.
On the other hand, and as remarked yesterday, dependence on shore
based air and ground troops for the defense of the SOLOMONS SEA
area may permit the employment of CinC 2nd elsewhere. Our forces
in the South Pacific are being deployed to counter the enemy in
the SOLOMONS SEA area.
The enemy continues to run Marus into KISKA.
are expected there very shortly.
ISLANDS •

Two ships

Air strips have been completed on both OCEAN and NA·URU
/:J

l.

January 31st (Oahu Date)

.,\_

0

F.:\ \\ C~

~

-,2)

A "Tokyo Express" variously reported as compos.ed of 16
to 20 cruisers and destroyers was reported departing from the
FAIST area at 1222 (-11) the 1st. The ships were seen by .a coast
watcher north of VELLA LAVELLA on course southeast at 1320 (-11)
the 1st. A search plane reported the "Express" position, course
and speed at 1515 (-11) February lst, and at 1600 (-11) February
1st. At 1820 (-11) February 1st, GUADALC~TAL planes attacked the
enemy ships between NE 1"1 GEORGIA and ISABEL ISL.AriDS without sue- ·
cess. These planes reported the force to be 12 CL or DL and 8
DD, a much larger "Express" than usual. It is assumed that the
enemy force arrived at GUADALCAl\JAL during the night.
Routine air activities continued in the central SO~OMONS.
Five B-17s with VF cover got three hits on an AK just off SHORTLM~D Island at 0850 (-11) February lst.
Heavy AA from ashore
damaged four fortresses. Four unescorted B-17s enroute to bomb
shipping at BUIN were attacked by 20 zeros a few minutes later.
Three B-17s are missing. Twelve SBD and 4 TBF with VF cover
bombed AIDNDA at 0800 (-11) February 1st. In this strike two S~Ds
were lost. A search plane reported approximately 35 ships in the
BUIN area at 0820 (-11) February 1st.

(Continued)
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Our position at GUADALCANAL was bombed at about 1130 (-11)
February 1st by seven VB. Only one plane dropned bombs which did
minor damage to the bomber strin. The enemy lost at least three
bombers.
J.

..

Between 1445 and 1530 (-11) February 1st, 10 enemy dive
bombers covered by 30 zeros attacked the DeH1\.VEN between SAVO
and ESPERli~\fCE. The DeH..\.VEN sank five minutes after being hit.
The enemy lost 12 zeros and J bombers. We lost two F4Fs.
Our advance on GUADALCANAI.J has been slowed down at the
BONEGI river by stiff organized enemy resistance.
The GU-~.CL.TIDFISH reports sinkinB two enemy DDs off :IAHOVER
and one AJ? northwest of 1\.A~jAUI... Continued excellent submarine
work shows that they are a most effective weapon against Japan •.
To date, however, we have not made the most of this weapon. There
has been no coordination between air and submarines noted here,
for example.
The S.S. J. B. WILSON was refloated January 31 (-11) and
arrived at ESPIRITU SANTO the next day.
As .the YFD 20 was lost near Eureka, Califor~ia, in a
recent storm, the YFD 21 will be towed to SoPac next month.
The attempt to float the ~.~ IDDLETCN at .4.MCBITKA was unsuccessful but salvage continues.
It is believed that a major attack on GUADALCANAL is
materializing. It may well be that enemy strength will surpass
anything previously seen in this area. Thus far no enemy transports have been reported enroute GUAD.A.LCANAL. 'Ne can expect .the
enemy to employ new tactics. The nip;ht torpedo A.ttack from planes
on the CHICAGO is a sample of enemy proficiency and ingenuity. In
that attack there was introduced a new employment of marking
flares, flashing float liehts, and a marker plane. We are deploying our entire South Pacific naval strength to meet the enemy.
In addition to TF 11, 16, 64, 67, a new task force (69) of 4 OBBs,
3 ACVs, and a DD screen under Vice Admiral Leary has been ordered
to operate to the northeast of ESJ_)IRITU SANTO, arri vinES in that
vicinity February 3rd (-11).
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02 0702 COMSOPAC to CTF 63, 64, 67, CTG 62.6, CTU 66.1.6

etc.

About 1100 GCT January 3rd Task Force 67 proceed west of
SOLOMO ns via point queen to arrive vicinity point tare at
0800 GCT 4th. Detach MUNDA bombardment unit that point.
Arrange junction Task Force on 5th along daylight retirement line toward point queen returning vicinity point tare
at 1000 GCT 5th, retiring daylight6th generally toward
point queen. Task Force 64 proceed west of RENNELL to
arrive vici'nity" point uncle at 0900 GCT January 4th making
daylight retirement 5th generally toward point sugar returning vicinity point uncle at 0900 GCT January 5th, retiring south daylight 6th. Comtaskfor 63 pr.ovide air
coverage as practicable for above daylight retirements
Taskforces 64 and 67. Point tare lat. 09-30 south, longitude 159 east. PDint uncle latitude 10-30 south, longitude
159 east. This is to Comgen CACTUS and Comnavbase CACTUS
have in anothersystem. Comgen Sopac has for info via hand.
01 0918 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL TF COMDRS SOPAC, etc.
MUNDA raids as follows. 6 B-26 1 s, 12 VF over at 1630(-11)
31st. 3 Black cats harassing New Years Eve and 9 B-26 1 s
there again at 0700 (-11) today. AA heavy but not too accurate. About 8 large caliber guns in area. During strike
the 1st no planes seen on field,no Japs airborne. On
GUADALCANAL our SED's bombed reported enemy division headquarters near KOKUMBONA but heavy jungle hid results. At
0910 (-11)/lst our search saw heavy surface force underway
course 070 3 miles north of SHORTLAND ISLAND. Comsopac sends.
BALLALE ISLAND fighter strip reported 3 weeks from completion.
DF noting heavy ORANGE sub traffic near RABAUL. GROUPER reports sinking 8360 ton AK off BUKA 12/17. RDO AUCKLAND not
an addee pass to NZNB.
01 2038 CTF 8 to CINCPAC Info COMINCH, COMGEN
37 600 pound bombs were dropped by six liberators on
AK's KISKA HARBOR at 0040 GCT ~anuaryl. Photographs
show staddle within 50 feet smaller ship with probable
damage. Other bombs unobserved due clouds. Attack
covered by 9 lightnings. 1 of 6 zeros in the air shot
down. 4 twin two single float zeros on beach in harbor.
2 recently arrived AK's remain KISKA, larger showing
evidences of flre. Cominch info, Comgen ADC by hand
Cincpac action. Adees pass. Reconnaissance FORMULA
negative. From Comtaskfor 8
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02 1044 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info . ALL TFC SOPAC, COMSOWESPACFOR etc.
Our forces CACTUS concentrating Jap strongholds MT AUSTEN
MATANIKAO areas forcing enemy readjust posits to avoid
artillery. Japs engaged by BLUE patrols healthy well
equipped. New Year's search reported several planes on
NEW BALLALE strip. Sightings second BUIN-FAISI area 2
CL's or large DD's, 5 DD's, 3 AK's. MUNDA strike today
by 6 B-26, 9 dive bombers ahd 16 VF concentrated taxiways,
AA defenses. 6 gun emplacements and building baasted.
Search second RE1ffiTA 2 barges, 7 planes on water. Forenoon first coast watcher VELLA LAVELLA saw large sub surfaced west his island Comsopac daily info. Other watcher
reports small nip party exploring islands ROVIANA LAGOON
and FORAGING FO OD since 30th. At dawn 31st 20 man barge
called OLILAVATA east coast GANONGGA departing dusk same
day. Sopac fortresses hit large warship during RABAUL
strike first. KAVIENG drome being further improved,53
planes there 31st. Pass to NZNB.
03 0536 COMSOPAC to

CIN~AC

Info ALL TF SOPAC, COMSryNESPAC, etc.

This is part oneof 2 parts of daily dope. TOKYO Express
ran again night 2 DDash, 3 D. 10 DD's course southeast
seen 25 miles south of SHORTLAND at 1426 ·L {-11) ./2 by
5 B~l7's and 5 P-38's enroute to hit BUIN area. Dropped
40 bombs on the DD's nil hits. At 1800 L SBD and fighter
strike from CACTUS intercepted the 10 DD express just off
RENDOVA scored direct hits 2 ships left 1 apparently sinking, 1 burning badly. Own air shot down 1 of 10 plane
umbrella forced DD's change their heading. Express reached
CACTUS however retiring northwest from ESPERANCE by 0200
L today. Dawn air sent to hit them could not find but
later search ~lane saw 8 surviving cans 25 miles from
FAISI streaking back to base. Drums and boxes littering
water off ESPERANCE dawn 3rd. During night second dash
third while TOKYO Express near ESPERANCE 3 enemy planes
separately over LUNGA dropped several bombs on field.
Strike which failed locate nip DD's today hit MUNDA 0725
L. Dive bombers destroyed 3 more AA . guns. Radar located
on hill north of runway. New Year photos MUNDA show new
taxi loop also north ,of runway similar battered loop
to south. Comsopac sends. NWZ pass to NZNB.
03 0703 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ATFC SOPAC, COMSOWESTPACFOR, etc.
This is part two of daily dope. On CACTUS our infantry
still working in Mount AUSTIN area usual patrolling and
30-35 less Japs alive. 8 marauders, 11 fighters swept
REKATA 2nd strafing float planes firing stores on beach.
Natives and watchers report as follows: Apparent sub off
NW MALAITA AMOSECON. Ni p party prowling ROVIANA LAGOON
took soundings KUVUKUVU I SLAND, also 1\0LOT'."BA'N GARA being
occupied in force 400 men at VILA but no Glearings seen~~13 58
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03 0703 (Continued)

ORANGE parties landed TEOP NE BOUGAINVILLE 1st. 2 more
barges KOLO LAGOON,NEW GEORGIA morning 2nd. Ship sightings 2nd: 87 vessels at RABAUL. 4 DD, 3 AK and possible
CL in BUIN-SHORTLAND area. Small AK at MUNDA wharf.
Small sub off North :MANGUNU where a midget sub base may
.
exist. Comsopac sends. NWZ pass to NZNB
03 232.9 COMSOPAC to COMSO\IIJESTPAC Info COMGEN GUADALCANAL
Pass to MacArthur. The profitable targets offered by
present concentration heavy combatant ships in BUIN area
coupled with large reserve of avgas just now available
at CACTUS, presents opportunity which I desire exploit
to the fullest in covering CACTUS troop movement. Accordingly request Forts of 5th and 11th Groups be despatched .
CACTUS. Comgensopac Info by hand from Originator Comsopa.c.
04 0442 COMSOPAC to CTF 16 Info COMGEN at GUADALCANAL, CINCPAC etc.
Task Force 16 Rear Admiral Sherman in ENTERPRISE, SAN DIEGO,
MORRIS, ANDERSON, MUSTIN, ELLET, de~rt BUTTON daylight
local January 5th proceed arrive general.area Point XRAY
daylight 6th prepared for offensive operations. Comsopac
sends. Point XRAY Lat 9-00 South, Long 162-30 East.
Comseronsopac Subcom BUTTON pass to Port Director BUTTON
·
for info.
04 0322 COMSOPAC to CTF 65, PENSACOLA, MINNEAPOLIS, COMBATPAC, VIREO.
Task Force 65 Rear Admiral Mason in NASSAU, ALTAMAHA, BUCHANAN,
MCCALLA, WOODWORTH, CUMMINGS, PENSACOLA, MINNEAPOLIS, VIREO
depart BUTTON when ready about nineteen hours GCT. Six January
·
proceed via SEL\VYN STRAIT to Point A. Lat. Sixteen degrees
south, Long. One seventy seven degrees Ten minutes east.
Task Group 66.7 Vice Admiral Leary in NEW MEXICO, MISSISSIPPI,
MARYLAND, COLORADO, MONAGHA}J, FARRAGUT, HULL depart FANTAN ONE
in time to rendezvous with Task Force 65 at point A at a time
designated by CTF 65. Upon joining reform Task organization
as follows: Task Group 66.7 Vice Admiral Leary in NEW MEXICO,
MISSISSIPPI, PENSACOLA, MINNEAPOLIS, MONAGHAN, HULL, VIREO.
Task Force 65 Rear Admiral Mason in NASSAU, ALTAMAHA, MARYLAND,
COLORADO, BUCHANAN, MCCALLA, WOODWORTH, CUMMINGS. Further
orders for Task Group 66.7 and Task Force 65 after rendezvous
will be issued separate dispatch. ComTask Force 65 pass
action to VIREO and Comseronsopac Subcom Info. Comseronsopac
in info by hand.
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05 0405 TF 67 COMSOPAC to COMSOPAC, CINCPAC
Tried for one hour and twenty minutes to clear the fol·lowing by radio GUADALCANAL and NOUMEA on 3 separate
frequencies with no results. .,042345. Night bombardment
MUNDA successi'ully completed on schedule. No opposition.
Catalina reports results fine. Expended 2800 rounds 6
inch, 1300 rounds 5 inch all in target area. Task Force
67 originator reports ~ th regret · that in attack by about
five Ja.p dive bombers southwest of GUADALCANAL at 0935
L (-ll):fifth number 3 turret ACHILLES hit and out of action;six killed, seven wounded. Other bombs missed.
Observed 2 Japs mot down by CACTUS fighters u. Later
info: ACHILLES turret badly hit but following from Captain :Mannergh "Our fighting value is only slightly reduced and our fighting temper greatly increased." Quoted
despatch also sent to TULAGI by plane because of refusal
operators to answer up.
04 0702 COMSOPAC to CTG 66.7, CTF 65, VIREO, TERN Info COMINCH

~tc.

Task Grnup 66.7 after forming at point a accordance my
040322 proceed PEARL via point s lat. 14 degrees 45 mins
south, long. 170 degrees, 45 mins west thence via route
passing between FANNING and CHRISTMAS ISLANDS. Estimated
speed of advance 8 knots. Variation in route authorized
on basis weather, condition of escort ships and enemy
information. CTG 66.7 keep interested parties informed
of movements as practicable. Fuel available at STRAWSTACK
if required. Task Force 65 operate as directed by CTG
66.7 to provide air coverage· for Task Group 66.7 to point
about 300 miles east of point a. When detached Task Porce
65 proceed FANTAN 1 for fuel conducting training operatio~s for about 3 days enr.oute.
Expedite fueling and report readiness to depart for BUTTON. TERN relieve VIREO
vicinity STRAW as designated by CTG 66.7 and proceed to
PEARL with Task Group. VIREO when relieved reverts to
control of Comseronsopac. VIREO is action adee. Other
action adees please pass. Info is Comgen FANTAN and SAMOA
also Comgawseafron, Comserforpac. Comgensopac info by
hand. TERN who i-s action has in another system.
04 1242 CONlAMPHORSOPAC to COMNAVACTSOL Info COM TG 62.6 etc.
It is with a full appreciation of the difficulties you
face and are overcoming that Comamphorsopac notes the
highly complimentary reports from TF 62 officers concerning the vastly improved effectiveness of your freight
and personnel unloading organization, and also the smoothness of the naval tactical coordination now in erfect.
Please accept my sincere cong ratulations, also extend
to the Commanders of Army, Navy, and Iv'fari ne units concerned, and to the splendid men of all services who have so
strongly labored to bring abou t t h is important result.
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06 0252 COMSOPAC to CTF 67, 16, 63, 64 CTU 66.1.6 Info CTF 62 etc
Comseronsubcom deliver to Port Director BUTTON both info.
Originator Comsopac hands to Comseronsopac,Comgensopac,
Port Director WHITE POPPY, Comnavbasesopac all info.
Comgen, Comnavbase CACTUS, also info. 5 AP's Task Group
62.6 departed CACTUS 0330 GCT January 5th. Safe withdrawal these ships considered completed by end evening
twilight the 6th at W1ich time covering tasks my operation plan 1-43 are terminated. At that time 4 AP's enroute SU1~C-SPOONER in approximate position lat. 14 South
long. 162-30 East, 1 AP enroute BUTTON at about lat. 13-20,
South, long. 165-30 East, estimated speeds of advance 14.3
knots. Present intention return surface task forces to
port. Unless otherwise directed. Task Force 64 proceed
WHITE POPPY to arrive forenoon January 9th. Task Force 67
proceed BUTTON t ·o arrive forenoon January 8th contacting
Task Unit 66.1.6 enroute at point oboe and taking in ·
company. Task Force 16 proceed BUTTON to arrive during daylight January 7th or forenoon January 8th. Task Unit
66.1.6 report to Comtaskfor 67 at point oboe at one of
three daily times my Op Plan 1-43, proceed in company
to BUTTON. On return to port Task Forces 16, 64, 67,
and Task Unit 66.1.6 assume 24 hours condition of readiness.
06 0712 COMSOPAC to CTF 65, PENSACOLA, MINNEAPOLIS, COMBATSHIPS etc.
My 040322 modified. Comsopac talking. Add STACK to Task
Force 65 departing BUTTON. Upon joining at point afirm
reform organizations as follows: Task Force 65 Vice Adm.
Leary on NEW MEXICO, MISSISSIPPI, MARYLAND, COLORADO, NASSAU, ALTAMAHA, BUCHANAN, MCCALLA, WOODWORTH, CUMMINGS.
Task Group 66.7 Captain Lowe in PENSACOLA, MINNEAPOLIS,
HULL, FARRAGUT, MONAGHAN, STACK, VIREO. CTF 65 pass to
VIREO also an action addee. Comseronsopac info has by
hand. Comgen FANTAN has in another system.
06 0732 COMS0°AC to CTF 65, CTG 66.7, VIREO, TERN Info COMINCH etc.
My 040702 cancelled. Comsopac sends. Task Group 66.7
after forming at point afirm accordance my 060712 proceed
PEARL via point baker lat. 14-45 South, long. 170-45 West
thence via route passing between FANNING and CHRISTMAS ISLANDS. Estimated speed of advance 8 knots. Variations in
route authorized on basis weather, cnndition of escorted
ships and enemy information. Comtaskgroup 66.7 keep interested parties informe d of movements as practicable.
Fuel available at STRAWSTACK if required. Comtaskfor 65
provide coverage for cru isers of Task Group 66.7 to a
point about 300 miles east of point afirm. Upon detaching Task Group 66.7 Task Force 65 proceed FANTAN One for
fuel conducting training opera t ions for about 3 days enroute.
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06 0732 (Continued)
Expedite fueling and report readiness to depart NEW HEBRIDES area. TERN relieve VIREO vicinitv STRAW as directed by Comtaskgroup 66.7 and proceed PEARL with Task Group.
VIREO when relieved reverts to control of Comseronsopac.
Comtaskfor 65 pass to VIREO also action adee. TERN action adee has in another system Comseronsopac info has
by hand.
05 0442 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info COWAIRSOPACFOR, etc.
This from Comsopac. In response to appeal from Bishop
Wade of BOUGAINVILLE relayed via Coast watcher system
to evacuate party of seventeen American white women whose
presence and whereabouts believed made known to Japs by
natives, NAUTILUS was diverted from patrol in adjoining
area to TEOP HARBOR whe~e night of 31st were taken off
seventeen women, nine men including one suspicious
character and three children. Pursuers entered TEOP next
morning. Sub Commander gave coast watchers storage batteries sup;)lies and X-Mas stores. Sub then carried party
vicinity FLORIDA ISLAND where they were transferred to
PC 476 out of TULAGI daylight January 4 and put on board
HUNTER LIGGETT for passage to AUCKLAND. Investigation
reveals only four more white females,three of whom are
missionaries left in SOLOMONS. Will release story to
press locally.
06 0450 KODIAK to COMINCH, CINCPAC Info Comgen ADC.
Adees pass to Cominch and Cincpac. Enemy AK three thousand
tons, approaching BOODLE discovered and trailed by Catalina noon today. Three B-25's bombed and left ship burn~
ing in approximate position lat. 53 degrees North,long.
178 degrees East. Trailing Catalina reports ship sank.
Liberator (weather plane) scored one direct hit, two near
misses at one hour GCT 6th on another enemy ship type not
yet reported lat. 53 degrees North long. 173-10 East.
Comgen ADC by hand.

07 0402 COMSOPAC to CTF 11 Info .ALL CTF SOPAC, CG SUVA, etc.
Task Force 11 get underway about 0530 GCT January 7th
for 3 days tactical operations. Comsopac sends. Proceed
via route eighty miles south ISLE OF PINES to NEVv HE~RIDEST
FANT~T area remaining south of latitude 15 degrees south.
Unless otherwise directed return WHITE POPPY during afternoon January 11th. Port Director NOUtffiA, Comseronsopac,
Comgensopac and Comnavbase WHITE P o::-r)y have info by hand.
Comnavbase EFATE and HUTTON info.
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05 2215 COMITIJCH to US FJ..~EET Info VICE OPNAV, BUBHI"PS, BUORD, etc.
Subject damage reports. In all cases of serious damage
whether in action or otherwise make 2 dispatch reports.
(a) 1st esti~ate of damage and its cause. (b) all important details including replacement items that can be
determined in damaged condition. Include Cominch in action
address of both. Supnlement disnatches by letter after
thorough examination. Originator of letter and of each
endorsement send cony to Cominch direct using airmail
when nossible. CoMinch will make i1mnediate distribution
to Vice Opnav and bureaus. Parallel letter and endorsements by dispatches if gain of tim·e is anparent. Accomplish foregoing with minimum addition of reports to those
required by other authorities. Purpose is earliest restoration to service by expediting repairs and procurement of special material and units requiring replacement.
Classify above damage reports secret. Vice Opnav, Buships, Buord and Buaer have for info.
06 0347 COMSOPAC to OINCPAC Info

C0~.1INCH.

Sending is Comsopac,action Cincpac, info Cominch, Harmon
concurs following proposals. Relieve L~th Defense battalion ROSES by moving 198th Coast Artillery AA complete
with equipment and personnel and the oersonnel of 276th
Coast Artillery (GD) from BOBCAT to ROSES. 4th Defense
battalion to remove all weapons and equipment except 5inch/51 guns. 4th Defense battalion after rehabilitation
in SPOONER and replacement of ecuipment will then be ready
for offensive operations. rro replacement coast defense
weapons for this unit available in this area. All Army
anti-aircraft and coast defense artillery now at BLEACHER
which will become available after relief by 1'iEW ZEALAHD
forces are required for adequate defense BUTTON-ROSESWHITE POP?Y area. Proposed move will result in more
homegeneous units at ROSES and reinforcement BUTTON with
aimed minimum adequate personnel manning both defense areas.
Considering needs of foward areas as paramount believe
transient presence of fighter nlane~, 1 Army anti-aircraft
auto-weapons, battalion {SEP) and 1 Army harbor defense
battalion tyrye D 155 guns which should be moved from
UNITED STATES to BOBCAT soon as nracticable must suffice
for that base. Renuest annroval.
07 0731 CINCPAC to COMSO"JAC
Does urdis 060347 contemplate that recorunended harbor defense CAC 1)attalion bring 155 MJ\1 guns frorn mainland or
man oresent eight 7 inchguns at BO BCAT. Due to undesirab ility making two shifts of uersonnel each requiring
faniliarization with new weanons have you considered personnel direct from mainland for 5" ROSES, or the employment
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07 0731 (Continued)
personnel now manning BLEACiffiR 6 inch guns which according your secret serial 0098C are to be left ~or
NZ troops.
05 2359 COMGEN

"~ 'if DC

to CINCPAC

Joint directive referred to in my dispatch December
28 and reference your 292034. To Cincpac from Deviitt,
CG WDC C 01017. I plan for two regimental combat
teams of the 7th Division to arrive at FORT ORD prepared
to initiate amphibious training on January 15. In order
that arrival at FORT ORD of landing craft unit made
available to Comamforpac may be coordinated with arrival of Army units, it is highly desirable that issuance of joint directive referred to be expedited
to per~it organization of joint staff and begin training of units immediately upon arrival.

07 2213 COMSOPAC to all CTF SOPAC, InfoCINCPAC, COMINCH.
When more than one large carrier being operated together either in 1 Task Force or incident junction
2 Task Forces, it is directed that OCT provide fo~
separation when an air attack imminent to permit
complete freedom of individual maneuver by each carrier.

07 1245 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC.
Propose order Commander PT S~uadrons South Pacific to
supervise and coordinate advanced training, tactical
development, and operational plans for PT boats in
that area. Commander also would coordinate administrative and maintenance matters for squadrons and tenders
as directed by Comsopac. Am considering assigning one
or more converted AVP for duty as tender to give greater
mobility those PT squadrons for operations South Pacific.
Proposed PT squadrons cownander would be Captain with
suitable staff. Comments and recommendations desired.
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l?'s Summary of 7 January,

194~.

07 0331 CINCPAC to COMWESEAFRON.
For Lt. General DeWitt. Your 052359. Your desil1tch of
28 December not received. Please repeat. I assume your
reference to my 292034 is Cominch's despatch conerning
landing craft which had that number.
23 0407 (Dec) CINCPAC to COMVlESEAFRONT Info COMINCH.
For General DeWitt. Concur your 211820 as basis for
initiating training. Request you send me your suggested
draft of the Joint Directive we should issue in carrying
out Task B of Cominch 181315. Foregoing based on assumptions. Afirrn. That troops have been or will be made
available to you. Baker. That location of amphibious
training is satisfactory to Rockwell. Cast. That
necessary transports for the indicated combat loading
can be made available for the actual operation against
BOODLE.
21 1820 DeWitt's (See Pinks).
07 1515 Cominch to Cincpac, _Info Comsopacfor.
Reference your 0256 W of 26 November regarding defense
Ferry Route Bases War Department reply states following
''Material will be made available for distri-Jution as
recommended by you for genera_l purpose for which it is
allocated 12 155 mm guns available in three months 16
40 rom AA with directors at once 8 90 mm AA with directors
available in 2 months 20 90 MM AA with directors available
in 6 months if still required 6 50 cal MG at once 6 SCR
268 at once 7 fighters will be dispatched to Hawaii in 3
months 16 A24A dive bombers will be dispatched to Hawaii
in January ". Augmentation of personnel of present garrisons of Ferry Route Ba·ses from sources outside Pacific
theater impossible at this time. Therefore manning of
above items of ordnance must be an additional duty present
personnel or authorized for each base. War Department issuing directive for shipment ordnance items indicated above
in accordance with para 8 of ~rour study as submitted to
Cominch. Army cannot provide 20 rom AA. Information later
on feasibility of Navy provision of 20 mm guns wit.h Navy
mounts. Advise Emmons and Harmon and confirm appropriateness of Army directive regard shiryment or of changes you
may desire. Chief of Staff Army has for info. OPD Pacific
Theater informed.
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08 0829 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL TF COMSOPAC, etc.
Coast watcher reports 2 new potential VF refueling strips
NE1.'V GEORGIA ISLAND. 1 located 1 mile north west SEGI
(southeast tip NEW GEORGIA), other 4 miles SE VIRU.
Watcher reports nips could be secretly developing with
native labor.
Both sites accessible small vessels easily
defended. At 1800 1(-11)/7 our planes strafed camouflaged sloop KOLOKOPE POINT south coast STA ISABEL ISLAND.
Same afternoon sighted small boat MUFU POINT small twin
masted craft anchored west KORIGOLE HARBOR and l0-l2 apparent ola landing boats plus 2 large rafts ALBATROSS
BAY. 6 Marauders, 12 P-39's swooped low over REKATA
1545 1 (-ll)/7th started fire damaged 2 float planes,lost
2 planes to AA fire. Morning search same day saw nil
shipping in BUIN-FAISI area. Watcher reports BUKA drome
quiet the 7th Japs have moved sawmill and building material to KILTA. Natives say recent BUKA bombings damaged
11 twin motored bombers blasted brand new searchlight.
CACTUS Hudson bombed native village unfriendly to
BOUGAINVILLE watcher.
09 0638 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL TFC SOPAC, COMSOWESPAC, etc.
During afternoon 8th 2 DD's, 1 AK were sighted heading
east northeast from FAISI. At 1550 1(-11) ships were
20 miles north northwest of KOLOMBANG~RA on course 160
probably ran down to MUNDA or VILA evading strike despatched from CACTUS. Air search saw same vessels 0850 1(-11)
today just off eastern VELLA LAVELLA course 030. Also
north northwest KOLOMBANGARA BLUE sub saw 6 or more DD's
heading south southeast at 2030 1(-11)/8. No further
report this sighting. 5 fortresses without VF escort
bombed 3 unfriendly native villages southeast BOUGAINVILLE on 8th and shot down 2 of 12 zeros attacking over
friendship. All our planes returned. Two forts visited
REKATA separately 8th dropping total 16 500 pound bombs.
Searched same day, saw 2 DD's anchored west coast BUKA,
another DD and small umident west coast BUKA headed south,
may be duplication. BUKA watcher reported cruiser, 2 DD's
in 7 ship convoy east of passage heading north also large
AK going north via west coast all the 8th. North of
RINGDOVE BAY was small patrol boat heading north.
Black
cat harrassed MUNDA with bomb flares darkness 8th-9th.
One plane believes scored direct hit on 4 gun AA battery MUNDA POINT. Natives report VILA plantation house
dismantled moved into BUSH Western boundary plantation.
Comsopac again.
·
09 0342 CINCPAC to COMTASKFOR 3, COMTASKFOR 8 Info COMINCH etc.
(

The following plan issued jointly by Cincpac and Comgen
Western Defense Command is to be executed on receipt.
Para one. Task. Train force for assault and occupation
of BOODLE. Para two. Forces. Army. 7th inf Div. 184th
Inf. regt 507th. AA regt plus such portions of BRONZE 1.366

09 0342 (Continued)
garrisons as are made available by Comgen West. Def.
Com. Navy. Necessary training staff, transports and landing craft provided by Amphibforpac (Taskfor 3). Supporting craft to be made available when appropriate by
Cincpac. Para tnree. Units within territorial limits
UNITED STATES other than those in BRONZE train at FORT
ORD under direct supervision Comtaskfor 3. BRONZE units
to be trained by Comtaskfor 8 and Comgen ALASKA Def. Com.
as directed by Comgen West Def. Com. and Comtaskfor 3.
Para four. Command. Comgenwestdefcom and Corntasfor 3
will coordinate directly in carrying out training~
Joint staff for training will be formed im:rn edia tely by
direct arrangement among Comgen ALASKA Defcom, Comtaskfor 8, Comgenwestdefcom and Comtaskfor 3 with view
to same staff continuing for actual operation. Comweseafron pass to DeWitt. Other addressees pass to appropriate Army commanders.
08 1930 COMINCH to CINCPAC, MARCORPS, VICE OPNAV, Info COMSOPAC etc.
Para 1. Marcorps will make available on West Coast during
month February following units and their cargo for transfer
to South Pacific Area. (a) 7th Replacement Battalion. 25
officer, 1290 enlisted STRAW (On arrival STRAW embark replacement Battalion for WHITE PORRY in same vessel). (b)
Force Signal Co. 11 officer 178 enlisted STRAW. (c) 12th
Replacement Battalion 25 officer, 1290 enlisted WHITE POPPY.
(d) 21st Marine Regiment Reinforce plus portion of 3rd Division. special and service troops. . About 400 officers,
7300 enlisted •• Destination as directed by Cincpac. (e)
1st Corps Medical Battalion 36 officers, 470 enlisted.
WHITE POPPY. (f) 2nd Anti-tank Battalion 34 officers, 709
enlisted WHITE POPPY. (g) 4th Raider Battalion 37 officer,
857 enlisted. Destination as directed by Cincpac. (h)
Aviation replacements 46 officers, 400 enlisted BUTTON.
Para 2. Cincpac inform other action and info adees final
destination of units listed in (d) and (g) above and
change if any in destination of other units. Early reply
requested in order to arrange transportation. Para 3.
Vopnav will provide transportation when vessels are available.
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10 0614 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALJ TFC SOPAC, COMSOWESTPAC, etc.
3 Marauders, 6 dive bombers hit 1IDNDA separately forenoon
9th starting 3 fires scoring direct hit on gun emplacement east of gill house and silencing AA end of point.
Sighting 9th included following. At 1540 1 (-11) 1 CL
with 3 plane cove~course 165 miles northeast CHOISEUL BAY
1045 1 (-11), 2 DD's east north east KIETA on course
230 plus 3rd destroyer outside TONOLEI heading toward
KIETA and anchored, AK CHOISEUL BAY. RECCE noted possible recent work unused KIETA strip. BUKA watcher saw
medium AK arrive there noon the 9th unload in afternoon.
Escorting DD departed to northwest. Airdrome quiet. In
BUIN area natives report concrete road or runway construction but watcher feels natives now untrustworthy;
loyal ones held only through fear retaliatory raids.
Japs told natives war now won but warned them take shelter
during coming 4 day battle. 2 small AK's and barges
reported RIGI COVE near VILA plantation January 5th.
CACTUS quiet,routine patrolling.
09 0432 COMSOPAC to ALL SHIPS SOPAC AREA, COMSERONSOPAC, etc.
Short title quote Sopacorg one unquote. Present intention reorganize task forces South Pacific at 0000 hours
GCT January 13th as follows: Task Force 11 Rear Admiral Ramsey SARATOGA, SAN JUAN, 6 Destroyers; Task fllorce
64 Rear Admiral Lee WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, INDIANA,
5 destroyers; Task force 16 Rear Admiral Sherman ENTERPRISE, SAN DIEGO, 6 destroyers; Task Force 67 Rear Admiral Ainsworth NASHVILLE, HONOLULU, HELENA, ST. LOUIS,
ACHILLES, 9 destroyers including CACTUS striking group
of 5 destroyers; Task Force 18 Rear Admiral Giffen
WICHITA, LOUISVILLE, COLUMBIA, CLEVELAND, MONTPELIER,
SANGAMON, STJWANEE, CHENANGO, 8 destroyers; Task Force 65
Rear Admiral Mason NASSAU, ALTAMAHA, c·oPAHEE, MARYLAND,
COLORADO, 5 destro yers; special Task Force 69 NEW
lv'IEXICO, MISSISSI PPI Vice Admiral Leary, destroyers as
assigned. Task Forces 63 Vice Admiral Fitch and 62
Rear Admiral 'I'urner remain unchanged. Destroyer escorts and DM's remain under Comsopac in Task Force 66. ·
Senior Officer of each type in Sopac will act as type
commander. Propose inltially base task forces as follows: Task Forces 11 and 64 NOUNIEA, Task Forces 16 and
67 BUTTON, Task Force 18 ROSES, Task Force 65 and special
Task Force 69 FANTAN 1. Assignment destroyers by separate
despatch
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10 0352 COMSOPAC to ALL TF COMS SOPAC, COVISERONSOPAC, etc.

Refer Sopacorg 1. Destroyer assignments to Task Forces
as follows: Task Force 11 SAUFLEY, CRAVEN, GRIDLEY, MCCALL, MAURY, CASE. Task Force 16 MORRIS, ANDERSON, HUGHES,
MUSTIN, RUSSELL, ELLET. Task Force 18 CONWAY, WALLER,
EDWARDS, FRAZIER, :f\1EADE, CHEVALIER, TAYLOR, LAVALLETTE.
Task Force 64 DUNLAP, FANNING, CUMMINGS, RADFORD, JENKINS,
Task Force 65 WOODWORTH, BUCHANAN, LANSDOWNE, LARDNER,
GRAYSON, MCCALLA. Task Force 67 DRA.YTON, LAMSON, PERKINS, REID, plus CACTUS striking group BALCH, NICHOLAS,
FLETCHER, OBAN~ ON, DEHAVEN. Necessary movement orders
will be issued by Comsopac. Sopac escorts and DM's Task
Force 66 LANG, SHAW, GANSEVOORT, WILSON, r.1AHAN, SMITH,
STRONG, CONY, GAMBLE, TRACY, MONTG01~1ERY, PREBLE
10 0042 COMSOPAC to CTF 67 Info

Propose assign BALCH to TF 67 SAUFLEY with Comdesron 6
to Task 11, and have you provide striking group BALCH,
NICHOLAS, DEHAVEN, OBANNON, FLETCHER to base CACTUS area
under operational control Comnavbase CACTUS except when
released by Comsopac for task force operations. This
group will coordinate action with PT'SC as craft and
aircraft for defense against Tokyo Express and submarine activities and provide bombardment or othersupport required in CACTUS area offensive measures. Intend
issuing orders this striking group less FlETCHER be in
CACTUS area by January 15. Request you designate striking group commander, his flagship and task group number.
You will retain your present other four DD's. Will
direct BALCH to report at BU'J.lTON or CACTUS as you desire.
09 2009 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info COMSOPACFOR, COMAIRPACFLT, etc.
Project referred to . in Cincpac 062157 for BOBCAT was
approved by Navy on 28 October and includes following:
(a) two landplane runways, one 5500. by 400 feet; (b)
barge landing; (c) mess and housing facilities 75 officers,
400 men; (d) erect buildings for aircraft assembly plant
all of above on MOTUMFTE. Navy personnel now on BOBCAT constructing facilities, being supplied with additional material. etc. by Army. Estimate six months
to complete. Army aircraft assembly squadron scheduled
leave UNITED STATES in May period no pertinent progress
reports received from BOBCAT ~o far.
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09 2354 CTF 8 to CINCPAC Info COMGEN WDC, C.G. ADC, COThWffiSTSEAFRON.
In letter dated 31 December 1942, with which DeWitt is in
agreement, Buckner recommends that for aggressive operations
now starting ALASKAN Air Force be augmented as follows,
A. 1 P-38 squadron be sent immediately to ALASKA for occupation of FORMULA. B. 1 Additional squadron each of P-38's
B-25's and dive bombers be sent to ALASKA at an early date
for training in this area for BOODLE operation. I repeat I
strongly concur. With regard to dive bombers _present air
force is unbalanced for offense or defense without them.
They will be particularly effective operating from FORMULA.
If Army dive bombers not available recommend at least one
squadron with 50 per cent spares of Navy dive bombers be
sent here. New subject: Because of heavy operational
losses, the necessity for winterizing planes before sending
this area and the delays involved in flying planes to ALASI~
there should be maintained in the PUGET SOUND area a pool
of planes of each type, winterized and held in reserve ready
·to proceed this area when required.
12 2050 COMINCH to

CI~CPAC

info CTF 8, COMNOWESTSEAFRON,COMVffiSTSEAFRON.

Your 102217 War Department advises -that at this time and in
view of present limited opposing air strength no reenforcements contemplated-beyond 12 P-38's now winterizing and
8 B-25's enroute. Understand ComGenADC authorized retain
all present planes untilfurther notice. regarding future
no additional squadrons of P-38's B-25's or Dive Bomb~rs
now in sight but suggest question is kept open pending
development of situation.

13 0445

CINCPAC

to

COI\~qO VffiSPACFOR,

COHSOPAC, CGHD, COl\1

14, etc.

Secnav Cincpac Rear Admiral McCain with total in party
of about 10 in 2 Coronados plan leave PEARL for BRISBAJffi
14 January stopning enroute one night each at r~~IIDvlAY,
JOHNSTON, CANTON, ESPIRITU SANTO, GUADALCANAL, ESPIHITU
SAJffO. After 2 nights BRISBANE return with one night each
at NOUNIEA, SUVA, c.;.NTON, PALT·.-iYRA.
17 0935 CTF 8 to COMINCH, CINCPAC, BUCKNER, COMNffiVESTSEAFRON,etc.
2nd movement troops to FORMULA in 2 AP's enroute to arrive
about 13 hours W(-10) 17th. Thereafter will fuel covering
group in relays at Longview. Weather moderating. No change
condition MIDDLETON. Unloading proceeding -slowly due many
damaged landing craft. No info WORDEN personnel except
proceeding LONGVIEW in KALK and GILLE~IE. Incomplete
searches 16th. Nil enemy sighted.
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19 1022 COMSOPAC to CT:W 11,63, 67, Info CG CACTUS CINCPAC, etc.
Part One of Four Parts. Comsopac operations plan 2-43.
VILA and STAJ\J1~.10RE plantations on KOLOBANMARA ISLAND are
staging points for oarges and other small vessels carrying
supplies enroute to ~J.[(Jl\J~A, supply and storage base and
refueling point, possibly seaplane and float plane base,
possibly 4,000 troops based there. Development and use
of MUNDA airfield continues. Additional information by
airmail to action addressees. , General Task. This force
will pulverize VILA-STANl/IORE bases by bombing and bombardment and will destroy Jap I\ITJNDA air strength attempting to
deny our attack on above bases. Task Organization. TF
63 Vice Admiral Fitch shore based air units CACTUS, RINGBOLT, BUTTON, TF 67 Rear Admiral Ainsworth cruisers,
destroyers TF 67 less ACHILLES, PEill{INS, REID , plus HUGHS.
TF 11 Rear Admiral Ramsey, carrier, cruiser and destroyers
TF 11 less GRIDLEY plus Jf,ANNING. Part 1 ends.
19 1024 This is part 2 my (Comsopac) Op Plan 2-43. Task Force 63 ·
conduct reconnaissance SHORTJ~-FAISI area including
northeast and northwest approaches about sunset January
23rd, strike ~ITITIDA airfield continuously during daylight
beginning local noon 23rd repeating this strike at local
dawn January 24th and again about 3 hours later, cover
Task Force 67 bombardment group until dark January 23rd
and during daylight the 24th, provide bombardment group
with services Black Cats for radar search, air spot, illumination and night coverage, (Comsowespac requested to
aug1>1ent late reconnaissance 23rd by searching sector 017
to 050 degrees 480 miles from MILNE BAY). End Part 2.
19 1026 Part 3 Uomsopac Op Plan 2-43. Task li'orce 67 present 13UTTON less ACHILLES plus HUGff~S depart January 22nd arrive
point K about sunset the 2Jrd, there form bombardment
group 2 cruisers 3 destroyers utilizing ships Task Group
67.5 as desired, retiring remaining ships to RING30LT to
arrive afte_r daylight the 24th via route west of GUADALCANAL and north of SAN CRISTOBAL. Bombardment group proceed with assistance Black Cats to bombard VILA-STANlv10RE
area in KUI~ GULF commencing about 1500 GCT January 2Jrd
completing in not more than one hour and retiring to RINGBOLT. Task Force 11 depart NOUMEA early morning January
21st local arrive launching posit point S via point Q
about 1900 GCT January 22nd, launch striking group armed,
to land and remain at CACTUS overnight. Ships retire
toward 8UTTON returning to point S at 0500 GCT 24 January
for rendezvous and recovery air group. After recovery
retire to southward. SAPATOGA air group attack VILASTANJ\10RE area shortly after local dawn 24th ,January. Depart CACTU8 in time to rendezvou s with and land on carrier
at point S a bout 0500 GCT. No paragraph. End part 3.
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19 1021 COMSOPAC (This is part 4 of Comsopac 191022).
Fourth and last part my (Comsopac) Op Plan 2-43. Logistics
fuel in carrier cruisers NOU~TEA, BUTTON, fleet oiler at
BUTTON to sea if required. Communications accordance Pac
70. Task Force Commanders and detached units guard 4205
KCS series. In addition Comsopac will guard secondary
series as follows commencing with execution this action
4295 KCS from 0700 to 1800 dcT. 8590 KCS continuously.
12g85 from 1800 to 0700 GCT. Emnloy secondary series as
necessary to clear traffic and reduce load on task force
commanders circuit. Operational traffic will be paralleled
on NPM and Popac lotes broadcast during period of operations. Southwestpac reconnaissance planes use 7310 KCS
from 2100 to 0900 and 4675 KCS from 0900 to 2100 GCT. Sopac reconnaissance planes use 4ll-35 KCS and 11290 KCS.
Task force commanders guard and other units ~uard as
practicable. Point K latitude 9-30 South, longitude
58-50 East point Q Lat. 17-45 South Long. 161-40 East
point S Lat. 13-05 South Long 161-45 East. This operation Plan 2-43 effective on receipt.
25 0639 SENAV GUADALCANAL to COYAIRSOPAC Info CINCPAC etc.
Condition red 1330 to 1502 1(-11). 8 wildcats and 6
P-38 1 s contacted 40 1~goya and type 2 zeros between
LUNGA POINT and SAVO at 18,000 feet just under ceiling.
Zeros who were above broken clouds would send 2 or more
planes under Grummans as lure but got no takers. Behind zeros were many dive bombers exact number unknown
and 18 twin engine bombers. Twin engine bombers turned
toward TULAGI and hid in clouds. Dive bombers were
prevented from coming in by position taken by our fighters. Harbor patrol of 4 individual Wildcats mixed up
on this and shot down 3 zeros. Lightnings were right
behind and above Grunooans and shot down 1 zero. 40
minutes after condition red an additional 8 Wildcats
and 8 P-40's scrambled. Only contact made was with
screen of zeros, bombers never pressed home the attack
and dropped no bombs. All our planes returned safely.
Raid paeve 10 B-17's take off for strike against shipping in SHORTLAND area.
25 0506 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info KXNB, ALL CTF SOPAC, etc.
KOKUMBONA fell to our CACTUS forces 23rd and strong
Nip center of resistance is pocketed between left division and front of right division. Reduction of this and
other enemy strong points underway. During 24 ho1Jr
period 23-24 over 90 Japs kille~ 40 captured. At 1530
1(-11) 24th search plane dropped four bombs on a Jap
tanker enroute to VILLA but all four missed. Subsequent SBD and TBF strike d1spatched against this target
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. 25 0506 (Continued)
encountered bad weather turned back to CACTUS. Sightings
14th 17 vessels SHORTLAND 1 n A.M. 1 destroyer on AK
or AP 7-10 s, 156-20 E, course east at 1540 1. CW reports steamer arrived VILA via BLACKETT STRAIT evening 24th. Shelling bombing of VILLA area ·demolished
STAli!"MORE plantation buildings, dock at VILA and 6 AA
emplacements cleared area now 7000 feet long. After
midnight 24th-25th prowling cat hara s·s ed VILA, MUNDA
with 500 pounders and light fragmentation bombs. At
1045 this morning (25th) plane counted 1 CL, 5 DD 1 s,
12 AK's in SHORTLAND area with another DD and 2 cargo
ships 20 miles southeast of FAISI course unknown.
26 0855 COMGEN GUADALCANAL to COMSOPAC Info CINCPAC, etc.
271-26th as matter of possible interest to your headquarters
following extract from captured Jap document is quoted
address of instruction signed Sano 38th Div commander
dated December 25th classed very secret the Emperor is
disturbed by great discomfortover the war situation.
The darkness of the dawn about to break in eastern sky
very deep. At present best of empires Army, Navy and
Air force are gathering and will head sooner or later
toward the SOLOMON ISLANDS, the area of a decisive battle between JAPAN and AMERICA. Its development is close
at hand unquote.
27 1145 C01JSOPAC to CTF 11,16, 63,64, 67, CTU 66.1. 5, etc. etc.
Comsopac Operation Plan 4-43. Indications of Jap movement
in strenp;th to~:: ard Southern SOI.,OMONS. Also possi Jle movement to take C.A.NTON ISLAND. General Task.. This force will
destroy Jap forces advancing toward the Southern SOT_.OHONS.
Task Force 11 Rear Admiral Ramsey SARi\.TOGA, SAN JUAN., SAUFLEY,
1IcCALL, MAURY, CASE depart NOUHE.A. 2300 GCT January 27th
proceed arrive vicinity point A 1500 GCT.29th. Task Force
16 Re~r Admiral Sherman ENTERPRISE, SAN DIEGO, MOHRIS,
IIDGHES, MUSTIN, RUSSELL, ~~LLET depart BUTTON 0400 GCT January 28th proceed arrive vicinity point E 0800 GCT the
29th. Task Force 63 Vice Admiral Fitch shore based aircraft CACTUS-BUTTON. Task Force 64 Rea.r Admiral Lee ~~lASH
INGTON, NORTH CAHOLINA, INDIANA, BALCH, FANNING, DUNLAP,
CUHI.\1INGS depart N01JMEA local daylight January 28th proceed
arrive vicinity point D 0~00 GCT the 29th. Task Force 67
Rear Admiral Ainsworth NASHVILLE, HELENA, HONOLULU, ST.
LOUIS, DRAYTON, LAMf'ON, Rli:ID, OBAJ\TNON depart BUTTON 0600
GCT January 28 proceed arrive point F 0800 GCT the 29th.
Task Unit 66.1.5 Captain Ihrig CIMARRON, GRIDLEY depart
NOUMEA 0400 GCT January 30th nroceed arrive point G 0800
GCT 31st. P ara~raph. Coordinate efforts to destroy Jap
{Continued)
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search and snooper planes. Further directives later.
Reference points A Lat. 16 degs 30 mins South, Long. 157
degs East DOG Lat. 16 South Long. 159 East E Lat. li-30
South Long 161 East FLat. 14-30 South Long. 162 East G
Lat. 19 South Long 161 East. Logistics fuel in battleships, carriers, cruisers, CIMARRON, BUTTON, NOillJlliA,
HAV~\NN~~I, other oiler to sea as required.
Communications
as in my Operation Plan 2-43 This operation Plan 4-43
effective on receipt.

27 1210 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC, Info COMINCH, COHGEN80PAC.
Availability Army Aircraft Sopac falling far below Joint
Chiefs of Staff committment for 1 January which heavy
bombardment 70 (now 36) medium bombardment 52 (now 17 of
which 4 without crews) fighters 150 (now 107 of which 7
without crews). Condition of Army planes and crews such
that only about 50 per cent of all Army planes are operable at any one time. Actual operational nlanes 22 January heavy bombardment 13 medium 10 fippters 69. Estimate
of overall losses in area will approximate not less than
20 per cent per month~
28 0838 SENAV GUADAL to

C01~IRSOPAC

Info CINCPAC, COMSOPAC, etc.

12 Dauntless and 4 Avengers escorted by 2 P-3B's. 6 Warhawks and 7 Wildcats on strike against shipping reported
by coast watcher off north coast of VELLA LA VELLA.
Made
contact at 1520 (-11) Lat 7 deg 36 min South, Long 157 deg
10 min East. Avengers saw 6 DD 20 miles to northwest and
proceeded to attack these unescorted. Got 1 hit an 2nd
DD in north column. Saw and heard big explosion. Ship
settled in water and next DD in column came alongside.
SED's attacked 1 AK and 1 AO. Dropped 6 1000 pounders.
4 500 and 4 100 pounders. 1 100 pounder hit on AK start
board beam. 1 1000 pounder near miss port bow. 1 1000
pounder nicked port side of AO and another landed 5 feet
off stern. AK stopped and AO smoking and dear in water.
Possibility that escort vessel was a corvette. Received
only light AA. 4 zeros came down to intercept SED's.
1 zero on tail of Wildcat was shot down by Warhawk. Saw
total of 8 zeros. All our planes returned.
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02: 0410 COMAIRSOPACFOR to SENIOR AVIATOR AT GUADALCANAL.
Most Secret. Cancel paragraph 3. My Op Ord 1-43. Substitute following nDetachment 3 CL, 2 DD of Task For 67 enroute MUNDA will be abo1.1 t 30 miles south of SAN CRISTOBAL a. t
daylight 4th proceeding to northwestward past south coast of
GUADALCANAL in afternoon. Speed fifteen increasing to twentyfi~e at sundown.
On morning of 5th will be retiring from
MUNDA at 25 knots toward point at lat. ten South, long. one
five nine forty East arriving 0900 love (minus 11)'•. Provide
fighter cover accordance paragraph 3A my Op Ord. Deny enemy
aircraft any chance to track during approach. Comtask Force
67 call 1V77 may vector fighters using call lVSO for fighter
patrol commander on 4500 KCS -. ·
02 0720 COMAIRSOPAC to SENIOR AVIATOR AT GUADALCANAL Info CINCPAC etc.
This is a Comairsopac tale in 2 parts which is most secret.
This is my Op Ord 2-43. Information Comsopa.c Opplan 1-43
his 311100 and Comta.skfor 67 Opord 1-43 copy by airmail 3rd.
Task Unit 62.6 is expected arrive position 60 miles south
point queen at 0800 love (-11) 3rd where will be joined by
Task for 67. Thence proceeds via route north and east SAN
CRISTOBAL to arrive LUNGA ROADS about 1800 GCT 3rd. Tasks.
BUTTON aircraft provide A/S patrol for Task Group 62.6
from 0800 until 1400 love (-11) 3rd. Para.. CACTUS aircraft
Brig. Gen. Mulcahey. Relieve BUTTON A/S patrol with 2 Blackcats a.t 1400 love (-11) 3rd continue patrol until after dark
thence conduct radar search along route advance. Provide
close fighter protection and A/S coverage Task Group 62.6
during daylight when within range and until departure beyond
range. Conduct all night radar search each night of circuit
inside following points SAVO, CAPE ASTROLABE, CAPE VIKENARA,
KORIGOLE HARBOR, BURAKU ISLAND, CAPE ESPERANCE.
02 0730 COMAIRSOPAC to SENIOR AVIATOR AT GUADALCANAL Info CINCPAC etc.
This is part 2 of my 020720. Conduct additional day and
night searches to northward and south west of SOLOMONS as
tactical situation requires. Strike enemy forces and
installations repeatedly comrnenci_n g 3 January as far north
as and including BUIN area. Support MUNDA bombardment by
Task Force 67 accordance my Opord 1-43. Para. XRay. Point
queen love latitude 11-30 s'outh, long. 163-10 east. Communications normal Comtaskfor 63 in CURTISS B:t BUTTON •
Pass for info to Comadnavbase CACTUS.
01 2335 CINCPAC to COMPANSEAFRON Info COMINCH, OPNAV, COMSOPAC, etc.
Utomost Secret. Compansea.front deliver follovdng for action
and copy of mydis 182355 December for info to Comtaskfor 39
La.ntflt upon his arrival base love 2 January. Para. Detach
MONTICELLO with orders report Companseafront for onward routing SA N PEDRO under naval transportati on service. Orga nize
Task For 19 Pacfl t . Ca p t. R. G. Coman commanding. Tra.ns!~t 5
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01 2335 (Continued)
group CHARLES CARROLL, JOSEPH T. DICKMAN, THOMAS JEFFERSON,
ARCTURUS, '.'lfiLLIA},Ir P. BIDDLE, OBERON, HEHMITAGE. Escort
grotlp CANAL ZONE to BORA BORA CONCORD, 111lARRINGTON, STRONG,
CONY. BORABORA to NOUMEA: SMITH, MAHAN, STRONG, CONY. Para.
Information routing to NOUMEA cornnunication plan and special
instructions as contained in mydis 182355 December except
change latitude route point cast to 23 degrees south.
Separate despatch directs SMITH, MAHAN arrive BORABORA 16
January. Para. When loaded and ready Taskfor 19 depart
BALBOA proceed BRISBA.NE, AUSTRALIA via BORABORA and NOUMEA
at. best speed consistent fuel endurance. Transports enter
BORABORA only if required by circumstances. At BORABORA
CONCORD.~ WARRINGTON, detached to orders Comsoutheastpacfor .
At NOUMEA WILLIAM P. BIDDLE, OBERON report Comsopacfor for
discharge and return routing to SAN DIEGO and upon arrival
la. tter port ·report Comamphi bforpac for duty. Comsopacfor
route force NOUMEA to BRISBANE. Comsopacfor authorized
revise escort at NOUMEA in vtlich case escorts detached will
report Comsopacfor for duty in Sopacfor. Arrival BRISBANE
HERMITAGE released to orders Cornsowestpacfor for discharge
and future movement under direction naval transportation
service. Remainder discharge as directed by Comsowestpacfor.
Report departure from BALBOA estimated speed advance arrival
at BRISBANE and estimated date readiness for return orders.
This Opord number 1-43 effective upon receipt. Comsowestpacfor inform Iv1acArthur. Companseafron t ·d irect STRONG upon
latter•s arrival further report Comtaskfor 19 for duty.
31 1405 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC
For Halsey and Nimitz only. Cincpac 310341 cannot readily
comprehend delays in withdrawal 2nd Marine Division vihich
was contemplated· in my 301915 November. It now appears tha. t
campaign continues in current status of delay linger and
wait.
02 0217 CINCPAC to COMINCH Info COMSOPAC
For Admirals King and Halsey only. 0~ the priciple that the
man on the spot is better able to ' recognize his own problems
and plan their solution I approve Halsey's 011136. As stated
in myser 0259W I do not think we can expect to seize more
enemy territory and hold repeat hold it until we have a
superiority in sea,air and land forces. The first two may
be considered in
. sight for the South Pacific but I know of
no suitable pro gram for troops par~cularly those to be
trained for amp hi bi ous and jungle warfar•e. The present
situation proves tha t we have 't;:>een to o optimistic as to the
readiness with which such trooos can be withdrawn from the
areas which they capture and t he time it takes to rehabilitate
them after service in tropical jungles. Also as to the
effectiveness of Army troops for jungle warfare unless
specially trained. I believe we should face this realis~ical
ly and, if the strategic off ensive is to be undertaken 1376
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02 0217 (Continued)
when the surface and air forces are in hand, a commensurate
assignment of troops should be made now for appropriate
training. In line with your view ·e xpressed at our last conference I urge that our Pacific effort, which we are impatient to apply in a thorough going offensive, be allocated its proper proportion of the nation's strength.
03 0439 COMSOPAC to COMINCH Info CINCPAC, VICE OPNAV.
Speaking in connection Cominch 311815. Very Secret. Set
up outlined highly desirable for SUSAN rpt SUSAN Campaign
and readily adaptable here since Sopac headquarters
organization has stressed decentralizstion outside of
Combat zone.
05 0009 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC Info COMINCH
For Admirals King and Halsey only. Nimitz sends. From
your 040322 and 280352 it appears that you are releasing
NIDN MEXICO and MISSISSIPPI in next few days. As this may
take them away before the impending enemy major effort I
suggest a reconsideration which will permit the cruisers
to proceed PEARL without BB's when well clear to eastward
or to wait at NANDI, BLEACHER or TUTUILA if necessary. I
consider enemy may employ strength this time which might
create the emergency for which these BB's were sent to you.
05 0057 CINCPAC to COMINCH Info COMSOWESPAC COMSOPAC.
Utmost secret. Am heartily in sympathy with project to
aid guerillas and as .ja submarine mission consider it only
secondary to sinking ships. Consider the primary mission
against ships is so important to the success of the Pacific
war effort that I am reluctant to divert any of our present
submarines except for occasional relief trips. Present
assignments are as follows. Southwest Australia 8.
Solomons sea area 14. Actually operating in Subpac, which
carries all those under Navy Yard overhaul, 19 of which
16 are now at sea. Believe ARGO~T and NAUTILUS are too
valuable for combatant tasks in the SUSAN area to employ
their otherwise suitable capacity in the suggested work.
As I know of no submarine work more vital than that which
can be done a~ainst Japan's ships I recommend a reexamination of present sub assignments with a view to increasing
the number available in the Pacific. From the little I
know of their present status believe BAR&~CUDA Class would
be excellent for relief trips. Carpender pass to MacArthur.
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05 0525 Comsowespac to Cominch info Comsopac, Cincpac.
Utmost secret ~ ith this. Your 021625. Submarines should
not be specifically diverted from naval control for full
time employment on missions of nature described. Subs
available now not sufficient provide full coverage all
profitable areas particularly NEI-SOUTH CHINA SEA-PHILLIPIIms area and every possi0le effort should be exerted continue whittling down Japs availa1le shipping. Submarines
making occasional transits to PHILLIPINES patrol stations
are available carry not over ten tons depending on bulk
for quick unloading at designated point in VISAYANS as
opportunity permits. Any mission thus authorized should
not interfere with regular patrols. Estimate that with
number subs presently assigned one such mission possible
about every TXN weeks. Impossible promulgate any regular
schedule for this purpose in advance.
08 0220 COMGEN WESTDEF COMIVJAND to CINCPAC.

'I

Handle as most secret. Comgen Western Defense Command
talking about your 070331 via Com 12. Paraphrase of
mydis Dec 28th replying your 230407 refer my 211820
concerning training BOODLE mission following troops
available me from War Department: 507 AA Regt., 7th Inf
Div., 184 Inf Regt for training Ford Ord. Coordination
directed between CTF 3 and my headquarters. To carry
out task BAKER of Cominch 181315 following suggested
draft joint directive to be issued paragraph 2: Comgen
Westdefcom and CTF 3 to coordinate directly in carrying
out training para one training of force for reduction
and occupation BOODLE to be mission . para .L' four ~ to constitute without delay Joint Army Navy Staff for training
BOODLE mission same staff continue for actual operation,
when scheduled, by direct arrangement between these four
Comgen ALA"KA Defcom CTF 8 and Comgen Vlestdefcom CTF 3
paragraph 3 units within territorial limits United States
other than those in 3RONZE to be trained at Fort Ord
under direct supervision CTF 3. BRONZE units for use
30DDLE mission be trained by CTF 8 and Comaen Alaska
Defcom as directed by Comgen Westdefcom and CTJ? 3. Above
paragraphs not numerical sequence constitute suggested
joint directive recommend you issue based on assumption
actual operations will fill surface vessels available.
Adm Rockwell concurs selection Fort Ord best snot for
training. Cominch is originator of reference in mydis
of Jan 5th. Acknowledge.
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21 1820 (Dec) DEWTTT to CINCPAC.
This for Cincpac from DeWitt. See last $entence my reply
to your 190215. Paragraph 1 my estimate of strength
and organization of force required for reduction BOODLE.
1 infantry division, 2 additional infantry regiments,
1 regiment AA, 1 regiment combat engineers, signal OPNS
company plus small administrative and evacuation units.
Paragraph 2 recommend infantry division with 1 additional
infantry regiment AAA regiment and signal OPNS company
be trained amphibiously at Ford Ord California under
Commander Amphibious Force Pacific Fleet with training
initiated earliest practicable date. Paragraph 3 combat
engineer regiment now in ADC trained at Ocean BLUE utilizing LST, LCI(L) and LVT in such numbers as required.
Paragraph 4. 1 infantry regiment (less 1 battalion) 'now
stationed at LONGVIEW to train for operation utilizing
LST and LCI(L) in such numbers as required. Paragraph 5.
Force listed in paragraph 2 to constitute initial landing
for.ce combat loaded and assembled at OCEAN BLUE to arrive D - 15. Force· listed in paragraphs 3 and 4 to reach
FO~IDLA in such time as to be available thereat as floating reserve when initial ·landing force strikes BOODLE.
Paragraph 6. 1 battalion from regiment listed in paragraph 4 to constitute initially part pf occupation force
FORMULA and to be available on FOillJULA for use as part
of BOODLE task force to be transported thereto by utiliz- ·
ing water transportation released by initial landing
force or floating reserve after these forces have landed.
Paragraph 7. Total strength of above forces 25,000.
Paragraph 8. Request your comment or concurrence as
basis for preparation of more detailed plans in coordination with Comtaskforces 3 and 8.
18 1315 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info COM.WESEAFRON, COMNORWESEAFRON, etc.
Treat this as most secret. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
direct that if reconnaissance of AMCHITKA shows that a
satisfactory airfield can be constructed thereon in a
reasonable time, the following directive will be executed:
Comwestseafron pass to DeWitt. Objective. Occupation of
AMCHITKA at earliest date. Purpose. One to render KISKA
untena :Jle as an operating base for the enemy. Two. To
provide an advanced base for possible operation against
KISKA. Tasks. Afirm. Seize and occupy AMCHIT.KA and build
airfield thereon. Baker. Train force for assault and occupation of KISKA. The Army assault units as assigned by
the War Department can be trained in San Diego. No Marine
amphibious units are available for this operation. General
instructions. Cincpac in conjunction with Comgen Western
Defense Command form :plan for occupying AMCHITKA to be
(Continued)
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18 1315 (Dec) COMINCH to CINCPAC, etc.

(CONTINUED) ,

executed on earliest date. Cincpac furnish CTF 8 immediately 1 AP combat load for first troops to land in
occupation of MACHITKA. Report target days for AMCHITKA
occupation and outline of plan and means required for
this operation and for future occupation of KISKA. Code
name for AMCHITKA operation is CROWBAR. Occupation of
TANAGA suspended in accordance with Cincpac (Com 12)
122112.
09 0053 GENERAL MARSHALL to GENERAL EMMONS, MACARTHUR, Info CINCPAC etc
Further on my 164 January 7 (for MacArthur from Marshall) Joint Chiefs of Staff now request your detailed
plans for earring out Tasks 2 and 3 under the provisions
of joint directive transmitte d to you in Cominch 022100
July 2nd remodific ations thereof with correspond ing plans
to carry out para exchange of views between yourself,
IIalsey and Nimitz prelimina ry to complinanc e with paragraph
1 above area authorized to enable concurrenc e to be more
readily obtained period· it is strongly sug .~ ested that
if conditions in your respective areas permit your plans
be considered personally between you and Halsey or between your personal represent atives period your completed
plans will be sent simultaneo usly to Joint Chiefs of
Staff Command,C incpac and Comsopac, latter to comment
to Cincpac who will in turn comment to Joint Chiefs
of Staff with yourself as addressee para informatio n
copies of this radio are being sent to Harmon for
Halsey and to Emmons for Nimitz.
08 1600 COMINCH to CINCLANT Info CINCPAC, COMAIRPAC, etc.

Handle with ultra secrecv. Hicom. Escorted by new
destroyers assigned Pacfleet direct following movements
to MERCURY on approxima te dates and with minimum destroyer escorts as indicated . 23 January DENVER 1.
2 February HMS VICTORIOUS 3. After ALABAMA ready about
6 February MASSACHUSETTS 3. Para. Upon arrival MERCURY
all report Cincpac duty. Modify shakedown periods destroyers force NYD as necessary to meet escort requirements.
08 2234 CONSOPAC to CINCPAC
Most secret. Organizing newly arrived carriers. One
Taskforce being built around 3 SANGANIONS initially and
one around 3 NASSAUS. Mason commands the latter. Need
additiona l aviation flag officer command the SANGAMONS
but with Giffen as Force commander . Recommend Bogan
with temporary rank Rear Admiral. If aoproved request
relief for Bogan as commanding officer SARATOGA.
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COr.T S01.~IESPAC

to . CINCPAC, C01·iSOPAC

Handle with utmost secrecy. This is part 1 of 5 parts
from Consowespac who passes for MacArthur. For Nimitz
and Halsey only from MacArthur. Reference Cincpac 110221.
l.Iy conception of the successive steps for the capture of
RABAUL is outlined in my joint dispatch with Ghormley
to Cor~inch info Oincpac, Comsopac July 081012. Enemy's
present dispositions do not alter my views regarding
the general plan but due to his increased strength and
development in the area, a much stronger force than
originally anticipated will be required to destroy it.
The plan is based upon the fundamental necessity for the
pro~ressive advance of airfields in order to provide
land based air protection for naval novements, both tactical and logistical, and to bring heavy and· medium
bor1bers in force with fighter coverage over the objective.
It is my firm conviction that an ·offensive following other
methods or attempted with insufficient force and without
sound preparation·will inevitably lead to disaster para
Admiral King's premise that naval action might be direct.ed instantly against the Admiralty Island should be
examined critically from the viewpoint of protection
by land based air. All o~erations in these waters ar~
drastically influenced by]and based aviation and results have infallibly indicated the absolute necessity
for local air superiority. End part 1.
13 1145 This is part 2 of 5 parts of MacArthur's vtmost secret
dispatch. The plan as originally set forth in My radio
would provide land based air coverage for all operations.
I do not believe that an attempt to eliminate any of
these steps and mnve abruptly into the enemy's territory
where the air advantage will be entirely on his side
will lead to success. I believe that the South Pacific
area should exert every effort to clear GUADALCAl~AL and
to develop ade(iuate air bases from which effective and
continuous air supnort can be provided. Thereafter the
plan should be executed as orieinally contemplated.
':l,1his no"~N involves the capture of additional enemy positions which had not been developed at that time; namely
l/~UNDA, BUIK, TOE OLE I, KIETA, BUKA, FINSCHHAFEN and nerhaps others. Under the protectjon of the air thus provided the fleet should operate offensively with the
destruction of the enemy's fleet as its primary mission.
13 1148 This is part 3 of IviacArth1.1 rs 5 part utmost secret. Para
It is not now immediately possible to undertake a further
offensive in the Southwest Paciflc area.
I have available or in prospect for offensive combat 1.1se 2 U.S. Army
divisions the lst l~rine division and 3 Australian divisions. The 32nd Division after exhaustive campaign is
now being withdrawn to AUSTRALIA to be reconstituted and
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rehabilitated. The 41st Division is Pelieving the 32nd
on the north coast of NEW GUINEA. 1st Marine Division
is being rehabilitated. Vande~grift reports will be
4 to 6 n.onths before availaple for use.
The infantry of
the 6th and 7th Australian ~ivisions was exhaustively
used in the PAPUAN Campaign and ls be -~ng removed to the
YORK PIDJINSULA to be reconstituted. The 9th Australian
division, scheduled for return from the Middle East,
will go through the same process and must be completely
reequipped. End part 3.
13 1150 Part 4 of 5 parts of MacArthurs utmost secret. The
Australian militia is not of sufficient quality for employrlent in the offensive.
It can be used only for e;arrison duty.
I have therefore no troops available at
this time for offensive action ~ara the air force as
now constituted is not s·ufficient to SlJp')ort the offensive which is contemplated. ,~11th present strength in
medium and heavy bombardment it is possible to make an
intense effort for only a short period of time. For
the continuo-us execution of the proposed action heavy
and medium b01"'1ber strength m1Jst be greatly increased
with corresponding increases in auxiliary echelons.
A theoretical examination of the number of planes assigned to this area, taken in conjunction with recent
comparative operational losses in our own and the enemy's
air, might lead to the opinion that present air strength
would suffice. However our experience in offensive operations over the enemy's territory at maximum ranges
over water and through the most difficult tropical
weather provides ample substantiation that existing
strength is capable nf only a shopt intense effort para
The great strength wbich JAPAN has already massed in the
RADAUL area and the continuous flow of additional forces
thereto, make this area a Major Japanese stronghold
to the defense of which she 1s at present subordinating
all other efforts.
Its capture tl..,erefore becomes so
inportant a phase of the Pacific war as to involve concentration of our own forces for its accomplishment.
This will require lons nrcparation and ~reat resources.
End part four.
13 1159 ?art 5 and last part of MacArthur's ut~Dst secret.
If
predoninant strength is not asseMbled by us for the pur~ose the atternnt will certainlv fail.
Such an operation
must now be regarded as a major campaign which night well
become the decisive action in the Pacific zone of war
para I have given the above facts and have expressed my
views in order that you nay have a clear picture of the
situation here. An exchange of views may preclude the
necessity for an :!_mmediate conference that requires long
journeys and prolonged absence of higher cornnan ders.
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13 1159 (Continued)
'~Ie may thus arrive at basic decisions that will permit
detailed planning after conference by Senior Staff Officers. If conference is deemed necessary at this time
I s11ggest that it be held at BRISBANE. Present circumstances here involving current operations and the
question of passage of command to an officer of another
nationality prevent ny leaving the area at this time.
bnd of part 5 and all parts.

22 2037 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info COl.'f.AIRPAC.
Treat with utmost secrecy. Estimated in service dates
CV's assigned Pac Fleet prior 1 July. ~~ur 212125. As
follows: ES~EX 15 April, ItiDEPET'IDENCE 1 Ma;.r, LEXINGTON
1 June, PRINCETON 10 June. Respective air groups were
commissioned March 1, Sent ember 30, November 16, Novem.ber
28, all 1942, are in training. Estimate equipment these
groups with latest type planes will be accomplished in
time assure readiness prior in service dates parent vessels. As additional info estimate in service dates BUi~R
HILL and B1~LLEAU WOOD to be 15 and 16 July respectively.
For estimated dates renorting physically in Pacific add
10 days to each in service date above.
24 2101 CTF 3 to CINCPAC Info COMGEN AMPHCORPSPAC, ACPF
This is very secret. Your 090342. Result conference
with General Smith and Commanding General 7th Army
Division (General Brown). Informed Army members Joint
Staff to report here after 27 Feb. Preliminary training underway but division only 70 percent strength
until about 10 Feb. All units not at FORT ORD until
1 Feb. First training embarkation p~anned 22 February.
Believe earliest date of troop readiness approximately
1 May assuming 1 Divisinn of 4 APAS and 1 AKA were
available 22 February and similar division 1 March.
Present availability follows~ HARRIS, BELL, ZEILIN,
BARNET, ALCYONE 22 February; NEVILLE, HE'TNOOD, BE'lCEl,GEUSE, approximately 1 March. MIDDLETON, BELLATRIX,
DICKT~'TAN, BIDDLE, ARCTURUS, CARROLL, JEFFERSON, OBERON
unknmwn. DOYEN, FELAND probably not before late May;
HAR~IS still requires approximately 3 weeks to complete
conversion and n~cessary alterations as force flag.
Can 3 APAS be made available for training by 1 !viarch
question.
26 0613 CINCPAC to CTF 3 Info COMGEN AMPHCORPAC
Most secret. Urdis 242101. BELLATRIX due SAN DIEGO 4
February. BIDDLE due NOUMEA 27 January. DICKT'rAN, ARC-:
TURUS, JEFFERSON, OBERON due BRISBANE 30 January. 11\fill
direct expeditious unloading and arrival SAN DIEGO prior
1 March. CARTIOLL under· repair CANAL ZONE completion
indefinite. MIDDLET0N still aground AMCiiiTKA salvage
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26 0613 (Continued)
hopeful readiness for service indefinite.
going meet your requirements?

Will fore-

26 2328 CTF 3 to CINCPAC

'

This is most secret. Urdis 260513. Assuming BIDDLE
requires no major overhaul on arrival she will be able
to tt~ain troops with NEVILLE, HEY1.VOOD, BETELGEUSE about
1 Marc11. Consider readiness upon arrival of DICKMAN,
JEFFERSON And CARROLL to undertake intensive training with troops most questionable. Imperative I have
one other APA ready to complete second training group.
Can CARROLL be routed direct to this area to arrive
late February.
27 2243 CTF 3 to COMINCH Info CINCPAC, CTF 8.
This is super secret. Part 1. Joint Staff planning
COTTAGE Operation begins tomorrow. Preliminary estimates indicate -extensive use LST, LCI LCT(5) types may
be mandatory and possibility of employment will have
decisive influence on reaching decision. Following
references pertain to present commitment and desired
employment these types; My serial letter 0010 on assienment of LST's dated Jan 6, Cominch despatch 130115
(in reply), VCNO 261955 (As to availability) CTF 8 desp
220016 (Askine for LST), Cincpac's desp 242355 (negative
reply)
27 2247 CTF 3 to COMINCH Info CINCPAC, CTF _§.
Part a of 2. For planning purposes earliest possible
advise necessary as to whether these types can be con~ 1
sidered available. If answer affirmative request 2
LST's be diverted from Sopac for immediate availability
and that others of all types be earmarked for priority
assignment this force as final decision demands propose
employ all types on training this area and also execute
my 222252. This is super secret. As the results these
test will have vital effect on final places and obtain-_ing equipment this must be concluded earliest possible
date.

1.3 84
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February 1st.

(Oahu Date)

It is now known that the last Tokyo Express was made up
of 20 DD. Results of our interception attempts are in Comsopac
020604. Routine day and night air operations continued in the
SOLOMONS SEA area.
Our SoPa.c task forces: are operating to the south and
southeast of GUADALCANAL waiting developments. Due to shortage
of DDs T.G. 67.5 has been withdrawn from the TULAGI area and ordered to operate with task forces above.
Ground forces on GUADALCANAL have crossed the BONEGI
RIVER. Enemy planes were over GUADALCANAL from 2055 to 2115
and 2206 to 0400 (-11) February 2. All dropped bombs doing some
damage to the bomber strip.
The s.s. SAMUEL GOMPERS was torpedoed and sunk 115 miles
south of NOU~ffiA about 1700 (-11) January 29. Salvage operations
on the LIPSCOMB LYKES have been discontinued.
Enemy submarines continue patrolling near CANTON ISLAND.
There were two enemy air attacks on AMCHITKA. In the 1st
attack at 1955 (tlO) February 1st, 8 to 10 float zeros bombed
and strafed the DALE and LONG who were on patrol off CONSTANTINE
HARBOR. In the 2nd attack at 2245 (flO) February 1st, two float
zeros strafed the DALE but ho bombs were dropped. No damage was
done in either attack. Comnopacfor 011855 (2 part) describes the
progress of the CROWBAR operation. CTF 8 desires Canadian vessels
for 2 or 3 months to replace his DDs which are in need of repair.
There are no new enemy developments.

..,
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(Oahu Date)

Our task forces in the South Pacific continue to operate
in the general area Southeast of the SOLO~TONS, awaiting developments. TF 11 will strike against enemy planes and subs believed
basing at I!JDISJ?ENSA "'3LE REEFS on the 4th ( -11).
At 1500 ( -11) the· 1st, 1200 of our troops landed unopposed
one half mile west of :rvr-oROVOVO, GUADALC.A.NAL. The main advance
to the westward on GUADALCANAL continues favorably.
Routine air searches and air strikes in the central
SOLOMONS were made. Nothing of particular significance was reported.
An amplifying report states that three instead of five
PTs were lost in the action .during the night of February 1 - 2
(-11) near SAVO Island. Comsopac 030704 suggests that as many
as three DDs of the last Tokyo express were sunk. Previous
experience leads us to believe that such a figure may be optimistic.

The ~.~~IN1ffiAPOLIS expects to complete boiler retubing and
be ready to depart ESPIRITU SANTO for PEARL on the 8th or 9th
( -11) •

Cincpac 022107 urges Coninch to augrnent Army air strength
in the Sopac. MacArthur 030719 states that he cannot send any
bombers to Admiral Halsey at this time.
Sowespac subs continue to sink and damage enemy ships.
The TATJTOG returning f .rom patrol in the BAJ\mA Sea reports this
bag: One small maru sunk , one 5,000 ton A..K possi"l:>ly sunk, one
small naval auxiliary nossi 0ly sunk, one N~"..TORI Class cruiser
damaged.
the

Bad weather caused the cancellation of air activity in

AL..~UTIANS.

It seems possible that the enemy has sent a CV to the
for a diversion raid on our central Pacific outlying
positions. If the eneT'ly Dlans to deDend on shore :;ased air in
the .coming offensive toward the SOI..O!,:ON~ Sea area CVs could well
be operated in this manner.

M./\.R~T!ALLS

The Navy Department issued a press release during the day
which s·t ated that a major enemy offensive is believed underway
toward the SOLOJVTONS Sea area. This release was most unfortunate
as it practically tells the Japs that we are reading their mail.

@

February 3rd.

(Oahu Date)

The Tokyo Express ran acsain last night. The preliminary account of our air attacks on it durinp the afternoon is
in 8enav GUADALCANAL 040845.
Routine air activities continued in the SOLOMONS Sea
area. IvfillH)A v1as bombed by 12 SBD with VF cover at 073 5 ( -11)
February 4. Night flying blackcats and B-l?s dropped harassing
bombs on 11UNDA, KIHILI, and in the GIZO area. Comsowespac has
been requested by Admiral Halsey to concentra te available strikes
on the BUIN - ~IIORTLAND - BUKA areas.
Task forces in the SOPAC continue to operate to the
southeast of the SOLOI~.tiONS waiting developme nts.
Single enemy planes were over our. air fields at GUADALCANAL from 1850 to 1945 and from 2056 to 2150 (-11) February 4.
No damage was reported from bombs dropped.
Cominch 021245 gives a plan to advance the date of
readiness of the 4th J.\1arine Division.
Routine activities continued in the North Pacific.
CTF 8 030700 gives the progress of the CR0 ~r1JAR operation . Cominch 032053 pink states that further instructio ns will be given
regarding the COTTAGE operation (seizure of KISKA).
1

Cominch 031535 pink gives the status of Army plane
reinforc·em ents to the South Pacj fie.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
February 4th.

CAN"

(Oahu date)

As was exnected fron DI a search from GUADALCM~AL
sighted what is supposed to be th~":rdvance Force 400 miles southeast of TRtn: at 1052 ( -11) the 5th. The compositio ns is not
definite but approxima tely 2 CV, 2 - 4 BBs, 4 - 6 CAs, 12 DD.
The courses renorted were Southerly . It is l:>elieved that this
force has been operating in this vicinity for the past two days
and will be emuloyed to cover a major push toward the SOLOMONS
Sea area. Today is the first time we have had search coverage
of this area.
Our task forces i~ the RoPac continue to operate to the
Southeast of the 0 1JLO~·!O JS wait in~ developme nts. TFs 11 & U
comn1eted fuelinP.' today and r::Fs 16 and 67 vvill fuel tomorrow. ·
A routine strike was made on VIU IDA by 9 TB], and 12 fF3D
the 5th.
(-11)
at 0620
(Continued )
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(Continued)

ot\ G-va..dA.lco~\

Our cround forces nave ad vane ed to the
against light resistance. ~

ill/llU~I

ri·ver

The damaged La V.l'..L1ETTE has arrived at EEPIRITU SAl\JTO.
It is expected that temporary repairs will be made there to
permit her to proceed to a yard under her own power.
No progress has been made in the salvage of the ~-2IDDIE
Comserfor salvage expert will be sent to the scene via the
1~tKAB leaving PEP~L day after tomorrow.
TON.

Major enemy forces are believed to be in jump off positions in the South Pacific. Nothing further is learned of a;
possible diversion operation tov1rerd CANTON or PAI1'!YRA. vlhile
all signs point toward GUJ\.DALCA1:TAL as the next major enemy
objective, NEW GUINEA also is a possible objectiv~

@

February 5th.

(Oahu date)

·

~(}_:)

Search to the north of the SOLOMONS failed to sight
the major enemy force reported yesterday. JV~'inor sip-htings of
no particular significance were reported in the SOLOMONS Sea area.
and

Nill~IDA

Routine strikes were made on VILA (1100 (-11) Feb. 6)
(1700 (-11) Feb 6). Damage inflicted was not reported.

On GUADALC.~JAL principal activity was patrol in the
illLt\.SJNI River area. vJe have established a strong point near TITI.
The minefield which we laid on the northwest coast of GUADALC1UJAL
will be about doubled in length on February 10 (-11).
Our SOPAC task forces continue to await developments.
TFs 11, 16, 6l~,· 67 are in the Eastern CORAL Sea. TF 18 , 69 are
southeast of the SOLOMONS. CoMsopac 060636 is his daily operation
su_rn.m.a ry •

e.G. Haw. mailgram 4 February 1943 gives his views of
the situation in HAWAII resulting from the move of planes from
there to SOP~C. As heavy bombers are not very effective against
enemy CVs, that type cannot be expected to repel a raid on O_AHU.
On the 4th (,LlO) five float zeros bombed .A11CH!TKA doing no damage. On that day at a0out 1300 6 B-24s, 5 3-25s, with
VF cover bombed land installations at KISKA . Four of five interce,ting float zeros were shot down.
Cominch 042000 uink and 052125 pink transfers 5 APA and
5 !iliA from the Pacific to the At lantic. This hamstrin~s our KI 2KA
(Continued)
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(Oahu date) · (Continued)

effort for the present. Remaining APAs are sufficient to move
only one reinforced reeiment. 1Jo .PY:.As remain. It may affect
the plan to seize CHICHI JI11A , MARCUS , and WAYill which is under ~
consideration.
There were no new enemy developments.
February 6th.

(Oahu date)

The enemy advance force reported by our search planes
700 miles north of GUADALCANAL on the 4th (Oahu date) has not
been sig hted by our search since then and is presumed to have
retired beyond the search limit.
A 19 DD Tokyo Express with 15 zeros covering ran last
night. This enemy force was first re p orted by search plane at
1342 (-11) February 7th. At 1735 (-11) the 7th 15 SBD with 20
F4F's escorting attack ed the enemy DD's 20 miles south of RENDOVA Island. Hits were reported on 2 DD 's and two zeros were shot
down. No further reports of the prog ress of the Express were
received.
Our task forces in the South Pacific are cruising in
the same general areas as before awaiting developments.
The GROWLER on patrol north of NEW BRITAIN reported >, , f\
bein g rarrnned. The bow and tubes were wrecked and the Captain ( t •.t-u.H:~'\o l
and two others were killed. The ship is now proceeding to
/
BRISBANE.
( ~ a.ovw ~ )
It is now known that the Japs have almost completed
a fighter strip at KISKA.
Bad weather in the ALEUTIANS halted
all air activity and hampered operations at AMCHITKA.
Cominch 061824 g ives plans for heavy bomber g roups in
the Pacific Areas.
There were no new enemy dev e lopments.

February 7th . (Oahu Date)
At 0745 (-11) the 8th, there was a report from a plane
of an eneMy task force of 2 CA, 5 CL, 10 DD , 200 miles NE 1ffiLAITA
heading south. "Secause of this re nort TF 69 was ordered to intercent and the BNrrELl_"J:rti )E air e;roup was sent to GUADALC_A.lfAL. At
11~5 (-11) the 8th, thi s report was found to be enemy radio deception so no furthe r a ction was t aken on the contact.
( Continued)
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All SoPac task forces continued underway as before
waiting developments . Comsopac OR0803 is an ope~ations sum~ary
for his area. Admiral Halsey has ordered the GUADAIJC!AHAL forces
to take more effective measures against the Tokyo Express. On
In his
r~TJADALCAJ'TAL ground forces continued to advance slowly.
081115 C.G. CAC~U~ su~gests that recent Tokyo Expresses may have
evacuated some Japs.
Comsopac 072356 pink states that French forces in his
area have never formall.r placed themselves under Comsopac military
command.
The tanker IRON EHIGHT was sunk off Sydney on the 8th
(-11) by an enemy submarine.
Bad weather in the

ALNJTIPJ~S

halted all ope r ations .

Signs continue to point to the enemy's possi0le adoption
of the strategic defensive in the SOLOMONS Sea ar~a. As noted
several times before, such a course of action would free major
enemy surface forces for operations elsevvhere. It must be assumed that the Japs now know our SoPac surface force deployment.
And estiPlatin,c:, th~d- C' l lr strength will continue watchful waiting
in the CORAL Sea, they may feel that they can attack or raid in
force at any point along our line from HID':lAY to CANTO~T without
~ @ <(frP-~
being intercepted.

February 8th.

(Oahu Date)

Our forces on GUADALCANAL have now advanced against slight
resistance and hold all the coa·st line except between VISALE and
DOMA COVE. It seems probable that recent Tokyo Expresses have
evacuated many Japs witn emphasis on key personnel. Organized
resistance on the Island seems about over.
The extended mine field off the northwest GUADALCANAL
coast, parallel to the shore line, was completed today.
At 1730 (-11) the 9th, 9 SBD with VF cover made a routine
strike on MUNDA. At the same time 2 B-26's and 9 VF's bombed VILA •
. Air searches in the area were generally negative. The ENTERPRISE
air group has returned to the ENTERPRISE from GUADALCAN.AL.
Our South Pacific task forces continue to operate in the
and to the southeast of the SOLOMONS. The forces in the
Sea
CORAL
CORAL Sea are in enemy submarine waters. It is not clear here
why Admiral Halsey continues to accept this hazard in view of
the almost certain knowledge that no major enemy forces are within
or approaching striking distance of the Southern SOLOMONS. It
seems that Admiral Halsey plans operations in the SOLOMONS com(Continued )
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February 8th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

mencing February 13th (-11) as he has requested Comsowespac to
make repeated attacks on Jap shipping in the BUIN area from that
date. This may be in connection with the occupation of RUSSELL
Islands .described in Comsopac 070506 pink. The forces planned
for this operation are greatly in excess of those mentioned in
the recent conference between Admirals Nimitz and Halsey.
At 1150 (,llO) six heavy and five medium bombers at.
tacked KISKA. CTF 8 082301 describes airfield possibilities in
the NEAR Islands.
Increased tempo of enemy activities in the MARSI~LLS
and GILBERTS suggests the preparation of jump off points for .
raids on our communications between HAWAII and the South Pacific.
It is probable that the Japs have delayed or abandoned plans to

make an all out attempt to recapture the Southern SOLOMONS.

February 9th.

(Oahu Date)

@

~0-~

~

Comsopac 100650 operation summary reports the d·e feat
of the enemy on GUADALCANAL. Admiral Halsey is ordering Rear
Admiral Mason as Commander CACTUS Air under Comairsopac in order
to direct air operations against enemy shipping.
At 1810 (-11) the lOth, 10 SBD, 5 TBF, escorted by 19
VF bombed MUNDA. All our planes returned safely.
Admiral Halsey requested that Comsowespac strike Jap
shipping in the BUIN area commencing February 13th. Presumably
in reply to this General MacArthur sent the despatch contained
in Comsopac 092355 pink.
BB and CV task forces in the Sopac have been ordered to
return to their previous bases. Comsopac will return the NEW
MEXICO and MISSISSIPPI to PEARL in the near future.
Central and North Pacific areas were quiet.
Now that the enemy on GUADALCANAL has been defeated
decision must be made regarding our next moves. Cominch 092200
pink requests comments on an operation to seize, occupy and hold
GILBERT and ELLICE Islands.
No new information was received today regarding enemy
plans or deployment.
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February lOth.

(Oahu Date)

All South Pacific task forces except TF 67 are returning to port. TF 67 will continue operations in the area northwest of ESPIRITU SANTO. The MINNEAPOLIS departs ESPIRITU SANTO
the 12th (-11) for PEARL via SAMOA and escorted by the MISSISSIPPI. Our long range searches from GUADALCANAL to the north of the
BOLOMONS have been discontinued.
On GUADALCANAL our troops are mopping up cases of individual resistance. Native commandos are a big help in this.
The organization of beach defenses and the collection and salvage
of captured material continues.
At 1700 (-11) February 12, 4 B-26s with 9 VF escorting
bombed and started fires at VILA. Harassing black cats were over
both VILA and AflTI[DA during the night. At 1045 (-11) February 12
4 B-24s with 10 VF escort attacked MUNDA and started fires south
of the bivouac area. All our planes returned safely from these
operations.
The ORTOLAN will attempt to tow the beached Jap sub from
GUADALCANAL to ESPIRITU SA1{TO.
Comsopac 110547 is an operation summary for his area.

About noon the lOth (t 10) six heavy and 8 medium
bombers escorted by 8 VF bombed KISKA. It is hard to evaluate
damage done by such attacks from the despatch , reports which
usually state that "hits were observed in the target area" or
"fires started".
Comsopac 110421 pink expresSlllAdmiral Halsey's views on
a campaign in the GILBERTS.
The special alert ordered for our positions between
JOHNSTON and FUNAFUTI was cancelled.
There were no new enemy developments.
Februarr_ 11th.
which

(Oahu Date)

Our task forces are returning to port, except for TF 67
to operate northwest of ESPIRITU SANTO.

~ontinues

At 0740 (-11) the 12th, 17 SBD escorted by 15 fighters
bombed MUNDA. At 1430 (-11) the 12th, 3 B-24s with 6 VF escorting bombed MUNDA. One black cat was ove r MUNDA and one over VILA
during the night. Six aviators who pPeviously haO. be en forced
do\v.n in the central SOLOMONS were rescued by planes from GUADALCANAL.
(Continued)
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(Oahu Date)

(Continued )

Comsopac 112230 pink is his Operation Plan 5-43 for the
occupation of the RUSSELL ISUU~DS.
.
Cincpac 102239 pink recommend s steps to be taken in connection with Free French in the SOPAC.
VOpnav 111340 (two part) states that the Board of Economic Welfare will set up an organizati on in the SOPAC.
Developme nts in the ALEUTIANS are in CTF 8 111903 and
Comnorpac 120630.
Cincpac 112237 pink contains the reasons why Admiral
Nimitz does not believe that operatio~s in the GILBERTS are advisable now.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
February 12th.

(Oahu Date)

At 1130 (-11) the 13th, nine PB4Ys (Navy B-24s) escorted
15 fighters attacked a large A~ escorted by a DD and a CL or DL
off FAlSI without scoring hits. All these planes returned. Six
B-24s escorted by eleven fighters attacked an anchored AK at BUIN
at 1245 (-11) 13th, scoring one direct hit with a 1000 lb. bomb.
In this strike, which encountere d heavy AA and was intercepte d by
30 land Zeros and 15 float Zeros, we lost three B-24s and JVF.
The enemy lost eight Zeros. At 1720 (-11) the 13th, 17 SBD with
16 VF escorting bombed 1~NDA. Our planes returned saf~dy.
by

On GUADALCANAL the salvage of enemy material and
strengthen ing of beach facilities continued . Since the start
of the final offensive on Jan. 15th our tr oops killed 6066 Japs
and made 127 prisoners .
In his 1210?.0 Comsopac urges that the ENTERPRISE be
retained in the SOPAC for the nresent.
Sal va0"e has commenced on the l-One (which was sunk by
the KIWI and MOA at GUADALCANAL).
Cominch 122200 gives army night fighter• resources in
Pacific Theaters.
Cominch 121315 suggest s further dredging at viiDYIAY. On
Dec. 15, 1942 further studies of such a nroject were commenced
here. The bottleneck is dredging equipment now in use on other
Hawaiian projects and the need of a ho pper dredge from the West
Coast.
(Continued )
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February 12th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

The North Pacific was quiet.
Cominch 122028 (pink) is a directive for relations with
the French in the SOPAC.
There are indications that the eneny is about to start
submarine attacks on our Pacific Shipping in the NIDV CALEDONIA
and HA~~·tAI IAN areas.
ComAmphForPac 121918 ·(pink) indicates that no Army dive
bomber squadrons will be available for use in the ALEUTI. ANS in
the near future.
February 13th.

(Oahu Date)

All major SOPAC task forces are in port to~ay. Rear
Admiral Turner's transports are standing toward GUADALCANAL as
a preliminary move for the CLEANSLATE operation. The target
date for that operation is February 21st (-11) • . As there
are indications that enemy submarines are about to start attacks
on our shipping off NOUMEA and in the NEW HEBRIDES, DD and air
"hunter - killer groups" have been formed at NOillJIEA and E:B,ATE.
At 1200 (-11) the 14th, 9 PB4Ys escorted by 22 VF got
three direct hits on an AK at BUIN. Of about 45 zeros intercepting eleven were shot down. We lost 2 PB4Ys and four VF.
Harrassing black cats were over VILA during the night. At
0845 (-11) the 14th, 18 SBD and 3 TBF escorted by 11 VF bombed
Mrrrr~DA.
All planes returned.
On GUADAIJCANAL mopping up continued.
Rear Admiral Wilkinson ( Deptity Comsopac) has returned
to l\TOUMEA from BRI~"9ANE. He arranged satisfactory collaboration
with Comsowespac for the CLEANSLATE operation.
Two dispatches of great importance were received from
Cominch during the day. His 131250 (pink} requests prooosed
plans for operations in the Pacific during the next fo ur months.
His 131400 (pink) is a partial agenda for a conference planned
on the West Coast about Feb. 20th.
Comamphibfor is now revising his plans within the
framework of Cominch 042000, previously noted. Cincpac will
approve sending 6 LCT(5) from the West Coast to the ALEUTIANS.
About noon 5 B-24s and 6 B-25s with 10 P-38s escorting
bombed KISKA. Hits were observed on enemy installations. Three
float zeros were shot dovm.
(Continued)
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February 13th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued )

Almost complete lack: of informatio n regarding the
location of major enemy combatant strength during the past
week is noted. We must remember that it is within enemy
capability to raid our MIDWAY - OAHU - SAMOA - F JI line
in force.
<.,_..
February 14th

@

(Oahu time)

.:PLACE .. PLANES
.

:Plane Losses
RESULTS
:Enemy: Own
1 th: VILA :6 B-2
10 VF
Fires started:No ne
None
15th: MUNDA :9 TBF, 15 SBD,: Not reported :None
None
: 1 VF
15th: MUNDA :11 SBD, 7 TBF,: Not reported :None
None
:18 VF
During night
VILA :1 Black Cat
Not re:Qorted :None
None
During night
MUNDA :1 Black Cat
Large fire
:None
None
started

.

TF 67 will operate on the 16th (-11) in the a~ea to the
southeast of the SOLOMONS. TF 61 transports are standing toward
GUADALCANAL for the CLEANSLATE operation . Other SOPAC forces are
in port.
The HADDOCK returning from patrol off TOKYO Bay reports
sinking one AO and an AK for a total tonnage of 13,300. The
GUARDFISH patrolling the TRUK - BISMARCK area enroute from PEARL
to the Sowespac between Dec. 20 and Feb. 15 reports the following bag: 2 DDs and one 9,000 ton AK sunk. In a remarkable patrol
this submarine managed to penetrate RABAUL harbor, but because of
enemy A/8 operation s, was unable to inflict any damage. In the
BIS~UffiCK ARCIIIPELAGO the GUARDFISH was repeatedly subjected to
severe depth charging and aerial. bombing but managed to continue
the patrol for the full time without suffering excessive damage.
The Central and North Pacific areas were quiet.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
Cincpac 142209 pink delegates authority to Comsopac in
broad allocation of war materials .
Cincpac 142357 pink, 2 parts, requests Admiral Halsey's
plans for the next 4 months.
~
1

l/

v
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February 15th.

(Oahu Date)

Bad weather reduced air strikes in the SoPac. One B-24
attacked KIHILI at 2300 (-11) 16th and one heavy bomber attacked
. BALLALE at 2245 (-11) 16th.
TF 67 continued operating southeast of the SOLOMONS.
All other major Task Forces in the SoPac were in port.
The FLYING FISH reported sinking two AKs in the CARDLINES for a total of 13,000 tons. The HADDOCK returning from
patrol off HONSHU reported sinking 13,300 tons including a
loaded AO.
Pacific Ocean areas were generally quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.
February 16th. (Oahu Date)
TF 67 continued to operate southeast of the SOLOMONS.
Other major tas~ forces were in port. The 3 OBBs with DD escort
which have been basing at NANDI have been ordered to base at
HAVANNAH ~arbor, arriving there the 23rd (-11).
At 1740 ~(-11) 17th 13 SBD escorted by 24 VF bombed MUNDA
starting two fires. All planes returned. One black cat was
over VILA during the night.
At 1922 (-11) 17th flares were dropped by enemy planes
over TG 62.7.2 (4 APA, 6 DD, 1 AO) 20 miles east of SAN CRISTOBAL
while that group was proceeding to GUADALCANAL. A torpedo attack
of seven enemy planes was reported coming in at 2005 (-11) and
the attack was continuing at 2035 (-11). No further reports of
this attack were received.
Code books and other papers have been recovered from the
l-One and are being studied at NOUMEA.

On the 15th (I 10) six Jap float planes dropped bombs
on AMCHITK..A. inflicting superficial damage to the runway. Two
men were killed and one wounded. CTF 8 170205 reports progress
on the landing strip at AMCHITKA ••

It seems probable that an enemy BB-CV force has left
for Japan. While a strong combatant force is believed still
in the TRUK area, this movement toward Japan may indicate that
no major operation toward the SOLOMONS is contemplated by the
enemy in the near future and strengthens the belief ·that, in the
SOLOMONS Sea Area, the Japs have adopted the strategic defensive.
TRt~
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February 17th.

(Oahu Date)

Between 2305 and 0130 (-11) the 18th 7 PB4Ys and
3 B-24s attacked shi pi) in ~ and shol"'e insta l lations in the BUIN
area.
TF 18 continued to operate to the Southeast of the
SOLOMONS. Other task forces in the SOPAC, except TF 11, are
taking positions to support the CLEAI\JSLATE operation (Dog Day
Feb. 21 (-11)). The SARATOGA is being held at NOUMEA because
of lack of DD escort, but her air group will operate from
GUADALCANAL. Admiral Halsey plans SOPAC task force reorganization in his 180102.
Additional items for conference agenda are in Cominch
161445 (pink).
The VICTORIOUS ETA at Pearl is March 4th
thrust.

(t9~).

Comsopac 170617 (pink) comments on the GILBERT - ELLICE
CTF 8 162302 gives plans for new airfields in the

ALEUTIANS.

There were no new enemy developments.
February 18th.

(Oahu Date)

Between 0005 and 0400 (-11) 19th 6 Army B-24s and 6
PB4Ys harassed the enemy at NITThiDA and VILA. Bad weather hampered
other air operations in the SOPAC.
Our SOPAC task forces continue to operate as noted
yesterday. Cincpac 182221 cancels restrictions on operating
Batdiv THREE ships west of FIJI.
Comsopac 190526 is a renort of the Jap torpedo attack
on our transports the 17th (-11).
North Pacific cruiser groups bombarded shore positions
at HOLTZ Bay and CHICAGOF Haroor. Results were not apparent.
There were no new enemy developments.
l ' f' •
\I..~

'\

... .,.)
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February 17, 1943.

SRCRET'

MEMO FOR 16.
1.

Preliminary study indicates the following:
(a) It seems entirely feasible to make a simultaneous

thrust up the SOLOMONS and in the GILBERTS.
jectives seems probable.

ob-

Capture of

Holding in GILBERTS seems doubtful.

(b) Because of preparation time required, May 15, 1943
1s selected as · the target date.
(c) A study of both enemy and own ships and suggested

employment is attached.
(d) Until there is available in the WAKE - MARSHALL
area a covering force equal to that set forth in (a) above,
plus one OV attack force, the only thing that can be done
by May 15th is to make a demonstration on WAKE.
(e) Logist-ic requirements probably can be met but
approval of the plan to this point is necessary for accurate
estimate.
2o

Lacking Admiral Halsey's plan we aasume that:
(a) He will attack MUNDA next and will employ one

Marine Division.
(b) That the bulk of his .troops must be carried in
landing craft.

(As 7 APA will be required in the

GILBERTS~

CTF 62 will have 5 APA for preliminary moves a.nd for the
operation over and above the landing cra.ft.)
- 1 ....

139-8
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FOR 16. (Cont'd)
3~

estima t

Colonel Pfeiffer has made up a troop requirement
f'or TARAWA and MAKIN.

4.

Decision must be made on following:

(1)

Shall SHOULDER and COTTAGE be stopped.

(i1)

Can we use Army 7th Division in GILBERTS.

(111) Who will command OILBERT Occupation.

- 2 -
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A-.

Ma,lor Covering Force (Operating between SOLOMONS and GILBERTS)

BatDiv 6

Rear Admlral Lee

5 BB

SOUTH DAKOTA
NORTH CAROLINA

WASHI~TGTON

INDIANA

MASSACHUSETTS
OruDiv 6

Rear Admirai

3 CA

INDIANAPO! IS

SALT LAKE CITY

LOUISVILLE
CruDiv 1'2

Rear I dmiral Merrill

4 CL

Rear Admiral Sherman

2

MONTPELIIR
CLEVELAND
COLUMBIA

DENVER
Ca.rDiv

cv

ENTERPRISE
ESSEX

DesRon 2
Dearon 5
Desron 22
B.

~eserve

(1500)
(1500)
(2100)

6 DD
8 DD
8 DD

22 fin

Covering Force (To South of Main Covering Force)

BatDivs 3&4

Vice Admiral Leary

6 OBB

IDAHO

MISSISSIPPI
NEW MEXICO
MARYLAND
COLORADO
NEVADA
Auxiliary CarDiv

Rear Admiral

h~son

3 ACV

CHENANGO
SUWANNEE
SANGAMON

9 DD

Desron 12

- 4 -
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C.

First At tack Foroii

CarDiv
SARATOGA

(Operate 1n GILBERTS)

Rear Admiral

2

cv

(All SBD except Combat Patrol.

VICTORIOUS (All VF)

CnuDiv 6

Rear Admiral Giffen?

3 CA

wrcnrrA

SAN FRANCISCO
BALTIMORE

Crudiv 11

3 cr.J(AA)

SAN DIEGO

SAN JUAN

Desron 6

D.

1 DL, 9 DD

(1500)

Second Attack Force (S) (Operate in SOLOMONS)
CruDiv 9

4 CL

HONOLULU ·
HELFN,

ST LOUIS

1 A:::; ..T\ti~LE

DesHon 21

(2100)

8 DD

5 DM, 5 DMS

Mine craft

E.

Third Attack Force (W)
Ba.tDiv 2

(Operate off WAKE)
2 OBB

Rear Admiral

ElNSYLVANIA

TENlJESSEE

2 CL

CruDiv 13
SANTA F'E

BIRMINGHAM
3

Auxiliary CarD1v

ACV

NASSAU

ALTA MARA
COPAHEE

- 5 ....
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E.

Third Attack Force
DesRon 24

F.

( Conttnued l

(2100)

8

DD

TrooE Movement Escorts
(a) From West Coast

DesRon ONE

(1500)

1 DL & 7 DD

(1500)

8 DD

(b) From SoPac

DesDivs 15 & 27
(o)

Mineo raft

4 AM & 3 DMS

(d) Destroyer_ Transports

G.

16 APD

1tlscellaneous Escorts
(a) Trans-Pacific

DesRon 29

8 ODD

(b} Tankers

DesRon 23
(o)

4 DD

{2100)

9 DD

soPac
DesRon 25
DesRon 45

Des~on 46

Ho

(2100)
)
)
)

-

Alaska
Orudiv ONE

3 OCL

DesRon 14 leas DesDiv 2Z.

4 DD

- 6 -
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Total Troop Bottoms

15

APA

From Ampbibforpao
From Amph:tbforsopa.c

4
11
6 "

From Amphibforpac
Fron Amphibforsopac

0
6

111
JO

%5 1f repairs . to ALCHIBA. are not
completed in time.

10

AK (Type EC-Z)

From Serronaopac

10

b.§!

34 "

From Flot. 3, Amphibforpac
From Flot. 3, Norpaofor
From Flot. 5, Sopacfor

4
2

28

%This total is optimistic, baaed on del1very
dates being met, and shakedowns completed
w1 thout casualty. ,

LCI(L)

60

From Flot. 3,. Amphibforpac
From Plot.

%Same

5, ~.Amph1bforsopao

%

24
36

note as LST.

LCT(S)

63

From Plot. 3, Amphibforpac
Prom Flot. 5, Amphib:forsopac

11

%

52

%

50

%

% Same note as LST.
From Amphibforsopac

-

%Same

50

-

%

note as LST.

APD

6

From Amphibforsopao

16
- 6(a) -
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Total Troop Bottoms (Continued)
Total troop caoacity of above:
15 A'DA
6AK.A
10 AK

34 LST
60 LCI
63 LCT(S)
50 APe
16 APD

@
@
@
@
@
@

""'

@
@

21,000
1,200

1400
200
50
260

500

8,840
15,000

250

50

62
144

3~150

3,100

TOTAL

2 1 304

55,094

..

- 6(b) -
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MAKIN

TARAWA

t,:

TOTAL

Land Forces for Capture
7 Inf. Bus.(Rein forced)'2· Inf. Bus.(Rein - :3 Inf. Bus. (Rein- '21,600 (Div plus 1 Regt)
Total 12,500
'forced) ! "Raider
forced) 3 Raider
'
'co.
Total
3650
'cos.
Total
5450
'
f
t
5 - OBB

12 - DD

6 SBD Squadrons
4 VF Squadrons

' 1 CA
•4DD

Gunrire Support Ships
2 CA
'4DD
t

'

Aircraft SuEport for Attack
t
, 2 SBD Squadron~
, 3 SBD Squadrons

, 2

VF Squadrons

, 2

VF Squadrons

CD

0

~

rl

t

95

- OBB
'3 - CA

9

9
9

20 - DD

11 SBD Squadrons

, 8

VF Squadrons

Garrison for Defense
3200 Grd.Def.F or
' 1579 Grd.Def.F or. ' 1494 Grd.Def.F or. '
-.§1QQ Air & Construct ion 1 1500 Air Personnel ' 2500 Air Personnel 'l4,963(In cluding 4 Defo
6900
'_§QQ Const.& }~in~' _§QQ Construct ion t
Bus.)
3579

3 VF ron.
2 SBD ron.
1 TBF ron.

1 VP ron.

,~- 4_4_~~-

Aircraft or Facilities after Capture
1
' 2 VF ron.
' 2 VF ron.
7 VP ron.

' 1 VB ron. (medium) ' 2 VB ron. (Medium)
' 2 VB ron. (Heavy)
'
' 1 VP ron.
t

t

'5 VP. ron. (Medium)

'1 TBF ron.
9
2 VB ron. (Heavy)

'2 VP

ron~

Available May 15th:
Marines 2 Dlv. and 3 Def.Bus.
Army
1 Di v ~ (7th).
Sopac requireme nts are estimat-ed a.s 2 Divisions and 2 Def. Bus.
From troops available , all three operations are not feasible. The Sopac and G'.ilberts
operations can be carried out if the 7th Division is used or if the Army relieves
Marines in Samoa and releases 2 Inf. Regts. and 3 Def. Bus.
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DISTRIBUTION
TOTAL

cv

ACV
BB(New)
BB(01d)
C.A
CL(01d)
CL(6,000)
CL(10,000)
DD(1,200)
1,500)
2,100)
I

DM
DMS

SOP.A.C

2
8
5
10
12
3
2

2
3
4
3
2

54
18

36
14
5
5

8
9

8

12

2

O~tlN

ALASKA

COiv.IBAT.ANT EHIPS
CIFCPJ C

1 (VICTORIOUS)
5
1
3

8

7

1
5

4

.:~TL

2

9

2
2

OV~RHillJL

4

1(NY)
3
7

13
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February 19th.

(Oahu Date )

At 0820 (-11) the 20th, 12 TBF and 18 SBD escorted by
30 VF bonbed MUNDA start in:; fires and hitting AA positions. 1"/e
Between 0136 and 0432 ( -11) the 20th 8 B-24s
lost one SPD .
bombed VILA starting one large fire. All planes refurned safely.
Adm iral Halsey's proposal to reorganize his t ask forces,
upon completion of the CLEANSLJ TE operation, is contained in his
200023 (pink).
Adv~: iral Nim itz arrived in San Francisco today for a conferente with Admiral King.

The INDIA NAP OLIS reported sinking an ammunit l on ship by
g1.mfire in the Western ALEUTIANS area.
There were no new ene :r.1y developments.

February 20th.

(Oahu Date}

CTF 61 210551 pink describes the occupation of the
RUSSELL Islands. SOPAC task forces, less TF 11, operated to the
South and Southeast of GUADALCANAL in support of this occupation.
Of 8 PB4Ys ordered to harass the enemy at VILA and MUNDA
during the night February 21st (-11), five bombed l~A and only
one was able to get through weather to bomb VILA. All planes
returned safely.
The TARPON leaving patrol off HONSffiJ reported that she
sank one loaded 9000 ton AK. The PICKEREL, also returning from
. Patrol off HONSHU also sank one AK.
A fragmentary report states that the HALAVO (FLORIDA Isl.)
ammunition dump was bombed and set afire.

There were no new enemy developments.
February 21st.

(Oahu Date)

Sopac task forces less TF 11 continued to support the
CLEANSLATE operation. In the past two days a. total of approximately
7000 troops have been landed on the RUSSELLislands.
Between 0145 and 0305 (-11) 22nd 3 B-24s bombed 1IDNDA and
2 B-24s bombed VILA. At 1645 (-11) 22nd a fighter sweep of REKATA
was made by 26 VF.
Comsopac 220016 deals with surveys in the SOLOMONS Sea
Area. His 220558 requests intensified gunnery. training of new
combatant vessels to be sent to SOPAC.
(Continued)
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February 21st.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Cincpac 220245 is a brief of a project to provide
more harbor space at MIDWAY.
At 1400 (.j. 10) 20th 5 B-24s, 7 B-25s and 7 P-38s bombed
KISKA. Today the weather was bad in the Western ALEUTIANS and
all air operations were cancelled.
Cominch 192150 is a new numbering of Fleets and Task
Forces to be effective at noon GCT March 15th.
Photos taken on the 21st (-11) of airfields in the
central SOLOMONS revealed a total of 82 VF and 15 VB. This is
a small number to counter our moves in the SOLOMONS Sea area
and cannot be taken as the maximum number available to the enemy
in the area. Major enemy combatant strength is believed to be
in the TRUK - Empire area, but we cannot say definitely that such
is the case. It continues to be within enemy capabilities to
raid our outlying positions in the Central Pacific. A raid on
AMCHITKA also is a possibility.
February 22nd

{Oahu Date}

SOPAC CV and BB task forces have been ordered to return to port. Rear Admiral Giffen's cruiser task force will continue to support the CLEANSLATE operation in a position to the
Southeast of the SOLOMONS.
Comsopac 230541 is an operation summary which includes
enemy air raids in the GUADALCANAL area.
Rear Admiral Turner continues to land troops on the
RUSSELL Islands. He pla~s to land 800 officers and men at
PEPESALA from APD s ~ :1dt 2 '3 .. 2. lJ. (:-1 i) .
Between 0030 and 0245 (-11) 23rd 4 PB4Ys harassed MUNDA,
and another group of 4 PB4Ys harassed VILA. .
RDO NOUMEA 222146 refers to Admiral Halse3r' s Desron reorganization plans.
The POMPANO, returning from patrol in the CAROLINES
and MARSHALLS, reported sinking 10000 tons and damaging 22000
tons. Reconnaissance showed no landing field construction at
RONGERIK, RONGELAP, BIKINI.
CTF 8 230715 (2 part) summarizes the day in the ALEUTIANS.
There were no

n~w

enemy developments.
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February 23rd.

(Oahu Date)

Rear Admiral Giffen's cruiser force continued to cover
the CLEANSLATE operation. Other SOPAC task forces were- in or
returning to port. No reports were received regarding air operations in the SOLOMONS area.
The Central Pacific Area was quiet.
On the 23rd (f 10) six heavy bombers, ten medium bombers,
and eight P-38's attacked KISKA. Results were not observed.
There were no new enemy developments.
February 24th.

(Oahu Date)

TF 68 is operating to the Southeast of the SOLOMONS
in support of the CLEANSLATE operation. A routine air strike
was made on VILA at 1145 (-11) 25th. A projected TBF strike on
shipning in the BUIN area was cancelled because of weather.
Comsopac 250616 pink gives plans for operations in the
SOLOMONS Sea Area after the ClEANSLATE operation.
Pacific Ocean Areas were unusually quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.
February 25th.

(Oahu Date)

At 1245 (-11) 26th 18 SBD escorted by 16 VF attacked
MUNDA starting four large fires and silencing two~~ batteries.
26 VF made a sweep over KAHILI at 1215 (-11) 26th with negative
results.
Rear Admiral Giffen's cruiser force continues to
operate to the southeast of the SOLOMONS.
In his 261022 pink Comsopac gives needs for 60 transport planes for paratroops.
Navat Wellington 252240 describes a riot yesterday at a
Jap prisoner camp.
KISKA was bombed by 6 heavy and 5 medium fighters the
25th (tlO). Results were not reported.
All areas continue to be exceptionally quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.

1412

February 26th.

(Oahu Date)

At 1600 (-11) 27th .17 SBD escorted by 15 VF attacked
MUNDA, starting three fires. The target area was photographed
by an accompanying PB4Y • . Pictures were developed in the air
and best targets radioed to the attacking planes. At 1740 (-11)
27th 14 SBD escorted by 23 VF attacked one AP and 2 corvettes
off the northeast tip of VELLA LAVELLA. Hits were reported on
the A.P and it was last seen burning fiercely. One corvette also
was hit. We lost SVF. One zero was shot down. Comsopac 270540
is an operation summary for the 26th (-11).
SOLOMONS.
bombs.

TF 68 continued to operate to the southeast of the
Other SOPAC task forces were in port.
Comairsopac 270537 is a request for variable time delay

Bad weather caused the cancellation of all air activities in the ALEUTIANS.
Continued lack of information regarding enemy plans
and deployment is noted. Enemy radio security measures are, at
the moment, effective. Again we remark that it is within enemy
capabilities to raid our Central Pacific positions in force.
February 27th.

(Oahu Date)

L

Cruiser task force operations in the SOPAC for the next
few days are. in Comsopac 280040 and 280550.
9 PB4Ys supporting a TBF strike in the BUIN area were
over the target from 0415 to 0535 (-11) 28th. One AK was seen
to blow up. A number of fires were started. At 0745. ( -11) 28th
15 SBD escorted by 24 VF attacked VILA.

CTF 61 280827 describes progress of the CLEANSLATE
operation. Today there are approximately ~troops in the
RUSSELL ISLANDS.
l 0
to SWPAC.

(i)

Cominch 271220 directs sending 6 P-70 night fighters

Admiral Halsey plans to plant aerial mines in the BUIN
area starting about W~rch 15.
The cruisers of TF 8 have been taking a severe pounding
while cruising off the ALEUTIANS this winter. All are now in
urgent need of navy yard overhaul.
(Continued)

1 41.3

February 27th.

(Continued)

The enemy is expected to place a new set of codes in
effect March 1st (-9). When that is done our ability to "read
the mail" will decrease sharply. In recent months Maru movements obtained from DI have been pa·s sed along to our submarines
on patrol with gratifying results. This type of information
will not be available to us for a considerable time after March
1st.
February 28th.

(Oahu Date)

® -

Admiral Nimitz returned to PEARL from a conference in
SAN FRANCISCO with Admiral King. Conference notes are attached.
Between 0420 and 0432 (-11) March 1st 2 B-24s and 11
TBF dropped bombs in the SHORTLAND area. Shipping could not be
attacked on account of haze. At 1715 (-11) March lst 17 SBD
escorted by nine VF attacked M:UNDA starting several fires. All
planes returned safely. Comsopac 280555 is an operations summary for his area.
CTF 61 271628 is a summary of the CLEANSLATE operation.
Cincpac concurs in Admiral Halsey's plan for offensive
aerial mining in the SOLOlv10NS Sea area. Such operations have
been contemplated here for months.
Comairsopac 271116 (2 part) pink gives opinion regarding air operations and needs in the SOLOMONS area.
Comsopac 010550 is proposed task force reorganization
in the South Pacific.
KISKA.

At 1300 (f 10) 28th 6 heavy and 6 mediUm bombers attacked
Results were not reported.

Cincpac has directed that Comhawseafront make all appropriate effort to ~nterest natives in fishing in the Hawaiian
Islands, and to encourage all kinds of food production. Every
pound of food produced locally is in our favor as it results in
decreased shipping demands.
011 NV/
\)II ' /
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0] 1855 COMNORPACFOR to CINCPAC Info COMINCH COMNORlrnSTSEAFRON etc.
Coming from Comnorpacfor this is Part + of 2 parts. Pass
to Cincpac for action. Status CROWBAR operation January
31st. Troops at FORMULA 3820. Major tactical units present are 1 Battery 75 mm FA, 1 battery 155 mm seacoast artillery, 2 reinforced infantry battalions and 2 AA batteries
37 mm. Situation critical for unloading barges due repeated
storm damage. Available unloading equipment ALASKAN area
being rounded up for use FORMULA and repair crews being
sent there. AA defence not considered adequate will be
reinforced. 1 radar landed not yet installed • . Others will
follow. Outpost established ALEUT POINT 12 personnel. 2
entrance buoys 4 mooring .buoys laid. Other navigational
aids underway, a net protection for ships in harbor nearing
completion. Continuing offshore patrol by DDs. Task Group
8.6 covering operation. Combat and Anti S air patrol from
LONGVI~V maintained during daylight as practicable.
Ships
in harbor kept to minimum. Port captain assigned. Radio
guard ship maintained in harbor pending establishmen t Naval
Radio Station.asho re.

01 1905 COMNORPACFOR to CINCPAC Info COMINCH COMNORWESTSEAFRON etc.
Part 2 of my 011855. Construction fighter strip being
pushed and is proceeding but less rapidly than expected
due soggy nature of soil aggravated by heavy rains. Estimated date completion is now 22 February. Until strip
completed Jap planes from KISKA may be expected to attack
at times when fighter coverage from LONGVIEW is absent.
3 planes greatest nUmber in any attack to date but this
morning 6 zeros sighted at JACKBOOT. Possibly flown in. ·
Para. Additional· for FORMULA in February. About 100
infantry. 1 fighter squadron. 1 Airbase Squadron. 1 Battalion engineers with headquarters c~mpany. 1 platoon.
Approximatel y 30,000 tons cargo. Estimate unloading 1000
tons daily. Expect refloat MIDDLETON today.
02 0604 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL CTF SOPAC, COMSOWESPAC etc.

On night of 1st and 2nd Nips sent 20 DD express from FAISI
to.CACTUS. Imcomplete reports indicate our forces sank at
least one DD or possible destroyer leader, damaged several
more. In day long air activity first a t least 23 Jap planes
destroyed to 10 of ours. Dive bombers sank DEHAVEN {DD 469)
midafternoon and 5 PT's lost in night action off ESPERANCE.
19 DDs including 1 under tow returned FAISI am second.
Single bomb hit CACTUS bomber strip during noon raid .first.
Morning 1st Fortresses scored 3 hits large AK off SHORTLAND.
SBDs avengers bombed MUNDA. Condition RED (Enemy planes
overhead) at BUTTON 1951 to 2043 L {-11) 1st. REKATA photos
1st show no evidence airfield construction suspected by
watcher. Ground forces CACTUS continui ng advance to northwest after frief slowdown due s t r ong resist ance. Kill ed
sixty Japs f i r st .
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03 0704 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info COMSOWESPAC, NZNB
Additional info Express run 1-2. PT's report one DD
definitely sunk another probably sunk, hit on third.
Our PT losses 3 not 5. Analysis all air reports plus
MTB action indicates as many as three enemy destroyers
may have been sunk. This if more than 20 participated.
At 0840 1 (-11) second before Express returned to base
following ships seen BUIN-SHORTLAND. 2 CA, 1 CL, 7 DD's,
13 AK's. At 0620 1 second plane saw possible heavy cruiser
115 miles north SAVO retiring north by west. At 1710
1 second six forts scored three hits on big cargo vessel
off SHORTLAND left ship burning listing. 20 Jap planes
attempted interception and B-17's with VF escort shot
down 9 zero plus one probable. SBD's and TBF's with
Wildcat escort hit MUNDA evening 2nd caused 2 explosions
several fires in target area. CACTUS had two air raids
night of 2nd. 5 bombs dropped across fighter strip
during first alert nil damage second. Native report 300
Japs ashore VIRU HARBOR second. Possible landed from 8
barges previously reported there. PM yesterday Cobra
strafed 16 new landing boats beached near ARULIGO. Sub
sank u.s. freighter south by ~est ~~TITE POPPY about 1700
GCT 29th.

02 2107 CINCPAC to COMINCH Info COMSOPAC, COMGENHAWDEPT, etc.
My figures air strength Sopac substantially same as
Comsopac 271210 and 312359 January. Your 301549 Jan.
gives allocation 29 heavy, 23 medium bombers for January.
Actual enroute from coast during month 7 B-24D and 8 B-25C.
Detachments key flight personnel for service in other
theaters have reduced effective flight crews below number
required for full use of small number of aircraft available. Para. Request two Army heavy bomber groups complete
with combat crews be sent immediately and that JCS commitment for Army medium bombers be net fully. See
Halsey's 021120. Inevitable attrition during current
major operatlons requies immediate drastic action.
This is a real punch coming up and it needs to be countered.
03 0719 MACARTHUR to COMSOPAC Info CINCPAC, COMINCH
My bomber resources are so limited that it is impossible
to detach elements thereof to your command without risking disaster here. Replying Comsopac 021101. From their
present bases I am using such as I have to maximum capactty to sup oort you and in addition they are in a position to protect my own front. At present therefore they
perform the dual function which would not be the case if
they were sent to your area. As stated in my 020241 I
am giving you every possible s 11 pport withi n the linits
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03 0719 (Continued)
of the exigencies and perils of my own position and the
paucity of the forces assigned this area. The information available to me does not indicate that the enemy
has yet committed himself to a definite zone of advance
and point of attack. My ovm front may still be the objective. Let me have your specific m:tssion requests and
I shall do everything possible to -fulfill them.
04 0845 SENAV GUADALCANAL to COMAIRSOPAC Info CINCPAC, etc.
Preliminary report of two attacks on Tokyo Express. Attack by 13 Avenger, 7 Dauntless escorted by 8 Cobras,
4 Lightnings and 15 Wildcats attacked 20 DD, covered
by 25 zeros, 200 miles up channel at 1600 1 (-11). Report one DD sunk and one badly damaged. Our losses
4 Avengers, one Dauntless and one ·Wildcat. Seven zeros
shot down, five probabl~. Second attack by thirteen
Dauntless escorted by ten Wildcats and four Warhawks
attacked eighteen destroyers covered by twenty five zeros.
At 1730 1. Report two hits one, one on another DD. One
destroyer burining badly. Seen headed northwest in
the distance result first attack. Our losses in second
attack one Warhawk shot down, two Wildcats and one
Dauntless missing. Ten zeros sure, two probable in this
attack.
02 1245

CO!·~INCH

to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC, MARCORPS.

Cominch desires to advance date of readiness of the
fourth Marine division by detaching 23rd Marine regiment
reinforced fron 3rdMarine division and utilizing same
as the principal nucleus from which to activate the
fourth division. Para. As replacement for 23rd Marine
regiment it is the intention to assign one of the
Marine regiments reinforced now on duty in the STRAW area
to the 3rd Marine division and carry same on temporary
detached duty therefrom. This regiment will be aue;emented as necessary to complete its organization as a
normal reinforced regiment. Your comment and recom~enda
tion requested. Marcorps informed.
03 0700 CTF 8 to

CI ~ CPAC

Comtasfor 8 answering Cincpac 022127. 1 ~ith Dog day
January 12 original CROWBAR plan d1Je to be completed
February 23. Necessary changes since Dog day plus reenforcements now continue intensive operations through
May 1st. Until that time Co 'l ternpla te employment surface forces accordance my Op f lan 16-42 except KALK and
GILLESPIE have been assigned T~ 8.6 Vice 8.8 and rotat i ng period for upkeeo for units composed of 1 cruiser
plus I or 2 DD s at WHIRLAWAY provided. Desirable if
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03 0700 (Continued)
practicable KALK and GILLESPIE remain 1m til May 1st.
Otherwise prospective date release these vessels in February 23.
I

06 0636

COM~~OPAC

to CIHC 11AC . Info ALJ_J TFC C"'QPAC, , CO}_F'0 11IE~PAC, NZNB.

Here comes Comsopacs daily summary. CACTU~ observers report exulosion off enemy held coast durin~ Tokyo express
visit fourth- fifth. Absence of ·PT strike or bomb hits
from air plus presence oil slick south SAVO da:rlie:ht 5th
indicates 1 tTan DD hit mine. Photo liberator over BUIN
area AM 5th sae partially comnleted landing strip PA:?TJPATUI.
SaNe plane reporten 4 ACV's anchored east K~~ILI but sighting not confirmed. BLUE search plane 5th strafed enemy
tender l'T:NE of ONTOHG JAVA. Vessel was possible weather
reporting ship. C/W re_r)orts 4 barges each arrived VII3U
VILA predawn 5th. Final si~htings Jap Task Force 5th indicated composition 2 carriers 4 BBs, 6 CAs, 2 CLs, 12 DDs.
Search also reports NAURU airfield well developed. SARATOGA patrol destroyed 4 snooping Type 1 Hitsubishi bombers
2nd to 4th. :?lanes fron same CV strafed surface sub INDISPEN0A"9LE REEF 4th. Air sighted gun emplacements under
construction BAISEN Island HUSSEL group 5th.
04 Mailgram.

CGHD to 1.fDCSA info CINCPAC.

The following order from Cincpac quoted for your information
"Despatch to Sopac 307 heavy bomb group liberators. Movements of air echelons. 1st of 6 from HOLLY. 2nd from
PEARL of 9 to Sopac plus 6 for HOLIJY. Remainder on receipt
effective replacements from States Cominch 031535. Ground
echelon via surface transport. Request being made Cominch
for heavy bomb group to reDlace 307 group" personal attention
General Marshall nlease note this Tiovement includes the
eroup headnuarters ground echelon T/BA equipment and 35
airnlanes with combat crews and that this movement completely
denudes us of bombardment souadrons exceP.t for the remnants
of a former liP'ht ~ombardmP.nt s~uadron scheduled for HOLLY
when its dive bombers arrive. lurthermore we are short 7
complete combat crews to Man the 38 liberators now on hand and
short Ly complete combat crews necessary to effect the movement
above ordered.. Since it is stron~l:r 1JOS si )le for a minimum
of 3 Jap operational carriers to raid O~~~J at almost any
time with the likelihood of serious damap:e it is urgently
reauested that our heavy bombardment stren~~th be '1rour-:ht up
as soon as possi)le to a minimum of 1 heavy bombardment
f"roun of 48 Air'llRnes com:;lete with combat crews, r-;round.
personnel and T/B~ equipment~ Renlacenents are essential
for the group headouarters, the T 1 BA equipment and the ground
echelon as there will ~e practically no personnel left in the
Department for the service of heavy units. In addition it
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Hail~ram,

CGHD to VvDC8A info CINCPAC .

is requested that 7 complete B24 combat crews be ordered
to the Department immediately to remedy the deficiency
above mentioned. It is understood that the 96th bombardment group at ~voTE T~CAS is prepared for immediat e move ment. If t his group cannot be supplied it is be l ieved the
urgency of the situation justifies the organizat ion of a
heavy group from qualified instructor personnel assigne d
the Second Air Force.
06 1824 COMINCH to CINCPAC
Cincpac 042 211 and Comgenhawdept 912 dated 5 February addressed to Chief of Staff Army.
It is not intention of
WD to assi g n at present time more than 3 HB groups to
Pacific area. Replacements in planes and crews to brlng
3 HB gro·ups to streng th assi g ned that area. now underway
or setup. See Cominch 031535. Replacement planes to bring
Sopac to authorized strength and i n terchang e of ground'
echelons as between HAWAII and Sopac should be effected
as soon as circumstanbes p ermit and by air to extent practicable. With ref e rence Emmons 912 what are your final plans.

08 080 3 COi.:SOPAC to CIHCPAC Info ALL CT:B, SOPAC ,

COH~O'.IESTPAC ,

etc .

Tokyo Express 19 DD's took southern route Phi 7th returned
to FAISI via ALLEY early 8th. SED's with fighter escort
attacked express south REDOVA 1735 L (-11) reported hits
two ships shot down 2 of 15 covering zeros ~lus l more
probable. Time element indicates all 19 DDs may not have
gone to CACTUS. Some possibly called TIUSSELS. All 19 got
back. 20 bar~es seen off Ef.PE:!:U'J'JCE early 8th. I\1orning
strike despatched from CACTUS could not locate returning
express hit ].'lUNDA instead 0907 L today 8th. Following details NAURU Island airfield from aerial Reece. Strip
3500 by 105 feet. 24 AA posits on blast bays. Possible seaplane ramp.. Dock for 6000 ton f. hips. Natives report through
coast watcher sound of subs char~ing batteries north east
coast ..'\NEIT1'U"1.1 I\TE',\r HE:-3HIDES. Last heard 31st. At 1600 L/7th
between "SUKA-lJE':v BI:IrrAIN 3 DD' s escorting 4 ..1\E:' s laid down
sr1oke screens when plane came over. Reece saw possi ')le landing s~rip BOMJG Island off northeast HEW IRELAND.
08 1115 C. n.. CACTUS to

CO~~SOPAC

lnfo

C~HGEN°0PAC.

Refer your OR0544. Todays pro~ress of our attacks , both the
detached force and the Main attank , pive very stron~ indications that last 2 Tokyo Expresses have been evacuating part
of rTap forces which have not yet been destroyed b;r our recent
offensives. Expect to soon destroy Japs on this island and
before he can attemDt major effort aPainst us. No accurate
estimA.te of numbers of his evacuees avRilable, '1ut believ_t 419
evacuees can only be comnosed of personnel of hieher head-·0Uarters and the remnants of ·a badly defeated and disorganized
force.
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08 2301 CTF 8 to CINCPAC, Info COMINCH, COMNOWESTSEAFRON.
Comtaskfor 8 sends reply to Cincpac 072135. AGATTU
Island generally steep precipitous mountain range but
with flat area vicinity CAPE SABAK. Not practicable
establish air field there without excessive engineering
difficulties. S~[YA in SEMICHIS offers excellent
possibilities. It should be our jumping off spot when
we go West. Surface generally flat with about 200 foot
contour along northern side gradually slopeing to sea
level on southern coast. Landing beaches do not appear
very good. Japs have made survey and appear to be preparing to build field but no physical evidence yet. Our
search planes and weather plane make frequent reconnaissance SEMICHIS and AGATTU.
COMSOPAC to CINCPAC, All TFC's SOPAC etc.
10 0650 February 9th marked complete defeat Jap forces GUADALCANAL. Main body attacking BLUE troops joined forces
with enveloping detachment just east ESPERANCE capturing
or killing resisting Nips. Isolated cases resistance being mop~ed up. 9 Dauntless with big VF escort hit MUNDA
1730 L {-11) 9th starting large fire target area. 15
minutes later 2 Marauders 9 fighters raided VILA. P-30's
strafed sank barge off HOOPER Bay RUSSELLS 9th. 2 transports 1 DD arrived BUKA from south noon 9th according
watcher. 1 DD 1 AP 1 small AK departed northwest 1711 L
same day. Catalina harassed 1ruNDA night 9th-10th. CACTUS
search plane shot down twin motored medium bomber over
north CHOISEUL today lOth.
11 0547 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC, All TFC's SOPAC etc.
CACTUS search planes tenth counted 25 vessels BUIN TONOLEI
including 2 possible CV's or ACV's 6 AD's 17 DD's. Off
BALLALE was qig AK. At 1810L (-11) lOth 34 planes raided
JvUJNDA dropping 18,700 pounds of bombs across strip. .
Pilots saw nip radio station KULA GULF 5 miles north VILA
field which appeared further cleared. Phot interpretation
reveals following. BALLALE north side taxiway complete
7 fighters 3 bombers on field date 7th. VILA 66 AA guns
an increase of 30 over January 2nd coverage date· 7th.
MU1.TDA 10 serviceable planes on ground both ends strip
damaged date 8th. BLUE Sub with detector reDorts noting
radar shortland. Documents material salvaged (Probably
by WABJOER) from TOA ]ill\RU hit by air VELLA GULF first.
Ship sand 4th off GIZO. GATO sank cargo ship BOUGAINVILLE
RTHAIT tTanuary 29th. SOWESPAC plane unsuccessfully attacked enemy sub Southwest SHORTLAND 1425 L(-11) /10. S~b
torpedoed liberty ship 1924 GCT 9th 160 miles East by South
SYDNEY.
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11 1340 VOPNAV to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC
This is part 1 NSS 111345 in 2 parts. My 031630 to Cincpac
and his reply 050255. As air travel not available for representatives of BEW investigating consumer goods requirements they will travel by surface vessel.
It is now proposed that 2 senior BEW representatives proceed by air to
HONOLULU for consultation with Cincpac and thence by air to
NOUMEA for consultation with Comsopac. 1 of these representatives to then remain directly in contact with Admiral
Halsey or in contact with Colonel Westbrook if desired by
Halsey or purpose of consultation and advise on interim
operations of the joint purchasing board covering exploitation of food resources and consumer goods problem. He would
also comr1ence setting up the BEW organization which is
eventually to take over these functions.
11 1345 VOPNAV to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC
This is part 2 NSS 111345. It is understood that after
takins over these functions the senior B~N representative
will continue as a member of Coms_o 0ac 's staff directly
under his orders. After clearing general proposals both
Halsey and Nimitz the other senior HEW representat~ve will
return to WASHINGTOlJ' to direct this project for BEW here.
Under this proposal no attempt will be made to submit one
complete plan in WASHINGTON for aDproval but rather separate units of the plan when ready for operation would be sent
to WASHINGTON together with comments from Halsey and Nimitz
for approval from time to time. This proposal contemplates
that at least 2 of present field mission will remain in
field to assist senior representative which will save necessity for air transportation now for their expected return
to WASHINGTON. Request your comment.
11 1903 CTF 8 to CGMINCH, CINCPAC,

CO~~NESTSEAFRON,

etc.

CROWBAR report.
Gen. Jones reports exc-ellent ' progress fighter
strip, estimates 7 more working days to make it usable. Air
base organization prepared and ready. Strength FORMULA now
two hundred officers, 4800 men. Another Seabee battalion
landed but construction equipment will not arrive until 23
February. Navy shore radio station installed and working
36 hours after start. 17 additional 20 · MM now set up manned by Army. 15 more soon, also to be Army manned. Unloading still serious problem but clearing gradually.
12 0630 COMNORPACFOR to CINCPAC, COM I 1J CH, C01VINOR1.11JESTSFAFRON, etc.
Information conce r ning day's opera t ions 11th February from
Comnorpacfor. Searches limited due to weather as follows.
Ov e r Western ALEUTIA NS from LO NGVI!r¥ eovered 60 per cent.
Southern s e c tors from same place 80 'J e r• cent.. Nil contacts.

.
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12 0630 (Continued)
Anti sub plane over AMCHITKA but all attack missions were
cancelled due to weather. No report on KISKA. No enemy air
attack. New subject. Photos KISKA on 10 Feb. indicate two
midget subs off sub base S'tlrfaced and under way. Also probably two others same type moored together not underway.

12 1020 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC info COMSERFORPAC, COMDESPAC, COMAIRPAC etc.
Your 102355. Strongly urge ENTERPRif.E and destroyers be not
withdrawn for overhaul ~t this time. The operation and material condition these ships generally satisfactory and they are
efficient fighting units. Later when and if new construction
brings forces to desired superiority believed suitable time
for overhaul. SARATOGA will be held in nort during forthcoming operations mainly because there are now to few destroyers in SOPAC to screen her at sea and carry out other required
destroyer tasks.
12 1315 COMINCH to CINCPAC, OPNAV, BUDOCKS
If dredging fac~lities are available in HAWAIIAN area I think
it would be well to use· them to extend and deepen anchorage
area at BALSA not only to prepare for basing more and larger
ships for likely operations to westward but to make use of
spoil to .i;ncrea.se land area for defensive purposes. Comment.
12 2200 COMINCH to CINCPAC .
advises following resources a ::-e available to Army Air
Forces for night fighter operations in Pacific Theaters:
3 trained crews in Hawaii 14 pilots, 13 radio observers (I),
4 GCI controllers and 12 radio mechanics (I) trained in
operation of P-70 aircraft and equipment who left Army AirForces school of anplied tactics on 5 February and will
depart presently for Hawaii by ship. Investigate status
P-70 aircraft now in Hawaii with view toward oracticability
despatch 4 P-70 airplanes complete with crews and 2 GCI
controllers to each of South and Southwest Pacific areas on
arrival above mentioned nersonnel and mobile radar equipment
advise nromotly.
Army
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17 0205 CT:B, 8 to CINCPAC, COMINCH,

CO:MNOWESEAJ~RON,

,COMVffiSEAFHON, etc.

300 feet fighter strip FORMULA without mat now useable.
At 2140 GCT 1st fighter (P-40) landed and 7 more enroute.
Laying of mat will proceed with field in use. Estimated
completion 20th at which time full souadron of 24 P-40s
will be assigned. Plan naintain daily P-38 coverage from
LONGVI"F:V'/ using FOIDIDLA P-40s for morning and evening patrol
only until field fully ready.
16 2302 CTF 8 to CINCPAC.
In order provide emergency airfields to reduce operation
losses Comtaskforce 8 renuested surveys various ALEUTIAN
Islands. Results 2 sights offer relatively simple construction problems. 1 on OGLIUGA Island and another on
SAMAJ..~GA Island.
OGLIUGA is approximately half way between
LONGVIEW and FORMULA. SAMALGA off Southwestern end UMN.AK.
Army (Comalsect) proceeding with assembling equipment including mat for OGLIUGA. Work to be undertaken by SEABEES
will be started Q.DFD PAEM" estimated time of completion 3
weeks. Army will proceed with construction of SN~LGA Island
as soon as other committments permit.
18 0102 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC.
Plan Sopac reorganizatio n Task Forces after CLEANSLATE operation. Involves moving force now basing NANDI to HAVfu~iAH
Harbor EFATE leaving NANDI as training area until arrival
further forces requires use as a Force Base. Request approval.

19 0526 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC, Info NZNB, COMSOVVESPAC.
Jap torpedo attack on transport group 2000 GCT 17th was
complete failure. AP's and screen destroyed at least 5
attacking planes. No damage casualties 3LUE ships. Morning search over BUIN-TONOLEI 18th reported 8 AK's afloat
in area 2 sunken vessels. PM recce saw 1 unident off FAURO
7 AK's off Southeast BOUGAINVILLE shoreline 2 AK's underway
midway between BALLALE TONOLEI and 8 probable DD's in SHORTLAND Har ')or. 10 dive bombers escorted by 14 fighters conducted VILA strike 1740 GCT 18th.
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Cominch 14"1741. Believe survey of RUSSELLS and other
localities to the northwest of CACTUS should follow close
after occupation by our forces.
Survey of TULAGI in progress and highly essential. Additional surveys at BUTTON
and EFATE are desirable.
In reply to Comsowestpac 180620
extensive use of LOUISIADES by large surface forces does
not appear probable though a brief survey including erection of sufficient navi5ation aids to render JOMARD Pass
easily navigable and to provide temporary sheltered anchorage in DEBOYNE Lagoon for large forces is considered
desirable.
22 9558 COMSOPAC t0 CINCPAC Info COMINCH, CINCLANT.
Prompt despatch new combatant vessels to Sopac continues
to be necessity. Request intensifying gunnery training
while enroute, major effort to be directed toward perfection with radar controlled surface and A/A gunfire.
Consider trained combat operations center imperative.
Especially require competent radar upkeep and operational
personnel be on board each unit prior departure.
22 0245 CINCPAC to COM 12
For Ad..rniral Nimitz. MIDWAY dredging study by Com 14 just
completed reveals following.
30 foot depth and anchorage
area to accommodate 4 CA, 5 SS, 2 AS and 1 ARD type dock
plus widening present channel to 400 feet can be accomplished by March 1st 1944 under these conditions. Preparatory work start immediately. Dredging projects at
KANEOHE and runway Baker at KEJ<~HI Lagoon be delayed
neither of which considered serious. Army assign dredge
SACREMENTO to which it is agreeable on Cincpac request.
Assignment of HOPPER dredge from west coast which Army
is requesting anyway for their projects and if allocated
now can be made available to us by September. Date of
31 Dec. 1943 can be met if in addition to foregoing conditions privately owned dredge. McMullen now working in
SA~T FRANCISCO Bay is assigned.
Increasing dredged depth
in anchorage area to 35 feet considered clearly impracticable from time standpoint.
19 2150 COMINCH to US FLEET
This Part One of three of my 192200/2. Para one. Effective noon GCT March 15th u.s. Fleet will comprise
numbered fleets with Task Force Organization conforming.
to followinrr allocations of Task Force numbers. A. u.s.
Fleet 00 to ~ 09 and ninth fleet 90 to 99.
B. Pacific
(first) fleet 10 to 19, third fJeet now Sopac for 30 to
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19 2150 (Continued)
39 and fifth fleet 50 to .59 for assi~nment by Cincpac
as desired for forces operating in Central and North Pacific.
19 2155 This is part 2 of 3 of Cominch 192200/2. C. Atlantic
(second) fleet 20 to 29, fourth fle~t now Solantfor 40
to 49 and sixth fleet 60 to 69 for assignment by Cinclant
as desired for forces operating in Central and North
Atlantic. D. Seventh fleet ·now Sowespacfor 70 to 79.
E. Eight fleet now Northwest Africa force. 80 to 89.
Para 2. U.S. Fleet tasf forces are: A. 00,01 for assignment by Cominch. B. 02 Eastern Seafrontier. c.
03 Gulfseafrontier. D. 04 Caribbeanseafrontier. E.
05 Panamaseafrontier. F. 06 Westernseafrontier.
19 2200/2 This is part 3 and final of Cominch 192208/2.
G. 07 Northwest Sea Frontier. H. 08, 09 blank. Para
3. 9th fleet task forces . are: A. 90, 91 blank.
B. 92 forces in European waters. C. 93 Southeast
Pacific force. .
D. 94 Naval transportation service.
E. 95 . to 99 for assignment by Cominch. Para 4. Each
fleet commander shall allocate at least 1 task force
number to the equivalent of quote miscellaneous force
unquote. For assignment of task force numbers to small
groups operating directly under fleet commander.

23 0541 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL TF COMSOPAC, COMSOWESPAC, NZNB.
Photos AM 22nd show 60 fighters 5 bombers KA-.BILI. 5 fighters
BALLALE. 17 fighters 5 bombers BUKA. 21 float zeros 2
flying boats KULITANI Bay area. Liberators harassed MUNDA
VILA small hours 22nd. PB4Y's repeated task this morning
123rd) on slightly larger scale. Natives report 57 nippers
7 pro Jap natives effected BA11BATAPA landing 20th. Probably hunting watcher. CACTUS search plane scored depth
charge hits on barge full of Japs SAMBI HEAD CIIOISEUL afternoon 22nd. Lightnings Cobras and Corsairs conducted fighter
sweep to REKATA late afternoon yesterday thoroughly strafed
area saw no enemy planes there. 1 man killed 5 wounded when
lone Nip nuisance dumped 7 bombs on fighter one at CACTUS
night before last. 5 killed HALAVO bombing but material
damage light. Morning search saw 12 AK's 3 DD's BUIN SHORTLAND 22nd. Patrolling Avenger depth charged ·possible sub
off LtTNGA Point 1740 L {-11) 21 got oil slicks. Cat from
BUTTON reports probable serious damage inflicted on enemy
sub 300 miles Northeast CACTUS forenoon today. DF placed
another submarine eastern entrance COOK STRAIT 0015 M (-12)
today.
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23 0715 COMNORPAC to COMINCH, CINCPAC, COMNOWESTSEAFRON, COMGEN WDC.
This is part 1 Comnorpac's daily report:
Weather generally poor. No searches from UMNAK. Western
Sectors from LONGVI~f averaged 35%. Contacts negat.
Southern sectors from same place covered 65%. Negat contacts. Weather plane departed LONGVIEW at 1055 W (f 10)
unable observe KISKA due weather and returned to LONGVIEW.
Bomber group underway at 1225 W (f 10) for attack on KISKA
returned to base no attack due weather. New subject.
Report from MCMorris states only enemy opposition during
bombardment AUTTU was AA fire HOLTZ BAY 4 to 6 guns no
larger than 3 inch observed. 2 Jap float planes which had
been tracking did not interfere with our spotting planes.
Little activity observed.

23 0723 Part 2 of above.

No personnel seen. Some damage probably
inflicted but no large fires started. New subject. Preliminary report sinking Jap ammunition Ship. Target
brought into moonlight requiring no illumination. Nip
endeavored fake reply to challenge. COUGHLAN, GILLESPIE,
INDIANAPOLIS all engaged at average range 8000 yards. Close
apnroach prior sinking prevented by explosions. No survivors after search by COUGHLAN. Life jacket indicates
probable Army transport. Jap appeared to be old coal
burner four or five thousand tons. New subject. Field at
FORWTLA now 3600 feet long. Surface good sand. Taxiways
and parking areas now under construction. Fighters now
on FOID.mLA will make daily sweep of KISKA as weather permits. Airfield construction party OGLIUGA now unloading.

25 2240 NAV AT WELLINGTON to c·oMSOPAC Info OPNAV CINCPAC.

February 25 during riot at Japanese prisoner camp it
became necessary for guards to fire on prisoners. Dead
42. Wounded 70. All sailors, soldiers, airmen.
Court
of Inquiry 1 March will send details then.

1425
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27 0540 C01J1SOPAC to CINCPAC, Info ALL TF COMS SOPAC, etc.
18 Dauntless dive bombers escorted by Wildcats gave
11UNDA the usual going over at 1240 L (-11) 26th. 1 Jap
plane was destroyed on ground, bombs fell near others.
4 large many small fires started and AA silenced both
ends runway. GATO returning from patrol in SOLOMONS
are~ reports sinking 3 cargo ships, 1 transport.
All
big ones. Also damaged possible cruiser with 2 torpedo
hits. $arne submarine reports persistent indication
enemy radar on beach at ONTONG JAVA. May have been radar
equipped patrol planes. OS2U depth charged possible sub off
ESPERANCE PM 26th. Got oil bubbles but subsequent air and
surface search negative. BUIN FAISI shipping relatively
light 26th.
27 0537 COMAIRSOPAC to BUORD, Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, OPNAV, etc.
With our shore based air force now attacking in SOLOMONS
at extreme range of longest range fighters in face of
extremely heavy and accurate AA and preponderant ly
superior enemy fighter strength over their bases, it is
essential that variable time delay bombs up to 100 hours
be procured immediately in order to temporarily immobilize
enemy landing fields and thus permit our strikes to be made
with some measure of equality in fighter strength. See
Comairsopac 140139 and BuOrd 182012 December. Situation
warrants immediate procurement and direct shipment from
ENGLAND if not available u.s. Urge consideration development acoustic and magnetic detonated bombs for use interspersed with time delay bombs this purpose. Advise
feasibility adapting MK 3£ AA fuse to bombs for use as
daisy cutters against AA.
27 1220 COMINCH to CINCPAC
Your 142337. Joint Chiefs of Staff direct you to send
night fighter unit of 6 P-70 airplanes with appropriate
personnel and associated equipment to southwest Pacific
theater at earliest practicable date regardless of resultant weakening of night fighter strength in HAWAII.
28 0827 CTF 61 to COMSOPAC Info ALL TF COMSOPAC, CINCPAC, etc.
Night of 27-28 landed at CLEANSLATE 440 officers and men
of 43rd Division and Acorn 3 with 1100 tons of supplies
and equipment. Tonight plan to land 550 officers and men
and 750 tons supplies and equipment at TENARD and WERNHAM.

1427

28 0040 COMSOPAC to GTF 18, CTF 68, CTU 66.1.9, EDWARDS, FRAZIER, etc.
Task Force 68 operate generally along the KS line on. March
1st. Along the S~ line on the 2nd. Less CAs fuel from
NEOSHO (A048) at fueling rendezvous commencing 2000 GCT
~~rch 2nd Lat 13-30 south, Long 164 east.
Orders i~ separate
dispatch for new Task Force 68 Rear Admiral Merrill in
MONTPELIER, CLEVELAND, DENVER, WALLER, COWNAY, CONY, FLETCHER,
OBANNON, NICHOLAS, RADFORD. EDWARDS, FRAZIER depart HAVkNNAH 2000 GCT I~rch 1st proceed to make above fueling rendeavous· report to Comtaskfor 18 Rear Admiral Giffen in WICHITA,
LOUISVILLE; EDWARDS, FRAZIER proceed to arrive HAVANNAH
during daylight March 4th assuming 12 hour re~diness status
on arrival. Task Unit 66.1.9 depart BUTTON during daylight 1mrch 2nd make above fueling rendezvous. Fuel new
Task Force 68 on complet~on returning to BUTTON to arrive
during daylight March 4th.
28 0550 COMSOPAC to CT:B, 68, 62, COMAIRSOPAC, Info COMINCH,

CIN~PAC,

Comsopac Operation Plan 6-43. Jap aviation facilities in
MUNDA - VILA STANMORE area have been reenforced. PT boats
reported present. Additional information being forwarded
to Comairsopac for distribution to arrive ESPIRITU SANTO
March 2nd. General task this force will bombard and bomb
enemy installations at MUNDA-VILA STA}nAORE in order to reduce their effectiveness. Task Force 68 Rear Admiral Merrill VILA detachment MONTPELIER, CLEVELAND, DENVER, WALLER,
CONVlAY, CONY, MUNDA Detachment FLETCHER 013ANNON NICHOLAS
RADFORD after com~letion fueling at sea March 3rd proceed
to arrive ESPIRI~J SANTO after daylight March 4th. Detachments depart ESPIRITU SANTO afternoon the 4th proceed via
east and north of SAN CRISTOBAL towards RUSSELLS. After
dark the 5th leave vicinity RUSSELLS. MUNDA Detachment
proceed to bombard MUNDA, VILA Detachment proceed to bombard
VILA STANMORE area, bombardments to start at 1430 GCT the
5th and to last not more than one hour. Destroy any enemy
craft encountered. On retirement generall \r retrace routes
to rendezvous off PORT PURVIS.
Upon rendezvous report to
me. Thence to Point K via SUGAR for fueling. Task Force
63 Vice Admiral Fitch shorebased aircraft GtJADALCANAL area
provide air coverage for Task Force 68 from daylight March
4th until withdrawal to Point S March 6th. Provide Black
Cats to assit bombardment arranging liaison as necessary
at ESPIRITU SANTO March 4th. Make dawn strike March 6th on
MUl~A.
Task Force 42 Captain Fife station two submarines
off Western approaches to BLACKETT STRAIT afternoon March
5th to remain generally on station until afternoon March
6th to sink Jap shipping seeking to escape. Paragraph.
XRAY reference points as in my Operation Plan 5-43. Logistics fuel LL cruisers ERSKINE, PHELPS at PURVIS, ESPIRITU
SANTO, HAVAN1\fAH, at P~int K in AO to be ordered. Conununications as in my Operation Plan 5-43. This Op ~lan 6-43 effective on receipt. Comsopac at NOUMEA.
1428
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27 0628 CTF 61 to COMSOPAC Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, ALL CTF SOPAC.
Summary of CLEANSLATE operation. Have landed at CLEANSLATE to date 8770 officers and me:n··:- 6217 tons material
representing supply levels from today as follows. Avgas
for torpedo boats 10 days. White gas 20 days. Mogas 25
days. Diesel 14 days. Rations 28 days. Ammunition
infantry and artillery 5 units. Antiaircraft 7 units.
Other supplies 25 days. Para. Estimate that in one more
week can land all remaining personnel of 43rd Division
less 172nd combat team, Acorn 3 and 35th Construction
Battalion except personnel required to handle supplies
at KOLI. Para. On conclusion of major personnel movement plan to retain Comdesdiv 24, WILSON, MAURY, MCCALL,
Mine Group less SOUTHARD and HOVEY, and Transdiv 12 and
release remaining destroyers and DMS. Para. Utilizing
LCT's flat top and PAB barges with occasional night trips
by cargo ship estimate 4 weeks required to complete movement all material including 1500 bundles Marston Mat and
build up supply level of 60 days and 10 units of fire.
Para. Request as soon as practicable after arrival all
LCTs and LSTs in South Pacific be sent to KOLI POINT
report to CTF 61 for this operation. Para. Above estimate
includes remainder of one defense battalion which will be
required prior to completion airfield. In view Comsopac
192255 and Comgen 1st Maramphfor 250512 information is
requested as to units which will be assigned for augmenting
anti-aircraf t defenses of CLEANSLATE and probable time of
availability for movement. Para. Estimate does not include
movement of Marine Aircraft 'Group understood in prospect
for CLEANSLATE. Para. Apparently enemy still unaware our
occupation.

28 0555

COJ~OPAC

to CINCPAC Info ALL TF COMS SOPAC, COMSOVffiSPAC.

15 SBDs with Wildcat escort unable find burning ship off
VELLA after daylight 28th bombed VILA instead. Vessel
wrecked by BLUE strike previous afternoon and probably
sank during night. Report of Avenger strike against BUIN
shipping predawn 28th indicated 1 large AK destroyed by
bomb hits. 1 plane on KAHIL! field blew up from bomb hit.
Huge blaze started east .that drome by return engagement TBF
strike early first. Planes unable locate shipping because
of haze bombed BALLALE. 1 plane dropped load on coast near
KAHIL!. Navy Liberators supported Avenger mission 28th
with Army Liberators doing same today. Bombers dropped
flares illuminate shippi~g for TBFs also sprinkle fragment~tion clusters KAHIL! BALLALE.
Both TBF-Liberato r strikes
were preceded by single plane weather flights to BUIN with
Hudsons returning via MUNDA to harass. Natives report Japs
moving mechanized equipment BUKA to NUMA NUMA or KIETA and
additional troops arriving BUKA. Dutch 75 millimeter
projectile found at CACTUS had identical inscription as new
type land mine previously reported. Indicates mine was
Dutch manufactur e . Jap subs may be using searchlights to
attract mershipping. Barns signal has warned shipmaster}4 2 9

•'

03 2053 COMI NCH to CINCPAC Info COMAMPHFORPAC
Treat with super secrecy. Comamphorpac 022000 best estimate first AGC ready east coa s t 20 ~uly assigned at later
aate. Further instructions re repeat re operation COTTAGE will be issued in early future.
03 1535 COMINCH to CINCPAC Infor COMSOPAC, COMGENHAWDEPT
Handle with utmost secrecy. Chief of Staff u.s. Army
advises action bei ng taken expedite to South Pacific
heavy bombers as follows: As of two February 4 arrived
in theater, 2 departed HAWAII for theater, 3 in HAWAII
and one Hamil ten Fi·eld, 3 being prepared and ready departure any moment, 15 moving from SALINA today to depart from u.s. about 7 February - total 20. Additional
7 bei ng processed for departure so on as oossible. He
suggests and I concur that subject your decision most
practicable method reeinforce South Pacific at once is
to despatch THRPNE from heavy group stationed HAWAII
planes and trained crews and replace with planes and
crews due HAWAII enroute ~outh .Pacif i c as indicated above.
He further advises every effort being made to send South
Pacific 30 medium bombers with Cl'"'ews and antici pates
they wil l dep§.rt U.S. by 16 February. Your 022107.
Pass to Commanding General Hawai. i an .De partment.

04 2000 COMINCH to

CI~TCPAC

Info CTF 8, CTF '3 , etc. etc.

This is most secret. Joint Chiefs of Staff desire that
planning and training and other preparations for operation
against BOODI~ be modified, in accordance with reduced shi ppinp stated below and that revised estimate of f orces required for COTTAGE be submitted 1 after situation resulting
from and offensives based on Fom.~JLA is apparent. Para.
Other projected operations necessitate withdrawal from
amphibious force , Pacific H'leet , all PX.A and all Al')A except 3 lll'A para.- 1 damaged plus 1 new construction in
April. Para. Sstimate 12 LCI and $ LS'I1 will report to
Amphi1ious Force , Pacific §leet by 1 April and 4 L3T later.
Jolnt Chiefs of Staff and COs Army have by hand.
0 5 2125

OOI~:IlJCF

to CINCPAC, CINCLAT\]"T , Info

C0'''IJ~.IP!LTORl1 A'J ,

C01 l;';QPAC, etc
1

This is BiCoro most secret. Cincpac transfer to Lantflt to
arrive I.lEHCTJHY not later than 1 r,1arch 5 f'0?A and 5 PJ~A. Inc.lude DICK 'IJUT, BIDDL::£, Jli~"B,FEHSON, plus 2 other APA now in
~~est Coast area.
J\.KA 0 SEHON, A~~CTURUS, B~~~LATTtiX , HJ::T~C~LGitUESE ,
ALCYOlJT~.
In . addition direct CHARLES CA~~O~ report Cinclant
for dutv unon completion repairs about 1 March. Send as escort any new destroyers assigned Lantfleet which can be made
ready reduction shakedown period authorized.

1430
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07 2356 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC .
This is most secret. Area French Forces have never
formally placed themselves under mv mllitarv command
although professing cooperation, Local Fre~ch Milita:;-y
Comrrl,ander has informed American Island Commander that
he considers himself under latter's military corn.nand for
defense of Island. Cincpac 020129. Have no information
that local French military conmander has been informed
by his government as per reference,

07 0506 COM['-{) PAC to CO:MAIRSOPAC, CGENSOPAC, COMAMPHIBE'OR, etc.
Handle as most secret. Task force 62 occupy RUSSELL
Islands for the purpose of a strengthening defense of
CACTUS of A: Strengthening defense of CACTUS. B: Denying area to enemy. C: Establishing staging point for
landing craft preliminary to further forward movement.
D: Establishing advanced motor torpedo boat base.
E: Conducting survey for landing field and radar site.
Code name this operation and RUSSEL Islands CLEANSLATE.
CTF 62 submit recommendations for naval support. Comgensopac designate Commander landing force and make
available two infantry regimental combat teams with
future availability remainder of one division. Comgen
1st AmphCorps make available one raider battalion and
one third de~ense battalion. Comnavbases Sopac
designate Commander Naval Base CLEANSLA.TE and make
available one ACORN, Construction Units, necessary
elements of CUB and personnel for naval base. Subsequent to occupation Comtaskfor 62 establish boat
pool at Navbase CLEANSLATE. Comtaskfor 63 furnish
air s~pport, direct oualified personnel for airfield
reconnaissance party report Comtaskfor 62. Upon
completion of occupation and when directed. by Comsopac,
command responsibility for defense and logistic support
CLEANSLATE passes to Comgen CACTUS. At same time Comnavbase CLEANSLATE passes to command of Comnavbase
CACTUS, Raider Battalion will be withdrawn subsequently
upon order of Comsopac. In the interest of security
addressees will keep orders and despatches preliminary
to this operation to minimum with minimum distribu~ion.
Operation will be initiated earliest practicabl~ Dog
day to be announced by Comsopac.
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09 2355

CO~SOPAC

to COMINCH, CINCPAC.

Following received from MacArthur. Quote. Information
here seems to indicate that emergency anticipated by you
in your previous despatches has failed to materialize.
MacArthur to Comsopac 090440. My own operations envisage
the maximum use of my air forces. I am in complete
ignorance of what you contemplate. Before considering
the dislocation of my plans and the diversion of my air
force to your operations it is necessary that I have some
knowledge of your intentions. Moreover effective support
can only be given if sufficient information is available
to me to permit of coordination. Unquote. Wilkinson
proceeding BRISBANE first air for conference. Most
secret.
09 2200 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
This is super secret. For Admirals Nimits and Halsey
only. Para 1. MacArthur states that he is nJt in a
position to continue offensive action in the solomons area
at this time. ?ara 2. Desire your co~1ment on operation
to .seize occupy and hold ELLICE and GIL~RT ISLANDS.
Para ). The objects of this operation would be to (1}
make secure the line of communications from PEARL to
riTfiTE POPPY (2) Divert Japanese war and shipping away
from the SOLOMONS in pr eparation for (3) A continuance
of the SOLOMONS campaign. Para 4. Infiltration and
other offensive operations directed against RUSSELL
Islands and NEVv GEORGIA would continue to be carried
out. Chief of Staff Army has.
11 0421 COMSOPAC to COMINCII info CINCPAC.

This is most secret. Rapid consolidation JAP positions
in 1~N GEORGIA emphasize need for earliest attack and
seizure. He is likewise in RUS SELS in sufficient strength
to require immediate occupation which I am undertaking
a bout 21 February. Operations in GILBERT and ELLICE
your 092200 would divert considerable forces and involve
costl;r delay in SOL0~.10NS . Suoport of strong garrisons
required to hold islands in GI LlliRT ELLICE area would
constitute logistic nnd escort drain. Recormaend continue
with all ryos s ibl~ nressure here.
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11 2230 CcrMSOPAC to ALL TF COMS SOPAC, COMCRUDIV 12, Info COMINCH, etc
This is most seoret. Commence Gomsopac Operation Plan
5-43. Jap forces previously in RUSSEL Islands now reported as evacuating . General task this force will
occupy RUSSEL Island.s in order to strengthen defense of
CACTUS and to establish staging point for further forward
movement. TF 61 Rear Admiral Turner with forces made
available to CTF 62 my 070506 Feb occupy RUSSELL Islands
on Dog day. TF 63 Vice Admiral Fitch shore based aircraft
BUTTON - CACTUS as reenforced strike Jap shipping repeatedly
in BUIN area commencing Feb. 13th {coordina ting strikes
with those re-quested of Comsowespac .for same period) support TF 61 as in Annex A which follows shortly in separate
dispatch. TF 68 Captain Merrill, Crudiv 12, FLETCHER,
OBAN:t\fON,NICHOLAS, RADFORD arrive PI ;~ONEY at 6 hours
L {-11) on Dog day, provide support for TF 61 subject to
call CTF 61. TF 16 Rear Admiral Sherman TF 18 Rear Admiral
Giffen WICHITA, LOUISVILLE, SUWANEE, SAN'GAMON, CHENANGO,
CONWAY, WALLER, FRAZIER, :MEADE, EDWARDS, TF 64 Rear Admiral
Lee Batdi v 6 AUIJICK, DUNLAP, FANNING, 3ALCH, CUMMINGS,
TF 67 Rear Admiral Ainsworth Crudiv 9 CHEVALIER, STRONG,
JENKINS , 'I'AYLOR, TF 69 Vice Admiral Leary NEW M],"X:ICO,
MARYLAND, COLORADO, VlOODWORTII, McCALLA, LANG be prepared
to depart bases as directed by despatch to arrive on Dog
day in supporting DIJNANTE of TF 61 against major Jap
forces. This is Part 1 of 2 parts my 112230.
11

2234 This is 2nd part of Comsopac 112230.

Most secret. Paragraph Xray code name this operation and RUSSELL Islands
CLEANSLATE. Dog day is L time, commences at midni ght and
is day when 1st major troop landing is made. It will be
set by originato r by despatch and is expected to be about
Feb 21st. Reference points as in my 031022 and 070612
Feb. Logistics fuel in heavy ships, transport s, TALLULAH
and ERSKINE, PHELPS in RINGBOLT area, oilers at sea as
ordered, BUTTON HAVMfNAH NOU1ffiA. Comrnunication accordance
Pac 70. Comsopac, TF and detached TG and unit commanders
frequency and in addition guard 4295 series as command
frequency to be used for no other purposes than in connection with this operation . Informatio n and operation al
dispatches will be paralleled NPM FOX and Sopac LOTES
broadcast , This Operation Plan 5-43 effective upon receipt. Comsopao at NOUMEA •
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10 2239 CINCPAC to COMINCH Info COMSOPAC.
Coincidence intensified Jap activity against BUTTON and
CACTUS during presence Secnav party there Comsopac concerned over possi ble presence enemy agents NEVI CALEDONIA.
Halsey experiencing difficulty in obtaining cooperation
from NEW CALEDONIA military of.f icers. Para. Halsey informs me Commander French forces has never formally
placed himself under biro as my representative as required
by para 8 of Secnav Secret Serial pren sail cast pren
A 16-3 Pren 28 Pren of April 20, 1942
although such
action implied in your 141445 July. Recommend following
solution. Able: You take steps to insure French Commander comply with paragraph 8 noted a bove. B: When
this done I will delegate to Halsey my ·a uthority contained in para 5 same letter in his command theatre.
Para. With this authority I believe Halsey will have
sufficient newer to cope with any supply or security
problems arising.
11 2237 CINCPAC to COMINCH, COMSOPAC.
For Admirals King and Halsey only. Concur Halsey's
110421. It situation permitted consider offensive designed to capture and hold TARAWA, MAKIN, NAURU and
OCEAN would be most desirable in that it would make
opening in outer perimeter of defense line now being
set up by Japs, would furnish additional protection to
HAWAII SAMOA line and would tend to contain enemy fleet
and minimize possible raids on our trade routes and
outlying island positions. Surprise capture of any or
all of these positions would however bring vigorous attempts by enemy to recapture them with strong fleet and
shore based air support. Japanese have numerous well
equipped naval and air bases in MARSHALLS from which to
operate with shortest distance MILI to MAKIN 200 miles.
Our nearest anchorage with single landing strip is FETLOCK 700 miles from TARAWA. Until present balance has
been upset by further destruction of enemy's naval and
air forces and by grov~h of our own believe our experience
in capture of GUADALCANAL indicates operations proposed ·
your 092200 not now advisable.

·-
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12 1918

COM~~PB},ORPAC ~o

CINCPAC, CTF 8.

This is most secret. ComGen WestDefCom 111728 paraphrased
and passed for info: uwar Department advises Army will
not be able furnish three dive bomber squadrons duty BHONZE
since the only two tactical dive bomber groups at present
in US ~ are committed to high priority theatren. My 082116.
12 2028 COMINCH to CINCPAC, COMSOPAC.
Treat this with utmost secrecy. Admiral Dargenlieu in his
letter to General Patch dated March 12, 1942 agreed that
the superior command of allied troops French, Australian,
American be exercised by General Patch and handed over the
command of the troops based in }fEW CALEDONIA and its denend- · ·
encies. Cor.nnand of the troops to continue to be exercised
by Lieutenant Colonel DeConchard or ~is successor. General
Patch accented the sunerior command in his letter to Admiral
Dargenlieu of the same date. Para. Halsey negotiate with
commander French forces NOU1ffiA to the end that he olace
himself in fact under Halsey accordance agreement and solution Cincnac 102239 results to be satisfactory to Halsey.
Para. Should Halsey be unable to comnlete a satisfactory
negotiation and determine that local securit y is thereby
not adeauate he is authorized to create a military district
within the limits of '~N hich there will be American military
control announcing that he does not consider the French
authorities to be in effective control of the area. This
authorization has not been communicated to the British or
other foreign aut horities.
13 1250 COMINCH to CINCPAC info COMSOPAC.
Ultra High Command for Nimitz and Halsey only. Para 1.
Comsopac 110421 appeers not to see necessit y of operations
in central Pacific as well as in Southwest Pacific which
are so timed and on such scale as to afford support for all
three or at least to endeavor to whipsaw enemy rather than
enable him to concenti·ate in SOLOMONS or attack on JALUIT GILBERT - SAMOA line or on MIDNAY - PEARL line. Para 2.
With above factors in mind, taking into consideration views
expressed in my 301915 November which apply in principle
throughout SOLOMONS, MacArthurs message to Nimitz . dated
13 January and my 121620, desire your proposed plan for
operations during next 4 months. Plan should thoroughly
consider the desirability of p r ogres s ive extending of our
positions alOng the ELLICE - GIL 3ERT line in conjunction
with operations in the SOLOMONS area. Para 3. Nimitz
also see paper on Pacific situation brought by Ghormley
which was presente d to combined Ch iefs of Staff at
CASABLANCA.

·-
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13 1400 COMINCH

to

CI ~JCPAC

This is ultra secret. For adniral Ni mitz only. From
Cominch. Partial agenda for fort~coming c nference
follows. Assume you will bring ~rour olanning officer.
A. Strategical plan f -, r Pacific includin~ S'JLOMON Islands
camoaign, NEW GUINEA ca.llpaign, ELLICE Islands - GIL 3ERTS
area, 1~RSiffiLL Islands area, ALEUTIAN operations and
BUill.-iA operations.
3. Command relations in Pacific Area.
c. US submarine operations in Pacific. D. Measures to be
taken if and when Jap submarine attacks against our shipping are stepued up. E. 3ase developments in Pacific
including floatinr docks repair facilities etc. F. Amphibious Force Pacific. G. Shipning control. H. Analysis of
actions. I. Offensive mining. J. Pacific air bases after
the war. K. Helie!~ of Marines by Army troops. L. Separate
SeaFrontier and district for Alaska and Aleutians. M.
Reliefs for Flag Officers retiring this year (Andrews, Simons,
Downes, Snyder). N. Discussion of Cincpac serial 352 of February )rd. 0. Possibility of reduction in total Haval personnel due to manpower situation. P. Necessity for large numb~rs
of personnel at advance bases. Q. Possibility of relief of
Small and Wiltsi~ for Flag Commands. R. Question of single
agency to control assignment of personnel and cargo for
Pacific areas.

14 2209 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC, Info COMINCH.
Connection Ur 280913 refer my 102239 and comply Cominch
122028. You are hereby delegated the authority to direct
and coordinate the creation and development of administrative facilities and the broad allocation of war materials
in the South Pacific area.
14 2357 CIHCPAC to

CO~dSOPAC

Info COMINCH.

Host secret. For Admiral Halsey only for action and Admiral
King info. This 1st of 2 parts. Para. Request your proposed operations for 4 months see Cominch 131250. Consider
evacuation GUADALCANAL by Japs probably indicates assumption
of strategic defensive by them. If so they may intend oppose us in SOLOMONS with Army troops shore based air naval
light forces some submarines, releasing CVs cruisers submarines for raids on our outlying islands and our communication lines. Can operations you contemplate be relied :on to
continue to pin do\m Jap Fleet to THTnc SOIDMONS area question.
If nnt consider entire absence naval strength Hawaiian Area
as now existing requires re d istri~ution fleet by moving portion
from Sopac. MOST SECRET.
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15 0113 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC, Info COJ,1INCH. {Part 2 of Cincpac 14 2357)
Most Secret. Final part for Admiral Halseys action and
Admiral Kings info only. Also desire your further views
after conference Price on Cominch's proposal for thrust
into GILBERTS. Purpose this thrust to confuse Jap re~arding focal point of our action and support operations
SOLOMONS Sea area. With this desired end should task be
a raid or establishment permanent salient question. Also
desire any alternative ulan based on previously stated
purpose and present forces available. Am arranging recce
~ru\KIN to determine presence airfield.
Please comment by
February 17th.

16 1445 COMINC!I to

CI~'JCP.AC

Treat this as most secret. For Admiral Nimitz onl.v.
Further items conference agenda my 131400. (8) Assignment
of 2100 ton DD's becoming available after June. Should
they replace 1600 tonners now in PacFlt or be divided between Atlantic and Pacific. (T) Establishment of "Naval
Air Center Hawaiian Arean and a"'1pointment of Commander.
(U) Assignment of 4 squadrons of B-24s to Atlantic for
Antisubmarine work versus Pacific requirements.
17 0617 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC info COMINCH.
Most secret for action Cincpac and info Cominch only.
Desirability operations central and Sowespac to confuse Jap
and for mutual suppo1·t fully recognized and concurred in.
Availa~ility of forces is criterion.
Orange position lffivV
GUINEA and Solomons is pegged by Rabaul. Strong offensive
against nabaul area is surest means of pinning down Jap
fleet strength to this area. Strike at Ellice Gilberts
although diversionary does not advance us toward any
critical objective, constitutes in fact a frontal attack,
and support of seized islands, unless prepared continue
advance, would constitute constant tactical and logistic
drain. '~e have initiative in Solomons area and my plans
are to press against Rabaul area as fast as means permit
correlating with MacArthurs operations in Hew Guinea. Am
occupying Russell on February 21st. Pronose to get troops
into New Georgia by infiltration or other means at earliest
possible moment. With present forces I hope to take Munda
Vila about mid April. Ja~ reaction to these operations
Tiill be indicative his attitude and the extent to which he
dares withrtraw fleet units. My estimate Jap cannot let
llabaul go since his entire ~outhern disryosition rests on
Singapore Java Rabaul ryosition. Jap has capability of
makina di versionar 'r raids but I consider that for us to
permit him to force our disperRal fr ·)m focal noint Ra baul
bv such diversions at a time when we have gained initiative
t~ go after it would be t .:J surrender that advantage. f~ 3i1
(Continued)
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Feb r ua r y ( GCr.r )

17 0 617 (C on t inyed)
on d efen s ive not u s. Reinf orce ment wi ll pe rmit me to
ste p up temp o my operations , Wi thd r awal of fleet units
wi ll slow i t down. Price no t arr ived yet, any additional
v i ews will b e f or warded.
18 2221 CI NCPAC to COMS OPAC.
Utmost Secret. Urdi s 1 8 0102. Movin g force now bases
NANDI to HAVA NNAH Harbor a p proved. This cancels restriction on operating Batdiv THREE ships iVest of FIJIS. Approval reor ganization task forces now in Sopa c area except for reconsoli d ation of squadrons and divisions into
t h eir normal t actical units held in abe yance pending
receipt your proposals.
20 0023 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC.
Reorganization proposed. Most Secret. Task Forces 11,
16, 64, 67 as at present. Task force 18 Rear Admiral
Hill BatDiv 4, 3 AC's at HAVANNAH. Task Force 68 Rear
Admiral Giffen, 2 CA's, Cru.Div 12 at HAVANNAH. All Task
Forces exce p t 18 with 8 DD's 18 with 7. Destroyers being
regrouped into own squadrons.

21 0551 CTF 61 to CONISOPAC, Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, etc.
Between 0530 and 1230 L (-11) 21st occupied RUSSEL
ISLANDS with first eschelon of Army Navy and Marine troops
totalling 4030 officers and enlisted. Third Raiders in
PEPESALA. 2nd Battalion reinforced of 103rd combat team
at RENARD SOUND. 43rd Division Headquarters First Battalion reinforced 103rd combat team light antiaircraft
elements 11th Marine Defense Battalion at WERNHAM COVE.
Naval base personnel and PT boats both at RENARD and
VVE~~.
One months supplies 5 units of fire small amount
engineering equipment landed. No enemy forces encountered
up to 1500 L(-11}.
All our naval vessels departed by
1230 except 1 LOT with 2 damaged engines remained WERNHAM.
Expect send one Army infantry battalion to PEPESALA tonight. This is ULTRA. It is considered highly probable
that the enemy is not yet aware of this occupation and
it is recommended that no public disclosure be made.
CLEANSLATE will maintain radio silence for the present.

·.
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22 2146 RDO NOtTIAEA to CINCPAC, Comdes 12, Comdespac, Onnav, etc.
Reference proposed task force reorganization my 220025
destroyers will be grouped by squadrons except as followes: Desdiv 15 and Desdiv 27 assigned to one task
force. Desron 2 assigned as escorts to Comsopac preparatory to eventual !ff.D overhaul. Propose Desdivs 15
and 27 be combined as temporary squadron (suggested
squadron number 3) with Captain Harold R. Holcomb present
Comdesron 2 ordered as Comdesron 3. HiCom. Comdr. Arnold
E. True now Comdesdiv 4 be ordered temporary command
Comdesron 2.
25 0616 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC, CINCPAC ADMIN.
Handle as most secret. Present plans contemplate sufficient force available large scale operations NIDv GEORGIA
early April. For planning Dog Day is 10 April. Cincpac
241628. Comsopac replying. However if reconnaissance
now underway indicate feasibility infiltration troops
into NEW GEORGIA wi 11 be initiated sot)nest practica ~Jle.
26 1022 CONSOPAC to CINCPAC Info CG SOPAC, CG 1st

~ffiC,

COMAIRPAC.

Desire use the 2 battalions of paratroops now in Sopac
during forthcoming operations. Lack of sufficient paratroops carrying air transports has limited jump training
to individual qualifications. This is ultra. This being
currently supplied by SCAT planes of ~~G 25. In order
provide air transport for simultaneous company and battalion jump training, for combat operations, and air
logistic support up the SOLOMONS require 60 R4Dl planes
be dispatched Sopac. Advise.
27 1116 COMAIRSOPAC to COMSOPAC Info

~td!
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CO~ffiiRSOLS,

CINCPAC.

This is my ?71116 in two parts. This is part one. Treat
this as most secret. Para 1. My opinion that Japs have
established a major defense point in SHORTLAND BUIN area
protected from air attack by heavy concentration AA
accurately controlled to above 20,000 ft. In addition over
100 fighters stationed this area. Bulk of shipping is kept
under combined protection of fighters and AA, Consider day
heavy bombardment strikes against shipping so protected
will result in prohibitive losses unless each strike of 12
bombers or less is provided with 50 plane fighter escort,
30 of which employed as close cover. This will require
assignment 160 fighters Corsair Lightning and Warhawk models
to make two twelve plane strikes daily. As fighter opposition reduced protective fighters can. be reduced. Para 2.
Day Liberator strikes are now opposed in force result necessity proc ee d ing direct rout e due short fighter range. My
opinion CLEAN SLATE may permit some deception this connection
but not decisive r e sults. BUIN outside effective figh}~9
range CLEAN SLATE based Wildcats. End Part ONE.
//

D~FIED
March 1st.

(Oahu Date)

The Pacific Ocean Areas were generally quiet. No
strikes were reported in the SOLOMONS area. The CLEANSLATE
operation continued according to plan. Today there are approximately 9500 troops in the RUSSELLS.
Bad weather in the ALEUTIANS caused a cancellation
of all air activities.
Cominch 011245 pink requests .information on- the CLEANSLATE operation. Cincpac 020117 pink requests information
from Admiral Halsey. Comsopac 020455 pink is Admiral Halsey's
reply.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 2nd.

(Oahu Date)

Task Force 67 continues to operate Southeast of the
SOLOMONS in support of the CLEANSLATE operation. TF 68 will
fuel tomorrow at ESPIRITU SANTO, then will proceed to bombard
the VILA - NrrniDA area.
At 1030 (-11) March Jrd 10 SBD with 16 VF escorting
bombed MUNDA. Between 0155 and 0500 (-11) March Jrd 10 PB4Ys
bombed KAHILI and BALLALE. In this strike shipping was the
primary target but the ships could not be seen on account of
poor vi si bi li ty.
On March 2nd (-10) SWPac air made strikes on a convoy
approaching the Northeast coast of N]Nl GUINEA and reported 2
medium AKs sunk, one 7 to 9000 ton AP probably sunk, one small
AK burning and possibly sunk, two medium AKs and one DD damaged.
SELLS.

CTF 61 020210 states airfield possibilities in the RUS-

The MINNEAPOLIS and MISSISSIPPI arrived at PEARL today.
After about one month of temporary repair work at PEARL the
MINNEAPOLIS will proceed to Mare Island for complete battle
damage repair. The NEW :MEXICO will leave EFATE for PEARL about
March 8th ( -11).
Cincpac 030353 recommends that the Military Governor be
discontinued at SAMOA upon the detachment of the present Military Governor - Brig. General Larsen, U.S.M.C.
CTF 8 has asked ·for two or three OBB to bombard KISKA
about March 12th:tfuen highest quarters s uggested such an operation some months ago it was pointed out by Admiral Nimitz that
that employment of OBBs is not suitable. This view is still held
here.
(Continued)
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March 2nd.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued )

CTF 8 030405 pink proposes the occupation of ATTU. This
operation was studied by the Plans Section here in January ('43)
and found. to be suitable. The feasibilit y would depend upon
commitmen ts of transport s elsewhere in the Pacific.
Admiral Halsey informed Cincpac today that
formation based on ground reconnaiss ance indicates
now in the VILA area. If he bases his plans for a
the NEN GEORGIA group on that figure we can expect
all available Pacific troop carrying bottoms.
March 3rd. (Oahu Date)

reliable in10000 Japs
move into
him to require ,J;- Q
.
f(~t-_..>

tvvr1_;

@

Secret despatche s describe repeated SWPac air strikes
starting the 2nd (-10) on a Jap convoy approachin g the Northeast coast of NEW GUINEA. The informatio n is not clear cut but
it seems probable that 14 AK, 4 AP, and 4 DD were hit, and of
these a number were sunk. Our air losses were remarkably small,
viz. 3 VB and 1 VF.
Comsopac 040631 describes air . activities in the SOLOMONS.
Two Jap planes were over GUADALCM~AL from 2200 to 2305 (-11)
the 4th. Four to six bombs were dropped which did no damage.
Pacific Ocean Areas were generally quiet.
Staff officers from ~NPac and SoPac will arrive at PEARL
March 6th (f 9k) to discuss future operation s in the Pacific
Theatre. Prelimina ry discussion s on this subject were conducted by Admiral Nimitz today. While no definite decisions
were reached several proposals were explored. Cincpac 040341
pink and 040315 deal with ALEUTIAN situation .
There were no new enemy developme nts.
March 4th.

;b, .. 1\

(Oahu Date )

®

\?~

The planned bombardme nt of VILA and MUNDA w~~mpleted
the night of March 5-6 (-11) by TF 68. Rear Admiral Merrill reported
that he sank two enemy cruisers in that area, but -o6ho1 e.itlwn::'9 bat
other evidence indicates that these enemy vessels were large destroyers. At 0715 (-11) 5th 10 TBF escorted by 15 VF bombed MUNDA. Two
of nine PB4Ys which bombed the BUIN area from 0400 to 0420 (-11) 5th
failed to return. Of 15 PB4Ys recently sent to SOPAC at least six
have been lost.

TF 67 continues to operate to the southeast of the SOLOMONS.
The carrier and battleship forces in SOPAC are in port. In connection
with large fuel expenditu res in the SOPAC, Cincpac 042315 is a warning
that fuel must be conserved .

(

(Continued )
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March 4th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continu ed)

Cincpac 022045 pink deals with plans for seizure of the
VILA-MUNDA area.
Admiral Halsey suggeste d sending the WASHINGTON to
AUSTRALIA for installa tion of 40 mm guns. Both Cincpac and
Cominch did not favor this plan. On several occasion s Admiral
King has intimate d that our ships should not go to AUSTRALIA
except for urgent battle damage repairs (Cominch 041410) (Cincpac
050145 pink).
Cincpac 050111 directs Com 14 to proceed with the MIDWAY
dredging project.
General De Witt's 042017 pink requests views of ComGen
ALASKA regardin g an occupati on of a position in the NEAR ISLANDS.
We believe that main enemy combata nt strength is in the
general area between TRUK and the EMPIRE. Lack of definite information continue s to raise the possibi lity of an enemy raid in force
on our Central Pacific position s. A raid in force on PEARL is
possible but not probable .
March 5th.
Comsopac 060559 summariz es air operatio ns in the SOLOMONS
SEA area. Between 1347 and 1427 {-11) March 6th about 12 enemy
dive bombers with 25 zeros escortin g attacked our position s in the
RUSSELL ISLANDS. Our losses were extreme ly light. Four enemy
planes were reported shot down.
Pacific Ocean Areas were otherwis e quiet.
Admiral Nimitz discusse d General ~ac~~thur's plan for
Tasks TWO and THREE in the SOLOMONS SE£H~fa'~Efr:tf t>~t~'ff officers
from the South and Southwe st Pacific will a~ive at PEARL tomorrow for further discussi on. What decision the Joint Chiefs
of Staff will make as regards the large means called for by
General 1~cArthur re~ain1 to be seen. In the meantime early decision must be made in WASHINGTON regardin g Admiral Halsey's
present plan to move into the N~N GEORGIA group April lOth, as
General MacArth ur's plan defers this move until operatio ns in the
HUON GULF area are complete d. Furtherm ore, under General ~~cArthur's
plan, CinC SWPAC will set the date for the NEW GEORGIA move.
There were no new enemy developm ents.

1 lt 4?
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March 6th.

(Oahu Date)

Comsopac 070440 describes onerations for the day in the
South Pacific. The Central Pacific was quiet. Bad weather in
the AL~TTIANE halted offensive air activity.
Comairsopac 062147 pink refers to use of an ACV to move
an ACORN.
CTF 8 070115 two nart pink apnroves an operation to
establish an airfield in the TillAR Islands. Cincpac will direct
CTF 3 to make the necessary study.
Staff officers from the South and Southwest Pacific arrived in PEARL today. Admiral Nimitz will confer with them regarding General MacArthur's plan tomorrow.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 7th.

(Oahu time)

Staff Officers from the South and Southwest Pacific conferred with Admiral Nimitz today and left in the afternoon for
WASHINGTON. Rear Admiral Spruance and Captain Small also left for
WASHINGTON to attend the conference on General MacArthur's plan.
Admiral Nimitz expressed general viewa on future moves in the
Pacific campaign. It was agreed that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
would be requested to approve Admiral Halsey's plan to move· into
MUNDA about April lOth without waiting for proposed operations in
the HUON GULF. Admiral Nimitz pointed out that we must be most
economical in fuel expenditures in the Pacific. Possible losses
in the Atlantic this coming spring and summer may require tanker
withdrawals from the Pacific. The pressing need of increased air
strength in the Pacific Theatre also was mentioned. While no
decisions were reached it is believed that all hands profited by
the exchange of views.
On the 6th and 7th (-11) the TRITON probably sank four AKs
in a convoy of six north of the HERMIT ISLANDS.

Between 2300 and 0032 6-7 March (-11) 3 B-24s harassed
enemy shore positions at KAHILI, VILA, and MUNDA. At 2121 (-11)
March 6th an enemy plane dropped four bombs in the water north
of No. 2 fighter strip GUADALCANAL. No damage was done.
Comsopac 080650 gives plans for TF operations for the next
three weeks. His 080052 pink again requests 60 R4Dl planes for
his area.
Cincpac 072353 pink refers to employment of an ACV to move
ACORN 5 and to the employment of the 12th defense battalion.
(Continued)
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March 7th.

(Oahu time)

(Continued)

At 1000 (flO) 7th, 4 P-40s attacked KISKA. During that
afternoon 10 medium and 6 heavy bombers attacked KISKA.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 8th.

~lfttr\./
~

(Oahu time)

During the night 8-9 March (-11) three liberators harassed enemy positions at KAHILI, BALLALE, ~ID1IDA, and VILA. At
1010 the 9th (-11) 11 T3F, 18 SBD escorted by 31 VF attacked
MUNDA starting three large fires and hitting AA positions.
TF 67 continues to operate to the Southeast of the
POLOMONS. The force is covering logistic movements to the
GUADALCAJrAL area. Other SOPAC task forces are in port. Today
there are approximately 10,865 troops (including CBs) in the
RUSSELLS.
Reconnaissance showed approximately 300,000 tons of
enemy vessels anchored yesterday at RABAUL. No major combatant units were seen there.
The Pacific Ocean areas continue generally quiet.

On the 7th (t 10) Army planes bombed and strafed enemy
installations at ATTU. The S-31 left for patrol against enemy
fishing near KM~CHATKA.
It appears that SWPAC air has been very effective in
attacks on enemy attempts to reinforce and supply positions on
the northeast coast of NEW GUINEA. There are indications that
the enemy is short of food and ammunition in that area. Also,
indications continue that the enemy is having considerable
difficulty in supplying sufficient planes to the SOLOMONS Sea
area. At KISKA the landing strip is aJout 80% completed. In
the near future we can expect the enemy to attempt to bring
land based VF to KISKA.
March 9th.

(Oahu time)

~.r\;V

~

TF 67 will fuel at ESPIRITU SANTO tomorrow and ~
continue to operate to the Southeast of the SOLOMONS. All other
major SOPAC task forces remain in normal ports.
At 0745 (-11) lOth 18 SBD, 12 TBF escorted by 31 VF
attacked VILA. All our planes returned. PB4Ys continued to
harass the enemy at KAHILI, MUNDA, and VILA. Comsopac 100534
is an operattons summary for his area.
(Continued)
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March 9th.

(Oahu time)

(Continued)

At 1310 (-11) lOth about 10 enemy dive bombers escorted
by 12 zeros attempted to attack the RUSSELLS. Our intercepting
planes shot down 3 zeros and one dive bomber. Damage inflicted
by the enemy was not reported.
Combatdiv 6 090812 pink recommends postponement formation Batdiv 8 as contemplated by Cominch
The SillJFISH reported two sure hits in a ship of the
ASA}/fA MARU type off the east CHINA coast on March 9 ( -8). The
S-32 probably sank a·n enemy DD off HOLTZ BAY (ATTU) today.
There were no new enemy developments.

March lOth.

(Oahu time)

Sopac operations are covered in Comsopac 110635. PBYs
harassed enemy positions in the central SOLOMONS early morning
(-11) March 11th.
The PERMIT on patrol off OMINATO reported a large ice
pack at Lat. 41, Long. 144 East. It is unusual for ice to be
this far south. The PERMIT also reported sinking two AKs and
one sampan.
Comnorpac 110720 is a description of an unusually heavy
strike on KISKA made today.
Rear Admiral Spruance will be directed to confer with
General DeWitt regarding possible JACKBOOT operations (Comgen
WDC 102038 pink).
Comsopac 070911 and Cominch 082126, both pink, deal
with the unsati-sfactory situation at NEVv CALEDONIA.
An enemy raid in force on our outlying North and Central
Pacific positions continues to be a possibility. ~
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March 11th.

(Oahu Time)

TF 67, after fueling at ESPIRITU SANTO today, will operate
to the Southeast of the SOLOMONS. All other major Sopac task
forces remain in normal ports. Between 0115 and 0330 (-11)
March 12 three Liberators harassed enemy positions in the Central
SOLOMONS.
The AU LICK struck a reef near N01JMEA on the lOth ( -11) and
was badly damaged. She may have to be towed to PEARL for repairs.
Comsopac 121105 is a directive for bombardment of VILA on
March 16 (-11) by 4 DDs.
Enemy planes dropped seven 100# bombs near the METJU?ATA
river (GUADALCANAL) between 1947 and 2135 (-11) March 12. No
damage was done.
Comsopac 110315 is a directive to TF 11 and Crudiv 12 for
training exercises March 15 to 17 (-11).
The Russian SS Ill[AN was sunk by three torpedoes in Lat.
30-56 N., 136-30 E. It is just possible that the SAWFISH caused
this sinking, but we hope not.
Bad weather halted air operations in the ALEUTIANS. In .
his 111221 pink Cominch states that the Joint Chiefs of Staff
look with favor on the JACK~OOT operation.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 12th.

(Oahu Time)

At 2008 (-11) 12th 21 TBF attacked ~ITITll)A with 1000# bombs
starting two fires. One nlane failed to return. At 1020 (-11)
12th 18 SBDs escorted by 23 VF attacked VILA. KAHILI and BALLALE
were harassed by night flying B-24s.
Comsopac 130247 pink tells General MacArthur of his plan to
occupy MTJNDA about April lOth.
A Sowespac submarine expended four torpedoes to sink an
abandoned AK. It is not clear why torpedoes were used instead of
gunfire. We cannot afford to waste torpedoes.

Cominch despatch favoring the JACK~OOT operation noted
yesterday was implemented by Cincpac 130103, 130125, 130151, all
pink.
An aerial reconnaissance of HO'J LAND and BAKER today was

negative.

(Continued)
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March 12th.

(Oahu date)

(Continued )

Bad weather nrevented major air operations in the AJ..ETfTIANS.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
March 13th.

(Oahu date)

Bad weather prevented air strikes in the SOLOMONS today.
Pacific Ocean Areas were unusually quiet. Comnorpac 140605 is
a summary for his area.
Com US Nav Forces Europe 112332 pink describes General
DeGualle' s action to improve Admiral Halsey's relations· with the
French in NEW CALEDONIA.
Comsopac 140413 pink gives aerial mining plans for the
BUIN area.

*7~

Comgen VIDC 132210 three part pink raises the command question
for the JACKBOOT operation . It was answered by Cincpac l
1
pink. There were no new enemy developme nts.
March 14th.

(Oahu date)

At 1710 (-11) the 15th 12 SBD escorted by 25 VF attacked
MUNDA. At 1735 (-11) same afternoon 12 SBD escorted by 4 VF
attacked VII.JA. These strikes were made in order to neutralize
the strips prior to bombardme nt by 4 DDs planned to follow about
eight hours later.
Cominch 122204 pink suggests emplo~aent of a tactical group
of 4 to 6 submarine s in the SOLOMONS Sea.
t>....J

(\..\

Because of one propeller shaft,. _, the NORTH CAROLINA will
proceed to PEARL for docking and repairs.
Cominch 141507 pink approves Cincpac set-up for JACKBOOT
except withdrawa l of AKs from Sopac.
Joint Chiefs of Staff 132021 requests comment on a proposal to set up a special staff to coordinate and handle all
phases of radio and radar counter-m easures.
The enemy continued to improve his positions in north
NEW GUTNEA. There are some indication s that three or four CVs
are training in Emp ire waters. It is probable that Russian
( Continued)
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March 14th.

(Oahu date)

(Continued)

merchant ships are being routed to U.S.A. via TSUCHINffi STRAIT.
If this is true it will complicate our submarine activities
off HONSIID. We are directed to conduct unrestricted submarine
warfare against dapan. This does not mean that we can sink
any ship encountered. All reasonable precautions mu~t ~e taken
to prevent the sinking of neutral shipping.
~
March 15th.

(Oahu date)

During the night 15-16 March (-11) four DDs bombarded
VILA. Our force met no enemy opposition and suffered no casualties. The following morning at 0635, 20 SBD escorted by 20 VF
made a strike on VILA. Comsopac 160553 is his operations summary
for the 15th (-11).
·
The Joint Chiefs of Staff have directed submarine operations off MALACCA STRAIT (Comsowespac 160844).
The S-32 on patrol in the western ALEUTIANS probably
sank an !-class sub entering HOLTZ BAY and may have destroyed
a DD or OM.
Cominch 151620 pink requests Cincpac conclusion regarding maintaining a task force in the Central Pacific. Cincpac
has already made the first move to do that as shovm by his / L~~l7
pink. In the same despatch Cincpac gives a very brief estimate
of enemy strength for Central or North Pacif-ic operations andp__
estimated present enemy intentions.
~v
March 16th.

~
r

(Oahu date)

Bad weather in the SOLOMONS Sea area prevented all
strikes. Usual harassing planes were over BALLALE, KAHILI,
1lli1IDA, VILA and VIRU during the night March 16-17 (-11).

A coast watcher reports that the bombardment group
which shelled VILA March 5 (-11) sank a ship off STANMORE plantation carrying 500 men for J\IDNDA. Three survivors were
liquidated.
There are about 12,000 troops now in the RUSSELL Islands.
Comnorpac 160811 three part is a smmnary of heavy air
attacks on KISKA the 15th (f 10).
Cincpac (170157 pink) considers it desirable to ~ave
an organization at PEARL to handle radio and radar decept1on.
(Continued)
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March 16th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Cincpac 162223 pink concurs in Cominch proposal to
provide for the "Wolf pack" type of operation (previously
noted) and in his 170121 pink he directed Comsubpac to plan and
train for such operations. lJo reply has been received from
Admiral Halsey to Cincpac request for his views on this subject.

frr,y

There were no new enemy developments.
~~rch

17th.

(Oahu date)

During the night 17-18 1~rch (-11) B-17s harassed
KAHILI, BALLALE and VILA. At 1645 (-11) March 18 eleven SBD
escorted by sixteen VF attacked VILA.
At 1003 (flO) 16th 8 P-38, six heavy and six medium
bombers attacked KISKA. Hits were observed on enemy installations.
That afternoon at 1340 (flO) eight VF from AMCHITKA engaged eight
enemy planes 20 miles south of KISKA shooting down two sure and
four probable. Our planes were not damaged.
The TRIGGER on patrol between PALA.O and RABAUL near the
equator reported sinking an 7000 ton AP. Considerable enemy
shipping was seen in this area.
ComGen WDC 171900 pink 2 part requests authorization of
the JACKBOOT operation. His 172239 seven part pink is the proposed
joint directive for the operation. CTF 51 180105 pink requests
more naval forces than were contemplated by Rear Admiral Kinkaid
for the JACKBOOT operation. He is particularly worried about AKAs.
We are not sure that General DeWitt has solved the AKA problem and
will query Cominch. Cincpac I~ ~ 1 pink requests CTF 16 comments
on the above despatches, and Cincpac t2? p pink recommends to
Cominch that the JACKBOOT operation be ordered.
There are some indications that the enemy is planning
some sort of a move in the ALEUTIANS within the next six or seven
weeks.
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March 18th. (Oahu Date)
Air activities in the South Pacific were limited to
usual searches and a fighter sweep in the central SOLOMONS.
Our light forces continue to operate in the southern SOLOMONS
and in the area to the southeast bf the SOLOMONS.
Comsopac 180335 two part pink gives views regarding
coordinated submarine operations.
Comsopac 190532 is an operations summary.
Cincpac 182202 gives plans and objectives for an
army strike on TARAVIJA and NAURU.
In the north Pacific bad weather balked planned air
strikes and searches from ADAK.
CTF 16 190300 pink concurs in
CTF 51 naval force requirements for JACKBOOT. Cincpac 182333
pink discusses forces for JACKBOOT. Cincpac also suggests to
CTF 16 the desirability of additional bulk fuel oil storage in
the ALEUTIANS.
Photo reconnaissance of the RABAUL KAVIENG area on
the 18th(-ll) showed 112 VF and 162 VB. This strengthens the
belief that the enemy counts heavily on air for defense of~--·,. ~·
positions in the SOLOMONS sea area.
'rrn

March 19th.

(Oahu Date)

On both the 19th and 20th (-11) at 1650 SBDs with
VF escort made strikes in the NEW GEORGIA area. 1000# "daisy
cutters" now being used in these strikes are reported to be a
great improvement over the standard bomb.

,

Forty-two aerial mines were planted in the BUIN area
by 42 TBF from GUADAT.~C.ANAL beginning at 2040 ( -11) March 20th.
Nine Bl7's and 9 - B24's attacked searchlights and AA installations prior, during, and after the minelaying operation.
Com Jrd Fleet 200613 is an operations summary.
At 1105 GCT 19th (f 11) an unreported number of enemy
4 engine flying boats d.ropoed bombs on CANTON Island. Details
of this aerial raid are not yet availa~le.
During the morning of the 19th four P38's, 12 lightnings,
six medium and six heavy bombers attacked KifKA. On the 15th
and 16th of March a total of 185,300 pounds of bombs were dropped
on KISKA.
(Continued)
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March 19th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Cincpac 200147 pink expresses general accord with the
views of Admiral Halsey on coordinated submarine operations.
CoMsubpac 192345 pink gives views on the same subject.
CTF 51 190135 pink amplifies his remarks on the JACKBOOT
operation , 1'\ote.o\ '(~~t-.e.-r-Mtt.
CTF 16 will shift his headquarters to ADAK tomorrow.
FUTI.

Cincpac 200237 directs increased AA protection at FUNAThere are no new enemy developments.

March 20th.

~~

(Oahu Date)

At 1640 (-11) March 21st eleven SBD escorted by 15 VF
attacked VILA and MUNDA. Heavy AA fire was encountered at lv'IUNDA.
All Pacific Ocean areas were auiet. The TG under Rear
Admiral Merrill continues to operate to the Southeast of the
SOLOI'10NS. Major Sopac task forces are in normal ports.
Bad weather in the ALEUTIANS caused the cancellation of
all planned air attacks.
Cominch 1R2000pink requests comment on BB assignments
in the Pacific. This despatch was generally concurred in by
Cincpac in his 210242 pink.
There seems a ~ood nossibility that the Japs will order
submarines to attack our lines of communication between the
SAMOAN area and AUSTRALIA. Major enemy strength is believed in
the general area between TRUK and the Empire. There is a rather
large amount of shipning indicated in the 1\/I.l\.RIANAS. The significance of this is not yet clear.
'·~·
--\ )'Y~
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March 21st

(Oahu Da te)

Today was extremely quiet in both the South and Central
Pacific areas. No strikes were made in the SOLOMONS SEA area and
no important enemy forces were sighted by the searches. Five
flights from AMCHITKA and one fli ght from ADAK bombed KISKA today.
Results were not observed.
one

~~rk

Yesterday commencing at 2043 (-11) 40 SBDs each dropped
12 mine off BUIN.

Crudiv 12 continued to operate to the southeast of the
SOLOMONS. Major SOPAC task forces were in normal ports.
It seems probable that the S-32 sank one DD and one I-class
submarine during a patrol off ATTU just completed.
There is good indication that the enemy plans to construct
an airfield on ATTU in the near future.
Jr~
;t
.

March 22nd (Oahu Date)

~· f

I ' 1

t} ~ ,'"

Activities in the SOLOMONS Sea area were limited to
normal searches and logistic moves. Crudiv 12 continues to
operate to the southeast of the SOLOMONS. In answer to Cincpac
query on this type of operation Comsopac sent his 220400 pink.
Cincpac is still not in agreement with this placement of the
cruiser destroyer group to accomplish stated objectives and
points out th e advantages which accrue by the use of the anchorage at PORT PURVIS. (Cincpac
pink).
Comairsopac p lans to bombard NAURU with B-24's during
the daylight of March 25th ( -11).
Two enemy planes dro pped bombs on the bomber strip at
GUADALCANAL between 2050 and midnight (-11) the 22nd. There
were no personnel casualties reuorted but at least 3 B-24's and
one B-17 were destroyed. Dis persal near that field is not good.
It may he that now we have too many planes at GUADALCANAL (over
300).
Comsowespac reports the loss of the GRAt1·lPUS and AMBERJ"ACK while on patrol in the SOLOrJONS sea area. Both submarines
are now long overdue.
Comsopa c has recommende d to Cominch that t he project
to length en the dry dock a t 'VELI.JI NGTON be can celled.
A su bmari ne was s i ghted and a t t a cked off FANJ".JI NG I SLAND
du r i ng t he afternoon today .
J"oint Chiefs of Staff 22193 9 pink directs t he occupa tion of ATTU as soon as practicable. A modif i ed version of
General DeWitt ' s proposed joint directive for thi s was request e d
( Cincpac 230425 pink).
!l ~·
9:.' ~~ .5 2
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March 22nd

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Comsubpacs pro~osal for wolf pack operations is satisfactory to Cominch.
Cincpac 230341 establishes a Central Pacific Force under
Vice Aillniral Leary.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 23rd (Oahu Date)
Enemy planes were reported over TULAGI today but the time
and number w~ not reported. SOLOMONS sea activities were limited
to normal searches and logistic moves. Comsopac 240600 is an
operation summary."
At 0805 (/9E) today officers and lookouts on board the
PIKE sighted an unidentified periscope six miles southeast of
BARBER'S Point (Oahu). This probably was an enemy submarine.
In his 232109 pink, Cincpac suggests the use of Port
PURVIS by cruisers and destroyers (see Comsopac 220400 pink,
previously noted).
In response to a query from Cincpac Comsubpac 240230 pink
recommends against sending four subs to SWPac at this time. Cincpac
concurs in this in his 4~1
pink
CGWDC two part 231930 - 231940 states troops for JACKBOOT
operation wlll be as previously noted. As certain changes are
indicated because of reported airfield construction on ATTU the
joint directive will be submitted to General DeWitt and Admiral
King for concurrance before issue.
Comnorpacfor 230801 is an operation's summary for that area.

:March 24th

() ·v

(Oahu Date)

tWwr

Com 3rd Fleet 250607 is an operations summary for hjs
CTF 1g with two cr11isers and 4 DD will leave ESPIHITU
SP~TO about zero hours GCT March 29 to patrol southeast of the
30L01\Tons. Bad weather hal ted air ope rat ions in the ALEUTIANS.
Comnorpac 240g50 gives .Al~CHITKA airfield progress.
area.

Cincpac 242301 does not agree vii th Comsopacs recommendation to cancel the project to ' lengthen the dry dock at v~~LLINGTON.
Joint Chiefs of Staff six part 232357 pink gives planned
additions to ground and troop strength in the SOPAC and SVJPAC .

(Continued)
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March 24th

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Rear Admiral Rockwell apparently thought that the
VICTORIOUS group would be available to him for the JAC:KBOOT
operation. This is not the case and he was so informed.
Cominch contemplates returning the VICTORIOUS to the
British when the situation here can be handled without her.
It is probable that the enemy will make further nuisance
raids on CANTON during the next few days. There were no new ~
enemy developments beyond this.
March 25th

(Oahu Date)

From 0506 to 0610 (-11) the 27th 5 Airsopac B-24's attacked NAUHU ISLAN"D. No strikes were made in the SOIJOMONS Sea
area. Enemy planes were reported over GUADALCANAL last night.
Comsopac 260740 establishes a
in the South Pacific area.

Ma~"ine

aviation command

Two enemy planes dropped bombs on CANTON shortly after
midnight the 27th (.J 11). Minor damage was reported.
The KINGFISH returning from patrol off the East China
Coast reported sinking one large loaded AP, one trawler, and
the probable sinking of one AK. An enemy depth charee attack
did considerable damap:e to the KINGFISH.
Comnorpac 260750 two part is an operation summary.
The enemy is expected to escort some Marus to the Western
AI..JETTTIANS to arrive at ATTU in the next day or so. This is not
to be considered as a major enefly move.

'\rtrr ·

~
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March 26th

(Oahu Date)

Comnorpac 270805 two part describes the action today in
which the SALT LAKE CITY, RICHMOND, and DD screen engaged a
superior enemy force reported composed of 2 CA, 2 CL, 4 DD, 2
Marus. While we do not know definitely the Jap intentions, it
is believed probable that this enemy force was en route ATTU
with men and materials for airfield construction there.
At 0144(/11) the 26th and 0216(/11) single enemy planes
bombed CANTON.
The FINEACK sank one AK and damaged another AK in an
attack on an enemy convoy near PALAO today.
Enemy planes were over GUADALCANAL again last night.
Slight damage from bombs dropped was reported.
Six Catalinas bombed NAURU early the morning of the
26th (-11).
At 1312 (-11) 27th 9 TBF escorted by 12 VF bombed MUNDA.
At 1317 (-11) the same day 9 TBF with 10 VF bombed VILA. At
1530 (-11) 27th 6 SBD escorted by 7 VF bombed and strafed UGELI
(Rendova Island).
In his 260535 Comsopac remarks on the drydock lengthening
project at WELIJINGTON.
VrYf'(
There were no new enemy developments.
March 27th

(Oahu Date)

Air search to 200 miles west of ATTU failed to locate any
part of the enemy force which was engaged by Rear Admiral McMorris'
group yesterday.
It seems probable that the enemy was turned back.
However, we must expect that they will return in the near future -possibly with increased strength. Available to reinforce CTF 16
are: Batdiv 2 and one Desdiv now on the West Coast; the SANTA FE
and one Desdiv at PEARL, but not ready for about 10 days; units of
SOPAC forces, which would take almost a month to transfer to ALASKA.
No strikes were made in the SOLOMONS SEA area today, and
air searches were limited by bad weather. Comsopac 280137 pink
comments on the deferment of the MUNDA operation as suggested by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Cincpac concurs in Comsopac comments
but will not comment on redeployment of the Pacific Fleet until the
return of Rear Admiral Spruance from Washington.
Four enemy bombers approaching FUNAFUTI were intercepted
by two of our VF.
One enemy plane was shot down and the others
escaped to the north.
Comi nch concu rs with Cincpac views tha t the completion of
the Calliope p roject is essential.
.145 ~
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March 27th

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

On completion of the JACKBOOT operation the NEVADA will
be sent to the ATLANTIC. The SOUTH DAKOTA will remain in the
ATLANTIC until about ~~y 1st.
The enemy is indicated to be strengthening positions in
the MARSHALLS and GILBERTS. Twelve fighters are to be stationed
at MILLE, MAKIN, and TARAWA.
£
fO. ....
\~frl .

March 28th

~

(~~

(Oahu Date)

In the North Pacific all air searches and strikes were
.cancelled due to bad weather. No further word was received regarding the enemy force encountered west of ATTU day before
yesterday. Rear Admiral lV. . cMorris' group is enroute DUTCH HAHBOR.
It seeos probable that the SALT LAKE CITY and the BAILEY will
have to go to a navy yard for battle damage repairs. It now appears that the SANTA FE can replace the SALT LAKE CITY for the
JACKBOOT operation.
TF 18 wi 11 make a sweep of the KOLA GULF area on ni~hts
of April 1- 2 and 2- 3 (-11). On the first night the force will
only sweep for enemy shi~s. On the second night, if no enemy
ships are encountered, VILA and ~/luNDA ~tJi 11 be bombarded.
Com 3rd Fleet 290635 is an operations summary. At
0410 (-11) the 29th 13 aerial mines were dropped in the BUIN area.
This makes a total of 94 of these mines dropned in that area during the past month.
CoTinaveu 251754 gives the status of the French Governor
at NEW CALEDONIA regarding his relations with Comsopac.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 29th

(Oahu date)

At 1500 (-11) March 31, 16 SSD escorted by 23 VF bombed
rJTIJNDA. Part of TF 18 continues to operate to the southeast of
the SOLOHONS.
n-eltCJ"*

The Joint Chiefs of Staff 291803 is a directive for
'Pe:slr 2 in the 9 0LOMONS Sea area.
"

op.,t-ec'fll'ls

?

In reply to a Cominch query Cincpac 300325lgives plans
to reinforce CTF 16. No further word was received regarding
Rear Admiral McMorris' force.
There were no new enemy developments.
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March 30th

(Oahu date)

Bad weather in the POLOH O ~ JS Sea area hamnered air
operations. Com 3rd Fleet 310635 is an operations summary for
the 30th (-11). At least six ships including about three large
DDs were tracked by our night search planes from 2255 (-11) 30th
to 0140 (-11) the 31st in the VELLA LAVELLA area. No landing
was observed.
(Mark 6).

Comsopac proposes to lay a mine field in the KULA Gulf
Cincpac concurs.

Admiral Halsey was asked for his estimate of Pac Fleet
forces required by the NEVJ SOLOMONS Sea directive in Cincpac
302013 pink.
Cincpac 3118~1 pink is a joint directive for the
seizure and occupation of ATTU and the construction of an airfield in the NEAR ISLANDS.
There were no new enemy developments.
March 31st

(Oahu date)

At 1040 (-11) April 1st 41 own VF engaged 30 - 40 zeros
over the RUSSELLS shooting down 16 zeros. Vle lost six fighters.
Com 3rd Fleet 010621 is an operation summary for the 31st-1st
( -11) •
Comsopac 010111 pink is Admiral Halsey's estimate of
Pac Fleet forces required prior to and during the proposed offensive in the SOLOMONS Sea Area. Cincpac has proposed to Cominch the withdrawal of 3 CA's and one Desdiv from the SOPAC to
reinforce CTF 16. Further withdrawals probably will be made to
reinforce the Central Pacific Force.
Comnorpac 310915 and 312025 describe attacks on KISKA
on March 30th
10).

(I

CTF 16 310322 two part pink gives an estimate of forces
required at this time. The NAR~..THAL and :NAUTILUS will be converted
to troop carriers and sailed to the ALIGUTIAN~, arriving there
a bout May 1st. Cincpac has offered the NEVv IVIEXICO and MISSISSIPPI
to CTF 16 for the LANDCRAB operation. CTF 51 plans to sail the
NEVADA and IDAHO for the North Pacific April 7th.
There were no new enemy developments.
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01 0550 COMSOPAC to ALL TFC SOPAC, SUBCOMSERONSOPAC, etcT
Short title SOPACORG 2. Present intention reorganize
SOPAC task forces as follows:
Task Force 11 - Radm Ramsey SARATOGA, SAN JUAN, 8 DDs.
Task Force 16 - Radm Sherman ENTERPRISE, SAN DIEGO, 8 DDs.
Task Force 18 - Radm Hill MARYLAND, COLORADO, SUWANNEE,
SANGAMON, CHENANGO, 7 DDs.
Task Force 64 - Radm Lee WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, INDIANA,
NASSACHUSETTS, 8 DDs.
Task Force 67 - Radm Ainsworth NASHVILLE, HONOLULU, HELENA,
ST. LOUIS, 8 DDs.
Task Force 68 - Radm Giffen WICHITA, LOUISVILLE, Comcrudiv
12 Radm Merrill MONTPELIER, COLUMBIA,
CLEVELAND, DENVER, 8 DDs.
TFs 63 Vadm Fitch and 62 Radm Turner remain unchanged.
Destroyer escorts and DMs remain under Comsopac in TF 66.
Senior officer of each type in Sopac will act as Type Com.
Propose initially base task forces as follows, TFs 11 and
64 at NOU~ffiA, TFs 16 and 67 ESPIRITU SANTO, TFs 18 and 68
HAVANNAH. Assignment destroyers by separate despatch.
SOPACORG 2 will be made effective by originator.
02 0210 CTF 61 to COMSOPAC Info COMAIRSOPAC,CINCPAC,SENAV GUADALCANAL
In reply your 280510. After 2 days in RUSSELLS Colonel
Weir my staff expresses opinion airfield conditions are
favorable. Consensus is that 3500 foot strip with Marston
mat and some dispersal areas can be operating within 6
weeks and that extensions to over 5000 feet can then be
well in.hand. Ample construction equipment and personnel
for immediate needs are now here and will be pushed in as
rapidly as possible. Para. Understand 21st Marine Air
Group will be assigned CLEANSLATE. Recommend that group
less planes and flight personnel be sent CACTUS on arrival
Sopac. If this group plus lOth defense are assigned this
force at an early date we should be able to transport them
to CLEANSLATE by increments in time for them to prepare
their installations and to be fully operable by the time
the field is ready for planes to use.

14.5 R

D~~f\EO
March

(GCT)

03 0353 CINCPAC to· COMINCH Info COMSOPAC, COMGENSAMOA, COMDT

~~RCORPS.

Urdis 082116. Marcorps 092017. Mydis 240032. Halseys
010402. Recommend discontinue military governor from
detachment Gen. Larsen authority Naval (Civil) Governor
derived from President as Commander in Chief and comes
from military source hence see no technical involvement
for authority of senior officer exercising unity command.
Unnecessary specifically designate either Comgen SAMOk
or his Chief of Staff to exercise present functions military governor. Such functions would be discharged by
present Naval Governor subject to military direction by
officer exercising unity of command.
04 0631 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info NZNB, COMSOWESPAC, ALL TF COJHS SOPAC.
Sowespac air estimates 11 ships sunk as result determined
strikes 2nd and 3rd against LAE bound convoy. Undermined
number damaged. 6,000 enemy reported occupying MADANG.
Liberator strike to BUIN area predawn 4th saw no shipping
dropped . bombs KAHILA BALLALE. SED's with Wildcat escort
struck MUNDA 0720 love ( -11-) 4th starting 4 fires. WilQ.cats strafed VIRU on return. Native scouts say Jap vessel hit by bombers off VELLA Feb 27th sank dawn 1st. Own,
air activities 3rd. 2 fighters strafed cutter off IRINGILL
0740 love left craft aflame. 10 SED's gave 1rrmDA drome
its daily pounding.
04 0315 CINCPAC to CTF 8.
Your 030355 negative.

Operation does not ---- (See Pink).

04 2315 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC Info COMSER -70RPAC, COMSERONSOPAC, etc.
Fuel expenditures in Sopac during past month plus requested deliveries for March emphasize urgent need for
strong control measures. Without curtailing strictly
necessary task force movements operations which do not
interpose against enemy threats or further our advances
must be drastically reduced. Coming spring and summer
may find us with directive to transfer to Atlantic some
tanker tonnage. In addition to foregoing it is imperative to speed up tanker voyages by following.. Prompt
discharge especially of remnant cargoes. Use slower
tankers for the mobile storages. Erect shore tanks with
dispatch. Status PEARL fuel stocks will soon require
diversion some tankers now in your service.
05 0111 CINCPAC to COMINCH, NOB MIDi,VAY, Info Com 14.
Proceed with first priority work on MIDWAY dredging as
outlined your sec ltr ser. 0060 of 19 Feb. 1943. Cominch
is requested to assist in procurement dredge M c~~JLLEN
mentione d foregoing reference.
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06 0559 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL CTF SOPAC, COMSOWESPAC, NZNB.
CTF 68 reports his VILA-MUNDA bombardment group sank 2 Jap
light cruisers after midnight last night in KULA GULF.
Enemy vessels left FAISI for KOLOMBANGARA 1910 L (-11)
yesterday 5th came dovm through WILSON STRAIT. Black cat
spotters for surface ships saw· 20 minute naval battle then
helped cruisers, destroyers shoot up airfields. Large fire
started VILA and Jap guns silenced. At 0700 L (-11) 6th
SARATOGA Air Group (69 planes) struck MUNDA dropped 30 half
ton daisy cutters and strafed area. Reported runway absolute
ly unserviceable result shelling. 5 Liberators hammered
!~.HILI predavm today while 3 dropped bombs BALLALE.
Fires
started dispersal area south runways at both fields. 2
BLUE vessels enroute MAINYARD to LECTERN report unsuccessful
attack by Nip high level bombers midday 5th. Additional
air activity 5th. Hudson on weather flight to BUIN returned
via MUNDA dropped 4 light bombs. 9 Navy Liberators over
BUIN area 0400 L (-11) failed find shipping targets dropped
bombload BALLALE. 2 aircraft failed return. Search plane
bombed enemy activities VIRU • Patrolling sub has detected
Jap radars RABAUL, WEWAK, BUKA, SHORTLAND and AITA.PE (North
NE\111 GUINEA). 2 dead, 11 wounded result air raid TULAGI
night 5th-6th. Searchlight activity probably by sub continues vicinity MANUAE ISLAND, COOK Group. Vessels in
TASMAN SEA keep 20 miles clear CAPE EGMONT, NEtN ZEALAND.
Evidence enemy laid mine field there.

07 0440 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info ALL TFC SOPAC, COMSOWESPAC, NZNB.
12 Japanese dive bombers escorted by 20 zeros made first
raid U S positions RUSSELL ISLANDS 1347 love (-11) 6th.
1 man killed 12 wounded result strafing and anti personnel
bombs. Material damage light. Small blue fighter patrol
over islands destroyed 4 dive bombers plus probable 5th.
Just nrior attack 2 SED's on antisub natrol near RUSSELLS
jumped by zeros. 1 SBD shot down 1 of 3 attacking zeros
other fought off 5 nips. Both our nlanes returned. 2
DD' s 7 AK' s sighted BTJIN area morning 6th. 5 Navy liberators off during morning darkness 7th to strike BUIN shipping were nreceded by advance flare plane. Saw no vessels
13UIN 1 AK KIETA. Striking planes sulit to bomb i\I ETA
vesse.l 13ALLALE KAHILI VILA. Results generally unobserved.
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08 0650 COMSOPAC to ALL TFC'S, SOPAC, COMDESRON 12, COMCRUDIV 12.
Assuming no major enemy activity during next 3 weeks
desire utilize opportunity for training commensurate
with concentrated upkeep program and state of readiness
for action. Training exercises should be carefully
planned so that minimum. training time will produce
maximum results along line. of breaking in newcomers
and of specific preparations for our next offensive
which involves all phases of amphibious operations
against shore opposition.

10 0534 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info NBNZ, ALL CTF SOPAC,

COMS~NESPAC.

11 Torpedo bombers 18 dive bombers escorted by 31 Wildcat
fighters struck liUNDI 1010 L (-11) ninth. Avengers dumped
half ton bombs set for grass cutter action in supply bivouac
areas starting large fires. Dauntless pilots worked over
AA posits silencing all guns which opened fire. Coast
watches saw two DDs approaching BUKA from east 0700 L (-11)
lOth. Air saw two small freighters SOHANA ISLAND ninth.
Additionally sighted ninth. One AK north BOUGAINVILLE STRAIT
8 AKs BUIN SHORTLAND area. Photos ninth placed 51 fighters
KAHILI drome. Following from natives: 20 bombers being
repaired BUKA ninth. Last week's bombing killed 20 Nips
BUKA area. NIDM NU~~ natives being stirred up to hunt
whites chinese loyal natives. Japs again evincing interest
VELLA LAVELLA. Surveyed DOVEL! COVE northeastern corner
island 7th and next day looked over BILOA area southeastern
VELLA possibly considering fighter strip site. Watcher
say large oil fire result VILA bombing AM lOth/.
11 0635 COMSOPAO to CINCPAC, Info COMSOWESPAC, NZNB, ALL TFC'S SOPAC.
Sopac activity lOth centered RUSSEL ISUUJDS. At 1310 L
(-11) about 10 Aichi 99 dive bombers 12 Nagoya zeros attacked islands were intercepted by local patrol plus
fighters from CACTUS. 1 Aichi 3 zeros destroyed. At
2020 L (-11) RUSSELLS had radar contact 7 unident ships
north BAIREN Island. 25 minutes later saw gunfire on
horizon. PT's despatched. Nil further reports as yet.
VILA strike 0745 L (-11) lOth was by avengers and dauntlasses with VVildcat escort. 29 hig bombs in target area
started several fires. Navy Liberators harassed fuhliiLI
VIUNDA VILA early lOth.
Similar mission substituted BALLALE
for MlJNDA early today 11th. Photo flight to RUIN area
1600 L (-11) lOth saw 7 warships 7 merships.
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11 0715 COMNORPAC to CINCPAC, COMINCH, CT:B, 3, COMNORWES':::SEAirRON, Etc.
Days work March lOth from Gomnorpacfor8 Part one of 2
parts. All times W (plus 10). S-32 reported torpedoing
1 DD off HOLTZ BAY 2300 9th. Depth charged by another with
slight damage. No further info. Weather plane reported
no new shipping BOODLE 1030 ATTU. 500. 1438 weather plane
on way home attacked by 5 float fighters off BOODLE causing
minor damage. 4 FO~ffiLA P-40 at 920 dropped 4-300 pound
24-20 pound frig bombs sub base area BOODLE with hits
observed. New subjects. Expect Ogliuga emergency steel
landing mat ready 11 March with balance of work completed
in 5 days. 8 additional P-40's now based FORMULA. First
photo negatives taken during lar~e scale attack 11 single
float 3 double float monoplanes on beach BOODLE Harbor.
Not sighted by attacking Dlanes. !/feather generally good.
Searches r eported averaged 85 percent. Negat contacts.
11 0720 Part 2 of above. First part is 110715. Comnorpacfors
March lOth summary. 10 medium 6 heavies 12 P38's from
VENTRILOQUI9.T attacked BOODLE at 1124. 7 . Lightnings
strafed radar installations and nearby ack ack battery.
4 B25's followed dropping 4 half tanners on each radar from
deck level. Both targets and 1 nearby AA battery hit. 6
B25's smacked NORTH HEAD with two hundred 16-20 pound frag
and 35 - hundred pound demolition from four to five thousand
feet practically silencing AA many hits seen. Immediately
thereafter 6 Liberators plastered main camp area with 36
half tanners. J buildings seen hit and smoke that area
afterwards. AA heavy against deck level attack but grew
weaker with attack on NORTH HEAD. 1 each Mitchell Liberator
Lightning and F-5 minor damage DimfD Gunner slightly wounded.
All planes returned. All times W (plus 10).
11 0315 COMSOPAC to CTF 11, COMCRUDIV 12, CONWAY, PHILIP, ,."TALLER, Etc.
Task Force 11 Rear Admiral Ramsey after completion of
scheduled exercises about noon 15 March proceed to rendezvous
with CruDiv 12 plus action DD's Rear Admiral M~rrill at
2000 GCT 15th posit 19-~0 South 167 East. CruDiv 12 depart
EFATE late afternoon 15th. Thereafter combine force under
Rear Admiral Ramsey conduct tactical exercise in area north
of lat 19 -30 South and West of long 167 East until 0300 GCT
17 March, then Task Force 11 proceed to NOU1ffiA to arrive
prior dark 18th. CruDiv 12 plus DD's proceed to point F
to operate along F-Q line.

1452
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12 1105 COMSOPAC to CTF 67, COMAIRSOPAC, COMDESRON 21 info CINCPAC etc.
Effective on receipt. This is Comsopac operation Plan 7-43.
Jap troop and logistic concentrations VILA STANMORE area
heavy. Continuous night. reenforcement from BUIN-SHORTLAND
area indicated. Additional information in dispatch to follow.
General task this force bombard and destroy enemy troop concentrations at VILA STANMORE. Destroy any enemy craft encountered.
Task Group 67.6 Comdr. Mcinerney in NICHOLAS
OBANNON RADFORD TAl~OR detached from Task Force 67 proceed
via north and east SAN CRISTOBAL in time arrive TULAGI noon
15th 1mrch for refueling. Depart TULAGI at moderate speeds
in time to pass through latitude 8-54 south longitude
159-16 east at 0845 GCT the 15th. Increase speed to arrive
off VILA and corrunence bombardment at 1500 GOT 15th. Complete
prior 1530 GCT. Return via north of GUADALCANAL and north
and east SAN CRISTOBAL to rejoin Task Force at point Q at
2000 GOT 16th. Task Force 63 Vice Admiral Fitch shore based
aircraft GUADALCANAL area provide air coverage for TG 67.6
from daylight March 15th until local noon March 16th. Provide Black cats to As.sist bombardment arranging necessary
liaison at TULAGI March 15th. Strike MUNDA and VILA~sunset
15th. Paragraph. Reference points as in my operation plan
5-43. Black Cats warned that unnecessary flying within gun
range Task Group seriously interferes with their mission.
Communications as in my operation plan 5-43. TG Commander
guard Task Force Commanders circuit. TG 67.6 becomes TG
18.6 at 1200 GCT the 15th. Comsopac at NOU~mA.
14 0605

CO~.rnORPAC

to CTF 3, CINCPAC, COMNORWESTSEAFRON, COMINCH, etc.

Summary for 1~rch 13th. Weather (rain low ceiling some for)
again prevented air attack on BOODLE from VENTRILOQUIST.
FORMULA closed in during most of morning also. Few searches
made in middle of chain and to westward averaging 50%. Negat
contacts. Weather plane returned early due weather,. At 1415
W (plus 10) 12 P-40's from FORMULA raided BOODLE dropping 144
fragmentaries GSOTMAMP# area. Planes reported seeing Zeros
on beach as per photos. All planes retunned. No further
details available. New subjects. Laying of Ogliuga mat
finished 12th. Arrangements now underway to lay additional
matting in order widen runway. 10 P-38's now based FORMULA.
Planes now based there are 31 fighters 4 mediums and 2 PBY'S.
Comnorpacfors.
#AS BROKE
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16 0844 COMSOWESPAC to CTF 71 Info CINCPAC, COMINCH, MACARTHUR, J.C ofS
Joint Chiefs of Staff have directed assignment 2 submarines
for 1 patrol each between MALACCA STRAIT and MARTABAN BA.Y to
sink enemy shipping enroute RANGOON for purpose reducing
enemy reserves preparatory ANAKIM operation. 1st submarine
to depart at early dite. Information that Japs send 6 or 7
supply ships monthly to RANGOON. Eastern Fleet submarines
are employed on offensive patrol northern end MALACCA STRAITS.
CTF 71 will assign submarines for this task and direct departure 1st submarine earliest practicable date 2nd sub relieve
on station at end of normal patrol. Communicate direct with
Commander eastern Fleet to obtain additional information
desired regarding movements Eastern Fleet. Inform me name
vessel designated 1st Patrol and date of departure by
priority despatch.
16 0811 COIVINORPAC to COMINCH, CINCPAC, CTF 51, COMNORWESEAFRON, etc.
Results of field day 15 March from Co:mnorpacfor. Part 1
of 2 parts. No IDII!-JAK searches due fog rain. Western searches
completed averaged 98%. All times IJV ( ..f 10) unless otherwise
desip,nated. At 0945 8 FOmnJLA P-38's slapped BOODLE with
13 quarter tonners from 8000 feet and saw hits camp area. No
enemy nlanes in air or on water. All returned base without
damage. VENTRILOQUIST mission comprising 8 heavies 6 mediums
12 P-3~'s accompanied by lF-5 photo plane hit ~OODLE at 1115.
Mediums on separate attack let NORTH HEAD have 36 demolition
100 pound 216 frag 20 nound bombs. IIits observed. AA light.
Heavies dropned 3-2000 pounders 12 half tonners on submarine
base from 6000 feet with unobserved results and 12 1000
pounders camp area hits observed. AA heavy SOUTH HEAD camp
area NORTH HEAD all bombers returned base undamaged. 8
Lightnings top cover 4 strafed beach. No enemy planes seen.
Ack ack heavy scattered some firing at top cover. 1 fighter
engine caught fire pilot landed near RAT ISLAND. Rescue
planes and DD sent covered by FORWJLA P-40's. Believe rescue
accomplished. Final report later. Other VENTHILOQ.UIST
fighters returned base.
16 0817 Here is part 2 of Comnorpacfor March 15th summary. Another
attack made by 8 FORMULA Lightnings at approximately 1300.
16 quarter tonners dropped main camp and NORTH HEAD from
9,000. Results unobserved. At 1303 weather plane attacked
by J float planes. No damage. 4 P-40' s left ~,ORMULA at
1407 to locate aoove enemy planes. No further details.
Still another BOODLE mission departed VENTRILOQUIST 1520
comnosed of 6 mediums 5 heavies 5 lightnings. No report
received of results. New subjects. 332 off JACKBOOT reported destroying Item Class submarine at 0900 GCT on 14th.
No details available. Doubtful sub contact at 0835 near
Lat 54 Long 167. Planes and ships conducted search. No new
shipping seen BOODLE today.
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16 2138 COMlJORPAC:B,OR to CG WDC, CINCPAC, CT:B, 51, COMIHCH, etc.
Add this to Comnorpacfor 160811 and 160817 activities 15th
March. 3rd FOID~JLA mission 4 P40's took off at 1407 W
(plus 10) found no enemy fighters dropped 60 fragmentation
20 pounders 2 incendiaries on NORTH HEAD. 4th FOR1v1ULA.
mission 8 P38's 3 B25's with photo plane took off 1815
leaving 33-500 pounders on BOODLE. Summarizing. In 4
attacks from FOITh1ULA and ? from VENTRILOQUIST total of
687 bombs weighing 100,080 pounds dropped on BOODLE. There
were 200 take offs and landings from fighter strip FOmnJLA.
Have reported separate despatch sinking of ~ class subcat
HOLTZ BAY by S 32. New sul')jects. Rescue mission found
P3g pilot on beach RAT I~LAND dead from drowning. PBY successfully made 1st landing and take off OGLIUGA emergency
emergency strip on 15th. Poor weather prevented observation HOLTZ BAY and CHICHAGOF HARBOR by weather plane.
AGATTU negative. Photos taken 15th show 6 enemy planes on
BOODLE BEACH at 1115.
19 0532 COMSOPAC to Com 7th FLT, Info ALL TFC 3rd FLT, COM 1st FLT.
11 dive bombers with VF escort attacked VIlA bivouac area
late afternoon 18th dropped 5 tons high explosives. All
planes returned despite c.oncentrated accurate A.A. Single
nip plane unsuccessfully bombed BLUE DD and oiler enroute
AMPERSAND from 11.1AI:NYA.."RD 18th. Watcher reports 3 barges
loaded with Jap troops and natives departed NUMA for KIETA
0930 Love (-11) 18th. TULAGI had condition red night of
lgth no report of damage. Morning searches 18th saw little
shipping BITIN area. GROTJPER returning from patrol reports
counting 24 DD's in Tokyo Express run on 4th-5th February.
30 Japs armed with mabhine gun landed DOVELI COVE VELLA
LAVELLA AM 17th.
20 0613 COM 3rd FLT to COM 1st FLT, Info ALL TF COHS, 3rd FLT COM,etc.
Grumman fighter sweep 19th to MUNDA where earlier search
same day has reported 15-20 planes on ground. Found only
damaged aircraft. Strafed revetments, LAM 3ETI area, and AA
posits silencing 1. At 1650 (-11) 19th 9 SED's bombed VILA
with half ton Daisy cutters. 2 BLUE planes hit AA fire
but all returned. Search 19th saw nip camp BMJ~TANA in
Southwest CHOISEUL 2nd camp 28 miles Northwest. Also 2
small groups tents near ~BATANA. Dauntless on patrol
near RUSSELLS depth charged possiJle su~ 0730 (-11) 19th.
BUIN SHOHTLAND shipping AM 19th was 7 vessels including
only 1 possi :)le warship. 2 fortresses harassed KAHILI
BALLALE early today 20th. Another unsuccessful bombing
attack by lone Nipper took place forenoon today upon :MAINYARD bound BLUE convoy east northeast of SAN CRISTOBAL.
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20 0237 CINCPAC to COMPOPAC, Info COMGEN SAM:OA.
Present planned and future air operations from FUNAl:r-(JTI
expected cause enemy reaction against that exposed positione Increased .defenses particularly antiaircraft essential there. Urdis 132324 noted. However am requesting VOpnav send 8 90 MM and 8 40 N!J.\1 AA FUNAFUTI with fire
control equipment and Navy personnel for maintenance these
equipments. Desire personnel two urovisiopal comDanies
FUNAFUTI be trained in ope rat ion 90 1'IM and 40 MM so as to
man them from time of arrival until regular crews can be
made available.
23 0341 CINCPAC to

COiv~ BATPAC,

SATDIV 3 LESS IDAHO,

'~.,-ICTORIOUS,

etc.

Central Pacific Force under cormnand Vice Admiral Leary in
NEW MEXICO hereby organize9.'as Task Force 50 Pacific Fleet.
Initially composed of Batdiv 3 less IDAHO HMS VICTOHIOUS
SANTA FE PRINGlE BACHE CONVERf)E STANLY. Bat ships report
for this duty immediately others when directed by Cincpac
upon completion navy yard work and type training under
their respective type commanders. Previous task group and
unit designations of action addressees hereby cancelled.
Central Pacific Force will oppose any advance of the enemy
in Central Pacific Area and will plan and train for offensive operations in that area and for support of offensive operations in contiguous areas.
24 0600 COMSOPAC to COM 1ST FLEET, info NZNB, ALL TF COMDRS SOPAC, etc.
2 Nip planes raided MAINYARD bomber strip. Alert from
232050 to 240017. No personnel casualties but bomb hit
runway others struck near grounded planes destroying 3
Liberators 1 Fort by fire and damaged others. Native says
radio located Dovcli Cove Vella Lavella. Bombardment VILA
160200 destroyed oil and shore dumps caused Japs to withdraw
to bush north of plantation. Managers house destroyed.
4 Llghtnings strafed REKATA while another 4 screened.
2 AK's 1 transport 1 AH sighted BUIN FAISI morning 23rd.
Same day 1 AK at KIETA. All times L (-11) •.
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23 0801 COMNORPACFOR to CINCPAC, COMINCH, CTF 51, COMNORWES'l1 SEAFRON et
2 missions each from VENTRILOQUIST and FORMULA to BOODLE
returned without dropping bombs due low ceiling solid overcast 2-3000. Snow showers middle of chain. Searches middle
and westward averaged 100 percent. HOLTS Bay CHICHAGOF
SEMICHIS NORTH SHORE AGGATU scouted. Negative contacts. No
new shipping no enemy planes sighted BOODLE. Cruiser Group
comprising SALT LAKE CITY RICHMOND 4 DD's covering routes
HOROMUSHIRO to JACK BOOT - BOODLE. Sunnnary March 22. Additional detail S32 attack on I class sub Mar 15. Large
volume smoke seen above conning tower followed 6 minutes
later by disappearance sub. This following sound of explosion indicates destruction.
23 1930 COMGEN WDC 4TH ARMY to CINCPAC info COMAMPHFORPAC CTF 16 etc.
Most secret. CG 0317. Reference Cincpacs 230425 designation of troops as indicated in my 172239 discussed.
23 1940 Today with Chief of Staff War who concurs. Therefore Army
troops required remain as indicated in previous dispatch.
This part 2 of 2 parts our 231930. Request you issue joint
directive. Problems indicated in Comamphforpac 190135 will
be adjusted locally. Most secret.

25 0607 COM JR.D FLT to COM 1ST FLT Info NZNB, COM 7TH FLT, etc.
3 fords 18 avengers raided KIHILI. At 242035 forts unloaded 2 quarter tanners in revetment area. 3 avengers
followed dropping total 3400 pounds bombs bivouac area
starting fire. lL~ torpedo bombers then hit revetment area
with 1 6600 ,ounds of bombs starting 4 fires.· 1 avenger
dropued 12 century bombs on small vessel unobserved results. A.A. heavy also many searchlights. All planes retruend. Photos 24th show 15'dive bombers 35 VF 3 VB on
KIHILI. Usu'al number planes other fields. Barge activity
NUMA TENAKAU ARIGUA East Coast BOUGAINVILLE noted~~ .J\.K off
TEHAKAU at 241300. DD or OL plus 3 AK' s at BITIN-:b,AISI
morning 24th. :MAINYA.BD alert at 250245. L (-11) time used.
24 2301 CINCPAC to COMINCH, Info COl\lSOPAC, NOB AUCKLAND.
Do not agree with Comsopac 220107 for following reasons.
Arrivals of CA and BB floating docks in Sopac area are
expectations not certainties.. li,loating docks are always
vulnerable to attack both enroute and in harbor. If worst
should happen we would continue to have available only the
2 docks for CA's at SYDNEY and a third of BB size now building with reported readiness about mid 1944. Original recommendation to lengthen CALLIOPE dock was premised as assurance this work could proceed without interference continued operation thereof. If this premise still holds which
Comsopac is requested to verify recommend that planned e xtension be undertaken at early date.
14
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24 0850 COMNORPACFOH to COMINCH

CINCPAC

COMi'~ORWESTSEAFRON

et

Summary for 23rd from Comnorpacfor. Foul weather resulted
cancellation attack missions from VENTRILOQUIST and limited
searches middle ALEUTIANS. vfestern sectors averaged 110
percent including observation ATTU .AGATTU SEMICHIS. Only
contact 1 Nakajima 97 southwest 300DLE sighted by Catalina.
Apparently searching. Did not attack. FORlYlULA figher strip
now complete with sand and gravel surface and steel matted
warm up pads and dispersal standings for 39 miscellaneous
standings. New estimate completion date steel matted
bomber strip 200 by 5000 rylus some dispersal is April 20.
26 0740

1 to COHARAIR1!1INGSPAC
1

Info CINC?AC

CO~.'LAIRPAC

Comsopac has apnroved establishment under Airsopac of Marine aviation . command Sopac consisting first Harine Aircraft
Wing, 2nd Marine Aircraft Wing plus such other Marine aviation units servin~ Sopac under command senior Marine Aviator
Sopac, designation "Marine Aircraft South Pacific" short
title "11arairsopac". Renuest you take necessary steps place
this in effect and obtain authority to form effective 1 April
"Headquarters Squadron, Marairsopac".
26 0750 COMNORPACFOR to CINCPAC, COI'df'OVIESTSEAFHON, ·coMINCII, etc.
Comnorpacfor sends 1st part of 2 parts March 25th summary.
BOODLE attacks. From Fom.ffiLA. 0745 W ( .f 10) 4 lightnings
in low level attacks strafed beach hangar and camp a~ea
dropping 4 incendiary clusters and 2 quarter tonners. Complete surprise no ack ack great activity personnel camp
area seeking cover while being -strafed. 1650 W (f 10)
covered by 8 lightnings 3 mitchells droppP.d 12 quarter ton
bombs with hits main camp and on beach south of hangar.
Heavy AA 20,000 little seen 8-10 thousand bombing altitude.
Of 13 VENTRIL00)ITrT liberators 2 turned back mech trouble.
1 had rack failure. Others dropped 3 1 tonners sub base
with hits. 256 century demos runway area with hits west
end and south side runway. 34 centur;r demos North Head.
AA North Head end and North main camp. Slight damage 1
ulane. While returning this mission si~hted 1 unidentified
float nlane PEGULA I 0 LA.l\ID approx 1615.
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2£ 0800 COiv'INORPAC to COMINCH CINCPAC CTF 51 COMNORV'IESSEAFRON e'tc.

2nd part of 2 part summary 25 March. Pass to same adees.
·BOODLE weather and through chain variable during day scattered·
snow squalls. BULDIR AGGATU negative. No new activity
SEMICHIS. Photographed HOLTZ and CHICI~GOF. 8 to 10 barges
CHICHAGOF. Encountered AA some from village on FOX HARBOR
upon which weather plane dropped 8 quarter tanners. Results
unobserved. Sighted 2 cross lined objects on northwest beach
CHICHAGOF. Too large for aircraft. No new shipping no enemy
planes seen. 4 western search sectors averaged 500 miles from
VENTRILOQUIST. Other 2175. New subjects. S-23 now returning
from patrol east coast KAMCHATKA PENINSULA reports no contacts
except ice and RUSSIANS. Photos east arm HOLTZ bay 24th and
25th reveal following. Additional 375 feet of rectangular
ditches. These ditches extend 850 feet southwest from point
900 feet from beach. Additional grading observed between abov
ditches and those previously reported. Construction activity
covers total length of 2400 feet. Construction definitely
identified as beginning of fighter strip. Upwards 500 fox
holes counted in vicinity construction.
27 0805 COMNORPAC to CINCPAC, COMINCH, COMNOII'ffiSTSEAFRON, etc.
Summary March 26th from Com.norpacfor. First part of 2 parts.
All times W (flO}. Cruiser Group SALT LAKE CITY RICHMOND
BAILEY COGHLAN DALE MONOGHAN at 0803 made contact with two
Atagos or Nacqis two Kumas 4 unidentified DD's 2 large AK's
or AP's lat 53 long 168-40 eas~. About 0930 after concentrating McMorris engaged initially at eAtreme ranges courses
generally northwest. Force Comdr suggested retiring action
to allow opportunity off-setting enemy superior strength with
air. Searching Catalinas formed scouting line. S23 enroute
base diverted to HOLTZ Bay CHICHAGOF Area. Cruiser Group
courses from northwest to,south to east. Surface engagement
broken off about 1220. Our forces then heading to eastward.
Enemy last reported 20 or more miles to westward. No further
contact between surface forces.
One enemy heavy cruiser hit
by gun fire and probably torpedo. Was firing only one turret
when engagement broken off. Probably hits on one enemy light
and other heavy cruiser. SALT LAKE CITY received at least
6 hits 2 below water line. Has speed 22. Gyros out emergency
steering in use and flooding after engine room being control~
led with difficulty. Part__? will follow.
27 0810 Part 2 · of March 26 summary~~
BAILEY damaged details.unknown.
COGHLAN director and radar out several injured. MONOGHAM
casualty to reduction gear bearing limits speed to 25 knots.
8 Lightnings 3 Mitchells left PORMULA 1329 having been delayed
due installation bomb bay tanks bombers. VENTRILOQUIST planes
delayed due being alr•eady loaded with miscellaneous bombs for
BOODLE. 13 Liberators 8 Mitchells off from VENTRILOQUIST 1336.
continued
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1450 Catalina reported 2 transports course 270 speed 10 no
position. 1550 position this plane lat 52-45 166-55 east.
1505 another Catalina picked up 1 AK lat 53-40 166-48 east
no course or speed given. All Mitchells and Lightnings
landed FORMULA 1905 to 1935. All Liberators landed VENTRILOQUIST 2030. Bombers did not contact enemy. Weather plane
scouted ATTU AGAT'l1U SEMICHIS KISKA. No contacts or new
activity. Weather middle chain blizzards VENTRILOQUIST to
westward frequent snow squalls.
26 0535 COMSOPAC to COMINCH info CINCPAC, NOB AUCI\.LAND, COMSERONSOPAC.
Cincpac 242301 lengthening Caliope Dock could proceed without
interfering dockings of ships but with crane service only 1
side. Manpower situation now considerable more acute than
when project was initiated • . Prosecution of work would divert
manpower from ship repairs and tug construction. These ship
repair facilities now being utilized for vessels including
combatant. Comsopac sends. Extent of work which can be done
in short overhaul period depends on number mechanics available.
VffiLLINGTON floating dock capable handling heavy cruisers with
bow and stern overhanging within safe limits.
29 0635 COM 3RD FLT to CINCPAC Info ALL TF COM SOPAC,. COMS1ilPAC, NZNB.
7 Forts 5 Liberators dropped total 10,200 pounds bombs
twenty clusters observing shots KA!1ILI runway revetnent
area at 290410. All time-s L (-11). 1 Corsair 5 Lightnings strafed float zeros FAISI seaplane base setting 5
to 7 planes afire at 290620. On return strafed DD 10
miles southeast of FAISI and left ship smoking. All planes
returned. Charlie William reports BLUE raid UGELI R,.~NDOVA
on 27th caused heavy loss of food and equipment. 2 BLUE
fi .r ;hters intercepted 4 Jan bombers 20 miles northwest
FUNAJ:i"'UTI ELI.ICE Grou-p at 280954 shooting dovm one bomber
dispersing others. 3 DD' s 4 .A..K' s at BUIN FAISI morning
28th. Same time 1 &X at TEOP northeast BOUGAINVILLE.
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25 1754 COMNAVEU to COUINCH Info CITJCPAC, COL'lSOPAC.

Admiral Dargenlieu has now confiJ~ed information given
mydis 112332 anQ mydis 211156 on instructions given to
Governor Montchamps. DeGaulle and Dargenlieu have confirmed powers by letter and despatch. First. Governor in
absence of High Commissioner has full power to deal with
American command on all local matters. · Second. His powers
are limited only by no1~al .French laws and regulations and
by specific directions not to release 3 named government
office buildings . and specific military quarters. Third.
He has full authority over communications service which
has no right to inspect or control his messages.. Fourth.
·rn any matters effecting French sovereign rights and causing serious difficulties or disturbances in civil population Governor is advised to report such cases to National
Committee. Admiral D'Argenlieu expresses full appreciation
of nroblems faced by U.S. Command and earnestly desires to
aid American forces in any nossible manner. He hopes
American Command understand French difficulties and problems
and will not ask the impossible. This refers particularly
to housing crisis NOUNfEA mentioned by MyDis 211156 and confirmed in my letter serial 0083 of 22 March.
31 0635 COM 3RD FLT to NZNB info ALL CTF SOPAC.
Munda raid at 301500 by 16 Dauntless 23 i.'Vildca ts. 8 tons
daisy cutter bombs fell on runway revetment area northwest
loop and north edge LAMBETI starting fires. Light AA. ·
All planes returned. Blue plane over MUNDA following raid
says runway in bad shape. AK off KITTA at 301715. L (-11)
times used. Small AK at NUMA east coast BOUGAINVILLE at
310830 another ship arriving from north. Schooner at
TERAKA BOUGAINVILLE. Large AK and 2 possible corvettes
on easterly course 5 miles southeast OE1~ Island at 311000.
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J603-29th
From:

(March 1943)

Joint Chiefs of Staff.
MacArthur, Nimitz, Halsey.

To:

(All acknowledge receipt)

1.
The Joint Chiefs or Staff directive oommunioated in
Cominch Despatch 022100 or July 1942 is cancelled and the following directive is substituted therefor.
·

2.

Command.
(a) The operations outlined in this directive will be

conducted under ·the direotio~ of the Supreme Commander, Southwest Paoifio Area.

(b) Operations in the
direct command of
ing under general
Southwest Pacific

SOLOMON ISLANDS will be under the
the Commander, SoPao Area, operatdirectives of the Supreme Commander,
Area.

(c) Units of the Pacific Ocean Area, other than those
assigned by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to task foroea

engaged in these operations, will remain under the
control of the Commander in Chief, Pacific Ocean
Area (Cincpac).

3.
Forces will be allocated for these operatipns as determined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

4.

Tasks.
(a) Establish airfields on KIRIWINA and WOODL.ARK I SLANDS.
(b) Seize LAE - SALANLAUA - FINf:CHAVEI'l - MADANG Area and
occupy Western NEW ~RITAIN.

I

(o}

Seize and occupy SOLOMON ! . LANDS to include the southern
portion of'BOUGAirWILLE.

;.

Purposes.
To inflict losses on ~apanese forces, to deny these
areas to Japan, to contain Japanese foroes in the Pacific Theater
by maintaining the initiative, and to prepare for ultimate seizure
of B!SMARK ARCHIPELAGO.

6.

Plans.
Supreme

Coa~ander,

Southwest Pacific Area, will submit
-1-

1-d7
'
v1

·~
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Joint Chiefs of Staff (291803) (360J-29 th) March

6.

Plans.

'43 .

(Cont'd)

(Cont'd)

general plans includin g oomposi tion of task forces, sequence and
timing of major offensiv e operatio ns to the Joint Chiefs of Staff .
Foregoin g directiv e has been embodied in Joint Chiefs
of Staff paper 238/5/D whioh has March 28th, 1943, tor 1ts date• .

-2-
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01 0621 COM 3RD FLT to C01.1 13T IPLT, ALL TTPC SOPAC, Info COM 7TH IPLT.
During night of 3lst-lst.prowling cat contacted enemy force
of 5 DD' s 1 AK off 3o'uthwestern KOI.,OMBANGARA returning f+rom
VILA. Cat dropped 2 500's straddling 1 destroyer also
dropped flares then led Army Liberators into low altitude
attack. Results unobserved and later strike during night
failed to contact. Ntp DD's laid smoke screen while under
attack. Forenoon 30th 1 twin engine Nip bomber dropped
several bombs missing 2 BLUE YP's east of SAN CRISTOBAL.
SED's with VF escort-failed to find large AK reported by ,
search plane north northwest REFATA 31st. Hit SUAVANAU on
way back to base. BUIN SHOHTLAND shipoing 1'111 31st 5 DD' s
1 AP 3 AK's 1 patrol vessel other smaller craft.
31 0915 COMNORPACFOR to CTNCPAC, CTF 51,
CG1 !DC , c OII.lWESTSEAFRON ..

CO~J:INCH,

C01\llJORVill3T?EAFRON,

March 30th. All times Vl ( .j. 10). Attacks from :B,ORMULA. 4
Liphtnings 1015 dropped 4 quartertonners 4 magnesium clusters
LITTLE KISKA from 500 to 700 feet. 2 missions later in day
with results unrenorted. From VENTRILO(!.UIST. 1st mission
6 Liberators 6 l\'I itchells 4 Lightnings returned from BOODLE
without dropping due to weather. 2nd mission 6 heavies 4
Li?-htnings 2 nhoto planes apnrox 1230 dropped 208 demo hundred
pounders from 2900 to 3300 feet enemy runway construction
east arm HOLTZ Bay. Hits runway and tent area south thereon.
AA both arms HOLTZ BAY and CHICAGOF Harbor damaged 1 heavy.
1 radioman injured. 2 float planes on water so·u theast shore
CHICAGOF. 3rd mission approx 1430 5 heavies 4 Lightnings
left 118 demo centuries main camp area fron 3400 feet. 1
heavy shot down 100 yards east north head large volume AA.
Plane caught fire before breaking up and : falling into water.
Part 2 follows.
31 2025 Part 2 of above. More info attacks 30th from Comnorpacfor.
At apnrox 1510 vv (plus 10) 2 Fom~wLA Lightnings dropped 2
ouarter tanners 2 mag clusters through overcast on camp
area. Results unobserved but did observe fires burning
LITTLE KI 0 KA from previous attack. 20 hours \v in an unusually
effective attack 6 FORMULA Kitchells at altitude 25 to 50
feet distributed 18 demo 300 lJounders 9 quarter tanners as
follows. RDO stations. Radar believed destroyed. Tremendous
explosion of smoke and flames sub base probably oil storage.
Hangar and camp area. Southeast end runway where 5 or 6
trucks observed. Ninety l'IJil emplacement near runvvay. Personnel
seen and strafed all the wav. Met very heavv ack ack. Battle
damage three nlanes one Making belly landing~ on partially
comvlete FOIThTITLA bonber strip. Personnel injuries two minor.
Photos taken.
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27 1308 COMAIRSOPAC to COMSOPAC Info COMAIRSOLS, CINCPAC.

This is 2nd and last part my 271116. This is most secret.
Para 3. PS OVLLY instructed Comairsol on 25 February to
withhold day heavy bombardme nt strikes BUIN SHORTLAND shipping for present. Night horizonta l bombing ineffectiv e
this purpose. Weather has prevented low altitude attacks
since these conclusion s reached and no opinion effective ness this form attack reached. Para 4. Recommend as immediate measure increased long range fighter strength by
requesting temporary transfer one squadron Lightning s
from SOVffiSPAC accordance my 141341 and exchange of airplanes or units of 2 Marine Corsair equipped squadrons now
at PEARL for Wildcats in SOPAC. End Part 2.
March (GCT)
01 1245 COl~INCH to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC.
Hicont for Nimitz and Halsey only. All others do not decode
further. What useful purpose is being served by operations
on scale indicated in Comtaskfo r 61 despatch 270628. To
what end are these operations a means.
02 0117 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC
For Admiral Halsey only. Hicom. Reply direct to me regarding Cominch 011245. Para. My 241628 your 250616
concur paragraph 2 Turners CLEANSLATE Plan able four dash
four three but am impressed by large increase in number of
troops involved compared with number mentioned in conference
January 23rd namely one raider battalion and part of defense
battalion . Request your reason for this expansion . What
are present prospects of commencing N~l GEORGIA operations
appreciab ly sooner than ten April.
02 0455 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC.
Most secret Hicom for Cincpac only. Operations on scale
indicated due necessity strong protection of fighter field
which is being constructe d as support for coming NEW
GEORGIA operation , and probable extent hostile reaction
unknown at time of initiation . Conincb 011245. Cincpac
020117. Advanceme nt to CLEANSLATE in excess of subsequen tly
determined actual defense needs consists of troops and
material headed in proper direction and thus completing
first stage of next movement. I do not consider CLEANSLATE
as anything but stepping stone for NEW GEORGIA seizure.
Furthermo re this type operation with landing craft is first
atter:1pted and its comparati vely large scale believed woul-d
give us invaluable experience and data needed for coming
more crltical operation s. Logistic limitation s indicate
April 10 soonest practicab le for large scale NEN GEORGIA
movenent. Reconnais sance informatio n still too meagre to
indicate feasibilit y infiltrati on.
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03 0405 CTF 8 to CINOPAC, Info COMINCH, C01MESTSEAFRON, etc.
Most secret. In view reduced shipning availability
to Comamphibforpac in Cominch 042000 recommend consideration be given to capture and occupation of
JACKBOOT about 15 April or earlier if practicable in
order support air field to be constructed on SHEMYA
simultaneously with occupation of JACKBOOT. This would
beat 1 way weather by providing airfield on either side
of a front moving eastward permitting more frequent
bombing of BOODLE, would permit searches to reach out
to westward to pick up enemy supuly ships, and would
insure reduction of BOODLE unless relieved by strong
force from Empire. Request OTF 3 comment direct to
Oinopac info me. CG ADO concurs.
04 0341 CINCPAC to CTF 8 Info OOMINCH , COMWESTSEAFRON, etc.
Most Secret. Your 030405. Do you have means now in
hand or in sight to accomplish ryroposed task. If not
what additional means do you consider necessary. What
·are possibilities constructing landing field ATTU or
AGATTU. Lynd thought sout heast end AGATTU looked good
from air. Have you sufficient hydrographic information
of area of contemplated operations.
04 0315 OINCPAC to CTF 8.

(MOST SECRET)

vour 030355 neP.ative. Operation does not appear likely
to be profitable at present time. In addition see my
160455 October much of which still applies.
02 2045 OINCPAC to COMINCH , Info

C01·.~SOPAC.

For Admirals King and Halsey only. Hi-Com. Halsey is
plannine to take VILA MUNDA with target date 10 April.
Para. He plans use RUSSELLS as jump off for push and
subsequently as base for landing craft moving by night
with supplies and men in large volume. Strongly held
fighter strip RUSSEJ..~LS reduces round trip CACTUS VILA
by 100 miles~ Concur Halsey's despatch same subject.
04 1410 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info OOMSOPl'l.C.
Sopac 030057 question advisaJility on score of time
required and workmanship of having any but urgent
battle damage repairs done in locality mentioned.
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05 0145 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC +nfo COMSERONSOPAC, COMSERFORPAC, etc.
Most secret. Urdislo30057. Navy yard PEARL designated
for replacement f61--:D quads in Washington by ten forty
millimeter quads~ounts available now. Can undertake
work commencing about 1 April completing in 30 days.
Definite orders as to when ship is to be sent will be
issued later. Do not desire this work undertaken in
Australia.
04 2017 DETWITT ( CONIGEN WDC) to COMGENADC Info CINCPAC, COM.AMPHFORPAC.
Activity suggested by dispatch Comtaskfor 8's 030405.
CG 0302. Desire your views giving full consideration to
·logistical plan Jased on strength of ground and air forces
required which will oe controlling factor. Your recommendation on type and source of units, place of assembly, estimated length time construction field SEMYA and availability equipment for same. Clarification of details,
including possibility of providing the required naval support and strength of permanent garrison, essential prior
to submitting to Joint Chiefs of Staff for consideration.
Discuss matter fully with Admiral Kinkaid and give me
your views as to feasibility initiation JACK BOOT operation prior completion FOIDAULA occupation and construction
bomber strip that place. Also include estimate present
enemy strength on JACK BOOT. Suggest that if Cincpac is
favorable as result of reply by Kinkaid to his 040341
Rockwell and I meet you and Kinkaid at SITKA for conference.
07 0103 CTF R to CINC"PAC

Info ·~ CO~~IT'JCH,

CO~·f 'TEPTPEAFRON,

COHGEN 'INDC, etc.

This is part one of CTF 8's 070115 in 2 parts. Handle· as
most secret. Recommended consideration of operations
against JACK ~OOT contained in my 030405 urompted by 1elief that shipping now available Comtaskforce 3 is inadenuate for COTTAGE. That short period of good weather
normally beginning about 15 April should be utilized fully.
That there is doubt about additional shipping being available during such period because of demands other areas.
That in any event revision of estimate of forces required
for COTTAGE after effect BOODLE air offensive based on
FOill.ffiLA becomes apparent will come too late to permit
undertaking COTTAGE before sunmer fogs set in. In view
above consider recommended oueration effective substitute
at this time. Barring major~enemy counter action proposed
operation can be accomplished with forces available plus
certain additions to sh)ps now at Rockwell's dis9osal as
noted in part 2.
Note:

Part 2 follows on next page.
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07 0115 CTF 8 to CINCPAC, Info C011NOWEST9EAFRON, etc.
Most secret is this part 2 and final of CTF 8's 070115
to same adees. Reolying specifica lly to Cincpac 040341.
Assumptio n is assmne about 500 daps are on dACK BOOT.
No coast defense guns and only few ~~ guns mounted in
HOLTZ-CHICAGOF area. SARANA MASSACRE and TEMHAC BAYS
believed not defended by shore batteries. Possiole
mined particula rly SARANA. Estimate 1 reinforced regiment including mountain artillery from 7th division ·
now being trained could effect initial landing and occupation dACK BOOT. 4 APA plus 2 or 3 AKA should suffice. Reserve and garrison to follow promptly, composed
troops now this area and using Army transporta tion. Seebees or Army Engineers now this area could build landing
strip on SHE1ITA in about 3 weeks. Slffi~ITA preferred because of flat terrain, easy approach for planes and quick
constructi on. Photograp hs indicate fighter strips could
be· constructe d dACK BOOT but more work required and less
desirable in thick weather due high hills in vicinity.
Air field about 9000 feet can be built AmJLOCK but presents
difficult engineerin g problem because of rough terrain.
Total of 3 or 4 cruisers and 2 or 3 battleship s with 2
souadrons destroyers should suffice or for escort, bombardment and covering force. Recommend that dOint Staff
under Rockwell be directed study detailed requireme nts
and make plan. Expect bomber field :B,omviULA be ready by
middle May but operation should be undertaken earlier in
order not waste any good weather. Buckner concurs in
general.
06 214 7 COMAIRPAC to CINCPAC Info

C0~ 1SOPAC.

Comsopac 020450 and 060317 Cominch 051315. Auxiliary
carrier can move only about 1500 ship tons cargo due to
restricted hold snace and limitation s on total weight carried on hangar and fli~ht decks. Employment to help move
ACORN would be inefficien t and is not recommend ed. Recommend auxiliary carriers assigned to combatant service but
not immediate ly required Sopac be sent to yards for material
improveme nt and then employed accordance my serial 00122
of 3 March.
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08 0052 COMSOPAC to COMINCH, Info CINCPAC, COMAIRPAC.
This is most secret. Planes requested my 261022 vital
for April combat operations and air logistic support
thereafter. Desire maintain 60 this area. Request
that number be dispatched earliest practicable.
07 2353 CINCPAC to COMINCH, Info COMSOPAC.
Urdis 051315. ~mployment ACV to move ACORN 5 considered
inefficient use because of restricted cargo space this
type and not concurred in. - Recommend employment PRESIDENT
MONROE and MERCURY as planned. Para. Decision on employment 12th Defense Battalion must be withheld pending decision
possible other operations to be reached at forthcoming conference. Recommend Airdrome Battalion now training San
Diego area be sent Pearl to complete training when shipping
available. Para. Comsopac is requested to advise Cominch
info Cincpac on questions raised last para of reference
dispatch.
09 0812 COMBATDIV 6 to COMSOPAC Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, COMBATPAC.
Handle as most secret. In view prospective absence
WASHINGTON during April to receive 40 mm guns in accordance
Cincpac 050145 Combatdiv 6 sends and recommends postponement
formation Batdiv 8 as proposed in Cominch 071646 until
arrival SOUTH DAKOTA at which time he strongly recommends
Captain Glenn B. Davis be ordered as Combatdiv 8. This
recommendatio n based upon personal observation character
and ability Captain Davis and his performance of duty as
Commanding Officer WASHINGTON during past 6 months including night action 15 November.
10 203g COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC, CONAMPH70RPAC, CTF 8 Info CG ADC.
I have received a communication from ConGen ADC recommanding
similar action and in general agree. Reference Part 1
number 070103 and Part 2 number 07115 of Comtaskfor 8 to
you relative proposed JACKBOOT operations. This is part 1
of 3 part dispatch signed Gen DeHi tt CG vlDC and 4th Army
Presidio of 8AN FRANCISCO.
10 2045 Part 2 of above.

0 CALIFOillJIA CG 0304. With your concurrence I 'pro9ose-a meeting in near future of Comtaskfor
8 Comamphforpa c, Comgen ADC and myself at SITKA or other
c~nvenient place for purpose of agreeing on details of
10 2049 Staff for action and unon which Joint directive can be
based. Part 3 of 3 part dispatch 102038. Do you agree.
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07 0911 CO!·ISOPAC to COMIIrCH info CIJTCPAC.
Hi-Com. Situation here Cominch 122028 February marked
by desire French Governor cooperate rut blocked by Dargenlieu adherents. Instructions given r~~i ontchamp by De
Gaulle as indicated Cominch 221540 and Comnaveu 221843
October were evidently not adequate to convince Montchamp
his continuing authority to negotiate local matters.
Possibly those instructions diluted in delivery by local
Dargenli eu representative who alone holds codes. lviont champ
considers reference Dargenlieu necessary on many relutively
MINOR items. Dargenlieu reolies dilatory and generally
obstructive and anti American. Request presentations
direct to De Gaulle to secure reissue general authority
Montchamp arrange direct all local matters and specific
authority turn over Naval school building to Comsopac.
Montchamp will welcome these instructions. Request advices
instructions resultin~ to check against dilution in delivery here.
08 2126 COMI!JCH to COM

U~

IJAVAL FORCES

~1JROPE

Info CINCPAC, COMEOPAC.

This is HiCoro.

For Admiral Stark only. Reference Comsopac
Make necessary representations to DeGaulle to rectify unsatisfactory situation.
07011 which is being padded to you.

11 1221 COMINCH to COMGEN WDC,

Cii,~CPAC,

Info COMVvESTSEAFRON, etc.

Most Secret. Reference CTF 8 030405 Joint Chiefs of
Staff look with favor on this move provided it can be
·accomplished with means Cincpac can make available and
those previously rnade available to Commanding General
Western Defense Command for COTTAGE. No increase in shipping now available to the Army for ALASY~ run can be made.
This communication sent at this time in view of short
time remaining available for preparation but is not to be
a directive to execute operation. It is a directive to
plan and train therefore. Employment of old battleships
for bombardment purposes approved.
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13 024 7 COrffiOPAC to COMINCH Info CINCPAC.
Urdis 122140. This is most secret. Mydis 040601 to
Comsowespac. Quote. Pass to MacArthur. Present plans
contemnlate seizure NEd GEORGIA commencing target date
April lOth. This discussed with Kenny Southerland. Although anticipate requesting you for limited air action
a~ainst SHORTLAND FAISI area do not consider assistance
from you on major scale will be required. Halsey. Unauote.
No reply received.
13 0103 CINCPAC to COMGEN VfDC Info CTF 8, COM..L\li[PHIJFOTIPAC.
In view of Cominch 111221 concur your 102038.
13 0125 CINCPAC to CTF 8, CTF 3, Info CG WDC,

3 part.

SO~lESSEAFRONT,

etc.

Most secret. Cominch 111221. In collaboration with Comgen
;lDC plan and train for J"ACK :"-300T on basis move commanded
by CTF 3 until am9hibious nhase completed. If operation
ordered it would be under CTF 8 general direction. Training along lines Cincpac 090342 January taking into account
reduced effort. Surface forces to be made availaole by
Cincpac follow in ~eparate despatch. Congen WDC concurrence
this desp~tch requested.
13 0151 CINCPAC to COMINCH, Info CTF 3, 8, C01iWESTSEAFHON, etc.
Most secret. Cominch 111221. CTF 8 070115. Can make
available for JACF~OOT operation Batdiv 2 com9osed
PENlTP'rLVANIA NEVADA IDAHO. Crudi v 1 less RALEIGH plus
SALT LAKE CITY. Desro~s 1 and 14 totalling 16 destroyers •
.AFA HARRIS JF BELL ZEILIN HE"Y"dOOD possibly DOYEN this on
assumption you do not order additional transfers to Lantflt.
Three AKA can be made available only by diversion from Sopacfor which is possibly acceptable in view delivery in
that area of 9 partially converted type EC-2 freighters
but regarding which decision held in abeyance pending
decision of form S[)ring ~OLOrlONf campaign is to take. Only
alternative for JACK~OOT is to substitute for AKA such as
are readv of the 8 EC-2 freighters ordered fitted out for
NTS service and all availa hle Amuhorpac r.,srr. Transfer of
Desdiv 27 from Sopac accepta)le due considerable number sub
chasers and sound eouinued minesweepers now reaching that
area to augment antisu-bmarine escort facilities. Early
decision required in this respect permit Desdiv 27 proceed
ALASKA with equivalent of tender refit at PEART.~ enroute.
Further intend organize task force composed 1Th1S VICTORIOUS
SANTA FE PHINGL~ rl'\.CHE CONV~RSE STANLY with U.S. :Wlag Officer in 2ANTA FE and train this force in Hawaiian Area until
JACK300T is well in hand as emergency reserve against unforeseen eventualitie s.
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11 2332 COM US NAV FORCES EU to COMINCH info COMSOPAC, CINCPAC.
Urdis 082125 replyin g Comsopac dispatc h 070811 . Degaul le
expres ses regret at delays in meeting reques ts of Americ an
author ities at NOUMEA. Instruc tions are being sent to
Govern or N~N CALEDONIA to place Naval School Buildin g immediat ely at dispos ition Comsop ac. Nation al commit tee will
issue new instruc tions definin g powers of Govern or to negotiate local arrange ments with Americ an author ities. Will
inform you of these instruc tions when issued .
14 0413 COMSOPAC to COMSOWESPAC info COMAIRSOPAC, CINCPAC, COMINCH etc.
On eightee nth or first night therea fter weathe r permit (this
is most secret) Sopac aircra ft schedu led to lay aircra ft mines
BUIN area within 20 fathom curve from vicini ty MOILA Point to
POPOTALA Island to vicini ty east point with random drops
inside this line as situati on permits possib ly repeati ng
succeed ing night or nights after first operat ion. Mine drop
to be suppor ted by Sopac bombin g and strafin g. Will proceed
as above unless it confli cts with your plans.
13 2210 COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC info COMNORWESTSEAFRON, CTF 8, CTF 3.
Unders tand from your dispatc h if operati on ordered Comtas kfor 3 will command all forces , surface air and ground , until
landing s comple ted after which command will pass to Comtas kfor 8. This is book messag e. Cominc h 130125 . CG 0308
plannin g.
13 2215 This is part 2 of 3 parts our MSG NBR 132210 Stop for operaation and trainin g of troops earmark ed for operati on to continue as at presen t stop if this unders tanding correc t I
concur your dispatc h stop recomn end operati ons office r Comtaskfo r 8 remain availab le to Comtas kfor 3 in SAN DIEGO as
long as deemed necess ary by latter in connec tion
13 2219 with prepar ation of plans for operat ion. This is part 3 of
3 parts our MSG NBR 132210 . New subjec t. Will arrange for
confere nce Rockwe ll Kinkaid Buckne r and myself at KODIAK
immed iately after confere nce of Admira l Rockwe ll and myself
with Spruan ce.
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MINCH.

rour 132210 three part. CTF 8 will have supreme command
and direction entire operation. Under CTF 8 CTF 3 will
command all amnhibious operations until landing completed
when troop commander takes over command ashore and continues under CTF 8. Otherwise your understanding correct.
12 2204 COMINCH to CilTCPAC, Info COH90PAC.

This is most secret. Effectiveness of operations and
availability of submarines indicate desirability even
necessity to form a tactical group of 4 to 6 submarines
trained and indoctrinated in coordinated action for operations such as now set un in SOL0~10l'·JS to be stationed
singly or in groups in enemy ship apnroaches to critical
area as in BOUGAIN'liLLE :WiANNING II',fDI:-PENP.A lLE STRA.. ITS and
slant or southward of 30UGAINVILLE Island or between latter and NEW GEORGIA
14 1507 COMINCH to CilJCPAC, lnfo COMv/ESTf3EAF:J.r)N, etc.

Your 130151 approved except for withdrawal of AK's from
Sopac. War Department and DeV'li tt investigating means of
furnishing AK's and expect answer 15 March.
15 1620 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
Utmost Secret. For Admiral Nimitz only. What conclusion
if any have you come to about maintaining a Task Force
organization in Central Pacific area and what are your
views about who shall head it. Part 2. Assu~ you have
noted RI indications of concentration in SAIPAN area such
as preceded MIDWAY attack last June.

1484

16 2217 CINCPAC to COMINCH Info HI-COM.
For Admiral King only. Your 151620. Last sentence my
130151 is first move to estaolish a Oentral Pacific Task
Force under Leary to which the NEW MRXICO MIPSISSIPPI would
be added. On comnletion JACKlOOT would also add IDAHO
PENNSYLVANIA NEVADA. Emnloyment ESS~X or strength from
Sopac would depend on your decision of prospective Sopac
operations but consider it unwise to so split forces that
enemy can defeat us in detail. Para. My present estimate
is that enemy will not operate in north or central Pacific
except to make raids in force on our outlying positions.
There is possibility but not nrobability of simultaneous
raid on 1'I IDiNAY OAHU ?I(TI line and in Western ALEUTIANS.
This stresses need for ample air strength at outuosts. vfould
expect total raiding force maximum strength an9roximately
3 CV 2 BB 4 CA nlus screen. Para. It is still within enemy
capacity to repeat MID~ lAY type operation anywhere in central
or North Pacific with approximately 5 CV ~~4 BB 6 CA plus
screen and train. As I estimate enemy now on strategic defensive Eastern Pacific line such an operation only possible and not probable.
17 0157 CINCPAC to JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF.
}.lost secret. Consider it desirable that Commander Pacific
Ocean Areas have availa~le to him necessary officers and
men to handle proposal your 132021. Concur in general with
views of basic principles this subject held by officer
whose signal number is 405 and who left PEA.r'{L for vrashington
by air March 15th.
16 2223 CINCPAC to COMINCII.
Concur in general with plan your 122204 and
in Pacific Ocean Areas. ~.lost secret.
17 0121 CITJCPAC to co:':SUBPAC

~nfo

~~i 11 ir~plement

C--r· rc·'OPAC.

This is most secret. Plan and train for coordinated action
along lines Cominch 122204 in which I concur and which is
being nassed to you. Submit plan to me.

1.48 ~
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17 1900 COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC, COMAMPHFORPAC, CTF 16.
Authorization of JACKBOOT operation is subject. CG0310
our number. Refer Cominch 11122.1 and Cominch 141507.
Based on these 2 radios recommend you request Joint Chiefs
of Staff immediate approval for JACKBOOT operation stating
your request ha·s my concurrence and with tentative target
date 1~y 7th. This action essential in view of short time
available for preparation in order take advantage favorable
weather.

·~

17 1910

~~is part Z of Z parts our rad 171900.
Assuming Joint
Chiefs of Staff approval am sending by separate dispatch
suggested Joint Directive to be issued by Cincpac and
Comgen VffiC. Have informed War Dept. that logistical support
for JAC,KBOOT oprns can be furnished from shipping available
this Command.

17 2239 COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC Info COMPIIIBFORPAC, CTF I6.
Joint directive is subject. This is follow-up on my dispatch 171900 and is most secret.. CG 0311. Part 1 of 7 parts
172239~
Recommend you issue following as Joint directive
from Cincpac and Comgen WDC, details concerning Naval Force
to be filled in by Cincpad. Objective. Reduction and
occupation of ATTU and occupation of SHEMYA at earliest practicable date. Part 2 of 7 parts. Purpose. To sever enemys
lines of communication by seizing and holding ATTU. To deny
SHEMYA to the enemy and construct airfield thereon for air
. operations against enemy forces, to render KISI\A untenable,
\ and to create base of operations for possible future reduc~
tion and occupation of KISKA. Task. Task, to land on ~TTU
(
followed without delay by landing on SI1ElvfYA. Task B, to
reduce and occupy ATTU. Task C, to occupy SHE1fYA and build
\
~
~irfield thereon. Part 3 of 7 parts. Command. Supreme
1\ ·
Command Comtaskfor 16. Comamphforpa c to operate under CTF 16
and command amphibious operations until landing completed.
Army Commander Comgen 7th Division with 2nd in command to be
designated by Comgen \VDC. Part 4 of 7 parts. Forces Assigned
Navy: Task Force 16 plus blank. Army Forc~s, assault,
t~ reserve and initial occupation troops: Assault on AT~U 7th
~~~ Division combat team consisting 17th infantry, 1 Bn field
\
artillery, 1 Bn combat engineers for shores party, 1 battery
AA automatic weapons, 3 detachments 75th Special signal
company, 1 company 7th Division organic combat engineers,
1 medical collecting company 7th Division. Part 5 of 7 parts.
'~
1 platoon 7th Division medical clearing company, Detachment
~-~/Headquarters 7th Division medical Bn, Detachment 7th Division
/ quartermaste r Bn, Detachment 7th Division organic signal
~~
~ _c_g~ny.
Initial occupation SHEMYA 18th Combat Engineers v
from ADAKf Part 6 of 7 part. Floating reserve to be held
aboard ship 1 regimental combat team consisting of 32nd Infantry with reinforcemen ts similar to those for 17th Infantry
indicated above. Garrisons for ATTU and SHEMYA to' be designated by Comgen WDC and to include 17th Infantry combat team
32nd Infantry combat team, 78th CA AA and 2nd Bn 50lst :~~~g.
(Continued)
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1? 2239 COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC

{Continued)

Part 7 of 7 part dispatch 172239. Target Date. 7 May 1943.
Reversion of Command. Command of Army forces less aircraft
will revert to Army when senior Army officer ATTU and SHEI~A
inform Comtaskfor 16 Army is ready to take over. Code name
Blank. This ends suggested Joint Directive.
18 0105 CTF 51 to CINCPAC Info CTF 16, COMINCH, COMGEN WDC.
This is most secret. Your 130209. Following submitted as
par.tial result plans now in progress. Para. Strategical
considerations, VOLUBLE beaches, scarcity screen and combat
loaders preclude simultaneous assault JACKBOOT and occupation
VOLUBLE. Latter being considered as separate phase to follow
JACK)300T 6dcupation and to be shore to shore movement. Para.
Lack of AK's and attached landing craft will result jeopardizing assault operation. This to be continued in a later
dispatch.
18 0126 Part 2 of most secret 180105. Only landing craft available
JACKBOOT appear limited those carried force APAs. This considered critical. Present info ships ALASKAN run are unsatisfactory as substitute AK. 1 or mnre following, speed,
cargo capacity, troop capacity. Para. Aside from 2 LST's
now enroute GOOSffiVING lst LB~ available duty Comamphforpac
will be april 9th 2 others May 1st and remainder later.
DOYEN probable date readiness not before 15 May. Para. 3rd
and final part later.
·
18 0146 3rd and final part of most secret from CTF 51. Request
reconsideration assignraent of AKAs this force. Require
minimum of 1 with 2 highly desirable. Also considering
normal escort requirements in GOOS~NING, Task Force 51 needs,
and screen VOLUBLE operation request info possibility assign
1 additional Squad DD.
18 0335 COM 3RD FLEET to CINCPAC info COMINCH, CTF 72.

/:

COMINCH 122204 in 2 parts and from 2 viewpoints. This is
Part 1~ For general operations am in thorough accord with
principle and have utilized it when knowledge enemy movements
and availability submarines permitted. My 30416 of October
and 102350 and 140740 of November based on such conception.
Mid January lined up SWORDFISH NAUTILUS GATO for TRUK-SHORTLAND and it worked althouah resulted vacating other fertile
areas. Having such a group to rove PALAU-RABAUL and TRUKlli\FAUL routes or where convoy air coverage is thin and subs
can pursue to destruction would be ideal. Notable examnles
effectiveness 1 sub wolf pack against slow convoys are ~
WAHOO and TRITON performances. Handle this as most secret.
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18 0337 Part 2 of Comso~ac 180335 to same addees. Comment Cominch
122204. Another story is operations in confined waters
where sub activity soon reveals presence and location, air
cover prevents surface chase or surface escorts keen submarine down while target goes over or around. Java-campaign
Battle of Midway and Tokyo Expresses show relative ineffect-'
iveness submarines, one or many, against high speed radical
zigging men of war with or without surface and slant or air
If Cominch has in mind projected operations and
escort.
comtemplates use of submarines against enemy offensive hold
to opinion that judicious positioning of subs in probable
active spots most promising of success. In any event employment proposed tactical group not practicable until and
unless addi.tional submarines available Task Porce 72.

18 2203 CINCPAC to COHSOPAC Info to COMINCH, COMGEN HAWDEPT.
This is most secret. 7th Bomber Command plans daylight
strike from FUNA FUTI on TARAVJA and NAURU near future.
Inform Sir Philip Mitchell if strike made objectives will
be enemy military installations and works useful to enemy
taking precautions to do minimum damage to natives.
18 2031 CINCPAC to CTF 16 Info COIJIGEN WDC, CTF 51.
Most Secret. In view your 070103 request comment CTF 51
180105 regarding Naval forces required. Also see Comgen
TIDC 172239 and 171900.
19 0300 CTF 16 to CINCPAC Info ROCJ0.\TELL, CT:b' 51, DeVlir.rT, CG dDC.
1

Most Secret. Comment. requested on Cincpac 182031. ·
Strongly concur Comtaskfor 51 1g0105 regarding Naval forces
required. Because of scarcity screen and landing craft it
is highly desirable consider occupation VOLUlLE as separate
phase to follow JACK"7300T promptly as shore to shore movement. 1 or more AKAs seems essential. An additional
destroyer squadron would make the difference between operating on a s.kimoy minimum with no reserve for breakdowns
and· operating with adequate screens
1~

2333 CINCPAC to C'rF 16 Info COJiliNCH, CG WDC , CTF 51 CTG 52.3.
Most Secret. CTF 51 180105. Destroyers for JACK300T operation will not be increased over mydis 130151 (130209).
}1inesweepers and layers now in Task Forces 16 51 remain so
assigned throug;hout operation. From here and based on calculated risk it looks like routine escorting is excessive.
Suggest early orientation available forces including concentration Desron 1 on West Coast and movement Desdiv 27
from :PEAHL direct to AIJ~UTIANS when ready about six April.
To this end Comtaskfor 16 hereby authorized dissolve Task
Group 52.3 and order it report for duty in either Taskfor 16
(Continued)
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18 2333 CINCPAC to CTF 16 Info to COMINCH, CG 1dDC, CTF 51, CTG 52.3.
or 51 effective immediately. Para. Clarification situation respect to freighters both convo~r and com"bat loaders
expected from Cominch per his 141507 unless Comgen \JDC
171910 is to be accepted as complete answer this question.
18 2011

.QI~JCPAC

to COMINCH Info to CG HDC, CTF 16, 51.

Most Secret. On basis ships my 130151 plus logistic support Comgen idDC 171910 which is being passed to you recommend apnroval JACK.800T on lines Comgen VJDC 172239 also
passed. DeWitt concurs. Tentative target date May 7th.
20 0147 CINCPAC to COHSOPAC, Into COMINCH, COI!1SU3PAC, COMSO,YESPAC, etc
I am in general accord with views expressed your 180337
however it is desirable to plan and train for coordinated
submarine operations so that we can take advantage of
opportunities presented. Most secret. Such training should
include aircraft submarine cooperation when possible. Plans
regarding TRtn<: PALAU TIABAUL routes along lines you suggest
are in prospect but operations must await further increases
submarines. Plans will require cooperation along equator
between Subspac and Subswespac. These will be forwarded you
when complete. Cominch 141927 states submarines SN PAC will
be increased to 24 by November. Believe further additions
will be made before end of year.
;

19 2345 COMPUi3PAC to CINCPAC Into COT1SOPAC, COI'f8U"3SOHESPAC.
Handle as utmost secret. Reference Cominch 122204. Subspac are trained and will intensify training for operations
of type mentioned. For use in ~resent areas around Emnire
and Mandates assignment of 2 or 3 submarines to an attack
group in likely locations awaits only availability of sufficient submarines. This may be achieved by September. For
use in special operations such as example given in reference
typical operation plans and orders are being prepared. Communication and special type operation orders are chief problems. During daylight submergence availability of high
power low frequency shore radio is necessary to deliver
orders etc. to submerged reception coil of submarines. Since
telephones removed from submarines they will have to use
radio for contact reports etc. or reinstall T3S's. Do not
plan hold group trained for such special operations in port
but submarines now available enroute areas or at bases will
permit movement of 4 to 6 submarines with tactical commander
toward port nearest to contemplated operation vvi thin 24
hours. 'vlould send tender to same place in order supply 1 i 8 0
voyage repairs and logistic needs prior proceeding to st~~ · ~
tions. I submit that use of any coordinated attack group
in operation such as example given must be predicated upon
assurance that sufficient targets will be present to insure
results.coromensurate with offensive lJOWer of submarines thus
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19 0135 CTF 51 to CINC?AC Info CG WDC, CTF 16.
This amplifies my 180105 and Gominchs directly to Gomgen
Defense Command 172239. Agree in general with
assignment of arms forces but suggest directive allow
adjustment, particularly of regimental reinforcing units,
to meet requirements final tactical plan. J\..m recommending
to ComGen Tdestern Defense Command that 2 squadrons gliders
be made available. Para. Consider 1 regimental combat
team should be held VENTRILOQUIST as reinforcemen t. Not
practical use this team as floating reserve because embarked
civilian manned AP's with no suitable facilities unloading
and with no landing cratt. Also lack of screens a governing
factor. Para. Ability to meet proposed target date dependent upon follovdng:
(A) Satisfactory solution AKA
problem. (B) Provision of necessary tugs and barges for
VOLU~L~ operation.
(C) Availability of shipning to move
above reinforcemen t combat team from SAN FRANCISCO about
16 April.
~'!estern

18 2000 COHII\TCH to CINCPAC, Info CINCIJ1.NT.
For HiCom only. Request your comment on contemplated assignment of NEVADA to Atlantic and to your assigmfient of
PENNSYLVAHIA to your operational training com.~."';land for gunnery and other training functions. Contemplated assignments would leave available for combat services 3 IDAHOS
2 CALIFORNIAS and eventually 3 COLORADOS 6 NORTH CAROLINAS
·3 Im~s or 8 old and 9 new BB's.
21 0242 CINCPAC tG> CQMINCH Info CINCLANT.
HiCom reply urdis 182000. Concur except reassignnent
NEVADA P~NNSYLVAlJIA to be deferred until completion JACKBOOT oneration for which those ships have been trained.
Estimated reassignment date 20 May. Hoted that CALIFORNIA
and VvEST VIRGINIA will probably not be ready until near
end of year. When wi 11 ~OUTH DAKOTA and ALARP.J\IA arrive.

~((!
' ~

SECiillT

March (GCT)

22 0400 COMSOPAC to AD1URAL NTIUTZ 1

~IIRAL KING,

From Gom.sopac for Admiral Nimitz and King only handle as
most secret. Your 202057 cruiser destroyer patrol being
maintained to protect heavy traffic moving toward GUADALCANAL from possible surface raids and to prevent enemy
bombardment of RUSSELLS which are considered highly vulnerable until airfield completed and defenses consolidated.
Current frequent bad weather makes timely detection enemy
force at BUIN unreliable and EfPIRITU SANTO entirely too
far to permit interception of a bombardment force. This
employment considered to afford realistic wartime training.
With completion RUSSELl, Field about April 15 propose to
discontinue regular patrol HAT BLOCK.
23 0425 CINCPAC to CG

"~dDC

Info COHI!JCH, CTF 16, 51, COMWESEAFRON, etc.

Joint Chiefs of Staff 221939. As result your conference
with Army request appropriate modification your 172239.
On receipt this information I will fill in blanks and issue as our Joint Directive. Assume you and Rockwell will
be able to solve problems mentioned his 190135.
22 1939 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF via COMINCH to CINCPAC CG WDC,
Info COM.VJESTSEAJ?RON, COMJ\TOVvESTSEAFR.ON, CTF 16, COM.AJ.iPHFORPAC.
In view of indications of development of airfields in ATTU
Japanese Joint Chiefs of Staff desire LANDCRAB operation be undertaken as soon as practicable. Refer Cominch
Army considers forces set forth in
111221. Para. 2.
Comdg General Western Defense Command 172239 too great
and are in direct conference with DeWitt on this matter.
by

23 2109 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC
For Admiral Halsey only. Hicom. Presume you have considered
maintaining a cruiser destroyer group in Port PURVIS to
accomplish objectives your 220400. Present air strength
in the area plus shipaAA should provide acceptable defense
against enemy bombing and the anchorage affords much natural
protection from submarines. Another but less consideration
is the resultant reduction in fuel expenditure. What is
hat block.
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Joint Chief's or Statt.
C1ncpae action.
Comsopac into.

From2

To:

~
··~

(232357 ot March 1943)

(MacArthur has ) •

1.

At'm.y ground and Army ai:r foroes add! t1onal to those present

and enroute as or

Har~h 8th are to be moved to the South Pacific
and Southwest Pacific Areas 1n accordance with schedule given in

following paragraphs .. ,

2.

South Pao1£1c.
A.

2nd Quarter:

Air Forces -

Increase both heavy bomb groups to 4 squadrons
( J(
12 planes eaoh. Increase medium bomb group to 57 ~ 4
planes, two troop carr! r squadrons 13 planes each. ~l~
Increase photo squadron to 13- planes.

B.

3rd Quarter:

Air Forces Increase night fighter detachment to squadron
12 planes, one observation squadron 21 planes.

c.

4th Quarter:
Air Forces Increase both fighter groups to tour squadrons
25 planes eaeh, one photo squadron 13 planes.

· 3.

South est Pacific •

• 2nd Quarter:
Ground Forces ')
One division infantry (1st Cavalry) &

Air Force

Increase meditun bomb strength to 2 groups 57
planes each. Bring light bomb group to 57 planes.

Increase night tighter strength to 2 squadrons 12
planes each. Increase present troop carrier
strength to 3i groups 52 ple.ne.s per group.

/

- 1 -
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B.

3rd Quarter:
Oround Forces -

One infantry division.

ir Forces ..

One heavy bomb group 48 planes.

o.

One medium

bomb group 57 plan • One light bomb group 5'7
planes. Two fighter groups '75 planes each.
One troop carrier group 52 planes. Increase
present observation str ngth by on group of
about 84 planes. Increas photo plane strength
to one group.
4th Quarter:

Air Foroea On light bomb group 57 pl nes.
group 75 plane •

One fighter

4. In dd1t1on to initial equipment prescribed above, a depot
reserve of 25% in the area 1s planned. R placement airoratt for
attrition is planned at 20% ot 1n1t1al equipment per month exclusive of transports. Actual transport losses will be replaced.

5. Distribution of ground forces 1nd1cated abov between South
and Southwest Paoi£1o is tentative and subject to possible readjustments. In addition to major units noted herein, the movement of supporting and aervioe unite and r placements to South
and Southwest Pao1t1c 1s planned.
6. Following to al shore and tender baaed naval airoratt
squadrons to be deployed in SOPAC ;by end or periods 1nd1cated2

A.

2nd Quarter

I

/

'

~

Medium bombers 2, light bombers 10, :fighters

9, troop carriers 3, patrol planes 6., photo
observe. tion 12.
·· -~---.-~~

a·,

3rd Quarter -

1ed1um bomb rs 4, light bomb rs 10 • .fighters

f'

'

c.

10, troop carriers 4, patrol plane
observation 12.

7,

photo~,

4th Quarter -

Mediutrt bomb rs 6, light bombers 12, fighters

12, troop carriers 4, patrol planes 8, photo 3,
observation 12.
- 2 -

1.49 3

Southwe st Pacific
A.

2nd Quarter
Patrol planes 2, observa tion 1.

B.

3rd Quarter -

Patrol planes 4, observa tion 1.

a. Squadron st~ength 18 planes exoept medium bombers ,
troop carriers , an~ patrol planes 12, photo and observa tion 6.
Patrol squadron s SOPAC 1nolude land type.
9. After oqn.feren ce with represen tatives of Cinopao ,
Comsopac, and Comsowespac Area provisio n baa been made to
issue a directiv e to cover executio n o·f operatio ns generall y
contemp lated under Task 2 ot the July 2nd directiv e, Com1nch
022100. Departu re rrom Washing ton of starr repreaen tat1vea
will be deterred until completi on. of this directiv e.
10. In concurre nce with the unanimou s recomme ndations ot
staff represe ntatives , Joint Chiefs of Staff desire the early
developm ent of air bases on KIRIWINA and WOODLARK Islands.
South Pacific and Southwe st Pac1f1o statrs agree that air base
construc tion on WOODLARK should be accompl ished by oonetruo t1on
battalio ns tram South Pacific and aircraf t complement for this
base be provided by Comsopao.

11. Prevaili ng opinion her 1nd1oate a desirab ility of deferring projecte d MUNDA operatio ns o%' other major operatio ns in
NEW GEORGIA until after establis hment air base in WOODLARK and
possibly after seizure LAE and HUON peninsu la have been et.feoted . /
Comments of this deferme nt desired from action and informa tion
addresse es.
12. Oinopacs comments also invited regardin g redeploy ment of
Pacific Fleet units 1n event of protract ed deferme nt ot offen·s1ve operatio ns in the SOLOMONS .

- 3 -
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March (GCT)
24 0230 COMSUBPAC to CINCPAC
Cincpac 232139. Cominch 141927 March which was considered
satisfactory by Comsubpac provides for building up of submarines Sowespac to 24 by November. With present transfer
of SILVERSIDES and DRIDfl to Southwest immediate transfer of
4 additional subs to Southwest in accordance with desires
of Com 7th Fleet 220503 March would cause critical loss to
this force. Unless Cominch considers military situation
in Southwest warrants immediate action desired by Com 7th
Fleet, urgently recomn~nd that no more submarines be transferred from Task Force 17. Present number of operating
submarines this force insufficient to keep important and
fruitful Empire areas properly filled. Also desire to
augment own force ·in order to prepare to carry out operations desired and necessary in Cominch 122204 March.

24 2203 CINCPAC to COHINCH Info COM 7TH FLEET, COMSU3PAC.
Most secret. Your 22193R do not recommend increase of
submarines to Sowespac beyond those nrovided for your 141927
at this time. 2 submarines have been ordered to replace
the f1R.A:HPUS and AMBERtTACK. The transfer of 4 more to the
Sowespac at this time would result in an undesirable decrease
in the present insufficient n1mber of submarines on patrol
in the imnortant and fruitful Emnire areas. As additions
are made to Subforpac in the coming months it probably· wi 11
be possible to comply with the desires Com 7th Fleet 220503.
23 2357 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF six part.
See separate carbon pink attached herein.
28 0137 COMSOPAC to JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF Info CINCPAC
Concur major operations against NEN GEORGIA by SOPAC forces
be deferred until commissioning WOODLARK air base (If reconnaissance proves feasible to build) and that these be conducted concurrently with SOWESPAC large scale operations
against LAE and HUON PENINSULA. Will start WOODLARK reconnaissance first week April unless otherwise directed.
Propose to continue pressure on NEW GEORGIA (VILA Mill~DA
principally) by air attack, occasional bombardment, mining,·
and the use of troops for raids on outposts and for fnfiltration as further development of enemy strength and intentions
may indicate. If as a result of pressure continuous combat
reconnaissance indicates Jap is withdrawing forces from
NE\111 GEORGIA or is being so weakened that VILA MUNDA can be
taken without major operations and can be logistically supported and built up by us in strength for operations against
BOUGAIUVILLE, propose moving ahead. This is utmost secret.
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Joint Chiefs ot Starr.

MacArthur 1 Nimitz, Halsey. {All acknowledge receipt)

1.

The Joint Chiefs of Staft directive ·o ormnunicated in.

OominCh D1apatah 022100 or July 19~2 is oancelled and th.e following d1reot1ve 1s substituted therefor.
2~

.

091f!J.!WA •

(a) '.rfle operations ou.t~ined in this direct!ve will be

· oondu.oted under the d1reot1on ot the Supreme Oommander, Southwest Pacitio Area.
·

(b) Opera:tions 1n the SOLOMON ISLA.RDS fi!LT.., be ·u nder the

d1reot oOirmte.nd of the Comraander, Sol?ac Area, operat-·
ing under gene~t~VEUl ot the su.pr~ne COmmander,
~aOuthweat l)nd'i1: o · ~rae. · M.

( o) Un1 ts _of the Pao1t1c Oo.e an Area, other the.n those
asaigned by the Joint Chiefs of Sta~f ~o task forces
engaged 1n these operations, v;1ll remain un4G~r the
aontrol of the Comman<lel! in. Ollie!' • Pacific Ocean
.Area ( CinoPao) •
).
Forces will be allocft.ted tor these operations as deterrnined by the Joint Chiefs o.f Staff.

4.

Tasks.
(a) Establish airfields on KIR!fliN.A and ~'t00l)l,Al1K ISI,flJ«DS.

(b) Seize. LAE - SALAMAUA - Fl~lSCilAVElf .- MADA.!i1l Area and
occupy Western NEW' BlliTAnl.

~-

---~-

s.

....... ~

......~.........

(o) 5eiz6l and O·o cupy ~10LOrlON ISLANDS to 1nelude the southern
-portion ot BOUG.l\.l}WILIJt .
-~~ ............ !,

...

_ . ..... l<oo<J;IIo_~ ..~~~~"".....,

Purnose~.

To intl1ot losses on Jal)Snese forces, to deny these
aree.s to Japan. to contain la.p a:nese forces in the Paoific Theater

by mainta.ining the initiative, and to prepare to1• ultit!1a:te seizure
ot BISlbllill.K ARCHil' ~LkOO .

/

- 1-

1436

.c.s.
6.

29180)

Plans.
Suprom

Commander, South\yest Paoitic Area., will su

t

gen ral lana including oompoaltion o~ teak toroea, sequence and
ti 1
ot ajor offensive operations to the~oi t Chiets ot Statr.
'"'\

oregoi~

-----

..,..

--

di eoti ve has be n eo; bod.1 d 1

ot Statt pap r 238/5/D

Joint Chiefs

ioh h a ·arch 28th, 1943, tor it

at •

\

/
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CI?lCPA.C
OTF 16, CO:M.AlrU>ID"'ORl;p J\Q..

COMINCH

COMGEN WDC

COMWESEAFRON

16~1~7~.--

. 86-0l-

-

COMNORTNESE.AFrtON

THIS IS A JOINT DIRECTIVE ISSUED BY CINCPAC AND COMGEN WDC PARA X

OBJECTIVE X REDUOTION AND ·OCOUPA'flON OF

ATTU

AND OCOUPA'l'ION

MOST

StTITA'BLE AIRFIELD SITE Il'l NEAR ISLANDS AT EARLIEST PRACTICABLE
DATE X PARA X PURPOSE X TO SEVER ENEMYS LINES OF co:MMUNICATION TO
WES'l.".ERN A~UTIANS X TO DENY THE NEAR ISLANDS TO THE ENEMY AND TO

CONSTRUCT AN AIRFIELD THEREON FOR AIR

OPERATIOl~S

AGAINST ENEMY

:b""'RC.ES X TO REliDER KISKA UNTENABLE AND TO CREATE BASE OF OPERATIONS
FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE REDUCTION' AND OCCUPATION OF KISKA X TASK AFFIRM

TO REDUCE AND OCCUPY ATTU X TASK BAKER TO OCCUPY THE MOST SUITABLE
.AIRFIELD SITE Ill NEA! IBL.ANDS MID BUILD AIRFIEU) THEREOli X PARA X
COMMAND X SUPREME COMMAND OTF
16 X COMAl\J};UF..o.RfAC. TO OPERATE UNDER
............
~

~

~·

*'"r;o.~-~ ~~~-+1

~

QTF 16 AND COM}!AliD .AMPHIBIOUS OPEHATIONS UNTIL LAIIDING PHASE
•

FT (WIK;W

OOMPIETED X ARJ'fi COMllJ!ANDER COMGEN 7TH DIVISION WITH 2ND IN COM!MAND
TO BE DESIGNATED BY COMGEl{ V~DC
TASK FORCES 16 AND

51

X PARA

X' lrORCES ASSIGNED li.A.VY X

X PAHA X AHMY J~·oRGES, ASSAUI/.C RESERVE AND

I!fiTIAL OCCUPATION TROOPS COLON ASSAULT ON ATTU 7TH DIVISION COMBAT

'!'lAM CONSISTING 17Tli INFANTRY • 1 BN FIELD ARTILLERY, 1 BN COMBAT
. ENGINEERS FOR SHOR! PARTIES, 1 BATTERY A.A AUTOMATIC WEAPOl'tS, )
DETACHMENTS 75TH SPECIAL SIGNAL COMPANY, 1 COMPANY 7TH DIVISION
ORGANIC COMBAT ENGINEERS , l MFJ)ICAL COLLECTI NG COMPANY 7TH DIVI SION X

1 PLATOON 7TH DIVISION :MEDICAL CLE Ani NG COMPANY" t DETACH.MENT HEAD.f'
QUARTERS 7TH DI VIS I ON M.E ni OAJ.. BN , DETAC!31/1ENT 7TH DIVI S ION QUARTERMASTER BN , DETACIDJ EUT 7TH DIVISI ON ORGANI C 3 I GNAL COJ..lPANY X I NI TIAL

-1....
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r\

- ·2OCCUPATION SELECTED SITE I}\l

:~1'EAU

ISLArfDS 18TH COMBAT :FJilGINEERS FROM

ADAK, 4'ffi INFANTRY COMPOSITE REGIMENT FHOM ADAK X FLOATING R'ESERVE

1 REGIM'Ji:!NTA.L COMBAT TEAM CONSISTING OF 321® INFANTHY WITH REINFORCE1\tENTS SIMILAR TO THOSE FOR 17TH I'Jq'FANTRY INDICATED ABOVE X ·GARRISONS
.1i'OR ATT'U MID SEIBCTED PITE IN NEAR ISLANDS TO BE DESIGNATED BY
OOMGEN WDO AND TO IT,YCLUDE l?TH INFANTRY COMBAT TEAM; )2ND INFANTRY
COMBAT TE.AM, 78TH OA AA .A..ND 2ND BN 501ST CA AA X PAl{A X TARGET

DATE MAY 7 • 1943 X PARA X REVERSION OF COMMAND X COM.NfAND OCCUPIED
AREA WILL REVERT TO ARMY WHEN SENIOH.

ARM~Y

OFFICER NEA.s.'t ISLANDS

INFORMS CTF 16 ARMY IS READY TO TAKE OVEH X
--~ ~t:t.rnm~~1T~~'!8'~~~

~4.&-,SGDE,nNAME··~F~..

x
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Qi£~~1FIED
March (GCT)

30 0325 CINCPAC to COHI \TCH.
An sending Desdiv 27 less ED~;:AHDS about 8 April, SANTA FE
and JGU;'"PJ:tDS about one week later. Kinlcaid has been told

to move up Batdiv 2 and 4 DD from Coast if desirab le.
No other reenforc ement availabl e exce-pt from Sopac and
there would be 24 days before arrival AJ_,RUTIANS. This
an answer to your 292003. This is suuer secret.
~0

2013 CITTCI'AC to COl TSOPAC Info

CO}. ~ I:JCII.

Joint Chiefs of Staff 291803 what is your estimate of
Pac Fleet forces required prior to and durine these
operatio ns. Overall Pacific situatio n Makes it necessary to ~rovide addition al strength in both Central and
North areas. I do not believe that planned SOLOHONS 3ea
operatio ns will pin enemy fleet to that area.
01 0111

CO~~SOPAC

to CIJJCPAC Info COJJINCH.

Estimate Pacific 7 leet (most secret) forces required in
SoPac Area prior to operatio ns referred to your 302013
should be not repeat not less than those now assigned . At
present time one battlesh ip 3 cruisers 11+ destroye rs 6 DidS' s
and 3 APD's are under overhau l and these figures will generally apnly until middle of Uay. This vitally necessar y
overhau l program after prolonge d conbat operatio ns, plus
recent withdraw el of 1 destroye r division for PE?~tL SM~
FRAUCISCO escort duty, reduces task forces present to such
extent that except in emergenc y 1 cruiser task force only
can be kept in readines s to guard supply lines to RUSSEL;S
and GUADALCAIJAJ.J. Gonvoy escort :must be maintain ed, and
until overhau l schedule is complete d other task forces
must be exercise d singly in rotation with light screen remaining destroye rs in training at sea and in landing exercises for forthcom ing major operatio ns. As result of foregoing status strongly recomr~end a gainst addition al withdrawal of units at this time unless Jap action necessi tates.
Consider at present time (due to movement of major forces
into THill( ) he is pinned for any major operatio n to the
SOL0~.101JP NE\' GUIHEA area.
By harassin r; him until our major
operatio ns are initiate d I feel we can keep hi~ occupied
here in large part. Vlhen n aj or operatio ns commence I estimate
we will need the addition al battlesh ip and 3 carriers enroute,
renlacem ents for battle damaged cruisers now under Navy Yard
availab ility, another squadron of destroye rs. At that time
antici-p ate our pro p.:ress up f'OLO:W~O Hf and ~,: acArthurs for\hJard
movement to T·JE T BT?ITAII'T wi 11 urovoke strong Jap reaction
necessit nting superior U. S . Forces to in sure succes s of both
movemen ts.
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March (GCT)
31 0313 CTF 16 to CINCPAC, Info COMINCH, CTF 51.
CTF 16 replying Cincpac 290031. Most Secret. Assumptions
are that Japs immediately will try again to get supolies and
reenforcements into JACKBOOT - BOODLE area and will continue
trying until definitely and fully stopped and drive out
ALEUTIAt~ Chain.
This is part 1 of 2 parts of my 310322.
Each attempt will be made in greater strength and next attempt may include battleships, possibly backed up by carrier.
Due battle damage and operational casualties strength our
surface forces at this moment reduced to point that scouting
line to westward cannot be maintained and main reliance must
be nlaced on air. RICHfviOliD DETROIT at V"ENTRIJ-'00,UIST 2 DD' s
at FORMULA can be sent out in emergency. ·Nithin week expect
have 3 additional DD's available.
·
31 0322 Final and 2nd part of my 310322. Most secret. Reenforcements.
Rockwell has been requested send soon as ~ossible 2 BB's with
4 DD's. Jrd will be requested when screens available. Need
for carrier not felt at this time but do need dive bomber and
torpedo planes to base at FomnJLA. 1 or 2 CA's while not essential after BE's arrive are highly desirable to increase
freedom of movement of cruiser force. DD situation acute now
and has always been difficult. 1 Squadron in addition destroyers now assigned and contemplated would relieve continuous
shortage this type. 2 fleet submarines highly desirable,
could use 4 to great advantage. When surface and amphibious
operations are undertaken in KUH.ILE area additional forces
will be required. Strongly urge that· 100 percent reserve
crews be provided for all planes 11th Airforce in order maintain maximum pounding of KIE'Y..A and ATTU. 100 percent reserve
in fighter planes and 50 percent reserve in bombers are
necessary to meet operating conditions this area.

1501
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UlFIED
.April lst.

(Oahu Date)

Thirteen VF attacked a small AK off VELLA LAVELLA during
the day. The scheduled bombardme nt for last night of the VILAMUNDA area by units of TF 18 was cancelled .
Cominch has approved the withdrawa l of 3 CAs and 4 DDs
from SOPAC to reinforce NORPAC.
Cominch 011810 directs Admiral Halsey to confer with
General MacArthur regarding proposed operations in the SOLOMONS
SEA Area.
CTF 16 proposes the use of fleet subs -- one off PARAMUSHIRO and one off the east coast of KAMCHATY~,. His 020400 pink
gives an outline of the employmen t of surface forces during the
LANDCRAB operation .
It is possible that Cardiv ONE is in the TRUK area.
April 2nd.

@J

(Oahu Date)

U!!

~t}

During the night 2-3 April (-11) two CL and 4 DDs of TF 18
presumably made a sweep for enemy vessels in the KOLA GULF area.
No results were reported. A SOPAC plane reported sinking an I-class
enemy sub with bombs off the BUIN area at 1647 (-11) April 3. The
fast BBs under Rear Admiral Lee will put to sea tomorrow for three
days gunnery training in the South CORAL SEA.
KISKA was attacked by 6 VF from AMCHITKA at 1005 (,LlO)
and again by 6 VF at 1240 (,Llo). At 1355 (,LlO) 5 heavy and 5
medium bombers from ADAK attacked the KISKA area. At 1730 (,LlO)
10 heavy bombers from ADAK made a calculated run attack on KISKA.
These 11 calculated run 11 attacks cannot be expected to produce good
results. Even using a bombsight the planes have had little success
in knocking out enemy installati ons.
The WICHITA, SAN FRANCISCO, LOUISVILLE and 4 DDs under
Rear Admiral Giffen are expected to sail from the SOPAC for PEARL
to reinforce TF 16 about April 7th. In his O~ri~O pink CTF 51
makes recommend ations on the employmen t of BBs for the LANDCRAB
operation . Rear Admiral Rockwell wants the PENNSYLVANIA as his
flagship. Admiral Kinkaid feels that such employmen t unduly
restricts that ship. Also, CTF 16 does not see the need of the
NEW :MEXICO and MISSISSIP PI, at this time, for the LANDCRAB operation .
A considerab le move of enemy air toward the SOLOMONS is
indicated . Sizable air attacks are to be expected in the near
future. Com 7th Fleet reports positive evidence of the enemy
employing acoustic mines off BRISBANE.
~.~ .
\)\A V\_,

0J
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April 3rd.

(Oahu Date)

CTF 18 made sweeps in the North NE~,f GEOHGI area on
nights 2-3 and 3-4 April (-11) with ner:ative results. Adniral
IIalsey has ordered these night o~erati6ns to continue until
further orders. On the 9th (-11) Rear Admiral Merrill's cruiser
group will cover the laying of a mine field off KOLOI.IB.t HG.lui.A.
The fine performance of the dAHOO in sinking 37,000 tons
enemy shipping in the Yl!;LI,OW Sea is described in TU 17.1.2 010900.
1

Comnorpac two part 032100 is an operation summary for
April 2nd (/ 10).
Cincpac 022341 pink gives additions to Norpac f or for
the LAJIDCRAB operation (3 CA, 4 DD, 2 SS).
Indications of major enemy air activity in the SOLOl.IONS
Sea area continue. It now seems probable that our positions will
be attacked about April 11th (-11).
April 4th.

(Oahu Date)

All Pacific Ocean areas were quiet. Comsopac 050619
is an operations summary. The second mining project off KOLOMBl~iGARA flentioned yesterday has been postponed indefinitely.
CinC Sowespac area reports remarkable success in air
attacks on enem;r ships at KAVI~HG on April 3 and 4 ( -11). The
reported bag is 1 CA and 1 CL sunk; 1 CL or DD probably sunk;
2 DD badly damaged. The attacks were during darkness and made
from low levels, - some being skip bombing.
Bad weather caused the cancellation of air activities
in the AJ..."B~UTIANS. The refloating of the 1viiDDLETON continues to
be delayed by weather.
Admiral Nimitz is exploring a redenloyment of the
Pacific Fleet which involves moving all ~~s and CVs to the Central J.)acific. This plan when evolved will be sent to Cominch
for concurrence.
There were no new enemy developments.
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Q~WSIFIED
April 5th.

(Oahu Date)

CTF 18 has been ordered by Comsopac to bombard the VILAMUNDA area the night of 7-8 April (-11).
On completion that
force will retire to ESPIRITU SANTO. Today 6 SBDs with 6 VF
covering bombed VILA.
Cincpac will hold the 12th defense battalion at PEARL
until SOPAC plans for its use crystalize.
IDAHO and NEVADA will proceed from the SAN PEDRO area
to the ALEUTIANS April 7th (/8). Except for the NARWHAL and
NAUTILUS which are being sent to CTF 16 as troop carriers, no
Fleet subs will be made available for LANDCRAB.
Sopac staff of f icers arrived at PEARL today enroute
south from WASHIIGTON. Views regarding the present and future
SOPAC set-up were exchanged today and further informal discussions will take place tomorrow.
It now appears probable that the enemy will conduct
offensive air operations in the SOLOMONS SEA area April 12th
( - 11) .
~

®

Anril 6th~ (Oahu Date)
At 0615(-11) 7th 14 3BD, 4 TBF, 11 VP attacked VILA.
At 1215(-11) 7th 6 SBD, 6 TBF, 12 VF attacked REKATA. A direct
hit destroyed 1 4-engine flying boat. At 1925(-11) the 7th
three enemy planes dropped bombs in the bivouac area at GUADALCANAL. Danage was slight.
Durin£: the latter part of the morning it was learned at
PEARL that enemy air was expected to attack our shipping and
positions in the GUADALCANAL area commencing in the early afternoon. This information was passed imrr1ediately to Comsopac. As
a result all major shipping in the GUADALCJuTAL area was ordered
to sail at once toward E3PIRITU SANTO and minor shipping was
ordered to take cover • The mining project at KOLOtv:BANGARA was
cancelled and CruDiv 12 was ordered to withdrawa The scheduled
bombardment in the VILA area was cancelled and TF 18 was ordered
to a patrol station to the southeast of the SOLOTIIONS. TFs 10
and 14 were ordered to proceed to the CORAL SEA south of GUADAL-

CANAL.

At 1530(-11) April 7 the AARON WARD which was escorting
tv1o LST from the HUSSELLS received two hits and one near miss
from enemy dive bombers. The ship was taken in tow by the ORTOLAN,
but sank about three hours later off T1.JLAGI. At 1445 ( -11) April
7th enemy air attacked our shipning~ff TULAGI sinking the MO:S and
dama[Sing the KANA 1 ~lifA, ~~-8-;ft '. ERSKIN£JrHELP S.
Off the north coast
of GUADALCANAL the TAPPAHANNOCK and r!JOODVlOHTH vvere attacked by
seven planes but no damage was done.
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April 6th.

(Oahu Date)

246 enemy VF were reported in the northern SOLOMONS today.
Comsopac urges an air attack on such a fine target.
A possible enemy sub was reported by a search plane at
0910 (/9!) today 105 miles bearing 40° from OAHU.
In the ALEUTIANS Army planes attacked KISKA at 1410, 1415,
and 1655{,\-l o) toa.:..r.
~ ~. fro'

April 7th.

,...,--

(Oahu Date)

Task forces 10 and 14 are operating about 250 ~iles
south of GUADALCAJJAL. TF 15 is operating approximately 160 niles
northeast of TF 10 and 14. TF 18 is operating about 300 miles
southeast of GUADALCAJJAL. Enemy submarines are believed to be
in these areas in fair strength. Enemy reconnaissanc e planes can
reach all of these TF operating areas. Beyond several cruisers
and destroyers, no enemy surface strength is believed south of
the equator and there is no indication that any appreciable surface strength intends to move toward the SOLOM:ONS Sea area in the
near future. Admiral Halsey may have information not availaole
here upon vrhich he has based his present deployment. Not knowing
his reasons, we are unable to understand this deplo:yment.
Complete results of the enemy air raid on our ships in
the GUADALCA1JAL area have been reported as follows:
Own

AARON VlARD

IE P:r:ELPG
ADHAI1A
FAHEITHOLT
TAPPHA.HJTO CK
'''!0 0 UVO RTH
7 VF

Sunk
Sunk
f3unk
Badly damaged
Damaged
l\T inor damage
St rafing damage
Strafing damage
Lost

Enemy
33 - 34 planes

Destroyed

Y-..ANA~lHA

NIOA

ERSI'~I

From the a~ove it is seen that our air strenpth in the
area cannot prevent serious losses and damage to our
surface forces in those waters.

GUi~o.DALCANAL

Of 12 TBF on a strike at KAliiLI at 0420 ( -11) April 8th,
seven are missing.

(Continued)
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April 7th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

The GUDGEON arrived at FHEJ\:Al'FrLE yesterday from patrol
in the JAVA Sea and reported sinking about 29,000 tons enemy
shipping, includin~ a large naval tanker.
On the 7th (/ .10) bad weather halted all ALEUTiillf air
operations. The MIDDLETON was refloated April 6th (/ 10) and
wi 11 be towed to D1YrCH IIA}t30R.
Except as noted above, there are no indications of
enemy offensive operations anJ~vhere in the Pacific Ocean 1~eas.
Nevertheless, it continues to be within enemy capability to
make raids in force on our MIDHAY - OAEID - C.AJJTON line.
April 8th.

(Oahu Date)

The Pacific Ocean Areas were quiet today. Bad weather
halted air operations in the ALmJTIANS. No air strikes were
reported in the SOLillWNS.
Sopac task forces are operating as shown yesterday except that TF 18 has been ordered to :~9 DiniTU SANTO.
Admiral Halsey is withdrawing SBDs and TBFs from GUADALCJ\lrAL as practicable and sending 45 VF fro:m. the ENTERPRISE and
CHAIJAHGO to GUADALCATJAL to meet an air raid expected in that area
the lOth (-11).
In his 082215 pink Cincpac raises the question of operating major task forces as at present (see distri bLltion noted
yesterday). Comsopac 090601 is Admiral Halsey's reply.
Admiral Halsey is proceeding at once to survey the
feasibility of an early move into the 13UIN - SHO~{TLAIID area, presumably by-passing MUNDA.
The TRITON, which has been on patrol in the area between RA13AUL and the PELE"vlS, is over due and presumed lost.
The TUHUY reported 7 hits in 2 ACVs off THUK.
IJothing new was learned today concerning the deployment of major enemy forces.

<

150)

April 9th.

(Oahu Date)

r~1aj or SOPAC task forces continue to operate in the
northeast CORAL Sea area. ~o targe ts for these shins can ·be
seen from here. Bad weather in both the 30LO~.~UJ'JS Sea Area and
in the AL:SUTI.A.HS caused the cancellation of offensive air opera- .
tions.

The STRONG reported having sunk an I-120 Class enemy
sub off the Northeast coast of ~3AH CHISTOBAL at 1100 GCT 7th.
The PO~WANO reported two possible hits on a CV off the
east coast of HOHSHU. It does not seem probable that this CV
is the 3HOKAKU Class.
There were no new enemy developnents.

April lOth.

®

(Oahu Date)

The Pacific Ocean areas were generally quiet. No major
Japanese units were sighted. Except for Rear Admiral Merrill's
cruisers which continue on patrol to the Southeast of the SOLOMONS, all SOPAC major task forces are returning to port.
At 0657 (-11) April 11th 12 SBD attacked MUNDA. The
usual night harassing planes operated in the central SOLOMONS.
A possible submarine was sighted today 200 miles Southwest of CANTON Island. During the night a possible sub was
sighted off KANEOHE Air Station, OAHU.
At 1100 (f 10) April 10 a plane sighted ·two enemy DDs
in Lat. 54-27, Long. 169-42. An unsuccessful glide bombing attack was made.
Cincpac has
pac 110321).

app~ved

the master plan for LANDCRAB (Cinc-

There were no new enemy developments.
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April 11th,

(Oahu date)

Between 2120 and 2150 (-11) April 11th 6 B-17's attacked BALLALE and KAHILI, Two of these planes are missing.
At 0730 (-11) the 12th 6 SBD's covered by 23 VF attacked VELLA,
The TUNNY confirms the report of 4 hits in one ACV and
3 in a big ACV or CV, The enemy reports no damage from one of
these attacks. However, the attack has caused the Japs to intensify A/S measures in the TRUK area,
By September the Pacific Fleet should receive 8 new CVs.

At 1000 and 1850 (I 10) April 11th Army VF from AMCHITKA
attacked KISKA, Results were not observed.
An expected air attack on GUADALCANAL today did not

materialize.
April 12th.

(Oahu Date)

Mill~DA was attacked at 0815 (-11) April 13th by eleven
TBF escorted by 21 VF.

All major SOPAC task forces are now ordered to bases.
Admiral Halsey has requested that the 3rd Marines be replaced in the SAMOAN area to permit it to join the 3rd Division.
At 1000 (/10) April 12th 8 P-40s from AMCHITKA dropped
8-500 lb. bombs on KISKA.
the

There is good evidence that the POMPANO got two hits in
(previously mentioned).

SHOY~KU

Carrier planes operating from RABAUL made a large scale
bombing attack on MORESBY during the day. SWPac air was able to
destroy about one fourth of the attacking planes. Only minor damage
was inflicted by the enemy.
From all indications, the enemy continues to be on the
strategic defensive in the South Pacific Theatre.
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(Oahu date)

The Solomons Sea Area was generally quiet. A minor
strike was made on camouflaged barges in VIRU Harbor, and the
usual searches was completed. No strikes was reported in the
KISKA area. There were no major sightings in the Pacific Ocean
Areas.
Our radio deception plan is calling enemy attention to
the MARSHALLS - GILBERTS area with some results apparent.
The enemy carriers that landed some of their planes in
the I~VIENG - RABAUL area to raid PORT MORESBY are expected to
reembark their planes in the next day or so. This operation
indicates that the Japs are not now willing to expose their CVs
to our shore based air.
April 14th

(Oahu date)

At 1130(-11) April 15th 6 TBF escorted by 15 VF attac~ed
1ruNDA. At 1535(-11) same day 2 TBF, 4 F4U covered by 15 VF
attacked and sank an SO-foot boat or barge at REKATA. At 1608
(-11) same day, 5 SBD escorted by 15 VF attacked VILA.
On the 13th(/10) 6 air attacks on KISKA were made from
and two air attacks were made from ADAK. Numerous
hits were observed . and several fires started. On the 14th
(flO) 2 air attacks on KISKA were made from ADAK and six air
attacks were made from AMCHITKA. The MIDDLETON arrived at
Dutch Harbor on the 13th.

AMCHITI~

The SOUTH DAKOTA will report to Cincpac for duty on
May lOth at the Canal Zone.
CinC Combined is going to inspect the BUIN Area on the
lBth(-9) arriving from RABAUL by plane.
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(Oahu Date)

The South and Central Pacific areas were unusually
quiet. No major enemy forces were sighted. Our SOPAC task
forces are at their bases.
Two air attacks were made on KISKA from ADAK starting fires. One heavy bomber was shot down by enemy AA fire.
The North and East Coast of NEW GUINEA continues to
be the focal point of enemy interest in the South - Southwest
Pacific.
~.. d
/~1
April 16th.

(Oahu Date)

~,.. V'P'
~

tv

Eleven TBF, five B-17s nine B-24s attacked - the KAHILI
area between 2004 and 2130 (-11~ April 17. - Two enemy planes attacked GUADALCANAL the night of the 16th (-11). Only slight
damage was reported.
the 17th.

12 SBD escorted by 13 VF attacked MUNDA at 1415 (-11)

Admiral Halsey is in BRISBANE to discuss plans for the
continuation of the NEW GUINEA - SOLOMONS offensive with General
MacArthur. There is considerable newspaper discussion now appearing regarding reenforcements for General MacArthur.
CTF 16 reports 11 VF attacks on KISY~ from AMCHITKA
the 15th (flO). A total of 91 tons of bombs were dropped on
KISKA that day in 13 attacks. The first report of attacks
made on the 16th (flO) shows that 49 planes attacked KISKA.
Considerable damage was inflicted but will not be assessed
until the photo interpretation is completed.
An attempt will be made to intercept an enemy high
he makes a projected visit to the BUIN area the
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April 17th.

(Oahu date)

Com Jrd Fleet 180611 is an operation summary for his
area. Major SOPAC task forces continue in port. It seems probable that CinC Combined was shot down in a plane over the BUIN
area today by Army P-3Ss.
It is possible that a Jap sub is being towed toward the
MARSHALLS by a DD and is now roughly half way between CANTON and
~JNAJnJTI.
If the contact can be developed air attacks will be
made.
Large scale air attacks continue on KISKA from both
AMCHITKA and ADAK. There are beginning to be signs of enemy
distress from these attacks. The NEVADA and IDAHO are standing
to the westward from ADAK to patrol to the Northwest of ATTU. In
view of possible stepping up of Jap sub operations in the ALEUTIANS
the use of BBs in this kind of an operation is not without risk.

~@

April 18th.

(Oahu date)

Com 3rd Fleet 190603 is an operations summary for the
19th( -11).
the day.

A total of 45 VF from AMCHITKA attacked KISKA during

There are g ood indications that the enemy is strengthening
positions in the GILBERTS.

April 19th.

(Oahu Date)

At 0740 (-11) April 20, 8 TBF and 12 SBD attacked
Other strikes are reported in Com Jrd Fleet 200616.

~IDNDA.

Admiral Halsey states that he is required to provide a
garrison for WOODLARK Island and desires the 12th Marine Defense
Battalion from PEARL.
On both the 18th and 19th KISKA was bombed by planes
from both AMCHITKA and ADAK.
There is evidence that Jap subs are moving toward our
lines of communication to the southeast of CANTON.
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April 20th.

(Oahu Date)

Between 1840 and 1900 (-11) April 21 five B-24s attacked NUMA NUMA. An airstrip is under construction there.
Com 3rd Fleet 210613 is an operation summary for the day.
Major General Hale's strike of 22 B-24s on NAURU was
completed successfully. Damage was reported to phosphate installations. At least five enemy intercepting planes were shot
down. The planned strike of the same group on TARAWA will be
on April 23rd (f 9~).
No report was received of ALEUTIAN activities for the
20th (f 10). Comnorpac 210802 two part pink gives changes in
the operation plan for LMiDCRAB.
There were no new enemy developments.
April 21st.

(Oahu date)

Com Jrd Fleet 220628 is an operational summary. At
1600 (-11) April 22 6 TBF and 11 SED attacked MUliDA. At 1715
(-11) same day 4 VF strafed ~~A and VILA air strips.
Revised estimate of the NAURU strike indicates refineries
and underground fuel supply completely destroyed, and only one
zero definitely destroyed. At 0228 (-12) April 22 5 enemy bombers
raided TIJNAFUTI doing minor damage.

On the 20th (f 10) KISKA was attacked by one strike
from ADAK and five strikes from AMCHITKA. An increase in sub
contacts in the ALEUTIANS was reported.

Comsopac 210654 two part pink deals with reassignment of troops. Cincpac 202217 pink requests policy of sending
Sopac t t oops to SWPac at this time. This was answered by Cominch
~
1/.} pink.
A movement of air in the KURILES area is indicated.
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April 22th.

(Oahu Date)

Com 3rd Fleet 230721 is an operations summary for the
day in the Sopac Area.
Cincpac will authorize Admiral Halsey to provide the
garrison at WOODLARK in accordance with Cominch despatch on
this subject noted yesterday.
·
The SCORPION on patrol on the east coast of HONSHU
reports having completed a mine plant and having damaged one
large Maru.
received.

No report of ALEUTIAN operations for the day was

The enemy continues to strengthen NE NEN GUINEA positions.
It continues to be indicated that this area is the focal
point of enemy interest in the Pacific. However, these operations do not require major fleet units and we must consider that
the bulk of the enemy fleet is capable of operations in the
Central Pacific. Raids in force on the MIDWAY - O.A.HU - CANTON
line continue possible but not probable.

April 23rd.

(Oahu Date)

At 1345 (-11) April 24th, 12 SBD and 12 TBF escorted
All major SOPAC task forces are at
bases. One ACV is patrolling southeast of GUADALCANAL to cover
logistic moves to the GUADALCANAL area.
by 16 VF attacked MUNDA.

The bombing attack on TARAWA was completed at 1530 Zed
today and Major General Hale, u. s. Army, who led the attack, is
returning to OAHU with his Army bombers.
Bad weather prevented air strikes in the ALEUTIANS.
Lieutenant General DeWitt is now at ADAK.
Cominch 231632 pink believes it well to hold a task
group in the Central Pacific.
There were no new enemy developments.
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April 24th.

(Oahu Date)

During the day in the Central Solomons four Army VF
jumped 10 Jap VB and 20 Zeros, shooting down 5 Zeros. We lost
two VF. SOPAC task forces continue in port. No major enemy
units were sighted.
In the ALEUTIANS bad weather prevented all attacks on
KISKA except for two VF from AMCHITKA.
Admiral Halsey has returned to NOUMEA from a conference
in BRISBANE with General MacArthur.
Cincpac 242345 pink desires that Admiral Kinkaid and
General DeWitt explore future operations after LANDCRAB.
There were no new enemy developments.
April 25th.

(Oahu Date)

Usual air searches in the SOLOMONS were made, but bad
weather prevented air strikes except the nightly harassing at
KIHILI by 3 B-24s. There were no sightings of major enemy units.
Cominch 251534 confirms Cincpac assumption that the 3rd
Marines now at SAMOA will not be furnished relief from the mainland.
Two, possibly three, Jap subs are operating off BRISBANE
and during the day sank two freighters.
KISKA was attacked by Army planes today from both ADAK
and AMCHITKA. Rear Admiral Kinkaid suggests that it may be unwise to employ the NARWHAL and NAUTILUS in LANDCRAB. (Comnorpac
260124 pink)
Four enemy CV known to have operated in the RABAUL-TRUK
area as late as April 11th have not been located since that time.

~ @)
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April 26th.

(Oahu Date)

The SOLOMONS Sea area was quiet except for night
strikes made on KAHILI, BALLALE and VILA between 0030 and 0515
(-11) April 27th. Major task forces in the SOPAC are in port.
Enemy submarines are operating off SYDNEY. The AOBA was sighted
today on the reef at KAVIENG.
Com 3rd Fleet 270510 pink is the proposed new SOPAC
task force organization.
On the 26th NORPAC light cruiser group bombarded ATTU.
Several strikes were made on KISKA by Army planes and it is
interesting to note that AA fire was considerably lighter than
usual.
Cincpac 270135 pink gives views on employment of the
NAUTILUS and NARWHAL in LANDCRAB. CTF 51 262351 pink is on the
same subject.
Plans Section estimate of operations in the Central
Pacific during 1943 was approved today by Admiral Nimitz as a
general basis for future planning.
There were no new enemy developments.
April 27th.

{Oahu Date)

The South Pacific continues quiet. Air activity was
limited to searches and minor harassing in the BUIN Area. The
ENTERPRISE and VICTORIOUS are to relieve each other, both leaving present stations May 1st.
A total of 49.8 tons of bombs were dropped on KISKA
yesterday by Army and Canadian planes. Today air activities
were severly reduced by bad weather. Only one attack was made
on KISKA, which was a strike of 4 VF from AMCHITKA. The bomber
strip at AMCHITKA will be able to accommodate 10 VB by April
28th.
There were no new enemy developments.
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April 28th.

(Oahu Date)

Comsopac 290610 is an operations summary. In addition
to the operations thus summarized, at 0830 (-11) the 29th, 14
VB escorted and assisted by 20 VF bombed and strafed enemy positions at KOLOMBANGA...liA. At 1545 ( -11) the 29th KOLOMBANGARA
positions were attacked again by 14 VB escorted by 16 VF.
Cominch l- 9 t S"'f"if pink suggests that the VICTORIOUS
and NORTH CAROLINA be held at PEARL until the arrival here of
the ENTERPRISE and WASHINGTON. It has been our thought all
along that this is desirable in view of possible needs in the
Central or North Pacific, but Cominch had previously held the
view that two CVs should be kept in the SOPAC. Cincpac will
concur with Cominch in this matter and hold the VICTORIOUS group
at PEARL until the arrival of the ENTERPRISE group. Because of
lack of screening DDs, the total force so retained at PEARL cannot be used with reasonable safety.
Bad weather in the ALEUTIANS prevented air attacks
on KISKA and curtailed searches.
Based on best available
deployment it is possible for the
4 BBs in the North Pacific. This
total force of: 4 BE (BatDiv 2),
verted marus), 12- 16 DDs.
April 29th.

inforraation of current enemy
enemy to employ as many as
would forra the center of a
six cruisers, two CVs (con-

(Oahu Date)

Between 1840 and 1850 (-11) April 29, six B-24s attacked KIETA. At 1125 (-11) April 30 nine SBD, nine TBF, and
four VT escorted by 28 VF attacked VILA. Between 0424 and
0510 (-11) April 30 five B-17s attacked KAHILI. Commencing at
1300 Zed May 6th a mine field will be laid by 3 DM between
MAKUTI Island and KOLOMBANGARA.
today.

Bad weather prevented air strikes in the ALEUTIANS
There were no new enemy developments.

· fL
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01 0900 TU 17.1.2 (i;lAHOO) to CONfSUBPAC.
WAHO swop the broom for the mop and mopped up iNith 8
ships sunk for 37,000. 6,000 tonner damaged due second
hit dud. Trayvler and 2 sanpans wrecked. Everything
expended. 4 prematures. 3 ships off DAIRZN 2 off
CHilJTJAl' fPO 1 off ?ORT ARTHUH 2 middle Yellow Sea l CHINETTS
Strait. Torpex wonderful. HAIIOO returning base as cocky
as boot seaman on leave. 81901953. 31 deg. North 147 deg.
East.
03 2054 COMNOHPACFOR to COHINCH,

C~i'TCPAG,

CO MNORHESTSEA~,RON,

etc.

Part 1 of 2 parts my 032100. Par.t- ~-oi'-2::p~j?rii--2nd
~12 VENTRILOOJUIST Liberators 1733 dropned 60
quarter tanners North HEAD 136 centuries runv11ay B00DLE
from 12 to 14,000 feet. Hits observed. Unusually large
volume medi1.un but low IlA from North :EIEAD, north and west
of main camp, North of SALl\TOIJ Lagoon and sub base. No
planes damaged. No enemy aircraft or new shipping observed.
Additional FOill.IDLA missions to ~OODLE. SCRON. 8 P-40's
apnrox 1000 dropped 6 ouarter tanners main camp near hangar
from 7000. Results not observed. Broken overcast. Moderate AA.
03 2100 This is part 2 and final of 032100. 3rd. 8 Lightnings
approx 1000 left 7-1100 pounders 8 ~uarter tanners mag
cluster main camn from 8000 through hole in overcast with
unobserved results. AA light. 4th. 8 P40's approx 1250
dropped· 8 auarter tanners main camp from 8000. Observed
smoke from bombed area. 5th. 8 Lightnings approx 1400
left 8 quarter tanners 7 mag clusters main camp from 3500
to 8000 feet. Results unobserved. Heavy accurate AA some
from C'rEHTRUDE COVE. 8th. 8 P40's approx 1600 from 6000
feet dropped 8 quarter tanners main camp with unobserved
results. Almost solid overcast. f·till another mission was
turned back iater because of weather. No enemy planes
seen. No new shipping. 1 Mitchell v1hich took part in first
FOID,IDLA raid on BOODLE but landed at VEUTHILOO)JI~3 T dronped
2 quarter t onners l half tanner BOODI..~E. Not previously reported.
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05 0619 COH 3HD E'LT to COI\1 1ST :B,LT, IJZNB, Info ALL TF CG].l8 SOJ?AC , etc.
USS 0 'BANlJON credited destruction by gunfire depth-charging
surfaced enemy submarine 0230 I.J ( -11) today 5th. Atta ck
took place in SOLO:HON9 ALIEY SOUTH SANTA ISABEL. At 1130
L today small BLUE task unit reported under attack by nip
bombers north of SAN CHISTOJAL. No details yet. Night of
3rd - 4th Jap planes over RUSSELL ISLAlJDS dropped two bombs
near BJLI\TIKA fi£:Shter strip 3 more near 1·ilOTJEY If'LAND off
northwest PAVUVU. Nil damage. Reliable ::30UGAINVIJ..JLE
source renorts greatly increased Jap activity along coast
that island northwest from CAPE TLL\..t~liRI area to BANIU ,
BUIN SHOTITLAND shin"!)ing from AIRc;HIGHT 1445 L 4th. 2 CL's
5 DE's 4 AY's 1 nossible AV . Black cats continue nightly
patrols harassing . Dropped on VILA night of third - 4th
on ENOGAI inlet east shore liJLA r+ULF night of 4th. GR.t\YBACK returnin~ from natrol renorts nutting 2 fish in 7,200
ton freighter north of 1ISM~~CKS March 30th.

11 0321 CINCPAC to CTF 16 Info COMGEN WDC, CTF 51,
Cincpac replying your 100826 approves master plan as
modified by your subject to following provisos, ABLE.
Employ NASSAU per my 110045 and B decision as to occupation of VOLVBLE should be held in abeyance until
you determine whether more suitable location for field
exists on JACKBOOT.
18 0611 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT Info NZNB, COMSOWESTPAC, etc,
Night of 16th saw biggest KAHILI raid in weeks as 11
Avengers 9 Liberators 5 Forts hammered airdrome, offshore
shipping and BALJ~LE strip, Over 25 tons high explosives
plus hundreds fragmentation clusters and incendiaries fell
on KAHILI. 12 times 500 on BALLALE. TBF's scored bomb hit alongside 1 AK. Afternoon 17th 12 Dauntless 13 Wildcats attacked MUNDA. Bomb hits on rUnway and di~ersal
areas. Mass strike BUIN KAHILI repeated night of 17th.
2 Avengers scored 5 hits on 10,000 ton cargo vessel which
was sinking on last pass, 2 other Avengers got 2 directs
on another AK near misses on 3rd, Meanwhile Avengers
followed by Forts, Liberators pounded KAHILI strip with
tons of bombs firing fuel munitions dumps and starting
fires visible 30 miles. PJ8 flight to KAHILI area· 0930
L (-11) 18th shot down 3 Jap bombers 3 zeros to loss of 1
BLUE fighter,
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19 0603 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT. Info _COM 7TH FLT, ALL CTF 3RD FLT.
CACTUS P70's opened season on nocturnal raiders night of
18th shooting down one of several enemy bombers which made
harassing runs during 9 hours alert. 17 bombs dropped but
no appreGiable damage. Between 2115 and 2215 L (-11) 18th
quartet of Liberators bombed MUNDA scoring hits on runway
and blast pens and causing one large explosion in BUIN
TONOLEI shipping morning 18th two destroyers 5 freighters
and 4 patrol vessels.

20 0616 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT. Info COM 7th FLT, CG FIJI, etc.
Fortresses raided KIETA 2030 L (-11) 19th dumped 17 tons
bombs in target area. Meanwhile 10 Avengers were hammering KAHILI airdrome paying particular attention to runway
and blast pens on west side field. 3 hours later 7 more
Avengers struck TONOLEI shipning scored direct hit on AK
northwest PUPUKUSE Point several near misses 2nd freighter
· near OVAU Island. Coastwatchers report continuing barge
activity VELLA LAVELLA. Recent DF plots and sightings
indicate eastward movement ORANGE subs along general line
PHOENIX SAMOA FIJI groups. 2 sighted local 19th west PHOENIX
Group.
21 0613 COM 3RD FLEET to COM 1ST FLT. Info NZNB, ALL TFC'S 3RD FLT.
8 Avengers 12 Dauntless carrying 7 one ton bombs 12 half
tanners 4 quarter tanners raided l/Iill~DA 0740 L ( -11) 20th
silencing ack ack posies Lambeti Gurusai starting large
fire and messing up runway and dispersal areas. ORTOLAN
reports finding Nip 2 man submarine resting on bottom in
4 fathoms just off Visale. Preliminary looksee disclosed
only minor damage and craft may be salvageable. Am
searches 20th saw 1 AK down by stern with line to OVAU
Island. This ship damaged by Avengers night of 19th.
Also sighted 1 AK off Toikh Island south of BUKA Passage.

22 0628 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT, Info NZNB, SOPAC TF COMS, ROO AUCK.
Afternoon 21st search plane scored near bomb misses Jap radio
station vicinity CAPE ALEXANDER CHOISEUL. Fighter sweep to
BOUGAINVILLE STRAIT then straffed same area leaving storehouse
smoking and hitting radio shack. Avengers Forts and Liberators raided POPORANG Island near FAISI night 21st dropping
large number vari-sized bombs plus fragmentation incendiary
clusters. Fires visible 40 miles resulted. During POPORANG
strike 2 Avengers scored probable hits on AK off POPORANG
Point but nip night fighter interception made definite confirmation impossible. ToJo Night Rawles incidentally seem to
reit~:. on searchlight crews.
Night of 20th 5 3-24' s heavily
(Continued)
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22 0628 COM 3RD FLT -

(Continued)

hit NUI\1A NUWfA area BOUGAINVILLE. ORANGE sub called VILA
night of 20th says Allied watcher. Unloaded supplies then
left by FERGUSON PASS. PRESIDENT ADAMS reports underwater
code transmission heard night of 21-22nd near ULAWA Island
(North SAN CRISTOBAL).
23 0721 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT Info NZNB, ALL TFC 3RD FLT, Etc.
Enemy Aircraft attacked FUNAFUTI twice prior dawn 23rd.
First wave estimated 5 bombers started small fire caused 2
personnel casualties only slight damage. Second flight
about 6 planes moderately damaged radio station destroyed
2 parked liberators. At 1600 L (-11) 22nd BLUE dive torpedo
bombers hit Mu~DA dumped 1 ton bombs squarely on runway
silenced ACK ACK posits with ton and half ton loads. Corsair
sweep followed hour later strafed area from tree top height '
firing 3 Nip planes on ground. Fighters continued to VILA
set fire to motor truck caught on strip. All our planes
returned. During night 22nd-23rd 3 Liberators harassed
KAHILI with 60 light bombs. Com 3rd Fleet daily dope.
12 SBDs escorted by 14 Corsairs bombed and strafed REKATA
and target area shortly after daylight 23rd. ORANGE sub
unsuccessfully attacked tanker \VESTERN SUN in posit 13-08
south 167-51 west 2115 GCT 21st. Ship saw periscope of
possible second sub 20 minutes later.
25 1534 COMINCH to CINCPAC, MARCORPS Info

COl~OPAC.

Cincpac 222151. and 240227 assumption that no r e1ief :for
3rd Marines will be furnished :from the maim1and at this
time is correct. Marine Corps hereby directed transrer
1 Airdrome Battalion to PEARL·when shipping is available
as replacement 12th Derense Battalion transferred to SOPAC
area.

29 0610 Com 3rd Flt, to Com lst Flt, Info Com 7th Flt, TF Coms Sopac.
BLUE troops surprised annihilated Jap officer 8 men 0530 L
28th near BEAUFORT Bay G1JADALCANAL. Nip patrol apparently
attempting escape from GUADAL was staging from small boat
and had landed preceding night. Liberator harassed l{AHILI
early hours 28th while second plane same type failing find
KNIILI account weather returned via VILA dumped bomb load
in bivouac area. Early today 29th 2 Fortresses over KAHILI
aimed bombs to land on both ends runway and across strip.
Lone Mitsubishi type one bomber unsuccessfully attacked small
BLUE task unit in usual area east of SAN CRISTOBAL forenoon
today. Aircraft spotted possible sub posit 17-45 s, 179-08
E time 1130 L 28th. Quantity of debris so far unidentified
washed up on east coast MALEKULA Island NEW HEBRIDES 27th
and 28th. Additional wreckage reported found north central
coast SAN CRISTO lAL 28th.
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OJ:. 1810 COMINCH to COMSOPAC Info CINCPAC, MACARTHUR.
Handle as super secret. Para. Referring Joint Chiefs of
Staff Directive War Dept. 2407 to Cornsowespac Area, Rane
4007 CG SOPAC area and 3603 to CG HawDept, desire Halsey
confer with MacArthur in early future regarding composition
Task Forces sequence and timing of major offensive operations.
Para.2. Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that timing and
sequence must be adjusted to situation regardless contents
Para 11 Cominch 232357. Carpender pass to N~rArthur •
•

02 0400 CTF 16 to CTF 51- Info ·CINCPAC.

Most Secret. NEVADA, IDAHO with screens needed this area
now. Please advance date departure as pra~ticable.
PENNSYLVANIA should be ready depart on short notice when
additional screening DDs become available. Your 312359.
Proposed use of PENNSYLVANIA as flagship not in accordance
probable task organization . Without having seen LANDCRAB
master plan my present concept is briefly as follows. You
and ComGen 7th would be in Transport Group and Op. Plan will
provide for you operational control over close gunfire
support, screening and other task groups participating in
actual landing operations. Battleships and cruisers with
their screens assigned to distant support and covering
groups should have complete freedom of action to meet any
situation arising. Adees pass
02 2120 CTF 51 to CTF 16 Info CINCPAC
This is most secret. Your 020400. Impracticable anticipate
proposed departing date NEVADA, IDAHO and screens due loading ammunition, readiness DDs and test firing NEVADA. Consider use PENNSYLVANIA my flag mandatory due lack adequate
radar, communicatio n, fighter control and other command
facilities in any other ship now in my force. New subject.
For accomplishme nt of Task I consider 3 BBs essential at
time of landing for bombardment, AA protection and close
support. End of Part 1.
02 2301 Part Tvro of my 02212.0. However if you intend to accept
x
Cincpac' s offer of NE~'V' MEXICO and MISSISSIPPI with 4 DD which
I reconnend then IDAHO might be included in latter group.
Task Group 51.1 (Ex TeG. 2.3) has been extensively trained in
shore bombardment in conjunction witl1 troop landings. Combat
loading plans and landing force tactical plan now virtually
conpleted utilizj_ng all units assigned TF 51. Am conferring
with Landing Force Commander {Gen. Brown) tomorrow (April 3)
for final approval. Your agreement with my proposed employment BBs considered urgent in order avoid confusion, revision
of plans and probable delay target date. For your info master
plan LANDCRJI..B is result conference with RAd Spruance Generals
DeWitt, Smith, and Brown. All concur conception operation and
Task Organization . Spruance has given approval to plan and
Joint Staff now preparing Comnorpnc OpPlan for submittal :f91
you via ENTWISTLE earliest possible date.
- ...

DUFIED

April (GCT)
02 2341 CINCPAC to CTF 16, Info CTF 51,. c or.TI HCH.
Following additions will be made to vour force for
LANDC:RAB. RAd .Giffen 'JI GIIITA, SAN FRANC I SCO, LOUI ~; VILLE
and four destroyers available to you at PE.lillL about 17th.
NAR'dHAI..J at 3AN DIEGO about 12th. NAUTILUS at ?EARL about
18th. dubs fitted as trans_p orts. para. Forementioned
will re~ort to yo~ for orders approximately on dates shown.
This is most secret.
08 2215 CII'TCPAC to

CO ~·L.S OPAC.

U.S ·

HiCom for Admiral Halsey. In current situation with
MAINYlLRD firmly held by &:-A. but subject to enemy air
attackA do not believe advanta~e of operating major
task forces south and southeastward of that area worth
risk from submarine action. Para. Request comment.
Do you consider major enemy naval threat against 11AINYfu~D still exists.
09 0601 COI:SO PAC to

CI~!CPAC.

HiCom. Current concentration Jap forces at THTJl{ in connect ion with nresent halt in our offensive makes estimate
Jan movement dif+>icult. I am conducting long range air
search to detect possible indication his objectives .
0onsider major Jap threat a[!:ainst RU SST~LL9-GUADALC.ll.NAL
area should not find surface forces unprepared . They
were sent to sea originally because of change in "X
DAYn and lac"k: of knovJledge as to si gnificance of "~~ DAY'' .
Forces out of bombing range and out of suspected submarine areas are en g a g in ~ in valuable training which
has been difficult in last Month because of overhaul
program and reported presence of submarines vicinity base
operating areas.
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21 0733 COMNORPACFOR to CTF 15.

Info CINCPAC.

Most secret. Part 1 of my 210802. Paras refer to those
in proposed Op Plan delivered by Comdr Entwistle. Other
than minor changes not affecting plan, final draft changed
as follows. Para 2. Seize and occupy JACK BOOT and dccupy
VOLUBLE constructing airfield thereon at earliest practicable date in order sever enemy lines conununica tions to
Western ALEUTIANS, deny Near Islands to enemy, render
BOODLE untenable, create base ope-rations ·future reduction
and occupation BOODLE. Para 3 Sub para 1. Occupy VOLUBLE
and construct airfield thereon, embarking in transports
and proceeding to VOLUBLE, as ordered, as soon as landing
force well established on JACK BOOT. Para 3 Sub para J.
In second sentence after quote threatening unquote quote
assault and occupation JACK BOOT or occupation of VOLUBLE
unquote. Para 3 Sub para K. Third sentence after quote
supplies unquote quote clear vicinity JACK BOOT and proceed VENTRILOQUIST north of chain. As soon as need for
transports no longer exists they will be directed proceed
West Coast unquote. Para 3 Xray. Only major change estaalishes how hour with Comtaskforce 51 authorized change by
despatch if circumstances require.

J

21 0802 2nd and final part Comnorpacfor 210802. Para 5. Change
1st sentence to following. By order higher authority
supreme command vested in Comnorpacfor. Comtaskfor 51
(Comamphorpac) will operate under Comnorpac, commanding
amphibious operations until landing phase completed.
·
Thereafter landing force (Task Group 51.4) will become
JACK BOOT occupation group (Task Group 16.11) operating
directly under Command Comtaskforce 16. Task Group 16.11
will revert to Army command when Commanding General reports
that status of occupation of JACK BOOT warrants this change
and when so directed by Comnorpacfor. New subject. Contemplate Task For.c-e 51 ships remaining ALEUTIAN Area only
as long as their services required. In case of combatant
ships period will be governed by enemy reaction to seizure
JACK BOCT and occupation SHEMYA. . Transports will be returned West Coast as soon situation indicates services not
required to move additional reserves to JACK BOOT.
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20 2217 CINCPAC to COMINCH.
Hicom to Adm King only. In two despatches Halsey states
he is required to furnish one regimental combat team for
garrison WOODLARK and one defense battalion for defense
same island. Halsey states thes-e requirements necessitate
replacement these troops from outside SOPAC area. Para.
See my 200217. JCS 291803 March para three implies allocation forces presumably after JCS approve MacArthur's general
plans. Such approved plans not yet available to me. Advise
your policy in meeting renuireme~ts made on Halsey.

21 0654 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info COMINCH.
This is most secret. Replying urdis 200217. Part 1.
Complete information not available until return Admiral
Halsey but believe tentative arrangements made for construction airfield on VTOODLARK and garrisoning that island
by SOPAC. ACORN 5 enroute BRISBANE accordingly. This is
part 1 of 2 parts. 1 regimental combat team and 1 defense
battalion designated by conference as necessary combat garrison. Assume conference results subject to Joint Chiefs
of Staff confirmation for allocation forces
21 0701 This is Part 2 Comsopac 210654 most secret. Appreciate
partial protection afforded SJU~OA by FUNAFUTI but in view
possible detachment from this area of important fleet units
recommend no reduction present garrisons UPOLU and TUTUILA
Pact regarding utilization of New Zealand troops. In cooperation with New Zealand officials have recently made study
New Zealand manpower Forces. Only active units available
are in 3rd Division NEW CALEDONIA. This division being
increased in strength with agreement it will be used offensively. To detach units for garrison duties would detract
from offensive power of division.
21 1336 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info COMSOPAC.
This is Hicom for Admirals Nimitz and Halsey only. Your
202217 your reading of JCS 291803 March correct but relative
Ppoportion ground forces available in Sopac compared with
t.~.J.ose in Souwespac for tasks in prospect warrant immediate
action to garrison and defend WOODLARK in order to get on
with campaign.

DECLASSIFIED
~eft'E'f

April (GCT)
23 1632 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info COMSOPAC.
UTMOST SECRET. Your 230059 think it well to hold
specified task group in Central Pacific for time
being to await developments and because forces now
in SoPac have been inactive for some time. There is
however no objection to sending specified task group
to Sopac provided e,qui valent group is moved into
Central Pacific.

23 0059

CINCPAC to COMINCH Info COMSOPAC.
Propose sall VICTORIOUS with NORTH CAROLINA Task Group
to SOPAC about twenty-eighth unless you have other plans
for her employment. HI-COM.

24 2345

CINCPAC to COMNORPACFOR.
For Admiral Kinkaid only. Desire you take advantage
presence DeWitt to explore practicability future operations after LANDCRAB. How can we liquidate · Jap or at
least keep him harried. How can we profitably employ
General Browns amphibious troops other than as garrison
JACKBOOT Para Imr~ediate reply not required but desire
you explore matter thoroughly with DeWitt. Advise results.

26 0124 COMNORPAC to ADM ROCKWELL Info CINCPAC.
Most secret. Only for Admiral Rockwell and Cincpac info.
Indication enemy submarine activity this area steadily
increasing. Therefore vitally important there be no
antisubmarine restrictions in operating areas on D day
and that every submarine contact be promptly and vigorously
attacked. Presence NAUTILUS NARWF~L this area definitely
increases sub menace to our transports and combatant ships
by virtue restrictions necessarily imposed. Furthermore
highly desirable flexibility offered by alternate landing
plans considerably nullified by necess·i ty for early commitment in order submarines will know where to land scouts.
Delays in communicating with subs must be allowed for.
Advantages of scout tasks fully appreciated but they are
outweighed by vitally important disadvantages. Castner and
other·s in full agreemen.t that transport submarines can and
should be eliminated from all landing plans. Additional
gunfire preparation for landing battalion combat team RED
Beach should compensate in large measure loss of services
of scout company. Due scheduled early departure INCUBUS
of submarines r equest prompt reply via destroyer sent clear
your formation to break radio silence. If scouts vital
to operation desire you consider landing from APD or DD.
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27 0510 COM 3RD FLT to CINCPAC.
Proposed modification Sopac Org 2 as follows. This is
most secret. Task Force 10 Captain Davis (temporary)
Batdiv 8 NORTH CAROLINA Desron 5. Task Force 14 Rear
Admiral Ramsey SARATOGA, VICTORIOUS, SAN ~AN, SAN DIEGO,
DESRON 6. Task Force 11 Rear Admiral Hill Batdiv 4, Cardiv 22, Desdiv 15, BACHE, CO~NERSE. Task Force 18 Rear
Admiral Ainsworth Crudiv 9, LEANDER, DESHON 21. Task Force
19 Rear Admiral Merrill Crudiv 12, DESHON 22. Task Force
36 (Sopac escorts) Desron 12, remaining units. Task Forces
10 and 14 base NOUMEA. Task Forces 11 and 19 base HAVANNAH.
Task Force 18 base ESPIRITU. Approval requested.
27 0135 CINCPAC to CTF 16, Info CTF 51.
HiCom only for Admiral Kinkaid action, Admiral Rockwell
info. Subs mentioned UR 260214 were made available by me
at considerable sacrifice and effort to assist the Army
scheme of maneuver strongly desired by Brown and as strongly
advocated by Castner. Understand present plans based on
use of submarines. They are distinctive in appearance and
are not now suitable for and cannot be used for combat
patrols because of insufficient training of NARWHAL and
material condition of NAUTILUS. Para. It should be feasible to use them by restricting anti-submarine measures
within a well defined narrow area for a definite period of
time. Para. The decision in this matter is entirely yours.
The purpose of this dispatch is to acquaint you with facts
and background.

26 2351 CTF 51 to CTF 16 Info CINCPAC.
Most secret. Your 260124. Plans included transport subs
because unique advantages: (A) Discovery in area would
not indicate imminence landing. (B) Could locate correct
beach daylight submerged thus permit night landing and ·
necessary beach reconnaissance and marking. If these outweighed must accept reduced probability successful landing
and will require additional DD's transport scouts. Scout
mission vital in most plans. If subs ruled out request you
designate 2 DD's from your force embark scouts at INCUBUS
and report to me at SEAWASP prior 2 May. My screen protection critically weak in view increased enemy sub activity
and request additional DD's in any event. Advise.
·
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April 30. (Oahu Date)
A~ll SO PAC major task forces, are in port.Opera tiona
in the SOLOMONS today were limited to search. Forty-one ships
over 1000 tons were seen at RABAUL yesterday and included 1 CL,
6 SS, 1 AO, 2~ AK.

In the ALEUTIANS usual air searches were made, but
strikes on KISKA were limited to two VF missions from AMCHITKA
because of bad weather. The bomber strip at AMCHITKA is now
ready and as soon as weather permits 10 VB will be moved in
from ADAK. The BB group is at COLD BAY with TF 51. Norpac
heavy cruisers are operating to the west of ATTU. The light
cruisers are now enroute to that area.
Cominch 291747 pink states that the SOUTH DAKOTA will
not join Pacific Fleet as planned but that one BB will be sent
to the Pacific early in July.
~·
Enemy 3rd Fleet CVs
May 1.

re~ain

unlocated.

(Oahu Date)

® (j~

During the day 6 TBF with 16 VF escorting attacked
MUNDA. The SS WILLIAM V·!ILLIAMS was torpedoed by an enemy sub
240 miles SE of SUVA. It has been thought for several days that
subs would operate in that general area.
Improved weather in the ALEUTIANS permitted a resumption of air attacks on KISKA. Six attacks were made from AMCHITKA and two from ADAK. Searches to the westward were generally
negative. Nine heavy bombers were moved to AMCHITKA during the
day.
There were no new enemy developments .

May 2.

(Oahu Date)
Between 0810 and 0830 (-11) May 3, twelve SBD, twelve

TBF, and twelve VF bombed and strafed REKATA.

Both 1000# and

2000# bombs were used.
The continued ORANGE sub activity between SUVA and
TONGA which so far has resulted in the torpedoing of the WILLIAM
WILLIAMS and the iEETER HEARST and an at tack on the PETER SYLVESTER
has caused a gene al traffic rerouting and intensified search.

Ph

)t ~Vt

(Continued)
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-Continued-

During an enemy strike on DARWIN yesterday, we lost
Only minor damage at
DARWIN was reported.

14 VF against the enemy loss of 3 zeros.

Comnorpac 020843 is a summary for April.
ADAK.
ATTU.

Air strikes continued on KISKA from both AMCHITKA and
At 1700 (flO) May 2 five bombers from AMCHITKA attacked
This is the first bomber strike from AMCHITKA.
There were no new enemy developments.

May 3.

(Oahu Date)

Com Jrd Fleet 040534 summarizes operations for the day
in the South Pacific. At. 1020 (-11) May 4th six TBF, six SBD,
and 8 VF bombed and straffed enemy positions on KOLOMBM~GARA.
Submarines continue active in the SUVA - TONGA area but no new
attacks on our shippine.
Cominch 032037 requests comment on the A/S situation
in the South Pacific.
The FLYING FISH returning from :patrol in the TSUAGAHU
STRP.IT area reports sinking 28,000 tons enemy marus. The submarine reports heavy traffic in that vicinity.
The WMIOO reported one hit in a loaded Y.AV off the
Southern KURILES. The target did not sink.
Early this morning the NECHEP grounded at the entrance
to COLD BAY.
One strike from ADAK and two from .A1v1CHITKA were made
on KI SKA during the day. AA was reported to be very light.
It seems probable that two convoys are now enroute to
the Western ALEUTIANS from JAPAN. It is possible that they will
arrive at about the same time our force commences the attack on
ATTU - May 7th. There are no other important enemy developments.

~

§

1 52 3

May 4£-th.

(Oahu Date)

Com 3rd Fleet 050556 is an opera~ tions summary for the
day. It now seems probable that the torpedoed WILLIAM WILLIAMS
will be able to reach port. ·
The Pacific Ocean Areas continue to be quiet.
Nimitz inspected MAUI airfields yesterday .

Admiral

Because of bad weather D-Day for LANDCRAB has been
postponed to May 8. The 1ffiCHES backed off the spot where she
grounded yesterday and is anchored in COLD BAY. She will require Navy yard repairs but is seaworthy and able to proceed
under her own power at 10 kts.
Location of major enemy units continues uncertain .
Recent studies of enemy fuel capabilit ies made for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff confirm our belief that the Japs are now unable
to conduct major prolonged offensive operations to the eastward
of their present lines, but that raids in force on our MIDWAY OAHU - CANTON - FIJI line are feasible.
May 5th.

(Oahu Date)

All pacific Ocean Areas continue quiet. The m1n1ng
operation off- KOLOMBANGARA previously noted is scheduled for tomorrow.
Cornnorpac 060903 pink requests NFN MEXICO, MISSISSIP PI
and four DDs. Cincpac will be able to sail these ships except
that only two DDs are available . The additiona l fuel requirements can be met by withdrawa l of two tankers from another area.
Two possible enemy sub contacts were made by planes in the
Western AL~TTIAN Area.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
May 6th.

(Oahu Date}

Comsopac plans to mine the western part of KULA Gulf
on May 12th (-11). The mining operation on the western side of
KOLOMBANGARA was comnleted successfu lly today although the forces
involved were tracked by Jap planes during retiremen t. Com Jrd
Fleet 070552 is an operation s summary for the day. Comsopac intends to reinforce the aerial ~~ minefield in the BUIN area
between 18 and 22 May.
t~ id
Comnorpac has requested the MISSISSIPP I and NEW MEXICO
The NARV'ffiAL and NAUTILUS are patrolling to the NN and
of ATTU. It is hoped that they have not been directed to
conduct offensive patrol, but are -waiting to land troops on ATTU
for LANDCRAB. Good weather permitted extensive searches to the
~v

(Continued )
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(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Westward of the ALEUTIANS. No new enemy sightings were reported.
Army air strikes were made on both KISKA and ATTU.
There are continued indications of Jap movements to the
While we cannot tell the nature of these moves they
are thought to be reinforcements destined to KISKA and ATTU. It
seems probable that any convoy moving into the area will be escorted fairly strongly. CinC 5th is· indicated having moved from
his usual station at OMINATO to P.A.RAM1TSHIRO. There is some indication that the 5th Fleet is being reiriforced by units of the
2nd Fleet. A very poor DF shows a CV about half way between
MIDWAY and HONSHU. The possibility of this being a raiding force
approaching MIDWAY is not considered serious enough to retain
the NORTH CAROLINA and VICTORIOUS in this area. However, air
reinforcements will be sent to MIDWAY.
~ ~
ALIDTTIM~S.

May 7th.

(Oahu Date)

Cincpac has congratulated General Eisenhower on the successful culmination of the North Arrican campaign which was
reported by the press today.
area.

Com 3rd Fleet 080538 is an operations summary for his

Two very large air strikes were sent during the day to
attack the enemy ships crippled by our mines in BLACKETT STRAIT
but were unable to reach their targets due to bad weather. The
first strike dropped bombs on 111JT\TDA and reported one 1000# hit
on the bow of a DD at GIZO.
D-Day for LANDCRAB was advanced to May 9th (f lO), . presumably because of bad weather. During the day strikes were
made on both KISKA and ATTU. Cominch has requested aerial reconnaissance of ST. M.A.TTHEVv and ST. LAWRENCE Islands.
Cominch 072006 reviews requirements for overseas transportation of Navy aircraft.
Comsopac 080430 oink gives the schedule of moves for the
occupation of WOODLARK.
Cominch 081329 pink gives an _outline of General MacArthur's plan for the SOLOMONS Sea offensive.
Nothing further was heard of the possible enemy CV in
the Central Pacific yesterday. Indications continue of enemy
reinforcements believed enroute the Western ALEUTIMiS.

®
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May 8th.

(Oahu Date)

The LANDCRAB operation has been nostponed to May 11th
10) because of bad weather in the Western AIJEUTIANS. This
bad weather prevented effective search operations and air
strikes. .
·

(I

Com Jrd Fleet 090603 is a summary which gives further
details on the Jap DDs who ran into our minefield to the west
of KOLOMBANGARA. PTs are ordered into that area, arriving tomorrow, to sink any surviving ships.
Comsopac (090501) pink is in general agreement with
General MacArthur's plan for the SOL0~.10NS Campaign noted yesterday. Cincpac also concurs.
There were no new enemy developments.
May 9th.

(Oahu

Da~e)

All major SOPAC task forces are in port except Rear
Admiral Ainsworth's cruisers which are enroute to the KULA
GULF area to cover planned mining operations.
The VICTORIOUS and NORTH CAROLINA departed yesterday
morning for the South Pacific, and the ENTERPRISE and WASHINGTON
arrived at PEARL yesterday afternoon. The NEW I~t'IEXICO and MISSISIPPI will depart PEARL for the ALEUTIAN area tomorrow morning.
During the day a total of 24 SBD, 24 TBF, covered by 69

VF were d~spatched from GUADALCANAL to search for and attack

damaged enemy vessels in the BLACKETT STRAIT area. No enemy
vessels were seen so 24 - 1000# bombs and 96 - 500# bombs were
dropped on MUNDA.
The North Pacific forces are standing by forD-Day, which
is May 11th. Winds are reported decreasing followed by heavy
fog. Search and striking aircraft were seriously hampered by
fo{S.
We now have a rival of the WAHOO. On the lOth at 1000
GCT the PLUNGER encountered a five maru convoy bound north between TR1~ and SAIPAN. Four of the marus were sunk and the
fifth was damaged.
There were no new enemy developments. The continued
strengthening of enemy positions in North and West NE~ GUINEA
is noted.
(ij

\v;\w...
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May lOth.

(Oahu Date)

.
While cruising in dense fog to the northeast of AT'I'U
at 2235 (,L 10) today the SICARD and MacDONOUGH were in collision. The SICARD was directed to tow the MacDONOUGH to ADAK.
TF 16 and 51 are cruising off ATTU waiting for the attack which
is scheduled for 1040 (,L 10) tomorrow. Rain, fog, and low
ceiling prevented all air strikes in the Western ALEUTIANS and
prevented effective search.
The South Pacific area continues quiet. One air strike
was made on REKATA at 0940 (- 11) the 1'tth and night harassing
planes were over the BUIN area.
The PLUNGER sank the fifth ship of the convoy )mentioned
yesterday l with gunfire. In the same general area the PERMIT
reported sinking two marus.
There were no new enemy developments.

May 11th.

(Oahu Date)

Comnorpac 120105, 120614, and 120827 describe the first
day of the LANDCRAB operation. In spite of dense fog which prevented planned bombardment, the operation is progressing satisfactorily. There is evidence that the landing came as a complete
surprise to the enemy.
At 0840 (-11) May 12 twelve SBD, twelve TBF, covered by
24 VF attacked MUNDA. Harassing B-17s were over the BUIN area as
usual during the night. Enemy submarines were located by DF off
both TONGA and SAMOA.
After due consideration CinCPac recommended to CominCh
no change in the present set-up for the control of merchant shipping in the Pacific Theatre. CominCh had suggested CinCPac
responsibility extended to AUSTRALIA CinCPac 120339.
CominCh 111819 pink believes that existing task organizations comprise too many task groups. The matter will be studied
here.
The deployment of major enemy units continues obscure.
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May 12th.

(Oahu Date)

By the end of the day nearly all troops were landed
on ATTU and were advancing against strong enemy resistance.
Low visibility hampered all operations. It was reported by a
plane that an enemy sub fired a torpedo at the PEID~SYLVAJJIA.
It is expected that unloading of the AKs will be comnleted May
15th.
During the night 12-13 (- 11) surface units of TF 18
bonbarded the VILA 1IDNDA area. The mine field was planted in
KOL~ GULF as planned.
At 1300 (-11) about 25 zeros were intercepted over the RUSSELI.JS. 16 zeros were reported shot down
against our loss of five V},.
Once again the WAHOO has completed a highly successful
patrol. This time off the Northeast coast of HONSHU 25,000
tons of marus were sunk. An XAV escaped damage because of
erratic torpedo. performance.
18 B-24s now at MIDWAY have been ordered to attack

iNAKE on May 15 (f. 9~).

The enemy seems alarmed over our move into ATTU and
has ordered units to the northern area. The exact nature of
this move is not known.
May 13th.

(Oahu Date)

The progress of the assault on ATTU is covered in
Comnorpac 140745 (3 part). The news of this was made public.
by both Tokyo and Berlin.
Activity in the SOLffiffiNS area was confined to minor
night strikes. Our nlanes made a strike in the BUIN area, while
4 enemy planes dropped bombs on GUADALCANAL doing minor damage.
During the bombardment of MUNDA, noted yesterday, the
NASHVILIJE experienced an explosion in No. 3 turret which killed
18 and seriously wounded 11.
There are signs that the enemy is moving air strength
to l'ARAJI;IDSHIRO. No major enemy surface units have been noted
moving toward the ALEUTIANS.

U~Cl~SS\f\tO
..SEGRE'r""

May 14th.

(Oahu Date)

The progress of the assault on ATTU continues favorable
to us.
Over 11,000 troops have been landed on the island. Bad
weather continues to hamper operations and has prevented effective air - ground coordinated attacks. A survey on the spot
indicates the possibility of our constructing two VF strips on
ALEXAI POINT within about four weeks.
area.

Com 3rd Fleet 150543 is an operation summary for . his
The Central Pacific was quiet.

It is not believed that the enemy will send a strong
surface force to repel our forces at ATTU. They will, however,
em~loy submarines and land based aircraft for attrition.

May 15th.

~@

(Oahu Date)

Unsatisfactory progress in the attack on ATTU is described
in CTF 51 160602, 160915 and in Comnorpac 160630 and 160930.
The SOLOMONS area was quiet. Comsopac 160420 pink is
the plan for offensive operations in the H:EVl GEORGIA area to
start about the middle of next month. Several code names used
are not understood here.
The GUDGEON returning from patrol in the PHILIPPINES
area reports sinking 27,000 Jap shipping. So far in the war
this submarine has sunk about 136,000 tons.
Seven B-24s, of eighteen which started from MIDWAY to
bomb WAKE, dropped bombs on the target. Results were not observed. We lost one plane forced .down at sea. Of 22 enemy VF
intercepting two were reported shot down.
There is some indication that units of the Jrd are en
route to the North Pacific.
May 16th.

(Oahu Date)

In accordance with Comnorpac 161013 pink General Landrum
relieved General Brown this afternoon. One battalion of the 4th
Infantry will arrive HOLTZ Bay May 18th to reenforce the Northern
group. Admiral Rockwell will cover this landing and will then
sail f or ADAK in the PENNSYLVANIA. The Northern group has reduced the West arm of HOLTZ Bay and at the end of the day was on
the ridge between the East and West branches. The Southern group
is about 4400 yards inland from MASSACRE Bay engaged in clearing the pass to HOLTZ Bay. Weather permitted minor local air
activity but heavy planes were unable to bomb. Surface forces
continue to cover the operation. An enemy sub was seen about 40
miles Northwest of ATTU . In general, the situation is more
(Continued)
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May 16th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

favorable today than it was yesterday.
The P.S. W.K. VANDERBILT was torpedoed 185 miles Southwest of ffiJVA. Except for one man killed, the crew was rescued.
The SOLOMONS front was quiet except for an air strike
on REKATA at 0900 (-11) the 17th.
The crew of the B-24 which was forced down while returning from the strike on WAKE was rescued except for one man
killed in a crash landing.
There are good indications that 1 BB, 2 OBB, 1 CV, 2
CA, 5 DD departed TRUK yesterday in a northerly direction. This
strengthens our belief that (1) the enemy is on the strategic
defensive in the South Pacific, (2) the bulk of the enemy fleet
is not pinned to the South Pacific by present or enemy estimate
of future operations in that area, (3) the enemy is shifting the
bulk of his naval strength to the North of the TRUK - SJ\.IPAN
area. While it is possjble for the enemy to send considerable
strength to the ALEUTIANS, this is not probable. Thi~;~eems to
indicate a redeployment concentrating his heavy ships in a
central position prepared for eventualities, either North, Central, or South. This does not rule out raids in force on our

MIDWAY - OAHU line, nor sweeps toward the ALEUTIANS.~ ~

May 17th.

(Oahu Date)

Northern troops held position bet,neen east and west arrns
HOLTZ Bay against strong counter attack. Only slight gains by
Southern troops1 but expect that Landrum v1ill push the offense in
that sector. Incomplete casualties to noon local 16th, 68 killed
321 wounded 62 missing. Weather continues to prevent effective
air operations. Japs are expected to bring landing barges to
.
ATTU by submarine .
Salvage of the :I:Y. 9 . S . PERIDA, which is aground trt
MASSACRE Bay, is und erway. Operations are not unf~vorable.
Comsopac 180614 is an operation smrunary for the day in
that area. The BB and CV ta s k forces under Admiral Halsey sailed
from NOID,lliA in the direction of the COR.l\.1 SEA. The purpose of
these operations is not known.
The Central Pacific was quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.

OECLASS\f\ED
.ffiBCRE'P
May 18th

(Oahu Date)

The entire HOLTZ Bay area was brought under our control today and contact was established between the northern
and southern troops. The enemy is concentrated in the
CHICHAGOF area for a last stand, where an attack has been
ordered for tomorrow. The landing phase has been completed.
Rear Admiral Rockwell will proceed to San Diego in an APA
from ADAK in the next day or so. If this fine progress continues we should coMplete the seizure of ATTU this week.
Then it will be necessary to establish our defenses there,
construct a bomber field in the NEAR Islands, and commence
the softening up of KISKA.
During the afternoon a probable contact was made with
an enemy sub about 22 miles west of BARBERS Point, Oahu.
On the night of the 18th (-11) six enemy bombers
dropped bombs on the RUSSELLS and GUADALCANAL. No damage
was reported. The lst phase of augmenting the air laid mines
in the BUIN area was completed the 18th (-11) and the final
phase is planne~ for tonight.
Rear Admiral Spruance has been ordered relieved by
Rear Admiral McMorris.
The 'enemy is worried about our move in the ALEUTIANS
and expect that we will put pressure on the RUSSIANS to obtain bases in KAMCHATKA and nearby Russian Islands. ~ .. ~

May 19th

(Oahu Date)

'\fl' @

During the day SURANA Valley was brought under our control and the Japs were pinned to the CHICHAGOF Harbor area and
approaches thereto. Our troops were taking positions during
this evening and night for further advance tomorrow. Improved
weather permitted air support of the ground troops. Surface
forces continued to cover the operation and DDs were employed
to provide bombardment supDort of troops.
At least eight enemy planes were over GUADALCANAI, during most of the night May 19-20 (-11) and dropped bombs on at
least three runs. Fourteen men were reported killed and twenty
wounded. Two ene~y planes were shot down.
An enemy task force was reported off HOJJSI-ID by one of
our submarines. This may have been one BB, one CV, 2 CA, 5
DDs vrhich left TRUK several days ago.

DECLASSIFIED
,g£CR"SlP-

1\!Iay 20th

(Oahu Date)

The enemy occupies the high ground at the pass entrance
to CHICHAGOF. Activity at ATTU during the day was mainly to
overcome·this point of resistance.
In his 192327, General DeWitt proposes the capture of
KISKA during September. CinCPac favors the plan and recommended
approval to Cominch in his 210247.
The South Pacific was generally quiet. The BB and CV
task forces which have been operating to the northwest of N~N
CALEDONIA are returning to NOUMEA.
The press announced that Admiral Yamamoto, CinC Combined
Fleet was killed last month when the plane in which he was riding
was shot down. It ~eported further that his successor is
Admiral Mineichi Koga.

May 21st

(Oahu Date)

Our troops continued to advance.through the CHICAGOFMASSACRE-SARANA Pass and on the left advanced 2000 yards along
the high ridge. The enemy continues stubborn resistance.
Casual ties reported to date -including sick - total 1014. Surface - forces continue to cover and supryort the attack.
There was a possible su b contact off the Oregon Coast.
The South Pacific was quiet.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff will review the hospital ship
situation in the Pacific. We suspect that the Japs are using
hospital ships for military purposes. Day before yesterday a
Jap sub sank an Allied hosnital ship off BliSBJ~~.
The TRIGGER reported sighting an enemy CW task force
standing toward Tokyo Bay.
~@

1537
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May 22nd

(Oahu Date)

The situation on ATTU is generally unchangede The Japs
have retired to strong positions with their front line about 3000
yards inland from the head of CHICHAGOF Harbor. At 1600 (flO)
today the CHARLESTON and PHELPS were attacked off HOLTZ BAY by
12 to 15 enemy land based torpedo planes. No torpedo hits were
made and no casualties were reported •. One plane was shot down.
It is fairly certain that these planes came from PARAMUSHIRO.
night.

Aerial mining in the BUIN area was again undertaken last

A despatch was intercepte d which indicates that the
NIAGRA and 6 PTs are on fire just south of GUADALCANAL. This
group was enroute MILNE BAY. No other details are known here.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
May 2Jrd.

(Oahu Date)

Our troops continued to make slight gains toward CHICiu~GOF
against stubborn enemy resistance . Considerin g the difficult
terrain and bad weather, progress is good. During the afternoon
16 Jap bombers attaclcing our troops on ATTU were intercepte d by
6 P- 38s fron AL,1CHITKA. The enemy lost five planes against our
loss of two. There has been an increase in small boat casualties
at 11ASSACRE Bay which is slowing up unloading . To provide for
more orderly and better discipline d small boat operation there a
naval port director has been appointed .
CominCh 241336 pink directs the planning and training
phase for the capture of KISKA.
Admiral Halsey requests a submarine concentra tion at TRUK
from June 11th in his 240526 pink. His 240531 is an operations
summary for the day. The sinlcing of the NIAGAHA by our own
torpedo seems precipita te.
In several instances during the war
ships have been abandoned and/or sunk while there was still a
reasonable chance for salvage. Details regarding the NIAGA~A
are insufficie nt for judgment.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
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24th

(Oahu Date)

On ATTU General Landrum continues to make preparatio ns
for a general assault toward CHICHAGOF planned for tomorrow.
Taking advantage of g ood visibility during the day troops reached
jump off positions facing an enemy strong position along the r1igh
ground to the southwestw ard of the head of CHICHAGOF Harbor. The
local logistic situation has improved. The extent of air cooperation during the assault will, of course, depend on the weather.
1:IA.SSACRE BAY is recornr.1end ed by Army reconnaiss ance for development as main port of the Island because it seems less exposed to
the weather than HOLTZ BAY.
At 0955 (-11) 24th 19 TBF and 4 VF attacked RINGI COVE
(just west of VILA). At 0945 (-11) the 25th 13 bombers covered
by 8 VF bombed and strafed REKATA. Com 7th Fleet has asked for
4 Pacific Fleet DDs for his operations commencing June 15.
There is no change noted today in enemy major deploymen t
or plans. It is indicated that the Japs will not undertake fishing off the east coast of KAMCHATYill during the coming season because of the situation at ATTU.

May 25th

(Oahu Date)

A coordinate d attack along the ridge south of CHICHAGOF
was started at 1045
10) today.
By evening hard fighting
continued on the ridge in a snow stern. The south force was
able to penetrate the enemy position and considerab le enemy
casualties were believed inflicted . The CHARLESTON bombarded
CHICHAGOF village area. Three air strikes were made on the
CHICF.c.AGCF area.

(f

The South Pacific area was quiet. Bad weather in the
SOLOMONS hampered air operation s. D-Day for the NEW GEORGIA
infiltrati on and for the air field constructi on on WOODLARK
and KIRIWI NA was moved forward to June 30th. CinCPac 252319
(pink) gives plans for employmen t of Pacific Fleet subs during
these operation s.
There were no new enemy developme nts.
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May 26th

(Oahu Date)

On ATTU our forces continue to make gains to capture the
heights overlooking CHICHAGOF. Enemy resistance is very stubborn. Our planes were able to provide effective assistance
to the troops during the day. There are no indications of
any enemy surface units enroute for the relief of ATTU.
Bad we~ther in the SOLOMONS prevented all air activity
except searches. The South Pacific was quiet, as was the
Central Pacific.
There were no new enemy developments.

May 27th.

(Oahu Date)

Admiral Nimitz left today for San Francisco for a conference
with Admira l King. The ag enda for the conference is in Cominch
270001.
On ATTU sharp fightin~ continued along the high ridge overlooking CHICAGOF. Difficult terrain and. stubborn enemy resistance continues to make proGress very slow.
In the South Pacific 12 SjD , 12 TB:W, 48 VF bombed HUUDA
from low altitude. Heavy k\ was reported. Cominch has directed
that four Pacific Fleet DDs be sent to ~vPacForce for the coming offensive. "
De\li tt' s 281710 is a pro _p osed joint directive :'or the
capture of KISKA.
l~y

28th

(oahu date)

On ATTU our troops continued their attempts to drive the
enemy from the heights overlooking CHICHAGOF. No substantial
gains were reported.

ComGen WDC 272330 is a directive for the KISKA operation.
These two plans are summarized in CinCPac 290115 pink which
gives . our version of the training directive.
Cominch 271427 pink requests comment on employment of
Canadians in the ALEUTIANS.
The Central and South Pacific areas were quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.

1
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May 29th.

(Oahu Date)

Good progress is being made on ATTU as shown by General
Landrum's 301150 two part. The cumulative casualty total today
is: killed 184, wounded 821, missing 78, sick and injured 824.
Thus the ineffectives in the two weeks fi ghting are roughly 14%
of the total landed.
The South Pacific was generally quiet. Bad weather continues. to hamper effective air operations. Two airfields for
VF are scheduled for completion by June 15th. All major SoPac
task forces continue to be at normal oases.
CinCPac 292113 pink explains CinCPac 290115 pink to
Admiral Nimitz who is in San Francisco for conference.
The enemy is sending considerable air strength to PARAMUSHIRO, but there is no evidence of major surface moves toward
that area or toward the ALEUTIA.l\J'S.
·
1
~ ("~~:;
May 30th. (Oahu Date)

rt.

\...)

I

Our forces, by the end of the day, had reached the head
of CHICHAGOF Harbor and had overcome all enemy resistance except
small pockets of troops in the overlooking high ground to the
east of the harbor. Thus, the capture of ATTU is practically
completed. It is expected that the first VF strip there will be
ready for planes about June lOth.
CinCPac 292240 pink is the proposed directive to plan,
train for, and capture KISKA.
The Central and South Pacific Areas were quiet.
There were no new enemy developments .

May 31st.

(Oahu Date)

The activity on ATTU was confined today to the searching
for and mopping up of small groups of the enemy and to consolidating our defense positions. The initial move to S~JYA has
been completed and the bomber strip construction on that island
should commence this week. Surface forces continue to cover the
ATTU operation. It is estimated that about 1500 Japs have been
killed on ATTU during the occupation. Our losses are: Killed
208; wounded 1086; missing 71.
The Central Pacific was quiet. Lieut. General Emmons
was relieved today as c. G. Hawaiian Department by Lieut .General
Richardson.
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02 0843 COMNORPAC to COMINCH CINCPAC CTF 97, 96, COMGEN WDC.
During April our planes dropped on AMATEUR 5744 bombs
weighing 637.8 tons. JACKBOOT received 60 tons 509
bombs. Destroyed or damaged unknown number enemy planes
on KISKA beach by bombing and strafing. Our combat
losses: 1 Liberator shot down crew lost, 1 Wa.rhawk returning from attack crashed pilot saved. 36 planes damaged
varying degrees. 2 crew members received minor injuries.
Comnorpacfor sends April monthly summary. AFFECTATION.
Bomber strip completed. Army strength 10,800, Navy 820 .
officers and men. BIRD ODPD radar installations established. OGLIUGA. Army has 70 officers and men based there
including radar personnel. Radar working. Some emergency
gasoline. 6 .50 caliber machine guns and small arms for
local defense. Strip already been found invaluable as
emergency landing field. GREAT SITKII ISLAND. Construction
of fuel oil storage by Sea Bees has begun. ACCENTUATE.
Harbor facilities greatly expanded. Motor torpedo boat base
in operation. KULUK BAY anti torpedo net partially completed.
Sono Buoys laid. Light cruiser group bombarded JACKBOOT
twenty-sixth Aprtl destroying ammunition dump starting fires.
S-32 torpedoed one enemy AK off JACKBOOT April lOth believed
sunk. PBY bombed 2 enemy DDs · northwest of JACKBOOT April
tenth nil hits. Army cable laid between AFFECTATION and
ACCENTUATE now in use. MIDDLETON refloated CONSTANTINE
HARBOR Ap~il sixth now at INCUBUS undergoing temporary repairs.

03 2037 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
Your comment on antisubmarine situation SoPac and mVPAC
is desired particularly with respect to desirability of
making Cincpac responsible for protection of shipping from
United States all the way to AUSTRALIMq ports as a means
for making best use of escorts available. Above to apply
only to through traffic local convoys to be handled by
area command full study is being made of reassignment of
escort vessels but there can be little reenforcemen t of
your fleet ' in the immediate future. Do you need any officers with experience j_n antisubmarine operations in the
Atlantic.

1542
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04 0 534 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT, Info ALL TJ.i,C SOPAC, COM 7TH FLT.

58 US aircraft struck REKATA BAY 08101 (-11) 3rd. Avengers
Dauntless and Corsairs bombed strafed while 22 Wildcat
Lightning Warhawk fighters covered. Ton and 2 ton bombs
blasted bivouac areas buildings AA positions starting large
blaze. 1 block buster leveled whole 5 acre~ trees in
bivouac area. Airsight 3rd saw 1 DD 11 AK's in BUIN area.
WILLIAM WILLIAMS torpedoed 2nd was still afloat and underway 0100 GCT 3rd. AITUTAKI, COOK ISL~DS had radar contact
2 unidentified ships close to Island 0546 GCT 3rd. Vessels later departed Southwest. Evening 2nd unident lights
moving West off North Coast SAN CRI~TOBAL. Explosions
heard shortly afterwards same area.
05 0556 COM 3RD FLT to COM 1ST FLT.
Before dawn 4th 3 forts ordered KAHILI on harassing mission
failed get through visited MUNDA instead. Dropped 24 times
300 then over to REKATA for disposal 14 remaining same size
bombs. At 1020 L (-11) same morning twin strikes_consisting 6 ~vengers 6 . Dauntless 8 Corsairs raided VANGAVANGA
RINGI COVE simultaneously. 6 half-tanners 24 quarter-ton
eggs fell each area and thorough strafings followed. 1
fire at VANGA. Smoke from barge and wharf area RINGI. 16
Wildcats 8 New Zealand Warhawks formed fighter cover for
both striking groups. Yesterday's dope sheet referred
erroneously to 2-ton bombs in REY~TA strike 3rd. 1-ton
size was biggest used .•

07 0552 COM 3RD FLEET to CINCPAC, Info NZNB, COM 7TH FLT, etc.

77 BLUE planes struck MUNDA 0830 L (-11) 6th blasting

AA

posits, runway, buildings, dumps with high explosive and
fire bombs and thoroughly strafing area. Dauntless Avengers
Warhawks under Corsair Wildcat coverage participated.
Coastwatcher reported explosions continuing to 1050 L and
photo planes passing over at 1100 saw fires still blazing.
Noon 6th Reece planes sighted 11 .AK's in BUIN anchorage
area. Afternoon 6th search plane shot down ORANGE float
plane Southwest NIDi GBORGIA. Another searcher saw possible sub 20 miles East OIJTONG JAVA. Sub reported off
DIXON reef NJALEKULA at 0900 L today 7th. Following from
the Coast Vvatch GRAPEVINE. 2 cargo ships called at VILA
night of 5th returning FAlSI early 6th~ VANGA strike 4th
left only 3 houses standing generally messed up the area.
Indications Nips about to occupy TEOP Harbor.
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08 0538 COM 3RD FLEET to CINCPAC info ALL TFC's THIRD FLEET, etc.
According KOLOMBANGARA coastwatcher recent BLUE operations
in BLACKETT STRAIT paid off tod~y May 8 when 2 damaged Nip
vessels scuttled-them selves at 0705 (-11). 1 CL or DD was
standing by possibly damaged. Air strike despatched from
CACTUS to catch this one. 2 Liberators heckled KAHILI FAURO
Island and BALLALE night of 6th-7th. More dope from coast
watchers. Jap landing on GOWER Island from sub is rumored
C UGELI strength appears reduced. REKATA raid by BLUE planes
3rd coat Nips 13 dead many wounded. Friendly scouts killed
2 more Japs
07 2006 COMINCH to CINC?AC info

CO~~IRPAC,

VOPNAV, CHIEF OF STAFF

US4.

Review of requirements for overseas · transportatio n of Navy
aircraft in Pacific. Cominch 171402 February~ Indicates need
for total of 2 ACV's now, 3 in July and 5 in September to be
assigned paramount duty as aircraft transports and such assignment is authorized. To assist in transport of Army fighter
aircraft arrange 1 ACV voyage to South or Southwest Pacific
with Army fighters in June, 1 in Sept. and l ' ~ a month thereafter
to end of 1943. Provide Vice CNO about 20 days notice of
availability dates on West Coast of ACV's to be sailed with
Army planes in order necessary arrangements with Army may be
made.
09 0603 COM 3RD FLT to CINCPAC info NZNB, COM 7TH FLT ALL TFC'S 3RD FLT
SED's accompanied by Warhawks scored 1,000 pound bomb hit
on Nip DD in GIZO Anchorage forenoon eighth slightly damage
1 of 2 other destroyers seen near GIZO. Results this strike
plus reassessment coast watcher reports re mine damage indicates 1 DD badly damaged 1 DD slightly damaged. 3 Avengers
32 Corsairs originally part of Blackett strike did not get
through so bombed and strafed MUNDA. Afternoon 8th 108 Blue
aircraft off-took from Henderson to finish Blackett remnants.
Entire strike turned back by weather. DRUM sinking 3 AK's
totaling 17,000 tons.
12 0339 CINCPAC to COMINCH.
After conference with Captain Allen recommended no change in
present set-up by which CinCPac controls escorts in North and
Central and South Pacific through subordinate echelon~.
Consider present system of assigning escorts for convoys
moving through Sopac and Sowespac areas , by mutual agreement
between Force Commanders those areas depending upon availability of escort vessels when required better than control by
CinCPac from distance. Urdis 032037.

1544
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12 0105 C01ffiORPAC t o COMI NCH CINCPAC CTF 97,96 COMGEN WDC NORPACFOR.
Heavy f og has de l ayed landings and prevented effective air
operations LANDCRAB. Progress to present time. Landings from
subs and KANE on beach SCARLET successfully completed. 6 boats
have landed beach RED. Present Plan CTF 51 is to force landings
beaches RED, YELLOW and BLUE at 1530 W (f'lO) wea.ther permitting.
12 0614 COMNORPAC to COMINCH CINCPAC NORPACFOR "USUAL ADDEES 11
Further information on LANDCRAB. Landings are progressing on
beaches RED, YELLOW and BLUE in dense fog. ComTaskForce 51
reported that CHICHAOF had been bombarded radar control and
our troops were about 3,000 yards inland from beaches RED and
YELLOW. This at 1840 W (flO)
12 0827 COMNORPAC to COMINCH CINCPAC CTF 97,96 NORPACFOR COMGEN WDC.
Conmorpac sends additional information May 11th summary. Weather to westward ACCENTUATE dense surface fog or low ceilings.
Wind at JACKBOOT initially northeast veerlng to northerly 5
knots. Fog continued throughout day in JACKBOOT area.. Submarine
and KANE (DD235) personnel (400 men) landed beach SCARLET.
Estimated 1100 landed beach RED, 2000 beaches YELLOW and BLUE
by 20 hours W (f'lO). Commenced main landing about 1530 Won
beaches YELLOW and BLUE. CTF 51 reports 5 planes lost but no
pilots. Troop casualties not known believed light thus far.
AFFECTATION air bombardment groups unable see HOLTZ CHICHAGOF or
other targets but on way home 1 flight mediums dropped 38 demo
300's camp area run at AMATEUR. CHIRKOF GRANT (reenforcement
troops) with escorting ships proceeding to area 50 miles northeast Point YELLOW on call from CTF 51 searches averaged 450
miles northwest and southwest 615 miles west 400 miles south
ACCENTUATE mostly radar. Unloading continues through night
with cruiser groups and battleships in covering positions.
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14 0745 COMNORPAC to COMINCH, CINCPAC, CTF 96, 97. COMGEN WDC,

NORPAC ~OR

West of ACCENTUATE continued fog rain low ceilings and reduced visibility. Wind JACKBOOT Southeast 15 to 30 knots.
Part 1 of 3 part May 13th summary. At 1357 W (flO) today
Comtaskfor 51 reported following. PHEJ_J)S, IDAHO neutral:iz ed
enemy batteries HOLTZ BAY which were preventing our artillery from firing. BLUE artillery from beach RED now moving
up. Strong winds poor visibiiity slowing operations and
prohibiting air support. General Brown reports "Our plan
of attack indefinite awaiting visibility". Intend unload
CIIIRIKOF beach RED. Little change troop positions since
last report. New subject. Morning searches averaged 475
Northwest and West 400 Southwest ACCENTUATE. Mostly radar.
Northernmost sector (55-56 North) not yet reported. BELL
and CHIRllCOF will continue unloading at Beach RED during
night. SICARD and MacDONOUGH (damaged in collision) arrived
ACCENTUATE. 4 heavies diverted from ATTU to KISKJ\ by weather
dropped 160 demo centuries main camp KI SKA. Overcast prevented observation of results. 8 Warhawks dropped 7 quarter
tonners from 3000 feet through hole in overcase on LITTLE
KISKA, 3 bombs seen to explode in installation area. 2
AFFECTATION motor torpedo boats made sweep off South coast
AMATEUR night of May 12th. Negat contacts. For further ·
info see CTF 51 dispatch 140729. Total land bases air attacks in support of our troop.s on ATTU involved · 12 mediums
10 heavies 24 lightnings. Times from local noon to 1615 W
(plus 10). Altitudes 70 feet to 7,500, Attacked designated
targets HOLT and CHICAGOF, Total dropped by land based air
26.2 tons consisting centuries 30 0 's quarter tonners and frag
clusters. Many fires started. 4 enemy barges ~rned. Silenced ack ack periodically,. Number attacks by .1\f ildcats during day unknown but believed numerous. Comtaskforce 51 reported following 0901 W (plus 10) today 13th. Enemy submarine
reported by Cat'alina to have fired torpedo at PENHSYLVANIA
afternoon 12th. De pth charged 6 hours by FARRAGUT and
EDir,1 ARDS .
Surfaced a bout midnight. Fired on by EDWARDS.
Believed sunk. PERIDA hit rock MASSAC RE now beached at
Yellow and is now about 5 percent unloaded, APA's average
30 percent unloaded, Troop advance slow due fog and enemy
resistance. Early visibility prevented air or naval gunfire
support. Naval gunf ire supuort has now commenced.
1
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15 0543 COMTHIRDFLT to CINCFIRSTFLT, info NZNB, ALL TFC'S, SOPAC etc.
Quartet of bombing TBF'S raided TOIOLKI shipping 2nd successive night 14th again scoring 2 hits on AK with aid of
light from f~are planes. Supporting Liberators harassed
KAHILI airdrome were met by inept Jap night fighters.
Other Liberators heckled BALLALE MUNDA. Para. Photos AM
14th showed KAHILI Field to have only sizable concentration of warplanes in entire SOLOMONS Area. 29 VF/5 VB
and 2 dive bombers.
16 0602 CTF 51 to CTF 16 info CINCPAC.
Part 1 of 2. Completed conference. Brown states as follows:
All present forces committed. Does not have sufficient
strength to take ATTU. Doubts if Culin can capture HOLTZ
with present forces and believes his position insecure without reinforcements which Brovm can not supply from local
forces. Requests early conference if possible with you and
DeWitt. Believes enemy strength greater than original estimate and possibly thirteen infantry companies plus special
troops total number unknown. Enemy casualties unknown.
Attributes difficulty to terrain and numerous concealed
enemy machtne gun positions. Requests immediate reinforcement by fo}t~ infantry plus artillery available and remainder
thirty-second infantry. Para. In view of emergency expressed
by Brown have ordered BELL to remain unloading off RED Beach.
Hope to complete tomorrow when she will be directed to
recover boats proceed ADAK purpose load such troops as you
may direct. CHIRIKOF requires probably 5 day unload and
have directed her MASSACRE to complete.
16 0915 ·Part 2 and last of my 160602. Supplies can then be ferried
RED Beach by cane or small boats. Suggest LCT's and barges
be sent JACKBOOT assis't unloading. HARRIS (APA 2) ZEILIN
(APA 3) completed unloading now fueling DDs and will join
BELL return ADAK. HE~~OOD remain MASSACRE for emergency
evacuation Red Beach. Para. Request your approval my proposed ship movements am submitting suggested distribution
naval forces this area by later despatch. Para • . Situation
today. Brown reports 'latest complete casualty list is as
of 1700 May 13th: 4 officers, 40 men killed. 3 officers,
168 men wounded, 74 missing. Weather poor. No carrier
operations. Army heavies in area 4 hours could not drop
At 1845 Lightnings attacking in HOLTZ BAY~ Kingfishens
and Catallnas on intensive anti-sub patrol. Kingfishers
ferried bombs to Japs near target 33 ACJOUR northern troops
at north side south PFREAG west and at 1830. Slight rains
in south but situation generally unchanged. Supplies dropped for scouts.
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16 0630 COMNORPAC to COMINCH CINCPAC NORPACFOR CTF 96, 97, COMGEN WDC.
Following information from CTF 51 as of 1020 W (/10) today.
Part 1 May 15th sunnnary. Previous report our Northern troops
along ridge HOLTZ BAY in error. 2 battalion combat teams of
Northern troops are about 600 yards northwest of beach in west
arm HOLTZ with provisional battalion 1000 yards farther west.
Net advance in this area afternoon 14th 500 yards. Yesterdays
bombardment carefully controlled by shore spotters. No progress is reported from Southern.area where situation remains
unchanged. APA percentage unloading:· HEYWOOD 100. ZEILIN 90.
BELL 70. HARRIS 72. Expect complete unloading APAs late today
or by tomorrow morning. PERIDA 30 percent unloaded, CHIRIKOF
]0, GRANT 50. Expect unload GRANT, PERIDA by 17th. CHIRIKOF
20th or later. PERIDA expect completion tomorrow. Total
Army wounded embarked from southern area 119. 2 torpedoes
fired at BELL off RED Beach. Both missed and hunt is on for
sub. Weather still bad this morning. Slight improvement this
afternoon and air ground support missions from AMCHITKA are of~
16 0930 COMNORPAC to CTF 51, Intercept.
Your 152310. Due to unsatisfactory progress of LANDCRAB landing phase will not be considered completed upon withdrawal or
APA's, but will be held in abeyance while situation is being
clarified. Air plan being set up for tomorrow same as last
2 days. Ship movements proposed in your 160615 are approved.
18 0614 O!N0 3RD FLT to CINCPAC info

N~NB,

ALL TFC'G, SOPAC, etc.

Orange sub sank tanker STOREY posit 17-30 South 173-02 East
at 1540 GCT.l7th. Rescue planes in contact with nearly 60
surv-ivors in .boats near scene. Para. Blue dive bombers attacked REKATA Bay 0850 L (-11) 17th. Search plane reported
30 planes on 1-IDNDA Field morning 17th but fighter sweep 'and
photo recce disclosed no serviceable aircraft there. 8
freighters 3 escort vessels BUIN FAISI same morning. GRAYBACK reports 2 hits in big DD plus 2 hits in 2 medium Marus.
Coastwatch boys say small craft traffic continues in and
around BUKA passage area.
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2327 CGWDC to CINCPAC info CHIEF STAFF WDC
1st of 2 parts Comnorpac 192345 being passed for General
DeWitt. Reduction and occupation AMATEUR subject. Amphibious training force number 9 consisting of 2 Rgts,
1 Regt AA artillery, 1 Regt Combat Engrs with attached
troops, total 16,000 men, Gen Corlett commanding, assembled
since May 1 at Camp Ord and under training ComAmForPac
since that date for AMATEUR operation pd This operation
not yet approved as such by Joint Chiefs of Staff. To
enable this force to be fully equ-ipped with resulting
maximum effectiveness of training without further delay
suggest we join in dispatch to Joint Chief of Staff recommending approval this operation. Message to be sent
by you stating my concurrence.

19 2345 2nd and last part Conmorpac 192345. Appreciate this may
be considered premature with LANDCRAB still active and
with occupation VOLUBLE and construction airfield thereon
for use in June dependent on early conclusion LANDCRAB
but as result of action 18th and today am confident operation will now be ended promptly and successfully.
Consider it imperative advantage be taken of time now
available to perfect organization and training this force
so as to be prepared to launch AW~TEUR attack during next
most favorable period weather conditions Aleutian area.
As basis for planning suggest consideration be given use
AFFECTATION, ACCENTUATE and .INCUBUS for staging ground
force using APA 1 S, LST 1 S, LOT'S and LCI'S. Operation to
be set for first week in September with training during
month of August in a GOOSEWING area selected by CG ADC
and Comnorpac. Experience LANDCRAB operation dictates
prudence above action. CG ADC and Comnorpac and Comamphibcorpspac concur.
21 0247 CINCPAC to COMINCH info CG WDC, CTF 16.
I favor CGWDC 19232.7 which is being passed to you. My
090342 January initiated training and planning phase which
:lis now well advanc·ed but must be modified as result of
changed situation and experience following LANDCRAB. On
assumption that sufficient covering force and shipping will
remain available to me after withdrawals for operations now
planned in other areas I recommend approval.
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24 0531 COM 3RD FLEET to OINCSOWESPAC, RDO AUCKLAND, CINCPAC, etc.
During night 23rd-24th BLUE aircraft extensively bombed ORANGE
posits lin SOLOMONS. Between 2350 and 0054 (-11) Army Liberators plus 14 Fortresses hammered KAHILI and BUIN TONOLEI shore
line area with 250 times 300 pounders. Avengers failed contact
2 unident ships off MOILA POINT 1 plane this type bombed ERVENTA
Island. All this in support and as diversion to successful
mining operations. In addition 5 more liberators struck KAHILI
BALLALE with half ton bombs scoring direct hits each strip also
located 3 freighters BALLALE bombed 1 vessel results unknown.
Time 2302-0100 (-11). 10 Forts out late~ carrying 1 ton bombs
dispersed by weather raided KAHILI east point SHORTLAND, BALLALE
MUNDA, REKATA. Para. PT tender NIAGARA hit by Nip torpedo due
east SAN CRISTOBAL about 1430 (-11) 23rd. Subsequently abandoned survivors reached CACTUS in PT's. Tanker STANVAC MANILA
torpedoed 1635 GCT 23rd south of AMADEE Light. GUADAL had 3
plane raid night of 23rd nil damage, 1 slight casualty. ESPIRITU
SANTO had single plane raid just after midnight same night
bombs fell harmlessly in SEGOND CHANNEL.
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28 1710 DeTJV"ITT to CINCPAC, Info CTF 16, COMGEIJ ADC.
Communication of yours 1'ISG 342145- May 25 is referred to.
C¢5¢84. This is part 1, suggested Joint Directive:
PARA 1. Objective. Reduction and occupation of KISKA and
LITTLE KISKA at earliest practicable date.
PARA. 2. Purpose. To destroy last reraaining hostile forces
in the ALh.:'tJTIANS, to make impossible future enemy occupation of ALEUTIAN territory, to create base for future operations against Japan and against hostile shipping in North
Pacific.
This is Part 2 of our MSG 281710.
TASK A. To reduce and occupy Kic'KA' and LITTLE KISKA.
TASK B. To improve present enemy airfield thereon or construct suitable airfield on T~I0KA or LITTL ~ KISKA.
1

Para

:2. Command.

Co~Gen

Supreme command CT:B, 16.
Amphibian training force 9.

Ar.ny Gomdr

PARA 4. Forces assigned Navy, Task Force 16 and such additional forces as may be assigned thereto. Army Forces,
Assault and Reserve Troops as follows: THIS ~ART 3 OF
OUR M3G 281710: Assault :B,orces, present amphibian training
force 9 augmented by one additional infantry regirn.ental
combat team with attached troops as designated by ComGen
~NDC.
Reserve forces to be Inf Heeimental combat team now
in Alaska plus,Canadian troops approximating one American
Inf Regimental combat team VJ ith attached troops. This part
4 of our ~~1SG 281710. Permanent garrison for KISKA to be
as designated by ComGen WDC.
PARA 5. Target date, on or about 3eptember first.
PARA 6. Command of occupied area will revert to Army when
senior _t~_rmy officer KI~)KA informs Comtaskforce 16 that Army
is ready to assume command. This ends dispatch.
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30 1150 LANDRUM to COMNORPAC.
CASCO relays. Part 1 of 2 parts. The enemy attack up
Chicagof Valley at dawn this morning was made by a force
estimated to be approximately 250 men. It was checked
as previously reported. This force overan the 3d _battalion l?th Infantry and made a vicious attack on the battalion and deaf% regimental command post. The losses of
command post and medical personnel are not definitely
known but are probably heavy, losses in combat units not
believed great. Reorganization of this battalion completed. After passing through the command post area the
enemy advanced toward the Sarana-Massacre Pass cutting
all communication wires. In route they were hit by units
of the force reserve and more than hundred enemy killed
in a brief fire action. The remainder scattered as individual snipers or holed up in small groups. The day
was occupied in cleaning up these pockets, in 1 of which
2 officers and 59 enemy were killed. At this hour the
upper floor of the valley and approaches to the Pass
have been cleared except for an occasional sniper 1 remaining pocket, well up a draw on Cold Mountain, reported
to be approximately 50 strong is isolated and is being
worked on by 2 small companies Part 2 follows •at
"
,,
;oProbably Rear •
30 1155 This is Part 2 of 2. All details as to numbers are still
subject to verification but this has been the biggest
single killing day we have had. At this hour conservative
estimates of enemy killed today is approximately 6 officers and 200 men. Certain unusual fe.a tures of this attack are: enemy carried rifles, no machine guns or light
mortars (verified) some were reported to be only with
bayonets tied to sticks. Not verified. Some reported
to be under influence of liquor or drug. Not verified.
Many rushed to food dumps and ate ravenously. Partially
verified. My wire communication is now being restored.
I plan to attack at earliest opportunity permitted by
necessity for regrouping of troops used by me for todays
mop up. In order to further the security of long difficult supply lines from beach to forward area I am temporarily employing every individual that can be taken
from service troops, engineers and AA artillery men.
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29 1558 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
ULTRA HIGH COM. I am concerned as to enemy's probable
reactions to our heavy deployment of forces in the
Western ALEUTIM1S. He already has information of the
presence of our light cruiser group, he will probably
soon have information through planes or submarines of
the heavy cruiser group, and possibly information before
long of our battleship group. His interpretation of the
significance of such heavy assembly of forces may well
prompt powerful reactions. Para 2. I suggest for your
cons,ideration delay in departure of NORTH CAROLINA and
VICTORIOUS until arrival of WASHINGTON and ENTERPRISE so
that a task group of this strength is continuously available for deployment by yoti as needed in the Central or
North Pacific.
29 ]747 COMINCH to CINCPAC, CINCLANT.
Hicom. Prospective employment 2 battleships on special
duty Atlantic will delay intended transfer SOUTH DAKOTA
to Pacific. Present intention send that vessel or IOWA
to Pacific early July. In view new situation Atlantic
Cinclant hereby authorized retain 2 prospective PacFlt ·
destroyers to maintain Task Force 22 screen at total of
5. This is in addition to previous arrangements as to
retention of PacFlt destroyers ..

06 0903 COMNORPAC to CINCPAC.
Most Secret. In view apparent increased enemy activities
Northern KURILES and to provide for strong striking force
being continuously on station to westward during post
LANDCRAB period request NENl MEXICO and MISSISSIPPI with
at least 4 destroyers be sent this area to arrive as
soon as practicable.
08 0430 COMSOPAC to CINCSOWESPAC info COMINCH CINCPAC COMSOWESPAC
Handle as most secret. This is schedule for movement of
SOPAC units less MTBS and Defense Bn to Sowespac for WOODLARK operation. Your 070158. Para 1 P.RESIDENTS JACKSON,
ADAMS, HAYES with troops and equipment of l34th Field Artillery En, Company C 404th Engineer Bn, miscellaneous
Army Service Units, 112th Cavalry less 1 troop and less
animals, and ground personnel 1 Army pursuit squadron, escorted by 3 destroyers depart NOUMEA about May 15 arrive
TOWNSVILLE about May 19. Estimate will require 3 days to
discharge troops and cargo. Request you then route these
vessels to NOUMEA Para 2 CARINA with additional Army cargo
escorted by 1 Destroyer departs NOUMEA May 21 arrives
TOV'JNSVILLE about May 28. Estimate will require 7 days to
unload. Request you provide relief for CARINA escort
- CONTINUED 15 5 3
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08 0430 COMSOPAC

- Continued -

AG CAPRICORN CIIANNEL and route CARINA to NOU:MEA after unloaded
Para 3 C~transdiv 16 in GIL1ffiR is enroute TOWNSVILLE, BROOKS
is enroute .SYDNEY. These vessels are assigned operational
control Comsowespac on arrival. BROOKS has 2 weeks availability for retuBing condenser at SYDNEY already arranged. Para 4.
6 LST's with naval base personnel and equipment escorted by
HUMPHREYS and SANDS with 1 troop 112th Cavalry departs NOill~EA
about May 14 arrives TOWNSVILLE about May 20. On arrival
Sowespac 6 LST's HUMPHREYS and SANDS pass to operational control Comsowespac. Para 5. Administratio n of 4 APD's and 6
LST's remains under Comsopac. Para 6. If satisfactory to you
plan to route all vessels for TOWNSVILLE via CAPRICORN CHANNEL.
Assume you can provide barrier pilots. Para 7. In near future
plan to send staff representativ es of Army and Navy units by
air to TOVfflSVILLE to make bivouac and unloading arrangements
Para 8. PRESIDENTS from anchorage within 1000 yards of beach
at GUADALCANAL have unloaded similar cargo in six hours using
ovm boats and embarked troops as stevedores. These ships
draw 26 feet and consequently must anchor about 8 miles off
TOWNSVILLE which will greatly increase loading time. Same
applies to CARINA which draws at least 25 feet. If unloading
time is governing factor recommend reconsiderati on PORT MORESBY as destination for the foregoing SOPAC vessels if beaches
suitable for landing craft are available. Advise.
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08 1329 COMINCH to COMSOPAC, Info CINCPAC.
This is MOST SECRET Part 1 of 081355. In answer to War
Department despatch request for information MacArthur on
May 5 advises as follows. General plan of campaign to
accomplish Joint Chiefs of Staff directive of March 29th
is briefly as follows:
Operation 1.
The Western axis occupation of WOODLARK and KIRDviNA
Islands.
Operation A.
~
Eastern axis infiltration into NEW GEORGIAAor SANTA
ISABEL Island without commitment of major forces.
Operation 2.
Western axis capture of LAE SALAllAUA FINCHHAVEN IvlADANG
area.
Operation B.
Eastern axis capture BUIN-FAISI area.
Operation 3.
Western aiis occupation western

1~V

BRITAIN.

Operation c.
Eastern axis occupation KIETA and neutralization BUKA.
Sequence and timing subject to fluctuations of
tactical circumstances.
~

ASSLThm:

Operation A will proceed during operations 1 and 2.
Operation B will follow occupation and consolidation
LAE.

Three task forces are planned:
(1) Through SOLOMONS composed of South Pacific Forces.
(2) To occupy KIRIWINA and WOODLARK and Western NEW
BRITAIN composed of Southwest and South Pacific
Forces.
(3) In NEW GUINEA composed of Southwest Pacific Forces.

(Continued)
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08 1329 COMINCH to COMSOPAC, Info CINCPAC.
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J

(Continued)

The general details of emp.loyment of forces in operations
along eastern axis and in Operations 2 and 3 western axis
are essentially the same as plans which were presented by
staff representatives at WASHINGTON. For the occupation
~
of KIRTI~INA and WOODLARK Islands a concurrent infiltration~ ·
to both is planned covered· by Southwest Pacific air forces
from GOODENOUGH Island and South and Southwest Pacific air
forces from MILNE Bay. Arrangements have been perfected
with Comsopac to furnish an occupying garrison for WOODLARK Island composed of approximately 8000 men exclusive of
air units. The South Pacific also furnishes floating equipment to facilitate the operations. A Southwest Pacific
garrison of similar strength is to supply occupying force
for KIRIWINA Island. The occupation of both islands is
under.,_··a Southwest Pacific task force commander for coordination and control. Southwest Pacific air and naval forces
support the operation. Detailed planning is now in progress and June 15th is target date for the occupation although some advance parties may be placed thereon at an
earlier date. Unquote.
Bara 2. Captain Browning brings tentative plan for infiltration occupation of llliW GEORGIA which indicates infiltration of Eastern NEW GEORGIA in the middle of May. Browning
further states that such an operation if desired by Halsey
meets with MacArthur's approval.
Para 3. Prompt initiation of operations indicated in Para
2 above will be strongly recommended by Cominch to Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
Para 4.

Cincpac and Comsopac expedite comment.
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09 0501 COMSOPAC to COMINCH info CINCPAC.

Handle as most secret. In general agreement parts 1 2 3
of Cominch 081329. Tentative plan N~N GEORGIA envisages
practically simultaneous seizure WICKHAM as staging point,
VIRU HARBOR as staging point and if reconnaissance establishes feasibility an advance air base, RENDOVA ISLAND as
an advance PT base and as base of departure for attack on
MUNDA, Tentative date about 15 June, form plan and date
to be s.u bmitted on return my representatives from BRISBANE
about 15 May.
11 1819 COMINCH to CINCPAC info COMSOPAC.

Ultra for addressees only. It is my view that existing
task organization comprise too many quote task forces
unquote which are ·in reality quote task groups unquote
and which are brought together at intervals to operate as
quote task forces unquote. This process has had the result
that we find ourselves making use of task force corr~anders
with staffs inadequate as to size and as to experience in
handling coordinated operations, so that the task force
commander is unable to exercise the full scope of command
and must therefore be told, not only what to do, but must
be given too much detail as to how to do it. Para 2.
The system of numbered fleets was partly adopted in order
to make use of task echelons higher than quote task forces
unquote which fact now requires full consideration of the
creation training and use of quote task forces unquote as
major not minor echelons of fleets with the consequent
careful selection of task force commanders and organization
of adequate task force staffs. Give this ma ttei. early and
full attention.

16 0420 COMSOPAC to COMINCH Info CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC.
Handle as most secret. My 090501 not to all Addes. Based
on staff conference with representatives of Southwest
Pacific and on ground reconnaissance APERIENT, TOENAILS
plan envisages practically simultaneous seizure: ARMCHAIR
as staging point, BLACKBOY and construction fighter strip
thereon (30 day estimate), CATSWiliAT as staging point,
DOWSER as an advance PT base and base of departure for
later attack on JACO~mT. Date to be coincident with Southwest Pacific seizure of LEATHERBACK BYPRODUCT earliest
June 15. Plan places small forces AID1CHAIR CAT~lliAT
BLACKBOY employing light craft. Initial movement DOWSER
1 infantry regiment reinforced employing 6 APD's, 4 APA's ,
2 AKA's all lightly loaded to arrive debark and depart under
cover of darkness same night. 152. guns DOVJSER area neutral~
ize JACONET. DOWSER force to be built by infiltration to
43rd Division less 1 regimental combat team Marine defense
battalion Marine raider regiment less 2 battalions, Naval
and miscellaneous units.
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16 1013 COMNORPAC to COMINCH Info CINCPAC, CTF 51.
This is HICOM. CTF 51 152301 and 152310. My 160400.
CTF 51 160602 and 160615. References which have been
double headed to Cominch and Cincpac present the unsatisfactory tactical situation on JACKJOOT. Item.
Regret the necessity but feel compelled to have Commander Landing Force superseded. Accordingly General
Landrum will proceed by plane to JACK '100T May 16 to
relieve General Brown.
16 0400 COMNORPAC to ADMIHAL ROCKWELL, Info COMINCH, CilJCPAC.
Deliver this immediately to Admiral Rockwell personally.
The despatch is for Admiral Rockwell's eyes only. All
others stop here. Your 152301, 152310 and message
received by BUC~~R from Brovm requesting large shipment
heavy engineer road building equipment indicate that
Brown has stopped fighting and intends to consolidate
. his present position in MASSACRE Bay for an indefinite
period. Evidently he does not intend to move his front
line or to use his vastly superior numbers vigorously
and aggres~ively until provided with a road net. This
"' procedu~~~Jeopardize the entire LANDCRAB operations.
Brown's mission is based on necessity for speedy capture of
HOLTZ Bay so as to secure base for prompt movement to
VOLUBLE and construction of airfield thereon. Tactical
employment of troops is Brown's responsibility. If reenforcement by water from 1iASSACRE to RED BEACH is
desirable it should be decided upon at once while landing force facilities are fully available. The view that
the reduction of ATTU will be slow is not acceptable. If
in your opinion Brown lacks stamina and aggressive spirit
necessary for driving attack home at once I intend that
he be relieved from command and be replaced by Landrum
who has been made available. DeWitt and Bucl(ner concur.
Desire your recommendation immediately. Branch and Hoe
will be sent when escorts available.
16 1016 CTF 51 to CTF 16.
For Adm Kinkaid. Your 160400. My 160602 and 160615.
Conference with Brown discloses his belieff that present
land forces are inadequate to prosecute a vigorous offensive. His reasons given in my references. Was not
aware request was being made for road building equipment.
Browns decision as to reenforcements by water from IviASf3ACRE
to beach HED was that troops could not be spared. Para.
While lack of personal observation of the immediate tactical
situation ashore prevents me from forming a positive opinion
my feeling is that the offensive potentialities of our land
forces are not being fully exploited. Col Weckerling and
copy of Brown's estimate left by PBY today and I recommend
{Continued)
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your decision be withheld until Brown's difficulties
are fully understood. Para. New subject. I consider
the landing phase of LANDCRAB amphibious operation now
completed and unless othenvise directed intend to withdraw May 16th with 3 AFA's leaving HEY\N'OOD as requested
by C~J landing force.
22 0211 Com 7th Flt to CominCh, Info Comsubs 7th Flt, Cincpac, etc.
This is Utmost Secret. Operating under Comtaskfor 71
GRSHADIER overdue and must be presumed lost. Departed
Fremantle 20 March arrived LEI.IVOAL.AN 1 April. Area assigned by arrangement with CinC EF North uf 7 north and
East of line NICOBOR-PJ,JD.l'J'1ANS-CAPE NEGRAIS. 15 April
in 13-13 North 96-55 East GRElJADIER .reported damaging
small ship 3 miles West of PILGRIM Island at 2200 H
(-8) 6 April, no other contacts to 20 fathoms Southeast R.AlJGOON and West to J~ong. 96. Sub directed depart
area dark 23 April oroceed THWART1ivAY Island for 1 week
patrol vicinity SUNDA STRAIT and depart 4 May for Fremantle reconnoitering CHRISTMAS Island 1 day enroute.
Ship directed acknowledge when feasible. ETA ~/Jv10UTH
GULF 10-14 May or Fremantle 13-17 May. Gllfi~NADIER not
heard from since 15 Anril.
24 1336 CominCh to CinCPac Info ComNorPac

ComGe~NDC

CTF 51 etc.

HiCom. Very secret. Joint Chiefs of Staff direct you prepare plan and train according your 210247 except consider
target date should be earlier accepting problem low visibility condition. Decision relative to execution will be
made upon receipt your detailed plan.
25 0526 ComSoPac to CinCPac info ComSoWesPac ComSubsPac CTF 72.
This is most secret. Commencing D minus 4 day my dis 160420
request concentration 5 submarines covering all exits TRUK~
In event ma·jor enemy force heading south desire deployment
along TRUK-BUKA line. In latter case request temporary
transfer operational control SoPac ·
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25 0451 CINCPAC to

CO~lliORPAC.

Due JACK ~OT occupation Jap fishing operations on
KAMCHATKA called off. SHOBU MARU and IBURI MARU my
230507 not going KM1 CK~TKA will unload laborers and
material Northern KURILES. SHINTO MAID which departed
HAKO date 17 May after unloading men and. material in
North KURILES will proceed directly to PETROPAVLOVSK
under naval escort.
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COMSOPAC to CO}lSUBPAC, COMSOYffiSPAC.

HICOM. Have given careful consideration plan proposed
your 240526. Para. Our best educated guess and gazing
into crys·tal ball leads to firm belief that bulk of
enemy surface forces has its center of deployment in
Empire Waters. Further believe that move you are about
to make will draw on you enemy shore based aircraft and
troops but will not in initial phases result in strong
movement of enemy surface forces to your BAILIWICK.
Para. Consider lack of targets, heavy A/S patrol and
unfavorable operating con ditions make this area unprofitable hunting ground compared with others. Para. Will
cover this area and others through which enemy may pass
with sufficient submarine strength to give you probable
timely warning of enemy forces and ' to subject enemy
forces to submarine attack.

27. 0001

COMINCH to CI1JCPAC.
Handle as most secret. High Com from Cominch listing
agenda items for forthcoming reference.

Orga~~n~training

employ1, Central Pacific Force
ment, Phibious Forces.
2. Major Task Forces Organization and training in general .
3. Flag commands for task forces to be organized.
4. Carrier night training.
5. Future base requirements in the Pacific.
6. Coordination of BU:iuVI.A and Pacific Campaigns.
7. General plans for the defeat of Japan.
8. Organization for the coordination of antisubmarine
measures routing of convoys San Francisco to Australia.
9. Submarine warfare method.
10. Analyses of actions.
11. Rotation of personnel.
12. SOLOJIOU r cLA.HDS NEW GUilJEA Campaign.
13. Command responsibility for development of Alaskan and
Aleutian bases.
14. Screening of requirements for Pacl!,leet Aviation
activities.
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27 1427 COMINCH to COMPACFLT info COMNORPAC
Th:l.s is bigot hicom.

Subject to final Canadian agreement

Army approves sending 1 Canadian battalion infantry and 1

AA battery of 40 rnm guns to AFFECTATION about 15 June as
garrison troops. These troops to be included within present
troop ceiling established for the area as are the Canadian
troops now on VINETTE ISLAND. Canadians have further offered to make available to equivalent of a regimental combat
team for future amphibious operation troops to be moved to
GOOSEWING for training both our troops about 1 month prior
to operation. These troops to be a temporary task force in
excess to troop ceiling unless later used to replace garrison
troops. All supply and equipment except armament and ammunition will be by u.s. Comment on inclusion of Canadians s
as assault or floating reserve.
(; ,.
29 0115 CINCPAC to COM 12
Com 12 for Admiral Nimitz. HiCom from CinCPac Admin.
Reference DeWitt's 281710 which is being passed to Com 12.
Following is CinCPac version of Joint Directive to be issued
action CTF 16 CTF 51 info CominCh ComGen \f.DC ComWesSeaFron
ComNorwesSeaFron, if you and DeWitt concur.- This is Joint
Directive issued by CinCPac and ComGen WDC effective on
receipt and supercedes my 090342 of January. Para.
Objective. Reduction and occupation KISKA and LITTLE KISKA.
PUrpose. To destroy last remaining hostile forces in
ALEUTIANS, to deny KISKA and LITTLE KISKA to enemy, to create
base for future operations against enemy in North Pacific.
Para. Task in collaboration with ComGen WDC plan and train
for reduction and occupation of KISKA and LITTLE KISKA.
Para. Commandi Supreme command CTF 16. Amphibious operations CTF 51. Army commander ComGen Amphibian Training Force
9. Para. Forces. Navy task forces 16 and 51. Army Assault
and reserve troops as follows: Assault forces present
Amphibian Training Force 9, augmented by 1 additional infantry
regimental combat team with attached troops as designated by
ComGen WDC. Reserve forces to be infantry regimental combat
team now in ALASKA plus Canadian troops approximating one
American infantry regimental combat team with attached troops.
Permanent garrison for KISI~ to be ·as designated by ComGen
WDC. Para. Target date earliest practicable but not later
that September 1, 1943. Para. CTF 51 submit plan to CinCPac
ComGen WDC, CTF 16 at earliest practicable date. Command of
occupied area will revert to Army when senior Army officer
KISKA informs CTF 16 that Army is ready to assume command.
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27 2330 COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC info CTF 16 1 COMGEN ADC.
Classification of this MSG Secret Security C09063 communication of yours number 242145 May 25 referred to. Part 1.
This first part is suggested plan, 2nd part following is .
suggested joint directive, both for submission to Joint
Chiefs of Staff for approval.
P~ra 1.
Train force for assault and occupation of KISKA.
Para 2. Forces Army, Amphibian Training Force 9 now at
Fort Ord plus 1 infantry regimental combat team proportionately augmented by necessary engineers, signal, medical and
quartermaster troops as may be necessary to provide adequate
shore part personnel and service elements, these additional
forces are to be obtained by ComGen WDC and transferred to
Fort Ord. In addition the above troops to be augmented by
1 infantry regimental combat team now in ALASKA with their
attached troops. Canadian forces approximating 1 American
infantry regimental combat team will probably also be made
available for this operation. Navy forces, those made
available to CTF 16.
Para 3. Units within territorial limits United States other
than those in ALASKA to complete training at Fort Ord and to
be moved to ALASKA for approximately 30 days additional
training. ALASKA unit to be trained by CTF 16 and ComGen ADC
as directed by CinCPac and ComGen VIDC. Canadian forces upon
arrival in ALASKA to be trained also under CTF 16 and ComGen
ADO.
Para 4. Command, CTF 16, ComGen WDC and ComGen ADC to coordinate directly in carrying out all phases of training.
Joint Staff for training, planning and operation to be
formed from those officers available to CTF 16 and ComGen
Amphibian Training Force 9. This ends Part 1, Part 2 follows
--J- 29 2113 CINCPAC to COM 12.

Hicom for Admiral Nimitz only. CinCPac 290115 considered
all that is necessary to cover training and planning phase.
Believe plan developed by CTF 51 should be approved CinCPac
CGWDC CTF 16 prior submission Joint Chiefs of Staff instead
submitting DeWitts 272330 and 281710. CinCPac redeployment
proposal and Halseys needs for APAs and AKAs in August and
September affect composition of TF 16 and 51 for ac t ual operation but means believed now available to CTF 51 for
training. Note that DeWitt does not mention CTF 51 in
either plan. Consider it essential that plans training
and amphibious phase of assault be under CTF 51.
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9 2248 CINCPAC COMGEN WDC to COMINCH, WAR DEPT, Info, CTF 16,
)..GJ d ~ '{.0 BUCKNER, COMGEN AMPHTRAFOR 9 CINCPAC ADMIN CTF 51.
I

J-1,-c. 0 'M
I

Part 1 MyDis 292248. There are 3 parts.1Desire to issue
following Joint Directive and request immediate approval
thereof by Joint Chiefs of Staff. Admiral King concurs.
Directive follows:
OBJECTIVE - Reduction and occupation KISKA and LITTLE KISKA.
PURPOSE - To destroy last remaining hostile forces in ·
·ALEUTIANS, to deny KISKA and LITTLE KISKA to
enemy, to create base for future operations
against enemy in North Pacific. ·
TASK A - To make plans and train force for reduction and
occupation of KISKA and LITTLE KISKA.
TASK B - To reduQe and occupy KISKA and LITTLE KISKA at
the earliest practicable date.
TASK C - To improve present enemy airfield thereon or
construct suitable airfield on KISKA or LITTLE
KISKA.
CO~~

- Supreme command CTF 16. For this operation CTF 51
report immediately to CTF 16 and to thereafter
function as a Task Group Commander under CTF 16.
Army Commander ComGen Amphibian Training Force 9.

FORCES - Navy Task Forces 16 and 51 latter to function as
group under Task Force 16. These forces to be
supplemented with such additional forces as may be
assigned. In addition to air forces Task Force
16, 2 squadrons of dive bombers to be furnished to
provide support during these operations. Army
assault and reserve troops as follows: Assault
forces present Amphibian Training Force 9 augmented
by one additional infantry regimental combat team
with attached troops as designated by ComGen WDC.
Reserve forces to be infantry regimental combat
team now in A~SKA plus Canadian troops approximating 1 American infantry regimental combat team
with attached troops.
Permanent garrison for KISKA to be designated by ComGen WDC.
Target date, August 15th 1943. CTF 16 to submit overall
plan to CinCPac and ComGen WDC at earliest practicable
date. Command of occupied area will revert to Army when
Senior Army Officer KI SKA informs CTF 16 that Army is ready
to assume command. Preliminary estimate of assault requirements 5 APA's, 5 AK's plus 12 LST's plus 10 LCI's plus
36 LCT' s.
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May 31st.

{Continued)

The South Pacific was generally quiet. At dusk the 31st
(-11) three B-24's bombed an enemy _position on NE BOUGAilnTILLE
to encourage the natives and on request of a coast watcher.
The following are indicated at P~IDSHIRO: 4 CA, 3 CL,
8-12 DD. This is believed only a defensive concentration.
June 1st.

{Oahu Date)

t
\
continued to mop up the remaining

~~-

Our troops on ATTU
small groups of the enemy. Total knovm enemy dead is reported
as 1791, which is almost double the number estimated by ICPOA.
The Central and South Pacific Areas were quiet.
The War Department has approved CinCPac 292248 (previously
noted) except that decision regarding Tasks B and C will be
rendered later. CG WDC is proceeding with the organization and
equipment of troops involved.
There were no new enemy developments.
June 2nd.

(Oahu Date)

ATTU was quiet today. Our troops continue to find and
eliminate small groups of the enemy.
CinCPac 022248 pink orders the commencement of the training phase for the capture of KISKA.
The South and Central Pacific Areas were quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.
June 3rd

(Oahu Date)

On ATTU the job of disposing of small enemy groups continued.
Norpac surface forces continue to cover ATTU, but there seems little
probability that the enemy will send surface forces to that area
in the near future.
The Central and South Pacific Areas were quiet. Enemy subs
continue to operate along lines of communications between NOUMEA
and the FIJI-SAMOA-TONGA area.
There were no new enemy developments.
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(Oahu Date)

The North Pacific was quiet except for radar guided
air strikes on KISKA. Results were not determine d. Nine cTaps
were killed on ATTU.
There was a possible submarine reported off MIDWAY.
At 1155 (-11) June 5th 18 SBD, 12 TBF, 53 VF attacked
in the BUIN area. It was reported that 8 zeros and 6 float
zeros were shot down. One DD was hit several times and reported
sunk. A corvette and small AK were left burning. We lost 2 SBD,
1 T3F, 1 VF.
ComNorPac 042200 pink gives a training plan for the
KISKA operation .
There were no new enemy developme nts.
cTune 5th.

(Oahu Date)

On ATTU activity was confined to defense, airfield, and
harbor developme nt. The move to SHEMYA continues . On that island
two air strips are planned. One strip is to be generally east
and west near the South shore and about 10,000 feet long. The
North and South cross strip will be on the Western side of the
island and a length of 5,500 feet seems possible. Fighters will
be able to operate from SHEMYA around June 21·, and by July 15th
5,000 feet length is expected. Accumulat ed casualties reported
today total 412 killed and 1141 wounded.
At 1050 (-11) the 6th, 9 SBD, 12 TBF, escorted by 32 VF
attacked MUNDA. At 1545 (-11) the 6th, 18 VF strafed KAKASA
Village, CHOISEUL, where a coast watcher reported that the Japs
had considera ble supplies,
Batdiv 3 (KONGO and HARUNA) are believed en route TRUK.
June 6th.

(Oahu Date)

~ @

Only a very small number of Japs now remain on ATTU and
these are being rounded up and eliminated . Surface forces continue to cover the operation . As many as eight enemy subs are
now believed in the ALEUTIAN area, but no attacks have been made
recently. This suggests that their mission is reconnaiss ance.
AmphibTra ining Force 061953 is a suggested procedure for planning
the KISKA operation .
At 1110 (-11) June 7th between 40 and 50 enemy planes
were intercepte d near the RUSSELLS. 19 zeros were reported
destroyed against our loss of seven VF.
(Continued on next page)
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J"une 6th.

(Oahu Date)

(Cont'd)

Plans section is engaged in a study of Joint Chiefs of
Staff Pacific Operations for 1943-44.

~0-&

There are no new enemy developments.
June 7th.

( Oahp Date)

Admiral Nimitz returned to PEARL from a conference in
San Francisco with Admiral King. One of the main problems considered at that conference was a move into the MARSHALLS in the
late fall of this year. Major General Smith (Comamphibcorpac)
accompanied Admiral Nimitz to PEARL.
The hunt for isolated Japs on ATTU continues. Today 18
were located and eliminated. Our surface forces continue to
cover ATTU and approaches thereto. The question now arises as
to the forces necessary to support logistic moves in the western
Aleutians between now and the KISY~ operation, the employment of
excess Norpac forces during that time, and the naval forces needed
for the KISKA operation. (See CincPac oroos-7 ).
Conmorpac 070226 pink gives a change in the training program for Amphibian Force NINE.
There were no new enemy developments.
J"une 8th.
Mopping up operations continue on ATTU. The fighter strip
at ALEXAI Point is now ·ready and one transport plane landed there
today. ComNorPac has ordered a night DD anti submarine patrol off
both the north and south entrances to KISKA.
General DeWitt's 082230 explains plans for equipment of
Canadian troops which will participate in the KISKA operation.
In his three part 080223, pink, Admiral Kinkaid sets forth
plans for the training and planning phase of KISKA operation. CTF 51
two part 081910, pink, requests more information on CTF 16 plans and
makes recommendations for loading assault troops and for the training
of these troous. ComGen ADC and ComNorPac 060040, pink, gives
Alaskan training sites for the KIPKA operation.
CinCPac has asked CG WDC whet her or not he will be able to
get a firm commitment for two army dive bomber squadrons for the
KI SKA o ueration. CTF 16 is anx ious to have those squadrons arrive
at ADAK by July 15th for indoct~ination.
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June 8th Cont'd.

(Oahu Date)

Comtrainact Atlantic 072039 gives date of arrival at SAlf DIEGO
of certain LST's.
It is not now planned to send the NARWHAL to SoPac for forthcoming operations as her completion date of overhaul has been delayed
until June 25th.
A study has been started to determine the feasibility of constructing strips and operating VB from HO~~AND and BAKER Islands.
The small land area seems to indicate the necessity of assisted takeoffs.
ComSoPac has ordered the 3rd Marine Division from AUCKLAND to
GUADALCANAL commencing early July. The reason for the move was not
given.
r -< ,
) (~~
Seven B-l?'s covered by 16 VF bombed 1flTINDA at 1503 L (-11)
June 9th.
All major SoPac task forces continue in port. CarDiv 2
(ESSEX, ENTERPRISE) is at PEARL with Rear Admiral Sherman embarked
in the ESSEX. The WASHINGTON continues at PEARL undergoing repairs,
with Rear Admiral Lee embarked.
The b~lk of the Japanese Fleet continues to hold extensive
training exercises in Emnire Waters. While this is believed to be
designed to perfect defensive tactics, the fact that the Jap Fleet
is capable of making a raid in force on our Pacific Island Bases
and on our lines of communications cannot be overlooked.
~ \
June 9th.

@l

(Oahu Date)

~

The detection of isolated Jap uarties on ATTU continued
resulting in 19 more killed including 1 officer and 5 made prisoners.
Two B-24's night prowled over I{AHILI, found no ships, and
dropped 4 - 1000 each on KMIILI and BALLALE. Ten B-24's covered
by 11 P-hO's and 4 P-38's bombed VILA revetment and bivouac areas
from 22000 feet. No results observed.

/

Japs attempted attack on convoy going into GUADALCANAL
commencingllOO (-11) in waves. They were intercepted by air from
GUADALCJUJAL - 4 enemy medium bombers shot down and two others turned
back. No report as yet from convoy.
Cominch 091729 pink states his views as to some aspects of
command organization. This was passed to Comsopac for comment.
{AA "--"'

(Continued on next page)
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June 9th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

ComPhibPac 100231 (pink in four parts) states his
views to ComNorPac re: training and planning phase A11ATEUR
operation.
Cominch 082128 pink refers to secret grid charts not
yet received.
June lOth.

(Oahu Date)

66 more Japs killed on ATTU and 1 captured. Other small
groups reported on same island. PC 487 depth charged, attacked
with gunfire, and rammed Jap sub 40 miles Northeast of SHmviTA.
In SoPac, convoy mentioned yesterday arrived undamaged
in spite of waves of uncoordinated air attacks by
enemy medium bombers. ,Strike was made on VILA.

GUADALC~~AL

TRIGGER put 4 torpedoes into enemy CV off

YOKO~~.

CGWDC 102245 pink comments on ComPhibPac 100231.
CGVffiC 100045 pink states no Army dive bomber squadron
available for Alv1ATEUR. Navy will try to provide.
ComNorPac 100331 pink gives his views on naval vessels
required in GOOSEWING.
CominCh 091256 pink gives his views on headquarters ship
for CTF 51 in next operation and asks recommendati ons.
Admiral Nimitz left today for SoPac for conference
Admiral Halsey.
June 11th.

\~~

with~

eh l V

(Oahu Date)

ComNorPac dropped 29.4 tons bombs North Head, South Head,
main camp, runway, Gertrude Cove area, and barges in KISKA harbor.
Many hits on all targets. Bombing done from low altitude. 3
medimn bombers damaged, and 2 Lightnings and 1 Ventura lost.
40 to 50 Jap planes were intercepted northwest and East
of RUSSELS and 25 sure and 8 probable zeros knocked down. Our
losses 1 Corsair, 4 Wildcats, 1 Kittyhawk. Only two of our
pilots missing. No enemy bombers were seen.
date.

ComSoPac 120517 is summary of the 11th (-11), (lOth) Oahu

(
(Continued on next page)

('
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June 11th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

In SoWesPac 15 B-24's heavily raided KOEPANG on TIMOR.
CinCPac 120021 pink is reply to ComNorPac 100331 on
naval vessels required in GOOSEWING.
CinCPac 112105 pink to CominCh suggests possibility
of converting CHILTON (APA 38) as headquarter's ship for CTF 51.
(See CominCh 091256 pink).
M~TEUR

DeWitt's 112015 pink discusses Canadian forces in
operation.

ComNorPac 111700 pink replies to ComPhibPac 100231
pink generally concurring.
CominCh 101330 pink to CTF 51 explains special secrecy
surrounding beach jumper unit.
pink.

Com 3rd F1t 110412 pink is comment on CominCh 091729
There were no new enemy develbpments.

June 12th.

(Oahu Date)

Weather bad in ALEUTIANS.
In SoPac 7 Liberators and 3 Fortresses bombed KAHILI
night 12-l)th (-11) - no results observed. Vleather generally
bad.
Nothing of great importance in SoWesPac.
ComAirPac 130334~ommends against assignment of
Navy or Marine dive bomber squadrons to ANffiTEUR operation.
CTF 51 122151 pink recommends PENNSYLVANIA as his
command ship for M~ATEUR operation.
ComAirSoPac 130341 (OpOrd 11-43) is plan to support
Hale's photographic mission.
There were no new enemy developments.

DECLASSIFIED
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(Oahu Date)

submt fred'

~HEl~A

Fog hampered air operations in Aleutians.
fighter strip is 48% complete. Casualty list to da e at ATTU:
514 killed, 1140 wounded, total 1654. FRAZIER (DD)~very good
evidence of destroying an enemy sub, 3000 yards east of KISKA.
Believed another sub present.
Com 3rd Fleet 140452 contain summary SoPac. Condition
Red at GUADALCANAL at 2055 (-11) the 14th. One enemy bomber
dropped 3 bombs at KOKUMBONA, no damage or casualties.
Nothing of note in SoWesPac.
Com 3rd Fleet 132125 pink is Op-Plan designed to back
up infiltration move into NEW GEORGIA by shore bombardment by
surface ve s se1s
n~ee.ssec r(·

1r

June 14th.

(Oahu Date)

(t \ \t~

riJ

Fog again prevented air attacks and searches in
ALEUTIANS. Progress continued on SHEMYA fighter strip, now
56% complete.
Com 3rd Fleet 150600 is his operation summary - strikes
on SHORTLAND area by night and by day on VILA.
Minor air operations in SoWesPac.
Cominch 122212 pink states not possible to convert .
CHILTON in time for use as ComPhibPac command ship. CinCPao
150121 pink to ComNorPac gives his views on use of PENNSYLVANIA
as command ship and places matter in his hands.
CinCPac 140623 pink to CominCh is recommendation for
assignment 1 APA and 1 AKA from other areas for employment KISKA
operation.
CinCPac 150051 pink i~ reply to CominCh 091729 on
command and planning matters.
J.c.s. approve in CominCh 142219 pink the joint directives of CinCPac and CG WDC 292248 (May) for KISKA operation
with proviso that CinCPac and CG WDC determine actual date of
execution.
CominCh 141557 pink desires comment on amphibious
training requirements Hawaii area.
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June 15th.

(Oahu Date)

Fog present ALEUTIANS . In afternoon (15th) local date
dropped 8.5 tons bombs on KISKA vicinity main camp. SHEMYA
strip now 64% complete.
At GUADALCANAL at 1407 (-11) June 16 60 enemy fighters
and 60 bombers swarmed over head. ComAirSols claims enemy losses
thus: 32 dive bombers, 45 zeros destroyed, 12 damaged. 6 of
our planes sho:t down with only 5 pilots missing. No report
made of damage sustained by ships and ground installations.
18 TBF, 12 A-24, and 24 F4F bombed heavily BAEROKO, Jap
supply center Western NEW GEORGIA.
Comsopac 160545 is his operation summary.
In SoWesPac various bombing missions accomplished.
ComNorPac agrees in his 1510l4 pink to use of PIDtNSYLComNorPac 160033,
CTF 51 - 142341 and 152241, all pink, have to do with allocation
of ships to KISKA operation.

VANIA as headquarters ship for ComPhioPac.

CominCh 092155 pink sets forth J.c.s. directive making
it unnecessary to submit subsidiary plans for psychological
warfare to J.c.s. once basic plan in theatre approved.
CinCPac 160226 pink orders his staff ~o plan strike on
NAURU by 7th Bomber Command on night 28-29 June .(east longitude
date). Presumably this is to divert Japs from Halsey's infiltration in NmNv GEORGIA commencing 30 June.
J.c.s. {A WAR 151655 Z) pink requests MacArthur to submit his time schedule of operations and suggests one for him.
Schedule is necessary in order to plan Central Pacific operation. States planners contemplate attac.k ing MARSHALLS on 15
November. It is here noted that we have no official description
of MacArthur's Operation I, A, II, B, c, III; only that contained
in a personal letter from Halsey. ~

7£.A J~ ~ ~. ~~
e.r.-,_: ...L 0 ,.. I ~ .2 't ( ,Af...,I ,..<-t. ~
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June 16th.

(Oahu Date)

Fog again hampered operations in ALmJTIANS. Weather
J?lane re-\'orted no shipping at KISKA except 1 barge. McVEIGH
(Army AKJ grounded in fog on ~ZKI Island, near SI~~A. Salvage and unloading is proceeding. Strip on SHEMYA now 73%
complete.
Com 3rd Flt's 170529 is his operations summary. It
will be noted a Navy AK CELENO and 1 LST were damaged. A coast
watcher reports that Japs state they have evacuated KIETA because of our heavy bombing of that place. This seems doubtful.
CominCh 152220 pink is J.c.s. directive to CinCPac
requiring outline plan for MARSHALLS operation to be mounted
15 November.
CominCh 161309 pink is his reply to CinCPac 140623
asking for one additional APA and AKA for KISKA operation.
CinCPac (Admin) 162305 pink to CinCPac reports projected 7th Bomber Command strike on NAURU 28-29 June with 22
bombers.
CinCPac 162247 pink explains further to CominCh his
strike of 18-19 June.
CinCPac 162145 pink allocates DD's to ComNorPac for
KISKA operation.
June 17th.

(Oahu Date)

No air attacks on KISKA because of fog.
now 78% complete.

SHEMYA strip

Com 3rd Flt's 180510 is his operations summary. Condition RED at GUADALCANAL from 2040-2224 (-11) 17th. Unknown
number of planes dropped 2 flares and 3 bombs in water. No
damage, no casualties. CELENO was hit by bomb and now beached
at LUHGA PT. Probably can be s alved . LST 340 beached TENAHU,
probably a total loss.
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June 18th.

(Oahu Date)

Afu1iral Nimitz returned to PEARL from a conference
with Admiral Halsey in NOUMEA and an inspection of CANTON,
WALLIS, SUVA, NOUMEA, ESPIRITU SANTO, GUADALCAI'JAL, and PAilviYRA.
Planes of the 7th bomber command completed a photo
reconnaissance of MILLE and JALUIT and a harassing strike on
TARAWA. An air strike was made during the night 17-18 June
(-11) on NAURU. Complete results have not been reported. At
2110 ( -11) 18th 9 B-24' s bombed T'::AHILI.
The Central and North Pacific areas were quiet.
There were no new enemy developments.
June 19th.

(Oahu Date)

C; v @

/

At 0805 (~11) 20th 18 TBF, 18 SBD, covered by 26 VF
attacked VILA. All planes returned.
Because of a report that a small number of Japs
landed at SEGI, Rear Admiral Turner will land two companies
of Marine raiders there tomorrow morning to eliminate the ·
enemy in that area and hold it for the move scheduled for June
30th.
It is now planned to release the VICTORIOUS to the
British on August 1st.
CinCPac 200145 pink requests landing craft for
amphibious training in the Hawaiian area.
The North and Central Pacific areas were quiet. The
landing strip on SI~ITA is now 88% complete, - this is very
fine construction progress.
The enemy continues to strengthen the MARSHALLS. It
is indicated that our current RI deception plan is having the
effect of causing the enemy to believe we are a bout to strike
in the Eastern :MANDATES.

1
l..
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June 20th.

(Oahu Date}

Bad weather prevented effective searches and other
air operations in the ALEUTIANS. The VF strip at SHEJ\1YA is
93~b complete.
During the night June 20 - 21 (-11} 4 B-24's dropped
bombs in the BUIN area. The same night there was condition
At
RED twice at GUADALCA}JAL but no enemy planes were sighted.
1600 (-11} 21st 18 SBD, 12 TBF escorted by 32 VF attacked
MlTNDA. Tomorrow morning Rear Admiral Turner plans to land two
additional companies of Marine raiders at SEGI (NEVI GEORGIA).
The landing today caused some flurry in Jap communications.
DARWIN experienced a raid by 20 enemy VF and 25 VB.
49 Spitfires intercepted and shot down 9 sure and 3 probable
with own loss of two - a better score for them than previously
reported.
ComSoPac 210951 pink gives troop
future operations in the SOLOMONS area.

emploJ~ent

for

CominCh letter serial 3559 of June 17, 1943, gives
instructions for revision of base developments in the Pacific
Ocean Areas. While this letter does not say so, it . is now
believed (stated orally by Admiral King at last San Francisco
conference} that CinCPac has authority to move troops as desired
within areas, informing CominCh of the moves made. In this connection CinCPac 042259 (June) is pertinent.
There were no new enemy developments.
cTune 21st.

(Oahu Date}

The Central and South Pacific areas were quiet. Preparations for the forthcoming SOLOMONS offensive apparently
are proceeding satisfactorily. Bad weather continues to
hffiaper air operations in the North Pacific.
The Army will supply two dive ")omber squadrons for the
ComNorWesSeaFron has been ordered to furnish
operation.
KISKA
for that operation.
support
all necessary
ComAirPac has been ordered to submit a plan for a
photo reconnaissance of KWAJALEIN, ·v~ oTJE, and MALOELAP.
At least two BBs, 3 XCVs, and 12 DDs have arrived at
TRUK. It seems probable that this force will be employed defensively, and does not indicate a shift of the center of
gravity of the Jap Fleet from the Empire to the Mandates.

D

~)
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J"une 22nd.

(Oahu Date)

Because of fog most searches in the ALEUTIANS were
radar to 200 miles. This kind of search does not give the
covera~e of visual search.
CTF 16 suspects midget subs off
KISKA.
At 0455 (-11) 23rd an enemy sub torpedoed two escorted
AKs about 50 miles South of SAN CRISTOBAL. One sank at 0953
(-11) and the other was sunk by own gunfire later in the day.
At 0845 (-11) 23rd 18 SBD, 12 TBF, 24 F4F attacked REKATA. At
0920 (-11) 14 VB and 24 VF attacked BURI village, GANONGA.
CinCPac 212021 pink is a proposed despatch to CGWDC
to execute the KISKA directive (CinCPac 292248 May). CGWDC
221905 pink concurs. CinCPac t3'l3S:.4 is the toint order to
execute the KISKA operation.
There were no new enemy developments.
June 23rd.

(Oahu Date)

Insofar as contacts with the enemy are concerned, all
Pacific Ocean Areas were quiet. The movement of landing craft
to GUADALCANAL for the next offensive is underway.
CinCPac staff exploratiomof the move into the 1iARSK~LLS
have commenced. Preliminary raids in the Central Pacific also
are under discussion.
CominCh 231437 pink approves in general CinCPac recommended Fleet redeployment.
CotainCh 222145 pink proposes movement of Marine airdrome battalions to PEARL. CinCPac approves this.
ComNorPac proposes a sweep against Jap fishing vessels
off KAMCHATKA starting the 25th employing 3 CA, 1 CL, 5 DDs.
As ultra information indicates there will be no fishing in that
area this summer·, CinCPac will order cancellation of the operation unless CTF 16 has further information on Jap fishing craft
which is not available to CinCPac.
There were no new enemy developments.

0
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J"une 24th.

(Oahu Date)

Com 3rd Fleet 250540 is an operation su1mnary for the
day in his area. Condition RED obtained at GUADALCANAL and
the RUSSELLS from Ohl3 to 0455 (-11) J"une 25. Minor damage
was caused by 16 bombs which landed on the RUSSELLS. The
THORNTON was attacked by 4 - 5 J"ap planes near the SANTA CRUZ
Islands. No hits were made.
Good progress is being made on the VB(M) strip at
Strikes were made on KISKA during the afternoon by
Army planes from ~A.MCIIITKA.
SillitriA.

CinCPac 250115 pink recommends assignment of additional AKs to 3oPac.
ComNorPac 242337 pink states that the sweep against
J"ap fishing in the KAMCILL\TKA area is being held in abeyance.
Richardson ·(24 J"une) (pink) gives plan of strike on
NAURU scheduled for night of 28-29 (-12) J"une.
There were no new enemy developments.
June 25th.

(Oahu Date)

It now appears probable that the full radar control
shooting done by the MONAGHAN off VEGA POINT, KISKA on the 22nd
resulted in the destruction of a small Jap sub as photos show one
beached in that vicinity. Jap subs continue active in the
ALEUTIANS.
Condition Red was set at GUADALCANAL between 0438 and
0520 (-11) the 26th. No damage was reported. Commencing at
0402 (-11) 26th, 18 B-24s attack BALLALE. At 0834 (-11) 26th
15 SBD, 13 TBF, 24 VF attack MUNDA. At about the same time
12 SBD, 12 TBF, 23 VF attacked VILA. Thus, air strikes are
being stepped up preparatory to the coming offensive. 1 CL and
2 DD were sighted near NAURU today. A small convoy escorted by
1 CA and 1 CL headed SE was sighted during the day about 40
miles east of BOUGAINVILLE. Two CA and one CVE arrived at
RABAUL. The Japs are making active preparations to meet our
next move and seem to have some advance information--possibly
by sightings only.
While exercising off PEARL the No. 3 gun of the HUTCHINS was fired accidentally into No. 2 stack. Several men
were killed and wounded.
CominCh 251303 deals with the employment of wing
commanders in sea frontiers.
(Continued)

June 25th.

(Oahu Date)

(Continued)

Cominch 241301 pink deals with amphibious training
for Central Pacific Operations.
ComSoPac 250515 and 250518 deal with suggested withdrawal of one VB(H) and one VB(M) group for other operations.
June 26th.

(Oahu Date)

At 0430 (-11) 27th seven B-24s attacKed KMIILI; at
0500 ( -11) 27th one B-24 attacked JviTJNDA; at 0348 ( -11) 27th
six B-24s attacked BALLALE. At 0815 (-11) 27th 13 SBD, 9 TBF,
and at the same time 12 S"9D, 11 T--=jF attacked VILA, both strikes
covered by one group of 23 VF. Extensive combat searches were
made in the Central SOLOHONS and in the NEN G:::GORGIA group.
The FINBACK on patrol in the MAIIDATES reports sinking
23176 tons enemy shipping. Our submarines continue to be very
active and the patrols are productive to a most gratifying
degree.
Three subs departed MID'J\/AY on the 24th and 25th June
to conduct a patrol in the JAPAJJ Sea.
On the 25th two strikes were made on KISKA from
.A1v1CHITKA during the afternoon. Both ATTU and SID]VIYA are now
under Army command and no longer task groups of TF 16.
CinCPac 260315 pink is a proposed bombardment of WAKE
and a raid on the enemy patrol line East of HONSHU.
June 27th.

(Oahu Date)

BL~TT

A PBY sighted and attacked 3 enemy DDs in
Strait at 0030 (-11) 28th. Extensive searches and offensive
air operations in the Central SOLOlv10N2 and NEW GEORGIA continued in preparation for the forthcoming offensive.
On the 26th seven strikes were made on KISKA from
Al'·TCHITKA during which 30.8 tons of bombs were dropDed. On the
27th 34.5 tons of bombs were dropped on the same target.
strike on

281628 pink cancelled part of the planned
because of operational losses.

~TNA~JTI
T~AURU

CominCh 271613 pink gives views on tentative August
operations in the Central Pacific.
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June 28th.

(Oahu Date)

Air operations in the SOLOMONS were seriously hampered
by bad weather. Surface forces are taking nosition forD-Day
tomorrow. The CV task force has taken a coverine position in
the Coral Sea. Rear Admiral Merrill's force is expected to
lay mines and bombard in the BUIN area early tomorrow morning.
Rear Admiral Ainsworth's cruiser force is operating to the N.E.
of ESPIRITU SANTO preparatory to a bombardment in the VILA area
on July 3rd (-11). Marine raiders are proceeding toward VIRU
from the vicinity of SEGI Point. At 1600 (-11) 29th 18 SBD,
12 TBF, 32 VF attacked REKATA; and at 1630 (-11) same afternoon 18 SBD, 12 TBF, 30 VF attacked 1~JNDA.
Fog prevented air operations from .AMCHITKA today. One
strike on KISKA was made during the day from ADAK. Cumulative
ATTU casualty report is: killed 552; wounded 1140. ·
CinCPac 282315 pink sends approval to General DeWitt
of CTF 16 outline plan for the KISKA operation so that a joint
approval can be sent to Vice Admiral Kinkaid.
There were no new enemy developments.
June 29th.

(Oahu-Date)

The offensive into the NEW GEORGIA group commenced as
planned. Fragmentary reports indicate that landings were made
at WICKHAM, SEGI, and VIRU; and that Rear Admiral Merrill's
bombardment/minelaying operation in the BUIN area was completed
successfully. At RENDOVA the landing commenced at 0656 (-11)
30th and by 1450 (-11) the APAs were unloaded. A Jap torpedo
plane attack resulted in a hit in the engineroom of the McCAWLEY
at 1550 (-11). At 2024 (-11) the McCAWLEY was hit and sunk by
two submarine torpedoes. Other vessels in the vicinity also
were attacked by subs but no hits were reported. The GWIN
received one hit from a 4.7 while bombarding MUNDA which resulted in disabling the port engine. At 1120 (-11) VILA was
attacked by 16 TBF, 12 SBD. Bad weather hampered searches.
The enemy launched three air attacks on our surface forces off
RENDOVA during the day in which they lost at least 65 planes
against our loss of 17. In their last attack they employed
float zeros and float observation planes, indicating a lack of
more suitable types.

I

CinCPac 292053 requests air enlisted ground personnel
for coming operations in the Central Pacific. CinCPac 292145
pink directs Admiral Halsey to investigate airfield possibilities
in the ELLICE Group.
The North Pacific was comparatively quiet, with some
enemy submarine activity in the ALEUTIANS reported.
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June 30th.

(Oahu Date)

Information regarding the progress in the SOLOMONS
offensive is still sketchy but that which has been received
indicates that the operation is proceeding according to plan.
At 0833 (-11) July 1st 17 B-24s attacked VIRU. At 1330 (-11)
18 TBF and 11 SBD attacked VIh~, and at 1410 ten SBD attacked
AA positions at LAMBETI plantation. 25 VB(M), 18 SBD, and
18 TBF attacked ~ITIT~DA at 1615 (-11). Com 3rd Fleet 010630 is
a sunmary for yesterday. Further information states that the
enemy lost 101 planes in three strikes made on our force off
RENDOVA yesterday.
The Seventh Air Force will attempt further photo reconnaissance at JALUIT as soon as nossible after 14 July.
CinCPac 010035 requests a minimum of 3 advanced air
base assemblies for the Central Pacific.
CominCh 261309 gives a plan for a visit of a British
Joint Service visit to the Pacific.
The North and Central Pacific areas were quiet.

(Copy - original with July group)
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04 2259 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC Info COMINCH, COMGENP-OPAC.
Your 010723 affirmative. This is in conformity with
CinCPac policy of reducing defense forces at bases in
rear areas to minimum required by present situation
in order to make available additional units for offensive employment_ This can be accomplished by
reduction of base defense area to close defense of base
installations and maintenance of beach head for reinforcement of garrismn in event hostile landings are
effected in undefended areas.
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06 1953 AMPHIBIOUS TRAINING FORCE to COMGEN WESTERN DEFENSE COMMAND,
COMNORPAC, CTF 51.
Suggest following procedure in planning AMATEUR operation.
Plan 1. Assembly of all troops Amphibian Training Force 9
in combat area utilizing transportation made available.
Plan 2. Assign each battalion combat team to types of transportation when lists of ships and small landing craft are
known so that each battalion will be prepared to land at a
separate destination, combat loaded.
Plan 3. Tactical plan to be made in ALASKA.
Believe that Plan 1 and 2 can best be made in the United
States with information received concerning units to be
provided in ALASKA and their concentration points. Plan 3
will be greatly simplified and should by all means be made
at ADAK with all interested agencies participating. SGD
Corlett CG ATF 9. Admiral Rockwell, General Smith of the
Marine Corps, and General Corlett have been in conference
on this and are making every effort to determine the best
method of utilizing each type of landing craft in the coming operation. In this planning the battalion combat team
will be the basis combat unit. The regimental overhead will
be used as a group or area headquarters which may or may not
include the battalions of its regiment. Concept-ion of battalion combat team (battalion landing group) is a self sustained unit including infantry field artillery shore party
engineers coast artillery anti aircraft and supply and
evacuation services, combat loaded with 30 days maintenance
and rations and 10 units fire for ground weapons. Snow jeep
(light tank cargo tractor) is believed by those experienced
in AULSKA suitable tor tundra transportation and hauling. In
connection with this we are developing cargo pallets that
can be used as toboggans. This may effect the combat loading of both small craft and APA. Suggest if practicable a
member of Comnorpacfors staff come to ORD to observe preparation for a few days and return ADAK.
08 0057 CINCPAC

to - COW~ORPAC.

Request your estimate at earliest practicable time of
naval forces required for support operations ATTU SHEMYA
and blockade KISKA. How would you employ forces now under
your command but not so required pending further operations.
Desire return NEVADA with MULLANEY to San Francisco after
arrival TENNESSEE for transfer to Lantflt.
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08 2230 DEWITT to ADV CP, Info CTF 51.
Difficulties Canadian participation AMATEUR well understood
this Hq. CS 0604. Canadian Units being equipped with
American equipment except for arms and ammunition. Canadian
arms and ammunition will be used by units making up Canadian
Combat Teams and maintenance of arms and ammunition will be
by Canadian government through our supply system technical
Canadian personnel being provided for this purpose. Signal
equipment and procedures will be same as in American forces.
Training in these procedures now being carried on.
07 2039 COMTRAINACT & REAR ECHELON PHIBLANT to COMAMPHORPAC Info
COMNORPAC, CINCLANT, CINCPAC, COMINCH.
Your 042227 to Cinclant. Earliest possible arrival LST's
at San Diego estimated July 3d. All crews have bad basic
training but shakedown of LST have been reduced to a minimum and these shipsshould be given at least 5 more beachings each.

12 0517 COM)RD FLT, to COM 7th FLT, COM lst FLT, CINCSOWESPAC,
Destroyer escorted transport group arriving GUADAL morning
11th repor.t s Jap B.ettys shadowed then unsuccessful ly attacked ships night of lOth. This was force Nips were after
all day lOth when BLUE fighters destroyed 4 Bettys off
North ],~LAITA. Another BLUE surface group unsuccessful ly
attacked by lone Betty noon 1lth 60 miles South Southeast
of SAN CRIST03AL. Coastv·l atcher reports 100 Japs landed
HUIIDRANGI village North Coast SANTA ISABEL night of 7th.
7 :B,orts 8 Avengers visited BUIN area after nightfall lOth.
Avengers failed contact sh l pping, Forts bombed KAHILI drome
starting small fire. 1 Fo~t missing cause unknown, 1
Avenger forced down returning by engine trouble. BUIU shipping morning 11th 1 unident South of TREASURY Island 2
small vessels off SHORTLAND 3 small ships off PUPUK1JNA POINT.
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13 0341 COMAJRSOPAC to COMAIRSOLS, COM1PAIRWING 1, Info C01ffiOPAC,
CINCPAC, CGHD, CG 13th AIR FORCE, CG SM~OA, CG 7TH AIR FORCE.
ComAirSoPac OpOrd 11-43. Reconnaissanc e and fighter aircraft operate from cTap occupied NAURU Island airdrome.
ComSoPac orders night harassment NAURU to increase cTap disquietude incident photographs JALUIT and MILLI and bombing
of TARAWA by 7th Air Force. This force will attack with
bombs in order destroy power plant, aircraft and airdrome
installations . Task Unit 33.1.2 Admiral Mitscher despatch
maximum practical B-24 strike to hit NAURU about 171430 GCT.
Task Unit 33.1.1 Captain Kendall stage 6 Cats through
VANIKORO strike NAURU about 171300 GCT. Para. Load cats
500 pound daisy cutters and incendiary clusters, heavy
bombers instantaneous demolition and incendiary clusters
belly turrets strafe with incendiary ammunition. Cat flight
advise completion of mission and pertinent info helpful
following waves. Search and recco frequency. GUADAL flights
use call flight 99 SANTO flight 96. 1 B-24 carry radar detection equipment.
14 0452 COM 3RD PLT to CINCSOWESPAC, COM 1ST FLT Info NZNB, COM 7TH
FLT, ALL TFC'S, SOPAC.
7 B-24's, 3 B-17's raided KAHILI ·night of 12th-13th with
unobserved results. 130 times 100 pounds less 67 fragmentation clusters was the total bomb load. 6 Avengers started
out on ship strike to BUIN but weather forced them back.
Para. Fighters from S~NANEE report damaging Jap Betty snooping around one of our small tas·k units. Time about midday
13th. Para~ SOLOMONS planes noon 13th from limited photo
coverage were 7 VF's, 2 dive bombers KAHILI, 5 VB's BALLALE,
21 floatplanes FAISI. No ship sightings reported.
15 0600 COM 3RD FLT to CINCSOWESPAC, CINC 1ST FLT, COMSOVffiSPAC Info
NZNB, COM 7TH FLE~T, NOB AUCKLAND, ALL TF COMS 3RD FLEET.
Fortresses Liberators raided KAHILI Area. evening 13th repeating performance last night 14th. First strike was by
13 planes dropping lOO's light bombs. 6 Avengers simultaneously looked for shipping but found none. Bomber
pilots saw fires BALLALE Island which claimed they didn't
start. Last night's job by 11 planes who dumped ton 1/2ton 1/4-ton eggs KAHILI plus 9 1/4-ton size on SHORTLAND.
At 0830 L (-11) 14th Mitchell medium bombers made debut in
force this area when 18 of them bombed VILA Airfield concentrating on runway and gun posits east of strip. 18
Corsairs covere.d. GUADALCANAL had hour and quarter alert
night of 13th for at least 1 enemy bomber which dropped
3 bombs harmlessly near KOKUMBONA. Early today 15th 3
more nippers came over dropped 5 bombs near KOLI Point.
No damage reported.
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16 0545 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC, CINC SOWESPAC, Info NZNB, COM 7TH
FLT, ALL TFC's 3RD FLT, NOB AUCKLAND,
16 Dauntless 12 Avengers screened by 24 Wildcats hit
BAEROKO Western NEW GEORGIA supply center at 0745 L (-11)
15th. Each Avenger carried single 1 ton bomb while
Dauntless had half ton load. 2 fires started 1 combined
with explosions. Para. Coastwatcher dope has it that
Nip base at SANOIGAI CHOISEUL 5 miles Northwest of BAMBATANA mission is now complete. Japs in strength further
reported 1~LEVOLII and KAKASA Southeast BAM l~TANA. Guns
at VANGVAl~A Southwest KO LOMBM~GARA have been dismantled
moved to VILA plantation. Para. Weather hampered photo
recce 15th. BUKA only drome covered showed only 3 VF
for unstated coverage. 1 medium 1 small vessels were in
MATCHIN Bay. Para. GUADAL had raid night of 15th bombs
fell in .water.
17 0529 COM 3RD FLEET, to COM 1ST

FL~~T.

CINCSOVffiSPAC, Info Com 7th,
Etc.

Todays big news is yesterday June 16th fiasco for the
Japs when 104 Blue fighters destroyed 32 nip dive bombers
45 zero's over GUADALCANAL beginning at 1407 L (-11).
This brings total Jap planes destroyed by SoPac forces
that month to 146 and grand total since July 31st 1942
to 1414. Our losses in yesterday's fracus. were 6
fighters. Jap bombs damaged Navy AK CELENO 1 LST.
ORANGE aircraft participating estimated 60 each bombers
fighters but may have been more. Para. At .0830 L 16th
18 Avengers 12 Dauntless escorted by 24 Corsairs flattened
Sangigai Choiseul where coastwatcher had reported Jap
base set up. Ton and half ton bombs used. Para. Night
15th 2 Mitchells, 1 Black Cat searched fruitlessly for
BLACKETT STRAIT shipping. Dusk 16th watcher saw 3 vessels North of VELLA on Northwest course. Para. Additional coastwatch dope. Natives report Japs say bombing
forced KIETA evacuation. Scouts found no Japs on GIZO
or ~~JTI Islands (BLACKETT STRAIT). 200 Japs now at
HUHURANGI 42 miles Southeast REKATA Bay.
SAY they are
from REKATA and intend early occupation ESTRELLA Bay area.
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18 0510 COM 3HD FLT, to ·CI' TC SWP, COM 1ST FLT, etc.
19 SED's each carrying one half ton Daisy Cutters raided
REKATA BAY 1640 (-11) 17th. Hits were scored on SUAVANAU.
POINT and nearby AA posits. 16 Wildcats covered. Further
info on big doings over GUADAL 16th indicates total BLUE
casualties afloat and ashore 25 killed 29 injured 22
missing. Both drunaged vessels will be returned to
service. Coast Watcher reports 1 fighter following retiring enemy VF formation down in 1000 SHIBS BAY off
Southern SANTA I8ABEL. GUADAL had alert night of 17th
for unknown number planes. 2 flares seen and 3 bombs
fell in water off TULAGI with no reported damage or
casualties. At 0545 (-11) today 18th LCI reported
sighting sub 1 mile off TULAGI net. Patrol plane attacked surface sub VILA EFATE forenoon 17th. At 1115
(-11) 16th auxiliary carrier task group operating Southeast of SAN CRISTOBAL added 1 snooping BETTY todays
plane bag. Night of 16th 8 Liberators hit BALLALE with
fragmentation clusters. One plane failed return but
aQ~bo mission next day picked up 8 of 10 crew members.
Also rescued last pilot missing from June 7th action
over RUSSELLS.
25 0540 Com 3rd Flt, to CinCSoWesPac, CinCPac, Info Com 7th Flt, etc.
During early dark hours today 25th 13 Army Liberators
attacked KAHILI airdrome dropping hundreds fragmentation
clusters West of runway and in camp areas North of
JAr'"OHINA mission. 5 fires resulted. 7 additional B-24' s
bombed BL~A same time dropping similar clusters. Smoke
seen rising from southern strip. Para. Avenger patrol
off BOUGAINVILLE Mitchell off Northeast ISABEL found no
targets last night. Para. After dawn today 25 and 24
Dauntless Aveengers respectively covered by 32 Wildcats
plastered Lambeti plantation area MUliDA vicinity with
36 and one half tons of high explosives. All planes returned. Para. Late afternoon yesterday Wildcats strat~d
Jap barge at r;viCKHAM anchorage. Para. Shortly after
local noon today USS THORNTON enroute GUADALCANAL to
ESPIRITU was attacked from high level by 4 twin engined
bombers. 3 or 4 bombs fell 600 yards on port bow nil
damage. Para. Following are SOLOMONS planes from AM
photos 24th. KilliiLI 22 VF's 6 VSB BALLALE 2 VF's 3 VB's
FAISI 19 Float Planes. Photo planes saw 3 AK's 1 small
unident BUIN TONGLEI. Para., Patrol plane sighted attacked enemy sub OR45 L ( -11) toda:r posit. 19-48 South
174-47 East.
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25 1303 COMINCil to CINCPAC, CINCLANT, Info COMAIRPAC, COMAIRLANT etc.
This modifies my airmailgram 121739 of July 1942. It is
directed that wing commanders within sea frontiers be utilized in the capacity of task group commanders in exercising
operational control of wing aircraft assigned to sea frontiers.
Similar employment of air group or squadron commanders when
appropriate in subordinate task group commands is also directed. Operational control is defined as comprising those
functions of command involving formation of task forces
assignment of tasks designation of objectives and necessary
coordination to accomplish the ·mission. It should be exercised where practicable through the responsible tactical
commander of units assigned. It specifically does not include
the administration discipline internal organization or training of those units.
29 2053 CINCPAC to COMINCH info COMAIRPAC BUPERS COMFAIRWESTCOAST.
Prospective operations in the Central Pacific require a
greatly accelerated expansion of shore based naval air groups,
aircraft service units and advanced air base units. Preliminary estimates show that critical feature of accelerated
program will be enlisted personnel of which availability has
lagged behind that of airplanes and pilots. Fleet Air West
Coast is now '2500 men short of July requirements under present
plans. Fleet Air South Pacific is 3000 men short. Principal
shortages are in general service ratings and non rated men.
To meet new demands of accelerated program to be submitted
recommend drastic action. Suggested remedy is to eliminate
or reduce mainland and 15th Naval District shore activities
of little value in present strategic situation. Typical
activities which might release men are NAS Astoria, the
combat drone project, section bases on Pacific Coast and
training activities. Chief of Staff AirPac after conference
with ComFairWest will bring to Washington estimates personnel
requirements for fleet aviation program.
26 1309 COMINCH to UINCPAC , COMSOPAC.
British Chiefs of Staff wish t o send British J oint Se r vic e
Missi on to inves t igate types of equ i pment and mo st s uitab l e
organization of units and formati ons required f or f u ll scale
operations against J&pan. Mission will consist of a)out 10
officers headed by Major General plus 2 U. S . officers in advisory capacity and will proeeed on date t o be communicated
later from Vlashington to Sopac SouvvesPac and India - Burma
for visits with field forces. Hission desires to visit headquarters of ComSoPao and to be afforded opportunities for
attachment to troops in actual combat with Japanese. Combined Chiefs of Staff have approved the foregoing. Desire
you facilitate the work of this mission all practicable.
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2· CG ADC, CTF 16,
CTF 51, Info! CG WDC, ComV/esS~aFron, CinCPac Admin,
Chief of Staff WarDept, Cominch, Coma1sec.

02 2248 CINCPAC to CG AMPHIBIAN TRA.INING FORCE

This is Joint Order issued by CinCPac and CGWDC, HiCom.
Execute our Joint Directive contained in CinCPac 292240
except Task B and Task C which await approval Joint Chiefs
of Staff. Target date remains same.
04 2200

CO~!NORPAC

to CTF 51,

CO~~ATRAINFOR

9, Info CG WDC, COMINCH,
CINCPAC.

This is HiCom from ComNorPac, Following is general plan
for amphibious training of Amphibian Training Force 9.
5 battalion combat teams and 1 battalion combat engineers
to be trained to land from combat loaded APA's. 4 battalion
combat teams and 1 battalion combat engineers to be trained
to land from landing craft (LST's, LCI's and LCT 5's). Remainder force to receive sufficient transport training for
landing from non combat loaded AP's and same troops to be
trained to land from landing craft. Desire at least 1
battalion combat team from each regiment be trained in APA's
and 1 from each regiment in landing craft. Commander Amphibian Training Force 9 (ComAmTrainFor 9) requested designate
to ComTaskForce 51 battalions to be joined in accordance
above.
t'llli~
07 0226 COMNORPAC to CTF 51, C01~MTRAINFOR NaME, Info COMINCH
CINCPAC, COMGEN \®C, COMGEN ADC (HAND) •
Hicom. In view decision to replace 17th Infantry JACKBOOT
with 159th from Ord and to bring 17th to ACCENTUATE, change
training program for Amphibian Training Force 9 (My 042200)
as follows. 3 battalion combat teams in lieu 5 to be trained to land from combat loaded APA's. 3 teams in lieu 4 to
be trained to Iand from landing craft. Desire that landing
craft training be expedited in order those battalions can
begin movement to GOOSEWING at an early date. Comgen WDC
has indicated this movement will begin about June 20th.
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08 0223 COMNORPAC to COMGEN WDC,. CTF 51, COMGEN ATF 9, Info CINCPAC.
Hicom. In order clarify atmosphere surrounding various
aspects AMATEUR this despatch is sent in 3 parts. Addressed to subjects as follows. Part I Planning and
Joint Staff. Part 2 Training. Part 3 Shipping and Water
Movements. ComGen ADC concurs. This is Part 1. Landing
and Tactical Plans will be prepared at ACCENTUATE combined
staff of Comgen ADC and Comnorpac undertaking preliminary
planning. Comgen ATF 9 witr1 staff arrive ACCENTUATE by
July 15 and send members of his staff prior that date as
they can be spared. CTF 51 requested send to ACCENTUATE
by 1 July Comdr. Tucker, Lt.Comdr. McMillian, Lieut. Hauck
and to arrive with remainder of operating staff by July
15. Desire sufficient members General Smith's training
staff arrive ACCENTUATE by June 21 to assist in training
of GOOSEWING regiments and Canadians and General Smith
and remainder training staff arrive by July 15. Prior
arrival of Comgen AF~ 9 and CTF 51 at ACCENTUATE, suggestions and desires regarding landing and tactical plans
are requested by despatch officer messenger airmail as is
most practicable.
08 0232 This is Part 2 my 080223 on subject of training. Hicom.
My 042200 and 070226. Basic concept is that each regimental landing group will have 1 or more battalions
trained to land from APA's and 1 or more from landing
craft, in order provide for flexibility in developing
plans while maintaining regimental organization where
that proves desirable. On this basis, and with 5 APA's,
2 battalions of 17th will be embarked for the operation
in APA's,and 1 in landing craft. Of the 2 regiments
from Fort Ord (omitting the 159th) 1 will have 2 battalions embarked in APA's and 1 in landing craft and the
other regiment 1 battalion embarked in APA's and 2 in
landing craft. Amphibious training should be so planned
that each battalion receives maximum possible prior departure for ACCENTUATE, so as to reduce to minimum amphibious training and allow maximum field training after arrival here. Comgen ATF 9 is requested to designate type
of training for each battalion at Fort Ord in accordance
with above
08 0251 HiCom. Part 3. Shipping and water movements. CinCPac and
CG WDC Joint despatch 292240 of N~y contemplates following
shipping, in addition ATS Transports and exclusive of AK's
5 APA's, 12 LST's, 10 LCI's, 36 LCT's •. Of this shipping,
following now in ALEUTIANS: 1 APA (HARRIS) departing for
West Coast about June 9, 4 LST's and 8 LCT's. CTF 51 requested to designate by name the 5 APA's to be used and
rermainder landing craft by numbers. Also give estimated
dates when remainder landing craft ready depart from West
Coast. LCI's and LST's should be used to transport troops
and equipment as practicable from Fort Ord to ACCENTUATE.
Loading and movement of APA's. All to be combat loaded prior
departure from SAN FRANCISCO. 2 proceed ACCENTUATE to arrive
- Continued -
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by July 3, transporting troops trained in landing craft.
These 2 APA's will be used in the operation to transport
2 battalion combat teams from 17th and such adjustments as
necessary in their combat loading should be made to allow
troops from Fort Ord with their individual and organizational
equipment to be disembarked here and 2 battalion combat
teams of 17th to be embarked. Remaining 3 APA's with combat
loaded battalion combat teams arrive ACCENTUATE by July 15.
Maintenance supplies all classes for Fort Ord troops while
at ACCENTUATE will be furnished without disturbing t~nsport
loading. CG WDC requested make arrangements and provide
transportation to move Canadians to ACCENTUATE, to arrive
prior 1 July.
08 1910 CTF 51 to

CO~lliORPAC

Info CG WDC, CINCPAC, CG ATF 9, CG

AC ~ SP.

Part 1 of 2 parts. This is HiCom. Recommendations made by
Corlett were made without my authority and are not concurred
in by me. Plan conference with him Fort Ord tomorrow and
will then forward suggestions. Final recommendations cannot
be submitted until more is known of your assault plan, scheme
of maneuver and assignment of troops. Present best estimate
availability assigned forces follows: ZEILIN, HEYWOOD, BELL,
HARRIS 5 July provided HARRIS returned immediately and final
conversion postponed indefinitely. DOYLE and FELAND not yet
reported probably ready late July and August. 4 LST and 8
LCT (5) now operating GOOSEWING. 7 LST, 10 LCI (L) and 5
LCT(5) now operating Fort Ord to be joined by 1 LST about
20 June. 6 LST each with 1 LCT(S) on deck presumably enroute
from east coast state of training and date of arrival unknown.
08 1924 CTF 51 sends part 2 of his 081910 to same adees as Part 1.

This is HiCom. Troops at Fort Ord have received no training
in APA's although 159th and 184th have completed preliminary
Amphibian training with 7th- Division and are now training
in LST and LC~(5). 87th Infantry being organized on arrival
this ·week. New subject. Other trials commitments and
responsibilities make it mandatory that General Smith and I
be absent this area short a time as possible. Training
staffs already reduced to minimum nivo would seem advisable
that the 4 available APA 1 S and complementary troops Fort Ord
train here until about 1 August where facilities, boat replacements, functional schools etcetera are available and
that other troops with LST's, LCI's and LCT's be sent GOOSEWING. In this connection strongly advise consideration be
given planning assault from APA's in orthodox manner with
reserves and reenforcement troops embarked LST's, LCI's, and
LCT 1 s.
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06 0040 CG ADC & COMNORPAC to CG WDC Info CTF 51, CG ATF 9.
HiCom, On assumption 159th Infantry replaces 17th Infantry
on ATTU following is designation of training sites in GOOSEWING Your C 06013. 1 regimental landing group from ORD
amphibiously trained accordance My 042200 to ATKA. Remaining regimental landing group from ORD amphibiously trained
and Canadians to train at ADAK. 17th Infantry will be refitted at ADAK and if replacement 32nd Infantry by regiment
from Fort ORD is approved, 32nd will also be refitted here.
In latter case only Canadians plus regiment from ALASKA will
be trained at ADAK. Engineers, field hospital, AA and miscellaneous units should accompany respective landing groups
proportionat ely in conformity with regimental assignment.
No amphibious training is necessary for regimental landing
groups sent from Fort ORD to ATTU. CG ATF 9 to ADAK when
above movements are made.
07 2039 COMTRAINACT & REAR ECHELON PHIBLANT to COMA:MPHORPAC Info

COMNORPAC CINCLANT CINCPAC COMINCH.

Your 042227 to CinCLant. Earliest possible arrival LST's
at San Diego estimated July 3rd. All crews have had basic
training but shakedown of LST have been reduced to a minimlm
and these ships should be given at least 5 more beachings
each.
09 1729 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info COMSOPAC, CHIEF OF BUAER, CHIEF OF

NAVAL PERSONNEL.

Most Secret Hi-Com. Proposals made to me which appear to
have merit first put jurisdiction of air bases SoPac
directly under Comairsopac second assign Naval and Marine
Corps aviators to planning staffs of high commands third
.make full use of ComAirPac in consideration of operations
involving air.
10

0231 COMPHIBPAC to C01vlNORPAC, Info CINCPAC, CG
CG AMPHCORPAC.

WDC,

CG AMTRAINlPOR 9

This HiCom. This is part 1 of 4 parts. Following represents
best judgment .Amtrainfor 9 ,· Amphcorpac, and originator regards training and planning phase. Para. Subject movements and training 159th and 17th regiments. Move 159th
to ATTU in FILLMORE CHIRIKOF ~when shiEs available about
28 June. Combat load above vessels plus tiranch at San
Francisco with supnlies ammunition and maintenance items
for 17th. Blift6l direct to ADAK and remainder bring 17th
to ADAK ETA about 22 July. 17th will then be designated
for embarkation in above -~ AP's supplemented with LST's and
LCT 5' s for operation. ~ra. Subject 184th Reg. Continue

"'·

(Cont i nued on next page)
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10 0231

CO~HIBPAC

to COMNORPAC.

(4 parts)

(Continued)

train shore to to shore at ORD until next AP's available
at San Francisco about 7 July. Then combat load LST's at
San Francisco with equipment impedimenta ammunition and
supplies for 184th Regiment. Part 2 to follow.
10 0315 Part 2 of above. Route North and send all regiment except
shore party in AP's. Shore party will be sent on board
LST's. For operation 184 to be embarked in landing craft.
Para. Subject 87th Regiment. Due arrive ORD about 15
June. Reorganize indoctrinate and preliminary training
until APA's available about 5 July. Then train landing
exercises 15 days, rehabilitate, overhaul ordnance, combat
load at San Francisco ETD 1 August. 87th to be embarked
in APA's for operation. Para. Subject Alaska regiment.
Use AP's which are to bring 184th to ADAK to embark Alaska
regiment for operation. These vessels are HOE class and
will carry supplies to back up all assault teams with
sufficient remaining space for Alaska regiment organizational equipment and impedimenta. Para. Subject Canadian
Brigade. Ships available ETD from 5 to 12 July. Propose
combat load same type ship and . in ' similar manner as for
Alaska regiment. Canadians combat load at port of embarkation and remain embarked for operation. Part 3 to follow.
10 0352 Part 3 of above. This is HiCom rpt HiCom. Para. Subject
factors affecting plans: (A) ZEILIN, HARRIS, BELL, HEY\ fOOD permit combat loading only 1 regiment consisting J
battalion combat teams. If APA DO!fN becomes available
suggest embarking units of 17th that vessel but capacity
only about 850 troops and very limited cargo. (B) The
llOth and 104th combat engineer battalions are being
·
trained as shore parties for the 87th and 184th regiments.
(C) Consider LST, LCIS and LCT's suitable only for landing
at secured beachheads or at beaches where landing is unopposed. Our carefully considered opinion is assault should
be delivered from APA's. (D) Only few tractors and track
laying vehicles and special equipment and no heavy clothing received at ORD. WDC attempting expedite but movement
supplies slow. May necessitate postponment target date.
Will keep you advised. (E) Troop movements outlined above
are based earliest possi ble availability transportation.
Believe target date should be adjusted to allow 2 weeks to
1 month field exercises and training all troops on Alaska
terrain. (F) Total landing craft available. 4 LST in
Alaska. 7 at ORD. One (1) to arrive ORD about 20 June.
6 enroute from East Coast ETA unknown. 8 LCT5's in Alaska.
5 enroute or at ORD. 6 enroute from East Coast carried
deck load in 6 LST' s. .L!,inal part to follow.
(Continued on next page)
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10 0231 CO:MPHIBPAC to COMNORPAC.

I

(4 parts)

(Continued)

10 0409 Part 4 and last part of 100231 above. This is HiCom.
10 LCI's at ORD. Maximum available 18 LST's, 19 LCT's,
10 LCI's. (G) Preliminary training indicates 11 LST,
9 LCI and 12 LCT necessary to transoort 1 regiment comprising 3 battalion combat teams. Suggest surplus craft
if then available be employed implement landing o:f' 17th
from AP's. Para. Subject recommendations. (A) Because
DCBX limitations, transportation schedules training complications most strongly recommend all 3 battalion combat
teams of any 1 regiment be similarly trained. (B) Suggest equip 7 EC 2's of the HOE class being provided by
Ar.my \nth 6 landing craft each and boat crews.
Am proceeding to accomplish this. (C) Recommend commanders and
staff ATF 9, Amphcorpac and Taskforce 51 remain th~s area
until departure 87th in APA's and proceed by air.
08 2128 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info COMSOPAC, COMNORPAC, COMSOWESPAC,

MacARTHUR, C of S ARMY.

HiCom. Have shipped you set of secret colored gridded
chart maps scale 1 over 50000 mercator projection covering
BOUGAINVILLE SHORTLAJ!D Island Area. Hydro now constructing similar series covering RABAUL area and another scale
1 over 25000 polyconic projection covering KISKA. Hydro
prepared continue this work as continuing job for secure
group of selected personnel. Each series similar to 1
shipped you requires approximately 2 months to complete
and can be undertaken at rate of 1 per month. Consider
this type chart map most desirable to enable land sea and
air forces utilize same reference in amphibious or shore
bombardment operations. Comment desirability these chart
maps indicating in order of priority other series you
desire in Pacific Ocean Areas, projection to be used type
and origin of grid to be overprinted.
09 2059 CINCPAC to COMINCH.
This is most secret for Admiral King only. Refer MySer
0054 of 25 April (with enclosed ComGenHawDet letter of
17 April) and our discussions on requirements for heavy
bombardment aircraft in Hawaiian Area. Urgently request
that you press to successful conclusion early assignment
to Central Pacific of second heavy group both for reasons
mentioned above references and to assist in accelerated
offensive action this area.
,
'-..)
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09 1256 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info CTF 51, COTCPAC, VICE CNO.
MOST SECRET. Desire to provide headquarters ship for
next operation to ComTaskForce 51 who stated at last
Pacific conference that APA is unsuitable and specially
equipped BB or DD is necessary. Next AGC delivery date
1 September. Provision essential headquarters facilities
similar to conversions recently accomplished in MONROVIA
and 3ISCAYNE for NAV1~AW can readily be made in PENNSYLVANIA
and is possible in 2100 ton DD if contributed by CinCPao
and available at West Coast yard by 20 June. Agree with
ComTaskFor 51 headnuarters ship should not carry assault
troops or equipment or have planned part in combat or
bombardment. Consider importance warrants t~mporary
diversion PENNSYLVANIA or DD for this duty and possibly
permanent diversion DD for repeated use as Amphibious
headquarters ship. Converted DD can carry crew for only
about half its battery and likely to prove unsatisfactory.
Do you agree either proposal or have you other recommendation? If in addition you can nominate 1 APA for conversion
to modified headquarters for emergency relief purposes
without encroachment on troop capacity, conversion will
be accomplished by NY Mare Island in shortest possible
time but will involve equivalent of at least 4 weeks
availability.
10 2245 CG WDC to COM.NORPAC, Info CINCPAC, AG ADC, ADV CG ALASKA,
AG AT:B, 9, COMPHIBPAC, CG .&~HIBCORPAC.
Re ComPhibPac 100231 June 10 in 4 parts. DeWitt sending
CG 0608 HICOM to ComNorPac for action. Following are my
comments each para thereof.
Subject movement and training 159th and 17th Regts concur except that dates can be bettered by 2 days.
Subject 184

~ment

concur.

Subject 87th Regt concur.
Subject Alaska Regt concur.
Subject Canadian Brigade concur except ETD July lOth.
Subject factors affecting plans (A) concur on use of
DOYEN only rpt only if you consider this practicable as
I consider this subject for local decision by you.
(B) concur. (C) concur. (D) While rinly few tractors and
track laying vehicles special equipment and heavy clothing
yet received at ORD receipt this equipment and other supplies not repeat not delay movement. This is part 1 of a
2 part message.
(Continued on next page)
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10 2245 CGWDC to COBNOill?AC, etc.

(Continued)

WD rpt WD has given necessary directives and shipments
UEOABD!~OTS under way.
Will not rpt not be necessary
postpone target date on this account.
(E) Do not repeat not agree target date should be changed.
Target date should be held to without fail but DOG day
must by necessity be designated by you dependent on situation that area. Designation DOG day is your decision
and I appreciate period training troops in Alaska must
be adjusted by you to conform.
(F and G) No comment this your decision.
Subject recommendation (A) concur. (B) concur. (C) This
is not repeat not subject that I can properly comment upon
as decision yours but do consider it advisable that ComPhi bPac s.hould send competent staff officer thoroughly
familiar his views your HQ by air without delay to assure
clarification subjects connected all matters involved to
movement, training and planning phase, my opinion is meeting of minds on subject matter very difficult to resolve
by dispatches.
New subject. First special training force approximate
strength 2200 has been made available for AMATEUR operation and Joint Chiefs of Staff desire its use. This force
considered most highly trained unit on amphibious and commando operations in u.s. All specially selected men.
Comdg officer (Col Frederick) arrives this HQ, tonight or
tomorrow for conference with me. Vlill inform you more in
detail after seeing him. Consider it extremely fortunate
this fine unit made available to us for this operation.
This is part 2 of 2 part MSG SRL NBR 102245 GCT and this
msg SECRET SECURITY.
10 0045 COMGEN WDC to CINCPAC.
No Armv dive bomber sauadrons available for M.~ATE~JR
operation (C 06035) this SECRET SECURITY. REU1Uill 082355.
Decision not yet reached but War Department advises that
if dive bonbers to be used they will be Navy planes. Am
convinced this type of plane a definite requirement this
operation and hope you can assure availability.

/
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10 0331 COMJ'JORPAC to CINCPAC.
ComNorPac replies to CinCPac 080057 ·. HiCom. Naval forces
required supnort occupations ATTU SHH.ITA and blockade
'K ISKA and allow for much needed overhaul and training
exercises are apnroximately those now in this area. Pending further intensive operations plan make about one third
all types continuously available for material upkeep and
training. Presence of ORANGE heavy and light cruisers
P~aJSH IRO indicates possibility cruiser raids on ATTUSI-IE1r1YA area and supply lines thereto.
Such raids might
be supported by battleships and might be accompanied by
attempts to run much needed supplies to KIRKA. 3 battleships 4 to 6 heavy cruisers 4 light cruisers 2 squadrons
destroyers considered adenuate prevent enemy attempts
disrupt our rapid development ATTU and SiillllYA and oreak
KISKA blockade. Now have 2 destroyers on A/S blockade
KISKA. Desirable maintain 4 on blockade stations which
could be done if 6 were available therefor. Should it
be assumed enemy concentration and preparations Northern
KUHILE purely defensive above forces could be reduced.
About 12 escort ships sufficient for.A/S patrol and screens
for ATTU SHm~A shipping. To maintain this number necessary to release those similarly employed AMCHITKA and Eastward. Additional destroyers and ships suitable for escorting would be very useful. When situation permits diversion cruisers and destroyers from tasks in Western ALEUTiaNS
exploratory raid Jap fishing grounds western BERING SEA
can be made and when risk of enemy shore based air action
is justified raids on enemy patrol stations, weather ship
stations and shipping East of KURILES. .
10 1330 COMINCH to CTF 51 Info CINCPAC, COMSOPAC COMNORPAC CINCLANT.
Your 031950 requesting beach jumper unit not to all addees.
·unit of 10 officers 20 men all Marines will complete training 1 July. Employment of sonic equipment which is a principal item requires prior approval of plan by CCS whose
policy is withhold until stake warrants first disclosure
and success is probable. Handle this as utmost secret.
For security intent is to retain unit at PhibLant training
center for the present. Suggest you send an officer of
your staff at convenient time to witness demonstration
ALSO/LT Colonel Bare to evaluate progress. Advise employment will require use of up to 10 large fast boats from
area sources. PT SC PC and aircraft rescue types suitable.
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·
11 0412 COM 3RD FLT . to CINCPAC.
This is HiCom. Present organization all airfields and
seaplane bases on each island grouped as air center which
like all other unit establishments on island are under
direct military command of Commanding General and Administrative direction of appropriate senior. Thus naval bases are
administered by ComSerRonSoPac, Army Service Commands by
ComGen SOSPA and Air Centers by ComairsoPac. Placing air
bases whether individual airfields or .grouped as air centers
under direct jurisdiction of ComAirSoPac would . invalidate
unity of command on island bases and highly desirable coordination of activities thereon. CominCh 091729. Have Naval and
Army air representatives on my planning staff. Assume air
operations will be referred to ComAirPac by CinCPac as desired
by latter. All ma'tters concerning air operations in SoPac
are referred to ComAirSoPac.
1¥ 1700 COMNORPAC to CO~~MPIWORPAC Info CINCPAC, CG AMPHCORPAC,
~
CTF 51, CG WDC, CG ATF 9.
This is HiCom. Your comprehensive and highly informative
despatch in 4 parts beginning 100231 is greatly appreciated
and is approved i .n toto subject to following connnents. A.
While fully concurring that all troops should have 2 weeks
to 1 month training on Alaskan terrain, desire present target
date be retained until . postponement is known to be absolutely
necessary. B. Proposed time of departure for ALASKA of
Commanders concerned and staffs is too late. Plans and training should not and will not be completed until after their
arrival. Commanders and staff members should come North as
nearly as practicable in accordance request made in my 080223.
Decision this question left to your discretion. c. Buckner
concurs in the above and will send all communications to
Corlett through ComNorPac in order to keep the record straight.
vf 11 2015 DEWITT to CG ADC Info CINCPAC

CO~ffiORPAC COMAMPHIBPAC CG ATF 9.

Available for AMATEUR operation· is 1st Special Service Force
consisting United States and Canadian Troops total strength
173 officers, 8 warrant officers, 2287 enlisted. C 06039.
This is ·HiCom most secret. Composition of force: 3 Combat
regiments and service battalion (42 officers, 8 warrant officers, 635 enlisted); each combat' regiment {39 officers,
541 enlisted) comprises 2 combat battalions {17 officers
258 enlisted each) of 3 companies (5 officers 84 men each)
of three platoons {1 officer 27 men each); composition and
armament was subject of conference between you and Col.
Frederick (Force Cownander) January lOth, 1943. Unit has
completed training as follows: Amphibian, winter warfare,
demolitions, parachute, a.ss.a.ul t and raiding tactics.
Contemplate moving unit direct from United States to ADC
to complete special training in ADC for operation. Desire
you designate station for assembly and training. Prompt
reply desired iri order to arrange for movement.
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11 2105 CINCPAC to COMINCH info COMPHIBPAC, COTCPAC, VCNO.

I

Cominch Hicom 091256. From such info as is available
here believe CHILTON (APA38) now at San Pedro enroute
East Coast to complete conversion. Suggest possibility
holding CHILTON West Coast with 4 weeks availability at
Mare Island for equipping as Headquarters Ship and assignment Comphibpac until delivery 1st AGC in September.

12 0021 CINCPAC to COMNORPAC.
Hicom. Concur in general urdis 100331 but consider exposure heavy ships to possible submarine atta~k should
be minimized by varying covering areas and retiring
battleships to ADAK or COLD BAY whenever situation warrants. Will endeavor to maintain destroyers in your
area at 20 plus and as target date approaches make available 1 squadron 2100 ton class for transport screen and
close supporting fire.

12 2151 CTF 51 to CINCPAC.
This is most secret. HiCom. Your 110259. My comment
on CominCh 091256. Have not been informed my role in
prospective operation but if I am to command attack force
strongly urge PENNSYLVANIA be given suggested conversion
and assigned as flagship. This recommendation based on
certain knowledge her present state of training and facilities. Consider reduction in fighting power and probable
insufficient space in 2100 ton DD indicate inadvisability
diversion this type at this time. However would like
opportunity to study conversion plans with idea future
employment specially for shore to shore operations. Am
having CHILTON (APA 38} inspected to obtain information
possible facilities as modified headquarters emergency
relief and present status. However if she could be made
immediately available as an APA for this operation she
could be most effectively employed due to additional assignment first special service battalion consisting 2200
and probability assault will be made from APA's.

13 0334 COMAIRPAC to CINCPAC.

I

(Most Secret)

Recommend against assignment Navy or Marine dive bombing
squadron for operations in the ALEUTIANS because (A) none
are available without diversion from SoPac or Central
requirements. (B) Their use will require advanced base
facilities not now planned and since they can not fly to
area will add to ship.ping requirements. (C) They can not
be operated from NASSAU Class ACV. (D) Reports of other
operations indicate medium bombers better adapted to
operating conditions including weather. Your 122127.
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12 0127 CINCPAC to COMINCH.
HiCom. Scheduled night June 17 GCT are minor
bomt?ardment and photographic missions against
TARAWA JALUIT MILLI. Sorties by 7th bomber
command staging through FUNAmJTI. Daylight
reconnaissance Southern GILBERTS to follow.

HI COM

1599

13 2125 COM 3RD FLT to CTG 36.2, CTU 36.3.2, CTF 31; CTF 32 Info
CG SOPAC, WGAC, COMSERONSOPAC; REPCOMDESPAC tNOUMEA, COM
MTERONS SOPAC; COMSWPAC, CINCPAC, ALL TFC SOPAC, CINC
SOVffiSPAC, COMINCH, CG GUADAL, C01IDESRON 12, COMCARDIV 22.
Handle this as most secret. Reference my OpPla.n 14-43 and
CTF 31 OpPlan AS-43. At any time after D day and when directed by ComSoPac it may be necessary to bombard MUNDA, KOLUMBANGARA and other enemy posltions in connection with their
capture or destruction. To this end a bombardment group
consisting of following units is formed herewith.. 2 CLs plus
3 DDs nominated by CTG 36.2 and designated TU 36.2.9. 1 BB
plus 3 DDs as directed by CTU 36.3.2 and called TU 36.3.9.
Senior ·officer bombardment group is OTC and may expect to
operate as directed by CTF 31. Use grid system as given in
paragraph 5 (d) in 2nd reference. CTF 33 provide air coverage and plane spotting as requested by CTF 31 •

.

12 2212 COMINCH to CINCPAC, Info VICE CNO, COMPHIBPAC, COTCPAC.
Your 112105. Not possible complete ~ ILTON in available
time. Vice CNO advises only conversion possibilities for
next operation are PENNSYLVAN.IA as operating ·headquarters
and ZEILIN as emergency relief with headquarters facilities
on reduced scale not including quarters extensive plotting
rooms and the like.
14 0623 CINCPAC to COMINCH Info CINCPAC ADMIN COMSOPAC CTF 16 CTF 51.
This is HiCom. Consid~r it necessary t~at ComPhibPac transport group be reinforced at earliest possible date by 1 APA
and 1 AKA. At present only 4 APA's and no AKA's are available to Rockwell for training. For move to ALBUTIANS and assault of KISKA 1 additional APA(DOYEN) now West Coast is
remote possibility. Para. Carefull investigation SoPac
situation reveals no withdrawal's APA's or AKA's possible as
troop moves to combat areas accordance current directives
will employ these types to their limit and preclude further
amphibious training after July 1st. Para. Request 1 APA and
1 AKA be made available to CinCPac from other areas at once
and until September lst.
14 2219 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info COMNORPAC CTF 51.
Utmost Secret. Joint Chiefs of Staff approve Cincpac-ComGen
\VDC 29 2248 with the proviso that the actual date of execution
of Task B will be determined by CinCPac and CG WDC.
14 1557 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info VCNO.
/

Following HiCom for Adee only. Comment on requirements looking to readiness for setting up and training amphibious
forces in HAWAII Area for prospective operations to westward.

/
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11 0412 COM 3RD FLT to CINCPAC.
HiCom. Present organization all airfields and seaplane
bases on each island grouped as Air Center which like
all other unit establishments on island are under direct
military comraand of Commanding General and administrative
direction of appropriate senior. Thus Naval bases are
administered by ComSeronSoPac, Army service commands by
ComGen SOSSPA and Air Centers by ComAirSoPac. Placing
air bases whether individual airfields or grouped as
Air Centers under direct jurisdiction of ComAirSoPac
would invalidate unity of command on island bases and
highly desirable coordination of activities thereon.
CominCh 091729. Have Naval and Army air representatives
on my planning staff. Assume air operations will be
referred to ComAirPac by CinCPac as desired by latter.
All matters concerning air operations in SoPac are
referred to ComAirSoPac.

12 2135 CinCPac Admin to Admiral Nimitz only.
VERY SECRET HI COM. This reencipherment CominCh 111731.
Quote. Delivered to Chief of Naval Personnel for Info.
What are your views about Commodore rank for senior
naval officer in command at MIDWAY and if you c9ncur is
present incumbent recommended. End ~uote.

13 0507 CinCPac to CominCh.
For Admiral King only from Nimitz. Arter conference
with Halsey I recommend Shafroth relieve Wilkinson as
Deputy ComSoPacFor and Area at once and that Wilki~son
report to ComAmphibForSoPac with view to relieving Turner
after completion first stage NEW GEORGIA Operation.
Turner then report to CinCPac for temporary duty. Halsey
concurs.

13 0627 CinCPac to CinCPac Administration.
Desire Captain Redman be ordered proceed without delay
by air report ComSoPac for temporary duty and on completion thereof return resume regular duties.
14 0833 BuPers to ComSoPac, Info CinCPac.
RAdm John F. Shafroth Jr. hereby detached report ComSoPac
duty Deputy ComSoPacAr~a and SoPacFor.
14 1243 CominCh to Admiral Nimitz.
Personal for Admiral Nimitz Only. In case Brigadier
General Lynd is detached your staff do you recommend him
for an award.
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14 2313 CinCPac to CominCh.
Utmost for Admiral King only.

Negative your 141243.

15 0710 CinCPac to CominCh, Info CinCPac Admin.
I recormnend Captain Harold Mike ~f'M) · vNtartin your
111731 senior naval officer at MIDWAY for promotion
to rank of Commodore.

15 0?.

~~~r GCq~cLAsstFtEo
l5 0051 CINCPAC to COMINCH info COMSOPAC, CHIEF BUAER, CHIEF BUPERS.

Hicom reply ur 091729. Concur with ComSoPac 110412 being
passed to you. Naval aviators are assigned to staff this
command and are consulted freely. Marine aviators are /
available for consultation. Full use is being made of
ComAirPac in planning operations involving air.
15 0121 CINCPAC to COMNORPAC Info COMINCH, COiviPHIBPAC, COTCPAC,

VICE CNO, COMSERVPAC, PENNSYLVANIA.

,·

CominCh 091256. 122212. Mydi s 112105. ComPhi bPa.c 122151 ..
All passed to you for info. Assignment PENNSYLVANIA as
operating headquarters for ComPhibPac satisfactory to
CinCPac originator. Use of ZEILIN as emergency relief
with reduced facilities at discretion ComPhibPac if time
for necessary installations can be spared from training.
If you concur direct PENNSYLVANIA report ComPhibPac.
Latter arrange necessary NYD availabilities direct ComServPac.

09 2155

COMINCH

to CINCPAC,

CO~;LSOPAC,

COMSOWESPAC.

Handle with utmost secrecy. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
have informed the Director Office of Strategic Services
in Washington that once an Office of Strategic Services
Basic Plan for psychological warfare within a particular
theater or area of military operations has been approved by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff it is not necessary to submit
subsidiary operational plans to the Joint Chiefs of Starr
but that such subsidiary plans may be submitted by ~he
Office of Strategic Services to its theatre or area representative for use in planning the psychological warfare
program.
14 2341 CTF 51 to COMINCH, Info COMGEN ViDC, COMNORPAC, CINCPAC.
This is most secret. Following ships in addition APA's
and landing ships proposed for use in AMATEUR operation.
AP 29.
AP 32.
XAP PRESIDENT FILilv.'[ORE.
RICHARD MARCH HOE.
HENRY FAILING.
CHIRIKOF. DAVID W BRANCH. VfiLLIAM L.
THOt1PSON,
J"OHN B FLOYD.
TJISADANE. XAK' s HENRY WARD
BEECHER. GOERGE JULIA...N . ELI vJHITNEY. GEORGE vVYTHE.
GEORGE FLAVEL. Anticipate it will be necessary furnish
Naval Liaison Officer of suitable rank to each above except
.AP's and following communication personnel and equipment
to each: Personnel 1 junior officer. 1 radioman 1st class.
1 radioman 2nd class. 4 radiomen 3rd clas s . 1 signal 2nd
class. 2 signalmen Jrd class equipment 1 TJX. 2 TBY.
1 visual s ignaling kit. Necessary cryptographic aids. Reauest officer and enlisted personnel be ordered to report
to originator at SAJJ DIEGO for . tra ining and indoctrination
prior 1 July. Request equipment be supplie d by same date.
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JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to CINCSWPA FOH ACTION RICHARDSON
AND HARMON PASS TO NIMITZ AND HALSEY :B,OH TNFCRMATION
SIGNED MARSHALL.

CG WD FT SHAFTER TH

WASHINGTON DC.

4952-15 .
Present Naval strength in the Pacific (This
message is from Joint Chiefs of Staff to CINCSWPA for
action Richards on and Harmon ass to Nimitz and Halse
for informa tion si ned Marshal l with prospec tive reenforcem ents dictates increase d tempo of operatio ns
against enemy in Pacific Areas. BUR11A operatio ns may
require specific naval operatio ns in Pacific in Novembe r.
Joint Chiefs of Staff are now consider ing operatio ns in
Central Pacific based o.n followin g assumpti ons relating to
CARTWHEEL:
A - Operatio n ONE commences thirty June complete one
August.
B - Operatio n AFIRM complete fifteen Septemb er.
C - Operatio n TVVO commences one Sept.emb er complete
thirty Novembe r.

/

D - Operatio n BAKER commences fifteen Oc-tober complete
thirty Novembe r.
E - Operatio n CAST commences thirty November complete
thirty one Decembe r.
F - Operatio n THREE commences one December complete
1
one March.
Tentativ e plans submitte d ·by planning agencies contemp late
employin g Second ~arDiv RPT MarPiv all combat loaders and
major part of naval forces from South Pacific Area and
first MarDi v from Southwe st Pacific against l\1ARSHALLS from
PEARL or South Pacific port about 15 Novembe r. Arrival of
last six LSTS repeat LSTS allocate d to SoPac would be delayed about two months till mid Decembe r. Ur~ ently needed
for immedia te planning purposes is an outline of operatio ns
in South and Southwe st Pacific areas giving dates that may
affect present basis of planning for Central Pacific operations. It is recogniz ed that it will probably be necessar y
as the successi ve operatio ns develop to alter these dates
accordin gly. However , unless they are establis hed now for
planning purposes it is not I~T not practica ble to provide
able structur e for our operatio ns througho ut the Pacific
and Far East. Para.
(Continu ed on next page).
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15 1655 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF "A WAR 151655 Z".

{Continued)

Desire following specific information:
tJ).al.L

A -AOperation BAKER not (repeat not) be commenced until
after completion of Operation ~vo.
B - Composition of Task Forces for each operation, with
particular regard to designation of major ground force
units.
C - What ship to shore and what shore to shore operations
are contemplated with dates of conrrnencement and completion
and numbers and types of assault shipning and landing
craft to be employed.
15 1014 COMNORPAC to CONlPHIBPAC, PENNSYLVANIA, Info CINCPAC, COMINCH.
CinCPac 150121. HiCom. PENNSYLVAlJIA report ComPhibPac
as operating headquarters. ComPhibPac comply referenced
despatch regarding conversion PEM~SYLVANIA and ZEILIN.
15 2241 CTF 51 to COMINCH, Info CINCPAC.
Most Secret. Assume 6 LST and LCT your 141830 are in
addition 6 LST and LCT your 021509. Latter together with
all flotilla 3 ships and craft are committed to AMATEUR
operation. Movement of these to GOOSEWING is scheduled
commencing early July. Upon sailing of LST's 485. 486.
488 for SoPac about 5 July no LST's will remain this
coast and training of Gold Acorns in this type will necessarily be suspended.
16 0033 CON.LNORPAC to

Cll~CPAC,

Info CO:MPHIBPAC.

HiCom. Additional destroyers trained in shore bombardment highly desirable for future operations. Request
consideration be given to assigning to NorPacFor ships
reported in ComPhibPac 142347 as being so trained.
16 0226 CINCPAC to CINCPAC Admin, Info COMAIRSOPAC, COMSOPAC Admn.
This is most secret. Desire 7th Bomber Command strike
NAURU night 28-29 June (East longitude date) staging
through FUNAFUTI from WALLIS. Suggest planes now in area
be augmented as necessary to produce effective strike.
Advise.
/
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15 2220 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
Most secret for Adee only. From Joint Chiefs of Staff
to .Nimitz. As explained in War Dept 4952 of 14 June
Joint Chiefs of Staff are now considering the employment of forces to mount operations against the MARSHALLS
from PEARL or South Pacific about 15 November. Joint
Chiefs of Staff direct you submit an outline plan for
the seizure of the NfARSHALL I8LANDS to include following
and occupation:
A
B
C
D
E
F
-1

j

-

/

List of forces required for seizure.
Shipping required.
Positions to be seized.
Concept of plan.
Proposed date for initiation of operations.
Major favorable and unfavorable factors.

16 1309 GOMINCH to CINCPAC, Info CTF 51, CINCPAC ADMIN.

This is HiCom. Your 140623 T1IDBAl~ only AKA available
assigned PhibPac to arrive West Coast by 20 July my
111331. Understand DOYEN expected report for shakedown
about 15 June. Consider both must be made ready to
complete total 5 APA and 1 AKA for operation. No additional APA available from PhibLant or conversion program
in time for operation.
·
COMNORPAC, Info:
16 2145 CINCPAC to/CO~~HIB.PAC, COMDESPAC, COTCPAC, COMINCH.
UrDis 160033. ComAmphibPac 142348. MyDis 120021. Present
plan assign Desron 24 less DALY to NorPacFor duration
AMATEUR operation. Squadron should be assembled and
trained as such under O\vn squadron commander. If you concur I will (ABLE) direct Comaesron 24 in BROWNSON report
to you and ComPhibPac for duty on arrival SAN DIEGO from
CANAJ.J ZONE a bout 1 July. (BAKER) AMMEN MULIANY BUSH upon
completion shakedowns during which all will have been
trained in shore bombardment. ' (CHARLIE) HUTCHINS BEALE
both bombardment trained now proceed PEARL to SAN DIEGO
to arrive by about 10 July. It will be necessary for you
to send BACHE AffilliRREAD from your other forces without
relief. Asslgnment 80YD," HALFORD not approved because
total destroyer allocation cannot be increased and tactical
undesjrability of scrambling squadrons. Intend ANDERSON
relieve LANSDOWNE about mid July. No other changes nor
increases contemplated.
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16 2247 CINCPAC to COMINCH.
HiCom. Exercises mentioned my 120127 scheduled
night 18-19 June (East Long Date) includes simultaneo us
strike NAURU by Cats and heavies from SoPac.
16 2305

CINCPAc/t~~fRtPAC, Info to:

COMSOPAC, COl[AIRSOPAC.

This is IIiCom. With 22 bombers will strike target
your 160226. All basing CANTON staging through
FUNAFUTI.
20 0145 CINCPAC to COMINCH, Info VICE CNO.
HiCom for Addees only. On assumption s that MarDiv
is trained on Mainland CominCh 141557 that minimum of
one Army Div is trained Hawaiian Area that training
this area must solve problems involved landing over
coral reefs recommend that landing craft now available
here 12 LCM. 45 LCV be increased by 100 LCR(L) with
outboard motors. 15 LCM. 50 LCVP. 30 LVT. 1 LCT(5).
1 LST. Boat crews and maintainan ce personnel with
/
adequate spare parts should be furnished for these additional boats. These additiona l facilities to be made
available by 1 August 1943. Recommend. monthly replacement schedule of 15 percent of above boats to replace
casualties in reef landings. Para. Foregoing constitute requireme nts for prelimina ry training only.
Further details contingen t on formulatio n of detailed
plan which will probably require final training all
troops this area in particula r coral reef landing.
21 0951 COMSOPAC to CINCSO\tvESTPAC Info CINCPAC, C.G. SOPAC.

I

HiCom handle as most secret. Following SoPac data
is relevant to Joint Chiefs of Staff 151655. Major
ground force units operation A to accomplish ment seizure
NEW GEORGIA. 43rd Division about · l/3rd 37th Division
2 Raider Battalion s 2 Defense Battalions supporting
artillery . All available Naval Units will be employed
in support and covering operation s. Operation B 3rd
MarDiv 25th Division, 2 Raider Battalion s, 2 Defense
Battalion s, 1 AA regiment, sup ryorting artillery. Will
emnloy all combat loaders and all available landing
craft. All available Naval units in supnort and covering operation s. Timing in accordance with your directive. As KIETA and BUKA situation cannot be foreseen
at this time no details of operations have as yet been
prepared, it is believed however that a bove units less
( Conti nu ed on next page)
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21 0951 COMSOPAC to CINCSOWESTPAC.

( Continue·d )

combat loaders can handle the situation. Had tenta- .
tively selected 2nd MarDiv and ~~ ZEALAND Division plus
other lesser units for RABAUL in early 1944 contemplated
detachment 2nd MarDiv and all combat loaders will result
in NEVv CALEDONIA having no infantry garrison after about
August as intend START NEW ZEALAND Division to GUADALCANAL
as reserve, will out severe strain on my logistics and
will prevent relief in forward areas of any divisions
suffering from battle and climatic spoilage. We are thus
allowed no leeway in time mannower or transport for operation B. After withdrawal of 2nd MarDiv and the initiation
of operations B all my divisions including NEW ZEALAND
Division will be stationed in S ~)LOMONS with exception of
1 division in FIJI. Harmon concurs.
21 2021 CINCPAC to CG WDC.
CominCh 142219 being passed to you. Request your concurrence following Joint Despatch from CinCPac-CGWDC to
CTF 16 "Execute our 292248 May. Target date remains
Aug 15th. D date to be set by ComNorPac".
22 1905 COMGEN WDC to CinCPac.
Concurrence is transmitted reference your 212021 (Secret
Security Message signed DeWitt CG WDC and 4th Army)
006076 containing execution, target date and Dog day
directive.
CTF 16, Info:
23 2359 CINCPAC to/COMWE SEAFRON, COMNORV!ESEAFHON, COMINCH, CG WDC,
CTF 51.
Execute our 292248 1\'I ay. Target date remains August
15th 1943. ComNorPac set D date.
22 2145 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
UrDis 170545 December. HANDLE AS SUPER SECRET. 1st air- ·
drome battalion will be available for transfer to ~EARL
in August if desired by you. MarCorps plans to form 155
M1ff groups in second and first airdrome battalions successively by ·a ssigning from United States with :Ml gun training 50 men monthly beginning August with view to changing
designations later to 17th and 15th defense battalions
respectively presence 2 airdrome battalions PEiillL will
expedite personnel rotation at outlying Hawaiian bases
and will provide defense units for other operations.

J
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2'3 1437 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
For Adee onlv. With offensive operations in Central
Pacific in mind, your recommended redeployment of
Pacific Fleet in CinCPac serial 00693 dated 8 April 1943
is approved in general and as indicated in memorandum to
CinCPac dated 26 May 1943; subject also to decision which
may be reached by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for future
operations. Amplifying letter follows.

vi

24 1937 CinCPac to ComNorPac, Info CominCh •.

My 250451, indicates that fishing has been stopped off
KAMCHATKA. Most Secret. Unless you have contrary information that it is in progress cancel operation planned
your 230651 and employ time for upkeep ana training next
operation.
24 2337 ComNorPac to CinCPac, Info CominCh.
Most secret. Your 241937. Decision to make sweep along
fishing grounds based upon report from Soviet ship AECTIKA
that Jap DD and transport with alleged Jap fishing workers
was sighted at PETROPAVLOSC on June 10. Do not consider
this evidence conclusive and am holding operation in
abeyance pending further information.
24 June Richardson to CinCPac.
General plan of attack reurad 202215 GCT as follows: 22
B-24' s to base at V!ALLIS and CANTON stage thru li"'t.JNAFUTI and
bomb NAURU with general purpose, fragmentation and incendiary cluster. Task Force Comn1ander will select targets
after careful study of photographs of recent bombing of
target by planes from SoPac. Commanding General 7th ~tir
Force will keep you fully informed.
25 0115 CinCPac to Vice CNO Info CominCh, ComSoPac, ComServPac,
ComServHonSoPac.
Most secret. ComSoPac 230412. Recommend approval effective comnletion current assignments of ships concerned
and upon completion first discharge in SoPac area. However AK 90 to 97 should later be replaced in ServRonSoPac
by freighters from subsequent program as those named have
all been fitted with towing engines and are peculiarly
useful to Com 12 in TransPacific towing.
I
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23 0651 COMNORPAC to CINCPAC.

HiCom. Present intention that TG 16.7 (ComCruDiv 6 with
WICHITA, SAN FRANCISCO, LOUISVILLE, SANTA FE and 5 DDs)
depart ADAK about 25 June to search for and destroy enemy
forces and shipping including fishing craft in Western
BERING SEA. SANTA FE and 2 DD will make close in search
from CAPE AFRICA to GULF of AKADIR. Task Group will return ACCENTUATE about July 2nd.
24 1301 COMINCH to CINCPAC.
HiCom. Allocation of Divisions for Central Pacific amphibious operations has not yet been determined your 200145.
Pending this allocation or•ganizational preparation must be
taken now to provide for execution 6f operations at earliest
possible time. Para 2. My survey indicates that regardless
of objectives finally selected by you for attack provision
for the following must be made: A. Basic training for amphibious craft and troops on West Coast on increasing scale.
B. Expansion of amphibious training in Hawaiian Area both
basic and advanced for landing on coral islands. C. Amphibious con~and with planning staff at PEARL to develop
and integrate plans under Central Pacific Force for Central
Pacific Operations. This command organization at PEARL
vf
should provide for the planning and execution of at least
3 simultaneous attacks on separated objectives. D. Provision for above needs must be made in immediate future and
before completion of COTTAGE which may well continue through
September. Para 3. Establishment of subcommand proposed
by ComPhibPac 161641 will provide required training activities in San Diego and is hereby approved. Para 4. Your
con~ent and recon1mendations to provide for other needs set
forth in Para 2 are desired.
25 0515 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC.
Handle as most secret. HiCom. The following for your inf ·orma ti on: tt 587 6 Urgent 22nd. Plan for operations against
MARSHALL and or GILBERT ISLANDS in implementation of trident
decision is under consideration by Joint Staff Planners
(from Arnold to MacArthur for action Kenney and to Harmon
signed Marshall) proposal involves employment of 1 heavy
v/
bomber and 1 medium bomber group in addition to Royal Air
Forces as available. Request expression of your views as to
specific effect on air operations in your area if these
groups are withdrawn from either area for ~ffiRSHALL-GILBERT
operations about 1 November or 1 December, taking into consideration probable specific effect proposed Central Pacific
operations will have in diverting enemy air strength from
your areas. Same question propounded relative to a later
date, January or February next."
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25 0518 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC.
Handle as most secret. HiCon1. The following for your information: "To CinCSowesPac for Kenney (Action) Info to
Chief of Staff War Dept. Info ComSoPac (By hand) 8519 of
25 June. Following presents our views in connection with
Marshall's 5876 of 22nd (Harmon sends to MacArthur for
Kenney action info to Chief of Staff War Dept. for Arnold
AFAEP. -ComSoPac has by hand for info) Regardless of the
date of withdrawal of bombers, the specific effect would
be to reduce the capabilities of our strategic air striking forces. Realizi-ng that a minimum allocation of .air
strength at dates mentioned is safely allowable. Refer- ·
ence November/December diversion, assuming our operations
proceed approximately on schedule, diversion of bombers
would seriously jeopardize our chances of success at what
appears will be the most critical stage of the campaign.
Reference January/February diversion, not until we are
firmly established in RABAUL, KAVIENG and North Eastern
~~ GUINEA can we afford any reduction of our air strength.
It is estimated that this situation will not exist until
sometime subsequent to February next. The allowable scale
of reduction in air strength at that time will depend upon
factors which cannot be evaluated at present. Do not ,consider that the possible diversion of enemy air strenght
which might result from Central Pacific Operations would
diminish our requirements for landbased bombers. ComSoPac
is in full accord. Harmon·."

vf

26 0315 CINCPAC to COMINCH.
Utmost for Admiral King only. It is my considered opinion
that once our effort is disclosed enemy will write off
M~TEUR as a loss and attempt no reenforcemen~ of any
weight. But as a preventer I have studied the possibilities of McCain's proposed operation as a diversionary
raid and recommend against it as involving disproportionate
logistic difficulties and incomraensurate risk. v Para. In
substitution thereof the following is planned which surmounts logistic difficulties. minimizes r~sks yet should
\1
produce the same effect as McCain's proposal. (A) CVL-CL
raid against Japanese patrol craft usually stationed about
700 miles East of TOKYO provided intelligence at proper
time indicates patrol craft on station. (B) CV-surface
ship bombardment of WAKE . Target dates both operations 5 to
10 days prior ~-TEUR target date (15 August). (C) Landplane attack on ~v~PE just prior to surface force attack
and followed by land ba s ed photo coverage.
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27 1613 C0!\1INCH to CINCPAC.

r

HiCom for Admiral Nimitz only. Concur with the views
expressed first 2 sentences your 260315. .Further
ouestion the wisdom of any diversiona ry operation in
support of COTTAGE. Part 2. Operation (A) is considered a desira~le operation in itself but not necessarily as a diversion in support of COTTAGE.

vi

28 1628 FUNAFUTI to HICK.AJ:.1I FIELD.
Of 1st 8 off 2 crashed and burned so I cancelled
further mission take offs. 3 crash victims already
recovered good chance of recovery. 1 formation of 4
will attack other 2 ordered to land da~rlight when
remaining planes will return to operating base. I
remain here until mission returns.
28 2315 CINCPAC to CG WDC.
HiCom for Gen. DeWitt approve ComNorPac secret serial
0443 with the addition to paragraph 7 of "Task Group
16.8 will revert to Army command when commanding general
reports that the status of the occupation of AMATEUR
warrants this change and when so directed by ComNorPac"
Para. If you concur will issue joint approval of this
overall plan.
29 2145 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC.
HiCom for Admiral Halsey only. Seizure of 1~RSHALLS
via ELLICE and GILBERTS is under considera tion. Using
this route additiona l airstrips will be required north
~
of FUNAFUTI. At earliest date require for planning
V
photo recco followed by ground investiga tion Northern
ELLICE atolls. Include NUKUFETAU VAITUPU NIUTAO NANOMEA.
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